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‘The success of National Socialism, the unique appearance of the Führer, 
has no precedent in German History . . . The consequence of these historic 
and unprecedented political occurrences is that many Germans, due to 
their proclivity for the romantic and the mystical, indeed the occult, came to 
understand the success of National Socialism in this fashion.’

Alfred Rosenberg, 19411

‘Horror always lurks at the bottom of the magical world and everything 
“holy” is always mixed with horror.’2

From a page underscored by Hitler in Ernst Schertel’s occult work, 
Magic: History, Theory, and Practice (1923)

‘Outside a purely secular frame of reference, Nazism [is] felt to be the 
embodiment of evil in a modern twentieth- century regime, a monstrous 
pagan relapse in the Christian community of Europe.’

Nicholas Goodrick- Clarke3

Early in the blockbuster movie Captain America: The First Avenger (2011) a 
Nazi officer enters a small Norwegian town in search of an ancient relic, the 
Tesseract, which promises its owner infinite power. We soon find out that the 
officer, Johannes Schmidt, has imbibed the prototype of a ‘supersoldier’ serum, 
developed by a fringe scientist named Abraham Erskine. Intended to give 
Schmidt superhuman strength and agility, the serum instead causes a monstrous 
transformation, driving the Nazi officer mad and turning his head into a ghastly 
red skull. Erskine escapes to America, where he perfects his serum, transfig-
uring the prototypical 98- pound weakling, Steve Rogers, into our eponymous 
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x INTRODUCT ION

hero. Captain America has little time to hone his combat skills before con -
fronting the Red Skull and the insidious occult society known as ‘Hydra’, which, 
it turns out, pulls the strings behind Hitler and the Third Reich.

Captain America contains all the elements of Nazi supernaturalism in the 
popular mind: the connection to occult forces, mad scientists, fantastical 
weapons, a superhuman master race, a preoccupation with pagan religions, and 
magical relics supposed to grant the Nazis unlimited power. From comic books 
produced already during the Second World War era to twenty- first- century 
video games like Castle Wolfenstein, from classic science fiction and adventure 
films such as Raiders of the Lost Ark and The Boys from Brazil to contemporary 
horror movies like Dead Snow or superhero franchises such as Captain America, 
popular culture is awash with images of the Nazi supernatural.

Of course, few of these comic books, films, or video games are based on 
reliable primary evidence. Most popular representations of Nazism, even in 
documentary form, also fail to investigate deeper connections between super-
natural thinking and policies and practices in the Third Reich.4 Rather, the 
most popular television ‘documentaries’ generally alternate between making 
exaggerated claims based on limited evidence and exposing ‘revelations’ 
regarding the hidden history of obscure intellectuals or projects whose influ-
ence in the Third Reich is dubious at best (a method that comes perilously 
close to the practice of occultism).

The irony is that the evidence indicating an important link between Nazism 
and the supernatural has never been greater.5 In the mid- 1920s Hitler almost 
certainly read Ernst Schertel’s parapsychological tome Magic: History, Theory, 
Practice, underlining sentences such as ‘Satan is the fertilizing, destroying- 
constructing warrior’ and ‘He who does not carry demonic seeds within him 
will never give birth to a new world.’6 A few years later Joseph Goebbels hired 
the famous Weimar horror writer, Hanns Heinz Ewers, to fulfil important 
propaganda tasks when campaigning for power.

At a seance on the night of 26 February 1933 the clairvoyant Erik 
Hanussen – a close friend of Nazi stormtroopers – ‘predicted’ next day’s 
Reichstag fire, which helped justify the Nazi imposition of martial law. In the 
mid- 1930s Hitler’s second in command, the Deputy Führer Rudolf Hess, spon-
sored astrology, ‘cosmobiology’, and other esoteric medical practices. Hitler’s 
chief of the SS, Heinrich Himmler, pursued similar ‘border scientific’ doctrines, 
encouraging research on the Holy Grail, witchcraft, and medieval devil worship 
(‘Luciferianism’) as well.

Indeed, there are hundreds of archival documents indicating Nazi attempts 
to differentiate between occult charlatanry and putatively ‘scientific occultism’. 
During the Second World War, the German Navy, Himmler’s SS, and Goebbels’ 
Propaganda Ministry all hired astrologers and pendulum dowsers to obtain 
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military intelligence and conduct psychological warfare. The Gestapo, worried 
about offending both Hitler and the German public, even banned professional 
debunkers from revealing the secrets behind ‘magic’.

Throughout this period Hitler and Himmler sponsored a fanciful doctrine 
known as ‘World Ice Theory’, which posited that history, science, and religion 
could be explained by moons of ice hitting the earth in prehistoric times. Even 
in 1945, as the Third Reich was collapsing, the Nazis cobbled together a guer-
rilla band of Nazi ‘Werewolves’ to combat Communist partisans, who were in 
turn accused of vampirism by ethnic Germans fleeing the Russians. Over the 
past decade I have found ample documentation for these stories and dozens of 
others.

Based on this evidence, I argue that no mass political movement drew 
as consciously or consistently as the Nazis on what I call the ‘supernatural imag-
inary’ – occultism and ‘border science’, pagan, New Age, and Eastern religions, 
folklore, mythology, and many other supernatural doctrines – in order to attract 
a generation of German men and women seeking new forms of spirituality and 
novel explanations of the world that stood somewhere between scientific verifi-
ability and the shopworn truths of traditional religion.7 Certainly no mass party 
made a similar effort, once in power, to police or parse, much less appropriate 
and institutionalize such doctrines, whether in the realm of science and religion, 
culture and social policy, or the drive toward war, empire, and ethnic cleansing. 
Without understanding this relationship between Nazism and the supernatural, 
one cannot fully understand the history of the Third Reich.

***

The perception of a deep affinity between Nazism and the supernatural emerged 
only a few years after the founding of the Nazi Party. Already in the 1920s 
prominent esotericists were proclaiming that Nazi ideology, iconography, and 
party apparatus emerged from the Austro- German occult milieu.8 Numerous 
critics were equally certain about the supernatural provenance of Nazism. Carl 
Jung compared Hitler to a ‘truly mystic medicine man . . . a form of spiritual 
vessel, a demi- deity’, who managed to manipulate the ‘unconscious of 78 million 
Germans’.9 So too did the defrocked Nazi Hermann Rauschning, who attributed 
Hitler’s success to the fact that ‘every German has one foot in Atlantis, where 
he seeks a better fatherland’.10 The German political scientist Erich Voegelin 
likened Hitler to the Egyptian emperor Akhenaten, who changed the old ways 
‘so that he [might become the guide] to the mysteries of the gods’.11

A popular belief in Nazism’s supernatural roots became widespread after 
the outbreak of the Second World War. In 1940 the Munich journalism 
professor, Gerhard Szczesny, published a dissertation linking the rise of 
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National Socialism to a proclivity for occult thinking across the German 
middle classes.12 The rocket scientist Willy Ley argued similarly that the Third 
Reich exploited a German tendency ‘to resort to magic, to some nonsensical 
belief which he tries to validate by way of hysterics and physical force’.13

Witnesses as disparate as Walter Schellenberg, head of the SS Intelligence 
service (SD), and Wilhelm Wulff, Himmler’s personal astrologer, agreed. Both 
cited the popularity of esoteric thinking in the uppermost echelons of the Nazi 
Party. From left- wing writers such as Bertolt Brecht to the Nazi Reich Minister 
Alfred Rosenberg, from German- Jewish intellectuals such as Theodor Adorno, 
Siegfried Kracauer, and Lotte Eisner, to more conservative writers like Thomas 
Mann, Gottfried Benn, and Ernst Junger, scores of artists, scientists, and intel-
lectuals suggested that supernatural thinking helped pave the way for Nazism.14

This insistence on an intrinsic connection between Nazism and supernat-
ural thinking was never confined to the German- speaking world. In 1940 the 
British journalist Lewis Spence published a book- length monograph, The 
Occult Causes of the Present War, which attributed Nazi foreign policy to deep- 
seated occult and pagan traditions.15 A few years later, the British historian 
Hugh Trevor- Roper characterized the Third Reich as the ‘history . . . of a savage 
tribe and a primitive superstition’, highlighting stories of astrology and occult 
belief at the highest levels of the party.16

These claims were followed by a number of empirical studies carried out by 
German- Jewish intellectuals forced into exile by the Third Reich.17 Siegfried 
Kracauer’s seminal post- war study of Weimar film criticism, From Caligari to 
Hitler (1947), located the cultural and intellectual preconditions for German 
fascism in the irrational, supernaturally infused ‘collective psychology’ of the 
Weimar Republic.18 In the same year Kracauer’s colleague, Theodor Adorno, 
published his Theses Against Occultism, suggesting that the interwar renaissance 
in occultism – ‘the metaphysics of dunces’ – made possible the rise of Nazism.19

A few years later, in The Haunted Screen (1952), the film critic Lotte Eisner 
observed that the ‘mysticism and magic, the dark forces to which Germans have 
always been more than willing to commit themselves, had flourished in the face 
of death on the battlefields’. These forces culminated after the First World War, 
Eisner contended, ‘in the apocalyptic doctrine of Expressionism’ and ‘a weird 
pleasure . . . in evoking horror . . . a predilection for the imagery of darkness’.20 
These arguments were elaborated in the 1960s by a younger generation of emigré 
historians, notably Fritz Stern and George Mosse, who argued that the ‘irration-
alist philosophies of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, including 
occultism, helped to clear a path for Hitler’s rise to power and grounded his 
barbarous campaign to create a racially pure and powerful Germany’.21

The 1960s and 1970s witnessed the birth of a new cottage industry: the 
crypto- history of Nazi occultism. Epitomized by Louis Pauwels and Jacques 
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Bergier’s The Morning of Magicians and Trevor Ravenscroft’s Spear of Destiny, 
numerous books, sometimes written by authors with their own occult procliv-
ities, propagated fanciful theories about esoteric cabals, magical runes, and 
miracle artefacts that ushered in the Third Reich.22 Some of these books are 
based on a kernel of truth – a primary source here, an eyewitness account there. 
But most are so obviously unreliable and unsubstantiated that they cannot be 
cited with any accuracy.23

The best and most nuanced book to examine the relationship between 
Nazism and the supernatural is Nicholas Goodrick- Clarke’s The Occult Roots 
of Nazism.24 First published in 1985 and updated in 1992, this book examines 
the influence of the occult doctrine known as Ariosophy on the emergence of 
National Socialism between the 1890s and 1930s. Goodrick- Clarke shows 
convincingly that Ariosophy reflected and refracted many of the ideological 
elements within Nazism. Nevertheless, he concludes that it had little direct 
influence on Nazi thinking or policy after 1933. For all its strengths, The Occult 
Roots of Nazism makes no attempt to analyse the full range of occult or super-
natural phenomena that influenced Nazism. Nor, as the title suggests, does it 
spend much time on the Third Reich itself.25

In the quarter- century since publication of The Occult Roots of Nazism, we 
have seen a trend in the scholarly literature ‘toward decoupling occultism and 
Nazism’.26 According to historians such as Corinna Treitel and Marco Pasi, for 
example, there was nothing inherently proto- fascist or illiberal about German 
occultism. To the contrary, what we now condescendingly dismiss as esoteric or 
‘pseudo- scientific’ practices were highly modern, malleable, and intrinsic to the 
way educated Europeans negotiated the onrush of modernity. Faced with the 
‘disenchantment of the world’, in the words of Max Weber, and a decline in orga-
nized religious devotion, Germans, like many other Europeans, sought alterna-
tive forms of knowledge – whether astrology, clairvoyance, spiritualism, or 
‘natural healing’.27 The relationship between fascism and the occult, these 
scholars suggest, was defined by ‘escalating hostilities’, not ideological affinities.28

This revisionist work has provided a welcome corrective to the ‘special path’ 
(Sonderweg) literature typified by earlier accounts, which overemphasize the 
anti- modern and illiberal tendencies inherent within German culture. This 
newer scholarship is also important in highlighting the popularity and persist-
ence of occult, pagan, and border scientific doctrines across German- speaking 
Central Europe.

But revisionist studies have their own blind spots. German occultism was 
neither as universally progressive nor as closely interwoven with science as 
many revisionist scholars suggest.29 Many natural scientists, journalists, and 
liberal sceptics were already exasperated by – and devastating in their critiques 
of – occult and border scientific thinking during the first third of the twentieth 
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century. To pretend that professional biologists, chemists, and physicists, both 
inside and outside Germany, were as prone to occult ideas as amateur ‘scientists 
of the soul’ is therefore unhelpful, especially in eliding long- running and heated 
contemporary debates over occult charlatanry between mainstream and 
‘border scientists’. Revisionist accounts also tend to understate the reality that 
National Socialism, even when critical of occultism, was more preoccupied by 
and indebted to a wide array of supernatural doctrines and esoteric practices 
than any mass political movement of the interwar period.

In the past decade or so some post- revisionist scholarship, including my 
own, has begun once again to take seriously the supernatural roots of Nazism. 
Several German and American scholars have written critical histories of the 
occult doctrine known as anthroposophy that prevailed from the 1890s through 
the Third Reich. Equally revealing are a few recent case studies of border 
sciences such as parapsychology and World Ice Theory.30 Another group of 
scholars have produced a series of excellent monographs on the Nazi folklore 
industry as well as the disciplines of history and political science, psychology, 
physics, and biology in the Third Reich.31 Finally, we have witnessed a wave of 
new research on völkisch (racialist) religion and paganism in the period from 
1890 to 1945.32 I have drawn generously on this work in writing Hitler’s Monsters.

Despite this new research on individual aspects of religion and (border) 
science in the Third Reich, however, there exists no comprehensive study of the 
relationship between Nazism and the supernatural. Hitler’s Monsters is the first 
book to address this rich, fascinating, often extraordinary relationship from the 
party’s origins to the end of the Second World War.

***

Accustomed to the popular trope of Nazi occultism, the reader might wonder 
why I chose to write a ‘Supernatural’ and not an ‘Occult History of the Third 
Reich’. The reasons are twofold. First, ‘the occult’ tends to connote, by definition, 
something secret, elitist, and generally obscure. But much of what attracted 
ordinary Germans and Nazis to the ideas and practices discussed in this 
book – as the revisionist scholarship has convincingly shown – was eminently 
public and widely popular.33 This modern, mass- consumerist orientation of the 
‘occult’ marketplace contrasts greatly with the ostensibly elite, reactionary, 
obscure nature of occult practice.34 Indeed, the organizations and publishers 
that promoted these ideas were politically and ideologically eclectic, as likely to 
include sexual reformers or New Age gurus in their pages as neo- romantic or 
völkisch conservatives.35

Second, early twentieth- century occultism, diverse as it is, constitutes only 
one cluster of beliefs and practices within the broader German supernatural 
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imaginary.36 To be sure, under the rubric of occultism we might include a broad 
range of practices (astrology, clairvoyance, divining, parapsychology, etc.), 
beliefs (witchcraft, demonology), and syncretic doctrines that share elements 
of both (Theosophy, Anthroposophy, Ariosophy). Nevertheless, studies of 
occultism still tend to exclude important ‘border sciences’ such as World Ice 
Theory, the Nazi search for ‘miracle’ technologies, folklore and mythology, and 
aspects of völkisch religion.

Indeed, there is extensive scholarly literature about Nazi religiosity on the 
one hand, and folklore and ethnology on the other, that has developed inde-
pendently of the historiography on the occult. We will not get into the details 
of the various debates on ‘political religion’ here, except to note that many 
scholars of fascism highlight the religio- mythical elements at the core of 
Nazism.37 Nazism, per those scholars, ‘attempted to draw the people into active 
participation in the national mystique through rites and festivals, myths and 
symbols which gave a concrete expression to the general will’.38

Folklore and mythology facilitated fascism, it is argued, by producing 
‘national myths, symbols, and stereotypes that made it possible for many men 
and women to confront the burdens of life: they are the filters through which 
reality is perceived.’39 Examining manifestations of this ‘longing for myth’, this 
desire for new religious and spiritual experience, is essential to understanding 
the supernatural roots, character, and legacies of the Third Reich.40

Opposite the rise of pagan religion and mythology we have the remarkable 
growth of ‘border science’ (Grenzwissenschaft) in late nineteenth- century 
Germany.41 The Grenzwissenschaften included everything from traditional 
occult disciplines such as parapsychology, cosmobiology, and radiesthesia to 
World Ice Theory and other doctrines that challenged ‘academic scholars . . . 
with a huge number of theories that did not meet the requirements for new 
scientific knowledge’. Such theories and practices, according to Christina 
Wessely, ‘which appeared both as universal cosmologies and holistic world 
views [Weltanschauungen], explicitly disapproved of the development of 
modern science, sharing a popular fear that a purely materialistic, abstract 
science would lead to cultural decline’.42 It is possibly because of the fact that 
millions of Germans accepted otherwise dubious border scientific doctrines 
that revisionist scholars respond quite critically to the idea that there is a clear 
line to be drawn between mainstream and ‘border’ sciences.43 But such lines, 
then and now, do exist.

The purpose of this book is not to answer the epistemological question of 
what constitutes science and what constitutes border science.44 I would none-
theless suggest that many border scientific ideas ardently rejected by intellec-
tuals such as Freud, Adorno, and Einstein were widely popular in Germany and 
exploited by the Nazi Party.45 Revisionist scholars who want to rescue occultism, 
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New Age religion, or border science from the condescension of posterity might 
condemn Adorno and his colleagues for their hostile attitudes toward super-
natural thinking. But we fail to do justice to the period by drawing a false 
equivalency between mainstream and border science. Nor is it useful to exag-
gerate the inability of contemporary intellectuals to discern the difference 
between science and the supernatural, empiricism and faith, or the potentially 
deleterious sociopolitical consequences of blurring such distinctions.46

In short, we must avoid outmoded stereotypes of German backwardness, 
which presume that the emergence of a quintessentially ‘modern’ culture and 
society occurs in inverse relation to the persistence of superstition or 
occultism.47 We should be equally wary, however, of a dialectical approach that 
presumes the inherent irrationality embedded within modern science’s claims 
to rationality or progress.48 The relative decline or efflorescence of the super-
natural – the disenchantment and reenchantment of the world – has more to 
do with changing social, political, and historical contexts, with culture and 
ideology, than with the ebb and flow of modernity.49 Virtually all historians 
now agree that there was an explosion in new forms of occult, border scientific, 
and religious thinking in the late nineteenth century. The question is how and 
whether these kinds of thinking influenced the ideas and practices of Nazism.

***

I have chosen to refer to this vast reservoir of supernatural thinking – the 
myriad ideas, discourses, and practices covered in this book – as the ‘super-
natural imaginary’. Scholars have frequently employed the ‘notion of imaginary 
identification’ to explain the allure of fascism.50 But the idea of a ‘supernatural 
imaginary’ is most similar to the philosopher Charles Taylor’s definition of a 
‘social imaginary’.

For Taylor, the social imaginary ‘is how people imagine their social exis-
tence, how they integrate with others, and the deeper normative ideas that 
influence these expectations’. While political ideology ‘is often the acquisition 
of a small minority’, Taylor argues, the social imaginary ‘is shared by a whole 
society or large group; theory is expressed in theoretical terms while imaginary 
is described by images and legends; the imaginary is the common under-
standing that creates possible commonplace actions and a sense of legitimacy 
that is shared among all.’51 The social imaginary, according to Taylor, ‘can never 
be adequately expressed in the form of explicit doctrines because of its unlim-
ited and indefinite nature. That is another reason for speaking here of an imag-
inary and not a theory.’52

There are important distinctions between Taylor’s ‘social imaginary’ and the 
concept of a ‘supernatural imaginary’ employed in this book. Taylor links the 
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emergence of the ‘social imaginary’ to a post- Enlightenment disenchantment 
of the world, a response to ‘the end of a certain kind of presence of religion or 
the divine in public space’.53 Whereas Taylor sees the social imaginary as 
‘expel[ling] the world of supernatural forces’, we employ the premise that the 
late nineteenth and early twentieth century witnessed a reframing and transpo-
sition of supernatural thinking from Christianity to occultism, border science, 
and alternative religion.54

As recent studies have shown, supernatural explanations most readily 
displace rational, instrumental reasoning in public life when individuals believe 
themselves to be dealing with ‘sacred values’.55 The political danger point, 
whether in fomenting religious fanaticism or fascism, appears to be ‘when 
people feel themselves to be completely fused with a group defined by its sacred 
value’.56

Fascism makes sense of sociopolitical reality through the conscious and 
subconscious use of collective practices, rites, and sacred symbols, a ‘network of 
relationships’ that helps create a ‘relativization of classical dichotomies: of 
rational and irrational, left and right, revolutionary and reactionary, modern 
and anti- modern’.57 By drawing upon and appealing to an array of supernatural 
ideas, the Nazis created a space in which existing views – be they liberal, 
socialist, or traditionally conservative – could be overturned, displaced, or 
elided to produce a sense of ideological coherence where none otherwise 
existed.

This strategy proved helpful not only in terms of electoral politics, but in 
regard to domestic and foreign policy after the Nazi seizure of power in January 
1933. By binding Jews, Communists, and freemasons to images of vampires, 
zombies, demons, devils, spectres, alien parasites, and other supernatural 
monsters, the Third Reich helped to justify otherwise exaggerated responses to 
‘an enemy who did not seem to adhere to the same cultural code’.58

For most Nazis and many Germans these racial and political ‘monsters’ 
became the ‘embodiment of difference . . . hybrid creatures’, who were ‘weirdly 
human and yet terrifyingly other . . . abjectly wrong, unseemly, unnatural, 
anathema . . . demonic, unholy’. These ‘monsters’ were ‘not created from whole 
cloth’, observes Monica Black, but ‘constructed through a recombination of 
known representations’ that were already present in the supernatural imagi-
nary.59 In this way the supernatural imaginary provided an ideological and 
discursive space in which Nazism’s enemies could be dehumanized, marginal-
ized, and figuratively transformed into monsters requiring physical elimination.

The Afro- Caribbean writer Frantz Fanon may well have been talking about 
Germany when he discussed the violent consequences of a colonized people 
believing in ‘supernatural, magical powers’. By embracing supernatural thinking, 
Fanon suggests, the ‘settler’s powers are infinitely shrunken, stamped with their 
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alien origin’ and made into a ‘frightening enemy created by myths’. ‘Symbolical 
killings, fantastic rides, imaginary mass murders’ – all these fantasies are shared 
by the colonized people. ‘One step further and you are completely possessed,’ 
Fanon continues, immersed in literal and figurative ‘séances of possession and 
exorcism’, leading to the representation of your enemies as ‘vampir[es] . . . 
djinns, [and] zombies’.60

Many Germans – and certainly most Nazis – viewed themselves after the 
First World War as a colonized people, subject to the exterminatory whims and 
fantasies of the ethnic and political other: whether the Jews, Bolsheviks, and 
Slavs; the British, French, and Belgians; or the North African troops that briefly 
occupied the Ruhr.61 This feeling of subaltern status, biopolitical insecurity, and 
territorial loss, when combined with supernatural fantasies about race and 
space, provided a powerful justification for violent action against a variety of 
‘monsters’ in domestic and foreign policy.

At the same time the ‘supernatural imaginary’ created a discourse in which 
fantasies of emulation and ‘illegal identification’ could take place.62 Alongside 
the literal and figurative ‘demonization’ of Jews and Slavs, the supernatural 
imaginary helped to justify the Nazis’ relationship to witchcraft and paganism, 
pan- Aryan racial brotherhood, and the Third Reich’s alliance with Japan.63

In this context expressions of sympathy for South Asian or Middle Eastern 
peoples suffering under British colonial rule cannot be dismissed as pure prop-
aganda. Nor should they be understood as Nazi ‘colonial fantasies’ presaging 
imperial designs on the non- European world.64 Rather, these enthusiastic refer-
ences to Indo- Aryan peoples reflect the supernatural imaginary’s capacity for 
incorporating esotericism, Eastern religions, and border scientific racial theo-
ries in a critique of ‘Western’ values.65 Hence, in addition to defining the 
‘monstrous’ racial or political other, the Nazi ‘supernatural imaginary’ provided 
a space in which German domestic and foreign policy might be negotiated to 
justify seemingly cosmopolitan or alternative attitudes toward race, religion, 
and sexuality.66

***

Because of the plethora of non- academic publications in the genre, it is worth 
taking a moment to discuss my sources and methodology. As indicated in the 
bibliography, I have relied, as much as possible, on hundreds of Nazi Party and 
personal papers, government documents, manuscripts, newspapers, and 
published primary- source accounts drawn directly from the German federal 
archives located in Berlin (BAB), Koblenz (BAK), and Freiburg (BAM). I have 
also culled nearly as many documents, personal papers, and published primary 
sources housed at the Institute for Contemporary History in Munich (IfZG), 
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the Institute for Border Science in Freiburg (IGPP), and the East German 
Folklore archive (IVDE) in Freiburg. Finally, I have consulted hundreds of 
published primary and secondary books and articles located at major research 
libraries in Germany and the United States. Most of the primary research for 
this book was conducted in German, although I have used a large number of 
English and in some cases French and Dutch sources.

Despite the impressive amount of documentary evidence, one methodo-
logical dilemma in studying the Third Reich is the use of post- war memoirs. 
Whether written by prominent Nazis, fellow travellers, victims, opponents, or 
bystanders, the unfathomable crimes of the Third Reich and the unquenchable 
public fascination with Nazism has made it difficult to take such accounts 
at face value. Some individuals clearly wanted to profit from their associa-
tion with the regime, providing sensational or inaccurate accounts. Others 
wanted to explain or absolve themselves of complicity, fabricating evidence or 
constructing elaborate conspiracy theories about individuals who were already 
dead. Still others, often victims or long- time critics, had an interest in portraying 
the Third Reich as preternaturally evil, insane, or barbaric – ignoring in some 
cases the utter banality of Nazi evil.

Given these factors, there are always difficulties in parsing the accuracy of 
first- person accounts, especially those that highlight a Nazi proclivity toward the 
supernatural. To take one of the most widely cited though problematic examples, 
we have Hermann Rauschning’s Conversations with Hitler. As the President of 
the Danzig Senate and, for a brief time, Nazi Party member, Rauschning met 
with Hitler perhaps a dozen times in the early 1930s before leaving the party and 
eventually Germany for the United States in 1936. Rauschning’s claims to have 
talked with Hitler over one hundred times are therefore completely false – a 
likely attempt to add credence to his Conversations at a time when he was devoid 
of money and on the Anglo- American speaking circuit.67

Nevertheless, as Theodor Schieder notes, even Hitler ostensibly admitted 
that there was ‘as much in the book that was correct as there was false’. Goebbels 
apparently agreed.68 While Rauschning’s Conversations is obviously ‘not a 
documentary source from which one can expect the literal transcription of 
Hitler’s sentences’, it does represent a ‘document of great worth insofar as it 
contains opinions that arise from immediate insight’ based on direct interac-
tion with Hitler and involvement in the Nazi inner circle between 1932 and 
1934, as well as the contemplation of those experiences over the following 
decade.69

The same methodological caveat holds, to varying degrees, for other 
accounts: the memoirs of Himmler’s personal masseur, Felix Kersten; Himmler’s 
astrologer Wilhelm Wulff; the head of the SD, Walter Schellenberg; the history 
of the Thule Society written by its co- founder Rudolf von Sebottendorff; the 
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memoirs of the parapsychologist, Gerda Walther; the post- war analyses of anti- 
Nazi intellectuals like Konrad Heiden and Willy Ley; the collected letters of 
Martin Bormann or Hitler’s ‘table talk’, assembled by Bormann’s secretaries in 
the Party Chancellery (Parteikanzlei).70 Although parts of all these sources are 
no doubt embellished or redacted, they still provide, cumulatively, an impor-
tant reservoir of evidence for Nazi supernatural thinking.

Finally, I want to comment on the use of secondary sources. As suggested 
above, we already have an extensive literature, primarily in English and German, 
on völkisch ideology and right- wing parties; folklore, ethnology, and history in 
the Third Reich; Nazi attitudes toward science and religion; and, to a lesser 
extent, occultism and border science.

We also have a number of excellent biographies of Hitler, Himmler, Goebbels, 
and others, not to mention detailed studies of the SS, Gestapo, and SD. Both 
Peter Longerich’s recent biography of Himmler and Michael Kater’s classic study 
of the SS Institute for Ancestral Research (Ahnenerbe), for example, are enor-
mously rich in their analysis of the supernatural aspects of the Third Reich. So 
too is the extensive work of Uwe Puschner, Horst Junginger, and others on the 
late nineteenth and early twentieth- century völkisch movements. On the other 
hand, we have many dozens of popular, more crypto-  or pseudo- historical works 
that focus on various aspects of Nazi occultism, religion, and science. While I 
have referenced these sources on a limited basis, I have not relied upon this 
literature for empirical evidence.

In cases of empirically and methodologically sound if occasionally sensa-
tional or popular histories, I have cited them when and where they shed impor-
tant light on the subject or rely on authentic primary evidence. To take two 
examples, we have Heather Pringle’s The Master Plan: Himmler’s Scholars and 
the Holocaust (2006) and Victor and Victoria Trimondi’s Hitler, Buddha, 
Krishna: An Unholy Alliance from the Third Reich to the Present Day (2002). 
Pringle’s work, with few exceptions, is based on copious archival research.71 I 
have cited her book repeatedly when dealing with substantive issues relating to 
Himmler’s research institute and policies.

The same holds true for the Trimondis’ Hitler, Buddha, Krishna. There are 
copious crypto- historical works in the same genre, which the authors them-
selves criticize. There are also a few specialized academic monographs on the 
topic of Nazi interest in Tibet, most notably Wolfgang Kaufmann’s 900- page 
dissertation (Das Dritte Reich und Tibet, 2009). As Kaufmann rightly observes, 
the Trimondis’ provocative account probably exaggerates the close relationship 
between Nazism and Tibetan Buddhism. Kaufmann acknowledges, however, 
that the Trimondis, ‘in contrast to sensationalist authors’, accept the basic 
academic standard that ‘historical claims of factuality must be provable through 
sources’, and have therefore culled ‘the archives relatively thoroughly’.72 I have 
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tried to apply this nuanced distinction between outright crypto- history and 
popular history based on sound archival research to all the works I have cited.

***

Hitler’s Monsters is organized in three chronological parts composed of three 
chapters each. Part One traces the role of supernatural thinking in the Nazi 
Party from its intellectual antecedents in the late nineteenth century through 
its seizure of power in 1933. Chapter One – The Supernatural Roots of Nazism: 
Ario- Germanic Religion, Border Science, and the Austro- German Occult Revival, 
1889–1914 provides a general introduction to the occult, mythological, and 
‘border scientific’ ideas that permeated Vienna’s cafés and Munich’s beer halls 
before the First World War. Chapter Two – From the Thule Society to the NSDAP: 
Fashioning the Nazi Supernatural Imaginary, 1912–1924 examines the organi-
zational and ideological connections between late- Wilhelmine occult organi-
zations such as the German Order and Thule Society and the early Nazi Party 
(NSDAP). Chapter Three – Exploiting Hitler’s Magic: From Weimar’s Horrors to 
Visions of the Third Reich illustrates how the NSDAP appropriated supernat-
ural ideas in order to appeal to ordinary Germans, enlisting the help of occult-
ists and horror writers in shaping propaganda and political campaigning.

Part Two focuses on the role of supernatural thinking during the first six 
years of the Third Reich. Chapter Four – The Third Reich’s War on the Occult: 
Anti- Occultism, Hitler’s Magicians’ Controversy, and the Hess Action examines 
the regime’s policies toward occultists in the early to middle years of the Third 
Reich, including what I call ‘Hitler’s Magicians’ Controversy’, a debate regarding 
the persistence of magic, astrology, and other supernatural practices during the 
war. Chapter Five – The Stars Come Down to Frozen Earth: Border Science in the 
Third Reich looks systematically at the application of the ‘border sciences’ 
promoted by many Nazis, including astrology, World Ice Theory, and ‘bio- 
dynamic’ agriculture between 1933 and 1941. Chapter Six – Lucifer’s Court: 
Ario- Germanic Paganism, Indo- Aryan Spirituality, and the Nazi Search for 
Alternative Religions surveys the Nazis’ interest in Germanic paganism, witch-
craft, Luciferianism, and Eastern spirituality in their attempt to find a suitable 
Ario- Germanic alternative to Christianity.

Part Three examines the role of supernatural thinking during the Second 
World War. Chapter Seven – The Supernatural and the Second World War: 
Folklore and Border Science in Foreign Policy, Propaganda, and Military 
Operations evaluates the influence of the supernatural imaginary on the Third 
Reich’s conception of foreign policy, investment in fanciful weaponry, and use 
of astrology, divination, clairvoyance, and telepathy in prosecuting the war. 
Chapter Eight – Monstrous Science: Racial Resettlement, Human Experiments, 
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and the Holocaust illustrates the ways in which science and the supernatural 
intersected in the Third Reich’s approach to anti- Semitism, human experimen-
tation, and ethnic cleansing. Finally, Chapter Nine – Nazi Twilight: Miracle 
Weapons, Supernatural Partisans, and the Collapse of the Third Reich looks at 
the regime’s increasingly desperate if futile investment in ‘miracle weapons’, 
partisan warfare, and cataclysmic ‘twilight’ imagery during the final years of the 
war, providing a fitting corollary to the disintegration of the Third Reich.

Taking the supernatural elements of Nazism seriously, as we will do 
throughout this book, does not mean resuscitating outdated arguments about 
German ‘peculiarity’. There was no inherent ‘special path’ between nineteenth- 
century occultism or paganism and National Socialism. Astrology, clairvoy-
ance, and paranormal activity, Germanic mythology and fairy tales, pagan 
religious traditions and folk superstition, alternative healing practices and 
border science – all these cultural phenomena and practices were remarkably 
widespread in Germany. They were compatible with many aspects of moder-
nity, mass politics, and consumerism, and never confined exclusively to the 
racist, proto- fascist right.73

This does not mean, however, that all European fascist movements were 
equally susceptible to or as likely to draw upon supernatural thinking. Nor, in 
comparison to the Nazis, were German liberals, Socialists, or even Catholics as 
willing to exploit the ‘supernatural imaginary’ in propaganda or policy.

In the end, the Nazi movement retained closer ties to the occult, völkisch- 
religious, and border scientific milieu than any other mass party of the Weimar 
era. If the Nazis sometimes appeared uncertain as to how to navigate 
supernatural belief and practices, it was because – for all their invocations of  
‘enlightenment’ (Aufklärung) and disagreements about the proper role of science 
and religion in the Third Reich – they recognized the utility, indeed, the necessity, 
of appealing to post- war Germany’s longing for myth and desire for transcend-
ence in making their amorphous racial and imperial visions a reality.74
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‘When once the taming talisman, the Cross, breaks in two, the savagery of 
the old fighters, the senseless Berserker fury of which the Northern poets 
sing . . . will gush up anew . . . the old stone gods will rise from the silent 
ruins, and . . . Thor, with his giant’s hammer, will at last spring up, and shatter 
to bits the Gothic cathedrals.’

Heinrich Heine (1834), quoted by Lanz von Liebenfels (1907)1

‘In Germany, the recovery of the unconscious . . . laid the groundwork for 
the German form of twentieth- century dictatorship. This reaction combined 
the deep stream of German romanticism with the mysteries of the occult as 
well as with the idealism of deeds. What sort of deeds these turned out to be 
is written in blood on the pages of history.’

George Mosse, Masses and Man (1987)2

One day in August 1909 a young man dropped by the Vienna office of the 
Austrian occultist, Jörg Lanz von Liebenfels. Pale and shabby in appearance, 
the man politely introduced himself and asked whether he might order some 
back copies of Lanz’s self- published periodical, Ostara. Lanz was central 
Europe’s most ardent proponent of ariosophy, an esoteric doctrine that proph-
esied the resurgence of a lost Aryan civilization peopled by Nordic ‘God 
Men’. His magazine Ostara, per Lanz, was the ‘first and only racially scientific 
journal . . . to combat socialist and feminist revolutionaries and preserve the 
noble Aryan race from decline’.3 Touched by his visitor’s sympathetic appear-
ance and earnest demeanour, Lanz offered the young man back copies of 
Ostara free of charge and two crowns for the streetcar home. The visitor, 
according to Lanz’s 1951 memoir, was Adolf Hitler.4

1

THE SUPERNATURAL ROOTS OF NAZISM
Ario- Germanic Religion, Border Science, and the Austro- German Occult 

Revival, 1889–1914

3



HITLER’S  MONSTERS4

Writing forty years later, Lanz’s recollection may be apocryphal. He was 
proud of his connection to Hitler and, given his occult proclivities, hardly a 
reliable source. But there is plenty of circumstantial evidence to suggest Lanz’s 
story is true.5 In perusing any issue of Ostara the future Führer would have 
come across multiple themes that found their way, a decade later, into the 
programme of the Nazi Party: the importance of ‘Nordic’ blood purity and the 
dangers of racial miscegenation; the monstrous perfidy of the ‘Jew’; the delete-
rious effects of socialism, liberalism, and feminism; and the mystical power of 
the Indo- European swastika. Only strict adherence to arcane religious and 
eugenic practices, Lanz insisted, including the elimination of the Jews and ster-
ilization of the racially inferior, could trigger a reawakening of Nordic civiliza-
tion. In order to buttress his case, Lanz filled the pages of Ostara with vivid 
illustrations of muscular Aryan cavaliers defending scantily clad blonde women 
from the advances of hideous- looking ‘ape- men’ – all popular tropes in Nazi 
propaganda of the 1920s and 1930s.6

As he scraped by in a tiny apartment on the Felberstrasse, wiling away his 
time on watercolour postcards, it is easy to imagine a young Hitler eagerly 
imbibing Lanz’s grandiose racialist (völkisch) cosmology – a world divided into 
light and darkness, where blonde, blue- eyed Nordic heroes were locked in an 
eternal battle with an army of racial ‘sub- humans’ (Tschandals).7 By 1909 
Germany’s future Führer was already immersed in the broader völkisch subcul-
ture to which Lanz belonged. Hitler attended Richard Wagner’s operas dozens 
of times. He devoured the racist and pan- Germanic musings of the Austrian 
politician, Georg von Schönerer. And he praised the demogogic anti- Semitism 
of Karl Lueger, the long- serving mayor of Vienna (himself a member of an 
ariosophic secret society).

Hitler was not atypical in this regard. Much of his generation, which came 
of age at the turn of the twentieth century, was fascinated by a ‘mystical utopian 
revival’.8 For this broad cross section of Germans and Austrians, occultism and 
border science, Nordic mythology and New Age practices, völkisch religion 
and Germanic folklore ‘offered a powerfully appealing alternative form of 
Enlightenment, promising illumination about both the farthest reaches of the 
cosmos and the innermost depths of the soul’.9 These supernatural ideas and 
doctrines were diverse and malleable, finding support among millions of 
eminently modern, forward- thinking Germans and Austrians in the decades 
before the First World War.10

The purpose of this first chapter is to describe the supernatural ideas and 
practices that would ‘come to be annexed’ by Nazism after the First World 
War.11 Although these ideas were remarkably fluid and interconnected, they fall 
loosely into three overlapping subcultures. The first is Ario- Germanic religion, 
folklore, and mythology. The second is occultism, including the esoteric 
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doctrines of theosophy, anthroposophy, and ariosophy. Third and finally we 
have the so- called ‘border sciences’, ranging from astrology, parapsychology, 
and radiesthesia (‘dowsing’) to World Ice Theory.

These subcultures played an important role in the rise of Nazism. First, in 
terms of ideological content, all three subcultures circulated and popularized 
ideas and doctrines that informed the Nazi supernatural imaginary and 
impressed a broader Nazi constituency. Second, these subcultures legitimized 
an esoteric and border scientific approach to understanding the world that 
informed Nazi thinking on race and space, science and religion.

We begin below by looking at the renaissance of Ario- Germanic religion, 
folklore, and Nordic mythology over the ‘long nineteenth century’, namely the 
period between 1789 and 1914. We will then turn to the Austro- German occult 
revival during the last third of the nineteenth century, focusing on the three 
decades of the 1880s through the 1910s. Finally, we will examine the parallel 
emergence of border science as a legitimate field of study during this same 
epoch, tracing the ways in which all three subcultures – Ario- Germanic reli-
gion, occultism, and border science – reinforced each other within the emerging 
Austro- German supernatural imaginary.

Ario- Germanic Religion, Folklore, and Nordic Mythology

In his 1917 lecture on ‘Science as a Vocation’, Max Weber famously proclaimed, 
‘The fate of our times is characterized by rationalization and intellectualiza-
tion, and, above all, by the disenchantment of the world.’12 This observation is 
frequently cited as proof of the decline of religion and growing predominance 
of science by the end of the nineteenth century. Yet scholars often tend to over-
look Weber’s next sentence: ‘Precisely the ultimate and most sublime values 
have retreated from public life either into the transcendental realm of mystic 
life or into the brotherliness of direct and personal human relations.’13

The modern world may have been defined by a disenchantment with 
respect to traditional religions. But there emerged simultaneously a renais-
sance in new forms of everyday religiosity. This longing for myth and renewed 
belief in fate and miracles occurred outside the framework of traditional reli-
gious institutions.14 If church attendance declined precipitously over the course 
of the 1800s, Germans and Austrians continued to search for meaning and 
spirituality in less mediated, sectarian alternatives to mainstream Christianity.15

In order to create and consolidate the Second German Reich, intellectuals 
spent much of the nineteenth century reviving ancient myths and heroes. They 
explored Indo- European history and religion, seeking a romantic alternative to 
what many Germans viewed as the overly rationalist culture of the French and 
phlegmatic pragmatism of the English. As Ernst Bloch argued in the early years 
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of the Third Reich, mythology and völkisch religion provided a tool for the 
fascist manipulation of the population.16 The political exploitation of these 
ideas in the 1920s and 1930s by the Nazis would have been impossible if not 
for their revival, indeed (re)invention, over the course of the long nineteenth 
century.

The Longing for Myth

Early Romantic writers encouraged the first stirrings of German national 
feeling. Central to this project was the celebration of German folk traditions 
and mythology. Johann Wolfgang von Goethe was one of the first Romantic 
poets to employ as protagonists supernatural figures drawn from German folk-
lore, whether the vampire in ‘The Bride of Corinth’ or the King of the Fairies in 
‘The Erl- King’. At the same time Goethe would lament, with Friedrich Schiller, 
the lack of a German fatherland.17

Goethe and Schiller’s contemporary, Johann Gottfried Herder, sought the 
roots of the German nation in ancient German folk tales and Norse mythology. 
‘A poet is the creator of the nation around him,’ Herder explained, who ‘has 
their souls in his hand to lead them’.18 Johann Gottlieb Fichte, in his Letters to 
the German Nation, and Ernst Moritz Arndt, in poems such as ‘The German 
Fatherland’, supplemented these ideas with a quasi- mystical idea of ethnicity 
(Volkstum). Friedrich Schelling, for his part, suggested that a spiritual divide 
differentiated superior races like the Germans from lesser races.19

A younger generation of Romantic writers, musicians, and artists, led by the 
Grimm brothers and Wagner, drew on this growing palette of German nation-
alist myths and folk tales for a wider public.20 Painstakingly assembled by Wilhelm 
and Jacob Grimm, the roughly two hundred fairy tales they published over four 
decades helped to reconstruct an authentically ‘German’ (or ‘Aryan’) culture, 
language, and identity. In comparison to French and British fairy tales, the 
Grimms’ stories were more violent, fantastical, and (arguably) racist in tone. They 
portrayed a world replete with supernatural monsters – cannibalistic witches and 
scheming magicians, malevolent Jews, vengeful spirits, shapeshifting animals, 
manipulative demons, and the Devil himself.21 And yet German nationalists, 
from the Grimms to Hitler himself, would praise these stories for instilling the 
foundations of German völkisch thinking.22

By 1857, Wagner had written the greater part of Das Rheingold, the first of 
four operas comprising Der Ring des Nibelungen, which also included Die 
Valkyrie, Siegfried, and Götterdämmerung. A loose reconstruction of the Norse 
sagas, the Ring constituted a central moment in the popularization of German 
national mythology and had a formative influence on Hitler’s own vision of 
Ario- Germanic ideology.23 In the Ring, the hero Siegfried and the gods Wotan 
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and Loge must fend off the dark race of monstrous Nibelungen, who steal gold 
from the Rhinemaidens to create a magic ring with the power to rule the world.24

Undergirding the efforts of Wagner and the Grimm brothers to popularize 
Germanic folklore and mythology was the recovery, and sometimes outright 
invention, of runic alphabets, dead languages, and ancient texts. Imbued with 
deeply symbolic, even magical meaning, the Norse sagas, runes, and fairy tales 
became a crucial expression of the ‘roots and essence of the Volk’.25 The mid-  to 
late nineteenth century would see a general renewal of interest in the medieval 
Icelandic prose and poetic Edda, for example, which chronicled the exploits of 
the Norse gods and heroes.26 By 1900 this Nordic mythological renaissance 
found expression in dozens of völkisch associations and journals with names 
such as Odin, Heimdall, Hammer, Irminsul, the German Order, and the Pan- 
German Language and Writing Association.27

Folklore, mythology, and neo- paganism rushed to fill an important gap in the 
German spiritual landscape, helping to occupy ‘the transcendental realm of mystic 
life’ vacated by Judeo- Christian traditions.28 Whereas some völkisch nationalists 
attempted to pull German Catholics ‘loose from Rome’, others sought to unite 
German paganism with Christianity. A few went so far as to argue that Christianity 
might be subordinated to ‘the cosmic spirit of the world based upon nature’.29

This diverse spectrum of ‘German Christians’, ‘German religionists’, 
supporters of the ‘German faith movement’, and ‘new heathens’ disagreed on 
numerous points of doctrine. But such ideas attracted a wide array of ‘men and 
women dedicated to creating a new religion appropriate to the German race’.30 
All such groups shared a common desire to replace traditional Christianity 
with a religious faith that was more authentically ‘German’.31

Alongside this interest in folklore, mythology, and an alternative religion 
there emerged a renewed fascination with werewolves and witches – except 
these monsters in Christian liturgy now came to be viewed increasingly as 
positive figures. Willibald Alexis’ Der Werwolf (1848), appearing in the year of 
Germany and Austria’s national revolutions, and Hermann Löns’ Der Wehrwolf 
(1910), published just before the First World War, were both set during the Early 
Modern wars of religion, when German peasants tried to protect themselves 
against incursions from the armies of the Counter- Reformation. Such works 
portrayed ‘werewolves’ not as monsters – or at least not as evil monsters – but 
as heroic guerrilla resistance fighters sworn to protect German blood and soil 
against foreign interlopers.32

Medieval and Early Modern witchcraft was also reinterpreted in the new 
folklore. Instead of being pawns of Satan, German ‘witches’ became Earth 
mothers, practitioners of an ancient Indo- Germanic religion that the Catholic 
Church, whose inquisitors were the true monsters, sought to eradicate.33 
Traditions of magic and witchcraft sometimes merged in nineteenth- century 
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supernatural imaginary with a Manichean strain of German paganism, 
which saw Lucifer as a positive figure, who had been ‘unfairly thrown out 
of heaven’.34 Thousands of middle- class Germans flocked to the Brocken 
Mountains, the location of Walpurgisnacht in Goethe’s Faust, and pagan sites 
such as the Externsteine.35 Later occultists as well as many Nazis embraced 
aspects of this ‘Luciferian’ tradition.

After 1850 we see a parallel growth of interest in the Early Modern 
Vehmgerichte. Deemed forbidden (verbotene) or secret (geheim) courts, the 
Vehm were assembled surreptitiously by local notables in specific areas of the 
Westphalian countryside, with the express purpose of acting as judge, jury, and 
executioner. The Vehm were criticized by Enlightenment reformers and finally 
outlawed by Jérôme Bonaparte (Napoleon’s youngest brother) in the early 
nineteenth century. But a folkloric interest in these Ur- Germanic secret courts 
was subsequently revived.36 Decades later the tradition of secret bands of vigi-
lantes murdering Germany’s enemies was put into practice by right- wing 
fanatics intent on assassinating Jewish and left- wing politicians in the early 
Weimar period (a practice known as Fememord).37

In France and Great Britain the vampire came to be viewed as a Gothic 
literary curiosity, even a tragic Romantic figure. In German- speaking central 
Europe the vampire became a more malevolent figure.38 German reports of 
vampirism from the Slavic hinterlands helped reinforce a supernaturally 
infused vision of ‘Polish [and later Jewish] danger’, a physical and mental 
disease invading ‘landscapes of pure Germanic racial origin’.39 Neighbouring 
Bohemia was now ‘the birthplace of the vampire, Serbia [where tens of thou-
sands of ethnic Germans had settled] the home of barbarism and Poland the 
school of superstition’. Hence Slavic vampirism became a metaphor for racial 
degeneration and the political disintegration of the ‘transnational relations in 
the border regions of Prusso- Germany and Austria- Hungary’.40

The racially degenerate Slavic (Jewish) vampire met his match in the heroic 
‘Aryan’.41 The concept of a superior ‘Aryan’ race has roots in the early nineteenth- 
century Indo- European renaissance.42 It was widely popularized across Europe 
by the Frenchman Artur de Gobineau and his Essay on the Inequality of Human 
Races (1855). Forty years later the British- born Germanophile, political philos-
opher, and Wagner’s son- in- law, Houston Stewart Chamberlain, lent this 
idea ‘scientific’ legitimacy in his two- volume Foundations of the Nineteenth 
Century.43

For Chamberlain all European history could be reduced to a struggle for 
mastery between heroic Aryans and monstrous Semites. ‘Aryans’ sought higher 
knowledge and creativity fuelled by their superior ‘racial soul’, Chamberlain 
argued. Jews, by contrast, were civilization- destroying materialists who lacked 
the capacity for transcendence.44
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An often overlooked element in this supernatural mélange of race, religion, 
and mythology is Indo- Aryanism.45 In questioning the classical Judeo- Christian 
foundations of German culture, many Romantics extolled the virtues of non- 
Western civilizations. Lessing and Herder were among the first to highlight 
the ‘oriental’, pre- Christian roots of German culture in northern India and the 
Middle East.46

Later Romantic thinkers, such as the Schlegel brothers, contrasted Judaism 
and Christianity unfavourably with the Indo- Germanic Aryans. Hinduism and 
Islam were more enlightened religions, they argued, than the ‘colonizing power’ 
of the Roman Catholic and Evangelical Church.47 This favourable attitude 
toward Hinduism and Islam among many German nationalists would span the 
rest of the nineteenth century, later finding a surprising resonance in the Third 
Reich.48

In time these early Romantic speculations were supplemented by the 
emerging field of German Indology. Through their study of Indian civilization 
and religion, German Indologists found evidence for an essentialized idea of 
Aryan culture and spirituality.49 The renowned Sanskrit scholar, Leopold von 
Schroeder, was a devotee of Wagner and supporter of Chamberlain’s theories of 
Aryan civilization and racial degeneration. Schroeder wished to spread Indian 
culture and religion across Germany, ‘dream[ing] of a religion of the future that 
borrows its predominant characteristics from Buddhism’.50

Other Indologists, such as Adolf Holtzmann senior and Holtzmann junior, 
projected fantasies of a heroic ‘Indo- Germanic Epic’ (‘Ur- epos’) on Indian reli-
gious texts such as the Mahābhārata and Bhagavad Gita that were largely 
detached from the textual and philological evidence. By comparing the 
Mahābhārata to the Nordic Nibelungenlied and ancient India to pre- Christian 
Germanic civilization, these scholars developed a powerful narrative that the 
Gita had been ‘a pantheistic text reflective of Indo- Germanic views of heroism’.51

These selective readings of Hindu and Buddhist religious texts would be 
advocated more vociferously by Nazi Indologists such as J. W. Hauer and Walter 
Wust in order to assert the ethnocultural superiority of the Aryan race.52 Indo- 
Aryanism, for all its cosmopolitanism, therefore abetted a darker racist and 
xenophobic trend in Germany’s ‘mystical utopian revival’ and ‘longing for myth’.53

Consciously integrated into childhood education in Germany, folklore and 
mythology, Indo- Aryan religion and race theory, became essential elements in 
instilling a sense of German national and spiritual feeling from an early age.54 
No coincidence, then, that it was a high school history teacher, Dr Leopold 
Pötsch, who introduced Hitler and his classmates to ‘epic periods of German 
history’ replete with Aryan heroes and subaltern monsters, ‘the Nibelungs, 
Charlemagne, Bismarck, and the establishment of the Second Reich’.55 No 
longer confined to the obscure musings of a few Romantic- era intellectuals, by 
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the end of the nineteenth century folklore, mythology, and Ario- Germanic 
religiosity was etched into the consciousness of millions of ordinary Germans.

Germanism, Aryanism, and Geopolitics

As Kris Manjapra has observed, ‘there was a possible kinship’ between the 
Indo- Aryan racial theories described above and ‘radical anti- colonialism based 
on what [Ernst] Bloch called the pursuit of false utopias’.56 Before 1871 Germans 
lacked a powerful nation state or colonial empire. This nationalist yearning 
combined with a pre- existing ‘longing for myth’ to produce a utopian concep-
tion of Indo- Aryan racial purity. While seemingly anti- colonial in criticizing 
Britain’s oppression of India, the magical thinking behind this utopian vision of 
Indo- Aryan brotherhood made it hard for Germans to close the gap between 
their own racial and colonial fantasies and geopolitical reality. In this way 
supernatural fantasies about recovering a lost Indo- Aryan civilization produced 
‘potentials for liberation’ but also ‘retaliation’ and ‘genocide’.57

To understand the function of this Indo- Aryan ‘liberation theology’ within 
the Nazi supernatural imaginary, we need to look at the political gestation of 
these ideas among fin- de- siècle völkisch intellectuals.58 Perhaps unfairly, the 
historian Fritz Stern has dubbed the leading practitioners of this late nine-
teenth century, quasi- religious, race- infused nationalism the ‘politicians of 
cultural despair’. These anti- modern intellectuals, Stern argues, combined a 
radically racist and nationalist mysticism with a future- oriented utopianism 
that rejected scientific materialism and industrialization.59

The countercultural and pessimistic nature of these intellectuals has been 
greatly exaggerated. Many progressive reformers, such as Max Weber and Gertrud 
Bäumer, were equally ‘despairing’ about the impact of rapid modernization and 
industrialization on German society. Conversely, the polymath and orientalist 
Paul de Lagarde and others, for all their völkisch musings, were very much part of 
the cultural establishment.60 In fact, Lagarde was one of Germany’s most widely 
published and respected scholars of Near Eastern languages and religion, mani-
festing a fascination with Indo- Aryan culture that we find reproduced across the 
Austro- German supernatural milieu.61

Despite – or perhaps because of – his immersion in ‘Indo- Aryan’ and 
Middle Eastern studies Lagarde published a series of works that anticipated 
the programme of later völkisch thinkers: the need for a German national 
Christianity, a Greater Indo- Germanic Empire founded upon the Aryan race, 
and a virulently anti- Semitic racial animus, which included, if need be, the 
physical elimination of the Jews. Needless to say, a number of Nazi race theo-
rists and Indologists like Wüst and H. K. Günther as well as party leaders like 
Hitler, Himmler, and Alfred Rosenberg, were influenced by Lagarde’s works.62
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In 1890, Lagarde’s younger contemporary, the writer and cultural critic 
Julius Langbehn, published his hugely popular Rembrandt as Educator. In it 
Langbehn laboured to unite a racist vision of pan- Germanic nationalism, inclu-
sive of all ‘Aryan’ peoples, with his devout if highly unorthodox Catholicism.63 
Langbehn claimed that ‘Mysticism was the hidden engine which could trans-
mute science into art’, that ‘the development of Germany could only progress 
in opposition to rationalism’, and that the ‘peasant who actually owns a piece of 
land has a direct relationship to the centre of the earth’.64 This mythical apothe-
osis of the racially and spiritually pure German peasant, embedded in his native 
homeland (Heimat), became a crucial element in fin- de- siècle völkisch (and 
later Nazi) ideology.65

Völkisch intellectuals such as Adolf Bartels, Alfred Schuler, and Moeller van 
den Bruck brought these ideas into the twentieth century. In popularizing the 
ideas of Lagarde and Langbehn, Bartels became one of the most important 
völkisch publishers in late Imperial Germany, including a collection of sixteen 
border scientific essays with the simple title Race. Bartels also worked with the 
völkisch mystic Friedrich Lienhard to edit the journal German Heimat, which 
promoted völkisch- esoteric conceptions of race and space.66

As head of the Munich esoteric group known as the ‘cosmic circle’, Alfred 
Schuler provided a bridge between Lagarde’s Indo- Aryanism, Lanz’s occultism, 
and Langbehn’s ‘blood and soil’ philosophy.67 For Schuler, one’s ‘inner life force 
was equated with the strength of the blood’, the mystical purity of which had 
supposedly degenerated through racial interbreeding. He believed that 
‘untainted’ Aryans with parapsychological and spiritualist powers might restore 
racial purity under the banner of the ‘blood beacon’ and holy symbol of the 
swastika – conducting seances to that effect with the Munich parapsychologist, 
Albert Schrenck- Notzing (discussed below). Schuler propagated a link between 
Gnosticism (Manicheanism), the Cathar religious tradition (a Christian heret-
ical sect in fourteenth- century France), and the ariosophic myth of Atlantis. 
These themes, centred on the mystical power and sanctity of Aryan blood, were 
taken up by many Nazi thinkers in the 1920s and 1930s.68

More vigorously than Schuler, van den Bruck argued for a political revolu-
tion founded on a mix of Germanic Christianity and paganism, völkisch nation-
alism, and a German form of socialism. His most famous work, The Third Reich, 
was published in 1923, the same year that Hitler attempted, unsuccessfully, to 
overthrow the Weimar government.69 In predicting a cataclysmic future war and 
civilizational rebirth, van den Bruck’s prophetic nationalism intertwined well 
with late- Wilhelmine science fiction works. Notable among these were Planet 
Fire: A Futuristic Novel (1899) by Max Haushofer, father of the Nazi geopolitical 
expert Karl Haushofer, and Ferdinand Grauttoff ’s 1906: The Collapse of the Old 
Order (1905), which sold 125,000 copies in its first two years of publication.70
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The work of pan- Germanic geographers and ethnographers also vacillated 
between mainstream scholarship and a mystical investment in propagating 
German race and empire. Perhaps the most influential of these late nineteenth- 
century geographers and ethnographers was Friedrich Ratzel, the progenitor of 
the infamous concept of ‘living space’ (Lebensraum).

Like many German intellectuals described above, Ratzel was relatively 
hostile to overseas colonization along British or French lines.71 Doing so would 
have dissipated German ethnonational and territorial integrity, Ratzel believed, 
inviting millions of racially disparate Africans and Asians into the empire. 
Ratzel wanted instead to create a contiguous Greater German Empire through 
the process of ‘inner colonization’, namely the expansion of German peasant 
agriculture and folk traditions into eastern European ‘living space’.72

Ratzel’s faith- based concept of Lebensraum could not be tested scientifi-
cally. But it justified virtually any German intervention into central and 
eastern Europe. It also provided a template for instrumentalizing German 
ethnology and folklore in the interests of expansion.73 By the eve of the First 
World War, the need for ‘living space’ was a popular trope among many völkisch 
thinkers.74

Indeed, Ratzel’s conception of ‘living space’ helped spawn the popular 
academic field of ‘geopolitics’, which his student Karl Haushofer made famous 
in the last decade of the Second Empire. Haushofer viewed the state as an 
organic ‘life form’ that needed to pursue a constantly advancing frontier in 
order to sustain its racial and cultural life.75 Through his student at the 
University of Munich, Rudolf Hess, Haushofer became one of Hitler’s early 
foreign- policy advisors.76

All these völkisch intellectuals and geopoliticians helped define the border 
scientific concepts of race and space that inspired Hitler and the Nazi move-
ment.77 Still, there were subtle differences that help to explain some contradic-
tions within the Nazis’ own supernatural imaginary. Chief among these was the 
tension between Germanentum (‘Germanness’) and Ariertum (‘Aryanism’).

Beginning in the 1890s proponents of Germanentum, such as the philolo-
gist Andreas Heusler and archaeologist Gustaf Kossina, tended to focus their 
attention on the cultural genius of north Germanic folklore along the lines of 
Julius Langbehn. This ‘Nordic’ conception of Germanness was quite useful in 
distinguishing racial Germans from Jews and Slavs, and providing a scientific 
patina to the more ‘fantastic elements of völkisch thought’. ‘Pared by academic 
Germanists of the more gnostic aspects represented by both Wagner and 
[Guido von] List’, the ideology of Germanentum dovetailed well with the 
‘Nordic racialism of [the later Nazi eugenicist]’ H. K. Günther and the ‘imperi-
alistic deliberations of the new experts on the East’ who collaborated with the 
Nazi Party after the First World War.78
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Alongside a racially Nordic Germanentum, centered in northern and 
western Europe, there emerged in the late nineteenth century a broader idea of 
the ‘cultural Aryan ostensibly rooted in comparative Indo- European studies’ – 
a concept inspired by Gobineau, Chamberlain, Lagarde and late nineteenth- 
century Indologists. To be sure, both ‘Aryanism’ (Ariertum) and ‘Germanism’ 
(Germanentum) were variations on the same belief in an Ur- Germanic master 
race. Both concepts, moreoever, were ‘symbolically linked by the swastika’, as 
Germanists such as Kossina showed great interest in the Indo- Germanic 
(Aryan) roots of Nordic civilization.79

But Aryanism both transcended and subsumed the narrower concept of 
Germanism, providing the basis for a more expansive and inclusive conception 
of Indo- Aryan race and empire. ‘By the 1910s, the Aryan, far from being merely 
an anthropological formulation,’ Bernard Mees observes, ‘was also being 
promoted as a cultural identity by some German and Austrian writers. These 
academics, pseudo- scholarly enthusiasts and even utter fantasists belonged to 
an Aryanist Grub Street – outright mysticists like [Guido von] List and his 
followers were merely the most colourful.’80

The wholly unscientific distinction between a narrower Germanic my   -
thology of Odin- worshipping Goths and the ‘Aryan grub street’ would 
persist into the Third Reich. Such differences of emphasis underlay some of the 
political and ideological disputes between Nazi border scientists.81 Still, most 
Nazis, including Hitler and Himmler, seemed to prefer the broader, more inclu-
sive, more malleable Aryanism of Lagarde to the restrictive Germanism of 
Langbehn.82

These seemingly recondite debates on ancient Germanic race and religion 
should not obscure their contemporary importance. The late nineteenth- 
century revival of Ario- German religion, folklore, and mythology, wrote the art 
historian Fritz Saxl, was akin to the twelfth- century renaissance, a period when 
‘the Christian religion seemed no longer completely able to satisfy the spiritual 
side of man, and there was room for paganism to slip in, as we see it doing 
today’. Carl Jung compared the renewed interest in paganism and mythology 
– quite presciently as we shall see in Chapter Six – to the proliferating Gnostic 
heresies of the late medieval era.83

Ultimately these proponents of folklore, mythology, and Ario- Germanic 
religion helped to erect ‘a noble and shining faith agreeable to the “soldier soul” 
of the latter- day Nordic’. In the words of Lewis Spence, they ‘foist[ed] upon 
Germany the whole crude and chaotic mass of the pagan beliefs . . . found in 
the twin gospels’ of the Elder and Younger Eddas, accompanied by such 
doctrinal smatterings of their own as might appear to redeem the project from 
the charge of plagiarism and irrationality’.84 As we shall see, the Nazis would 
build upon these strains of folklore, paganism, and mythology in seeking 
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alternatives to Judeo- Christian theology, creating geopolitical alliances in Asia 
and constructing a racially pure Germanic Empire.

The Austro- German Occult Revival

‘The term occult derives from the Latin verb oewlere, meaning to hide, or 
conceal,’ writes Corinna Treitel, the foremost expert on German occultism. ‘It is 
somewhat ironic, therefore,’ she continues, ‘that although Germans were 
certainly fascinated by forces concealed from human sight or reason, there was 
nothing particularly hidden about the German occult movement itself ’.85 From 
cosmopolitan Berlin to Catholic Munich, from Saxony to Schleswig- Holstein, 
thousands of Germans flocked to seances, astrologers, tarot readers, parapsy-
chological experiments, occult bookstores, and even esoteric schools and 
university courses.86

The occult revival was not confined to Germany, of course. We have ample 
evidence of similar trends in France, Great Britain and the United States.87 But 
the sheer size and diversity of the occult marketplace in Germany and Austria 
suggests that it tapped into a mass consumer culture that was unique in depth 
and breadth when compared to other European countries. Berlin and Munich 
alone were home to thousands of spiritualists, mediums, and astrologers who 
appealed to tens and perhaps hundreds of thousands of consumers.88

Importantly, the organizations and publishers that promoted occultism 
were ideologically eclectic. They incorporated a ‘jumble of different political 
shadings, cultural styles, and social programs’ reflecting ‘the ferment that 
accompanied modernist innovation as Germans struggled to accommodate 
themselves to the exigencies of the new age’.89 Although, moreover, ‘occult and 
völkisch texts emanated in some cases from the same presses’, this does not 
mean that all occultists shared these racial positions or that all racists adopted 
occult or mystical attitudes.

The fact remains that ‘many presses sat at the interface between the occult 
and völkisch strains of German modernism’, a connection that does not appear 
to have been as prominent, for example, in the British or American context.90 
The quintessentially modern and ‘new age’ elements that suffused the Austro- 
German supernatural milieu were interwoven with the bizarre racial theories 
and Ario- Germanic mythology of Wagner, Langbehn, and Lagarde.91

The three decades before the First World War also saw a resurgence of 
interest in occult- Masonic orders that merged the practices of astrology and 
spiritualism with neo- pagan religion and politics. The liberal, Anglo- French 
foundations of freemasonry are generally well known, which explains the anti- 
Masonic sentiments of Catholics and nationalist conservatives across Europe. 
Nevertheless, the freemasons, in Germany and elsewhere, were not invariably 
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liberal or cosmopolitan in outlook. Nor was German- speaking central Europe 
devoid of its own traditions of conservative Masonic and knightly orders, from 
the Teutonic Knights to Rosicrucianism.92

In the wake of the pagan religious and mythological revival described 
above, völkisch- esoteric orders modelled on the Masons sprouted up across 
Germany and Austria, often growing out of broader occult movements such as 
theosophy and ariosophy. Some of these secret orders, including the Armanen 
Order (Armanen- Orden), Order of the New Templars (Ordo Novi Templi), and 
German Order (Germanenorden) played important roles in the ideological and 
organizational development of the early Nazi Party.93

Theosophy and Anthroposophy

Theosophy, invented by a Russo- German aristocrat named Helena Blavatsky, 
was the most influential occult doctrine of the late nineteenth century. Inspired 
by her travels in India and Tibet, Blavatsky founded the first Theosophical 
Society in New York City in 1875. After more than a decade building up the 
movement, including sponsoring chapters in Germany and Austria, Blavatsky 
published her magnum opus, The Secret Doctrine (1888).94 An eclectic two- 
volume work, The Secret Doctrine drew liberally on Darwinism, Hinduism, 
Tibetan Buddhism, and Egyptian religion. It also plagiarized Edward Bulwer- 
Lytton’s British fantasy novel, The Coming Race (1871), which depicted a 
subterranean master race that could manipulate a magical power source called 
the Vril.95

According to Blavatsky’s occult theory of human evolution (anthropogenesis), 
there were seven ‘root races’. Beginning as a seed of cosmic energy, humanity had 
moved through different stages of evolution – including the Hyperborean, 
Lemurean, and Atlantean races – before reaching its current stage of mental 
and physical development. Due to different branches of humanity retaining 
different traces of these original root races, modern humanity differed in its 
biological and spiritual faculties. The Aryan peoples enjoyed pride of place – 
except they had lost the putative facility for ‘magic’ still enjoyed by ‘oriental 
peoples’. The invisible leaders or ‘Mahatmas’ of the theosophic movement, with 
whom Blavatsky communicated telepathically, were called the ‘Great White 
Brotherhood’.96

Theosophy did not espouse a complete rejection of the Enlightenment or 
‘flight from reason’, as some have argued.97 Typical of much fin- de- siècle 
occultism, it constituted a genuine attempt to combine natural science and 
supernaturalism, rationalism and mysticism, in a quintessentially ‘modern’ 
answer to the spiritual dilemmas of the industrial age. For all its dubious 
racialist elements and vulnerability to accusations of charlatanry, theosophy 
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advocated a progressive, cosmopolitan belief in forming ‘the nucleus of a 
Universal Brotherhood of Humanity without distinction of race, creed, sex, 
caste, or color’.98 The theosophist movement in Germany sparked an interest in 
astrology, Gnosticism, and the Jewish Kabbala as well as Christian mysticism 
and Indian and Tibetan wisdom.99 Theosophists across Europe and North 
America were also committed to Indian independence, animal rights, vegetari-
anism, and sexual liberation – ideas not necessarily associated with conserv-
ative nationalism.100

Still, the liberal and cosmopolitan aspects of theosophic thought – including 
feminism, socialism, prison reform, and pacifism – were probably stronger 
among the British than the Austro- German chapters.101 Paradoxical as it might 
seem, an attraction to Indian religions, animal rights, vegetarianism, and sexual 
liberation were moreover important elements in völkisch- esoteric and later 
Nazi circles.

Theosophy, like other occult doctrines, was malleable and contradictory, 
mixing ‘biological and spiritual notions of race in an often incoherent manner’. 
‘Theosophists could insist that the race to which one belonged had primarily to 
do with one’s degree of spiritual maturity,’ observes Corinna Treitel, ‘yet at the 
same time claim that such biologically understood “races” as the North Indian 
Aryans had achieved a particularly high degree of spiritual maturity.’102 Despite 
its fascination with Eastern religions and claims to ‘universal brotherhood’, the 
aim of bringing the ‘sixth root race’ into existence was central to the theosophic 
movement, especially in the Austro- German chapters.103

Especially relevant here is the role of the lost civilization of Atlantis, or 
Thule in the theosophic worldview.104 The lost civilization of Atlantis was 
considered to be the prehistoric source of divine (possibly extraterrestrial) 
racial and spiritual perfection. For Blavatsky and her followers Atlantis may 
have correlated with the mythic Buddhist lands of ‘Shambhala’ and the capital 
city of Agarthi in Hindu tradition, ostensibly located under the Himalayas, 
where the successors of the third root race of Lemurians resided.105 The later 
Nazi Tibet expedition (see Chapter Six) had its roots in these geopolitical and 
historical views, derived from Blavatsky and her amanuensis, Edward Bulwer- 
Lytton, both of whom emphasized the importance of Tibetan wisdom as well 
as the evolutionary superiority of races from western China and northern 
India.106

Later Austro- German interpreters of Blavatsky, especially Lanz and List, 
viewed Atlantis as the North Atlantic island civilization of Thule. As the capital 
of a proto- Aryan civilization called Hyperborea, its Nordic remnants might be 
found in today’s Helgoland or Iceland. After the destruction of this ancient 
civilization through a global flood, Lanz and others believed, the few survivors 
ostensibly migrated to the highlands of the Himalayas, where they founded the 
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secret society of Agarthi.107 Theosophy’s idea of a lost but recoverable Aryan 
civilization with roots in Indo- European prehistory played an important role 
in other occult and border scientific theories. Via ariosophy and World Ice 
Theory, the idea of an Ur- Aryan Atlantis (Thule) found its way, in turn, into 
Nazi theories on race and space.108

Blavatsky’s theosophic movement quickly picked up supporters across 
Germany and Austria, incorporating more racialist and imperialist elements 
along the way. Wilhelm Hübbe- Schleiden, who founded the German 
Theosophical Society in 1884, exemplified these tendencies. The son of a solid 
middle- class Hamburg family, Hübbe- Schleiden became active in colonial 
commerce as a young man, moving to Africa and opening a trading firm in 
Gabon in 1875. His mystical preoccupations with race and space, fuelled by his 
experiences in Africa, inspired him to become an early supporter of both 
theosophy and German imperialism. In Hübbe- Schleiden’s mind theosophy, 
spread by the German Empire, might provide a vehicle for reforming the world 
in which ‘the living human races – the more evolved Aryan as well as the less- 
evolved Negro and Mongol races – would learn to work together in a much 
more united and spiritually sophisticated civilization’.109

Typical of late nineteenth- century cultural critics, Hübbe- Schleiden advo-
cated theosophy as a counterpoise to the ‘self- decomposition’ of the traditional 
Christian churches, on the one hand, and the ‘sensuous materialism and 
thoughtless pleasure hunting’, the ‘moral and spiritual decay’ of modern life, on 
the other. Theosophy might provide the basis for a new, less fragmented, more 
integrated individual – a view of social reform that began with the spirit and 
not the material conflicts between social classes.110

Inspired by a mysterious letter he supposedly received from a powerful 
Mahatma, Hübbe- Schleiden spent years attempting ‘to give the spiritual teach-
ings of Theosophy a scientific grounding’. He filled his apartment with elabo-
rate wire contraptions meant to represent chains of molecules reflecting the 
transcendent experience of theosophy.111 In short, Hübbe- Schleiden repre-
sented the peculiar mix of cosmopolitan and racist, scientific and esoteric 
elements that characterized the Austro- German supernatural imaginary.112

Franz Hartmann, who founded the first Austrian Theosophical Society in 
1887, took a slightly different approach. But his views were no less indicative of 
the mix of racism and cosmopolitanism, science and the supernatural, that 
proved so attractive to many Nazis.113 Like Blavatksy and Hübbe- Schleiden, 
Hartmann’s path to theosophy derived from a genuine desire to find a new 
doctrine that might unite scientific and supernatural ways of thinking. Like 
Hitler, Hess, and Himmler, Hartmann was a lapsed Catholic who appreciated 
the Church’s ritual, mysticism, and spirituality but rejected its dogmatism and 
hierarchy. A trained physician, Hartmann embraced some aspects of modern 
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medicine. And yet he criticized, anticipating many Nazis, medical doctors’ 
over- reliance on treating the biological basis of disease (repudiating, for 
example, the ‘evil practice’ of vaccination).114

Hartmann became a theosophist after accepting an invitation from Blavatsky 
to participate in spiritualist experiments in India.115 Typical of the fin- de- siècle 
occult milieu, Hartmann’s affiliations were eclectic. He possessed close ties to 
the Jewish occultist and ‘life reformer’, Friedrich Eckstein. He also admired the 
radically racist and anti- Semitic ariosophist Guido von List (see below), whose 
bizarre and unscientific rune studies Hartmann praised.116

Hartmann’s theosophical colleague, Rudolf Steiner, came to theosophy 
through the Viennese occult circle led by Eckstein.117 After years of seeking a 
path between scientific materialism and religion, he joined the theosophic 
society because it recognized ‘a ‘truth’ that stands above all religions and the 
investigation of ‘still unexplained natural laws and powers sleeping in human 
beings’, such as spiritualism, clairvoyance, and telepathy.118 Named General 
Secretary of the German Theosophical Society in 1902, Steiner dedicated 
himself to uniting the achievements of natural science with a genuine spiritual 
awakening compatible with the modern age.119

Steiner insisted that theosophy could achieve ‘recognition of higher worlds’ 
with the same reliability as the natural sciences. But he eventually rejected the 
more cosmopolitan approach of theosophists who seemed, in Steiner’s mind, 
too eclectic and too preoccupied with incorporating elements of existing world 
religions.120 His more ‘scientific’ approach and individualist focus on personal 
enlightenment, as opposed to universal brotherhood, appealed to many 
German occultists. On the eve of the First World War, Steiner therefore encour-
aged a group of German theosophists to break away and form the German 
Anthroposophical Society.121

In its attempt to unite spirituality and science, anthroposophy made a nomi-
nally greater effort than theosophy to validate its doctrine empirically. In 
conducting ‘aura research’, for example, Steiner modelled his ‘experiments’ on the 
new techniques of X- rays and the microscope. Nevertheless, his insistence on 
having ‘proven’ occult phenomena for which there was no empirical evidence 
prevented anthroposophy from being accepted within the scientific community. 
That only changed in the 1930s, when the Third Reich began officially spon-
soring elements of Steiner’s doctrines, most notably ‘bio- dynamic’ agriculture.122

Anthroposophy was at least as much a religious faith as it was a scientific 
doctrine. Steiner’s teachings and articles, published in his occult journal, 
Lucifer- Gnosis, anticipated the Nazis’ own interest in Asian religion, Gnosticism, 
and Luciferianism. In visiting Hitler’s home town of Linz in 1915, for example, 
Steiner gave a speech titled ‘Christ in Relation to Lucifer and Ahriman’. In it 
Steiner argued that ‘Asian religious evolution is the carrier of a Luciferian 
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element’ that ‘mankind as a whole once possessed but was later forced to 
abandon’. These ‘Luciferian remnants’ must be elevated, Steiner concluded, as ‘a 
wise guiding force left behind for the evolution of mankind in general’.123 Two 
decades later, Nazi religious theorists would make nearly identical arguments.

The affinities between anthroposophy and the völkisch right extended 
beyond epistemology and religion. Steiner was eager to assert the superiority of 
white Europeans, claiming ‘that in the grand cycle of spiritual evolution, the 
Germanic race had advanced the furthest’.124 Steiner’s belief in ‘cosmic eugenics’, 
to borrow from one of his followers, included a racial model of evolution in 
which ‘that might be destroyed which is not worthy to take part in the ascent of 
humanity’. ‘Humanity has risen by throwing out the lower forms in order to 
purify itself,’ Steiner argued, ‘and it will rise still higher by separating another 
kingdom of nature, the kingdom of the evil race. Thus mankind rises upward.’125

Anthroposophists embraced eugenics not primarily because of their faith 
in modern science, then, but because they thought that spirituality and race 
were intrinsically linked. ‘Human souls develop different cultures on the basis 
of different racial and ethnic forces,’ Steiner contended, whereas ‘dark skin is 
due to demonic interference’.126 Marriage between Aryans and ‘coloured races’ 
or Jews, according to Steiner, was in conflict with Germany’s world mission to 
sponsor positive biological and spiritual evolution. It should come as no 
surprise that Steiner, along with Hübbe- Schleiden and Hartmann, was affili-
ated with the racist and anti- Semitic Guido von List Society.127 For many 
anthroposophists in fact, ‘Jewishness signified the very antithesis of spiritual 
progress and the epitome of modern debasement.’128

Steiner’s own attitude towards Jews was complicated, moving, in the words of 
Peter Staudenmaier, ‘from an unreflective embrace of anti- Semitic prejudices, to 
public denunciation of the excesses of organized anti- Semitism, to an elaborate 
racial theory of cosmic evolution in which anti- Semitic themes played a promi-
nent part’.129 Steiner’s ‘esoteric teachings about the illegitimacy of Jewish life in the 
modern world’, however, combined with ‘his portrayal of Jews as a distinct racial 
group’ to facilitate the ‘basic premises of non- exterminationist anti- Semitism, the 
principal mode of anti- Semitic thinking before the rise of Nazism’.130

That theosophy and anthroposophy influenced a wide range of Austrian 
and German intellectuals, including some with liberal and cosmopolitan 
proclivities, should not divert our attention from its völkisch affinities or poten-
tially eliminationist conceptions of race and space.131 The lure of theosophy 
and anthroposophy, like many occult doctrines that emerged at the turn of 
the twentieth century, was precisely their convoluted attempt ‘to find new 
syntheses . . . of what they termed knowledge [Wissen] and belief [Glaube]’, 
propagating absurd, border scientific racial theories and an eschatological 
vision of humanity’s history and future. While only marginally successful 
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before the First World War, these efforts inspired a range of theories on race 
and space, something ‘that was later co- opted by National Socialism’.132

Ariosophy

Theosophy and anthroposophy may have informed the broader supernatural 
imaginary that helped make Germans susceptible to Nazism. It was their sister 
doctrine ariosophy, however, developed by Guido von List and Lanz von Liebenfels, 
that most directly anticipated the Third Reich. Born in 1848 into a wealthy 
Viennese family, Guido von List was a lapsed Catholic who became obsessed with 
the pagan religious and folklore revival of the mid- nineteenth century. List’s 
amateur research into Germanic prehistory over the course of the 1870s and 1880s 
convinced him of the existence of an ancient, pre- Christian cult and runic language 
of Odin- worshippers (‘Wotanists’). He called this ancient cult the ‘Armanen’, 
derived from Tacitus’s ‘Irminones’ in his history of the ancient Germanic tribes.133

Under Hübbe- Schleiden and Steiner, Austro- German theosophy had 
already shed many of its universalist trappings. List took their emphasis on 
race, empire, and anti- Semitism to its (il)logical extreme, ‘appropriating 
Theosophy’s invocation of an idealized past and cosmic scheme of racial evolu-
tion in order to underpin [his] developing interest in imagining a new social 
order based on racist and nationalist grounds’.134 Since the ‘Armanen’ civiliza-
tion had been undermined through racial miscegenation with non- Aryans, 
List argued, only strict adherence to a eugenical program of selective breeding 
could resuscitate it.135

Like Steiner, List viewed himself as a serious (border) scientist, publishing 
more than two dozen works on sexology, racial and spiritual ‘hygiene’, and 
Germanic runes, with picturesque titles such as Götterdämmerung (1893) and 
Mephistopheles (1895). Virtually all his works were ignored by mainstream 
science. On the other hand, some of his books, including his well- known Secret 
of the Runes (1908), helped create the border scientific field of Runic Studies, 
which became popular in the Third Reich.136

Following Blavatsky and Steiner, List attempted to unite Christian, Eastern, 
and Nordic racial elements in a neo- pagan amalgam that venerated the Norse 
God Baldur, Jesus, Buddha, Osiris, and Moses – except in List’s case all such 
figures were ostensibly Aryans.137 In building a Germanic religion, List even 
created Nordic equinox and Walpurgisnacht celebrations, led his followers 
through ancient ‘Armanist’ grottos, and explored shrines called ‘Ostara’ under 
the city of Vienna.138 List also incorporated elements of Masonic Templar, 
Freemason, and Rosicrucian traditions.

In 1911, List founded his own knightly ‘Armanen- Order’. Certainly the pan- 
Germanic racism and eliminationist anti- Semitism that defined List’s Armanen 
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philosophy was incompatible with the initial intentions of Blavatsky or, in 
some respects, Steiner. It is nonetheless a testament to the malleability and 
eclecticism of these closely related doctrines that by the eve of the First World 
War many leading Austro- German theosophists, including the president of the 
Austrian Theosophists (Hartmann) and the entire chapter of the Vienna 
Theosophical Society, had joined the vehemently racist and anti- Semitic List 
Society.139

List’s younger contemporary, Jörg Lanz von Liebenfels, translated List’s 
Armanism into a fully fledged occult doctrine, which he called ‘Ariosophy’. In his 
book, The Theozoology or the Science of the Sodom’s Apelings and the God’s Electrons 
and in the pages of Ostara, Lanz laid a blueprint for many of the eugenical policies 
later adopted by the Third Reich. This included banning interracial marriages, 
selective breeding and polygamy, and advocating the sterilization and elimination 
of inferior races, from the mentally and physically inferior to the Jews.140

Lanz’s biological views were rife with the conceptual contradictions and 
unscientific reasoning typical of fin- de- siècle occultism and later Nazi views 
on race.141 Challenged to explain the science behind his distinction between 
the mass of ‘sub- human’ Jewry and the heroic genius of Jews such as Karl Kraus, 
Heinrich Heine, and Baruch Spinoza, Lanz answered that: ‘Whoever has seen 
Karl Kraus will immediately admit that he exhibits the features of neither the 
Mongoloid nor the Mediterranean type . . . He has dark blonde – in his youth 
undoubtedly light blonde – hair, a well- formed, rectangular skull and other-
wise sculpted, heroid [pure Aryan] features.’142

The views of Lanz’s disciples were just as far-fetched. They claimed that 
humanity ‘was the result of a – forbidden – mixture of angels and animals. Each 
person has a small percentage of angel and a large percentage of animal.’ The 
greater measure of ‘angel’ that a race had, the more Nordic the race. The ‘inhabit-
ants of mountain villages in Norway’, the logic went, ‘may be as high as one per 
cent angel’.143 Lanz’s acolytes even believed that ‘various races have different 
smells’ – an argument later made by esoterically inclined Nazis such as Julius 
Streicher (‘A fine nose can always smell a Jew’).144

Lanz also propagated a Gnostic, paganist, Eastern- flavoured religious 
syncretism that anticipated the Nazi approach to religion.145 Emulating List’s 
Armanen, Lanz founded his own Order of the New Templars (Ordo Novo 
Templi) in 1900. He also purchased a castle, Burg Werfenstein, to establish the 
religious centre of his new order (much as Himmler would purchase the 
Wewelsburg thirty years later). There, in 1904, he flew a Swastika flag to cele-
brate the pagan winter solstice.146

Finally, Lanz was deeply invested in the power of East and South Asian 
symbols, which he believed to have the same roots as Ario- Germanic runes in 
Europe. He favoured Hindu concepts such as reincarnation and karma to 
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Christian ideas of Heaven and Hell, dabbling in the kabbalah (oddly, a common 
theme among otherwise radical anti- Semites).147 Even his ubiquitous use of the 
term ‘Tschandals’ for subhuman races – a term later invoked by the early Nazi 
Party – was taken from the Hindu codes of Manu, which derived from ‘the 
Sanskrit term candala (Tschandale), denoting the lowest caste of untouchables’.148

If we had to distill List and Lanz’s bizarre ideas into a few basic principles, 
we might emphasize the role of superhuman races whose Aryan golden age 
had been ‘supplanted by an alien and hostile culture’ defined by inferior races. 
This ancient Germanic religion might be restored through ‘knowledge in 
cryptic forms (e.g. runes, myths and traditions)’, but such runes and traditions 
could be ‘deciphered ultimately only by their spiritual heirs, the modern sectar-
ians’.149 This mélange of religious millenarianism and eugenics soon intersected 
with the popular border scientific fields of ‘racial hygiene’ and ‘racial- breeding’ 
(Rassenzucht) popular among mainstream biologists such as Alfred Ploetz.150

Hence ariosophy was consistent with the other occult doctrines we have 
surveyed. Both the theosophists and anthroposophists were preoccupied with 
bringing the Aryan (‘sixth root race’) back into existence. Both believed, at least 
in their Austro- German iterations, that Aryans were superior spiritually and 
biologically to Jews, Asians, and Africans.151 Ariosophists experimented with 
the same astrological and spiritualist practices as theosophists and anthroposo-
phists, contributed to the same journals, and operated in the same Viennese, 
Munich, and Berlin circles.152 Just as Hübbe- Schleiden’s Sphinx and Steiner’s 
Lucifer- Gnosis included articles by List and Lanz, Germany’s preeminent astro-
logical journal, the Astrologische Rundschau, came to be edited by the arioso-
phist Rudolf von Sebottendorff.153

More so than the anthroposophists and theosophists, the ariosophists 
attracted important völkisch politicians and future Nazis to their movement. 
Hitler’s role model in demagogic politics, the populist mayor of Vienna, Karl 
Lueger, was a member of the Guido von List society.154 Heinrich Himmler’s 
mentor in ideological and spiritual matters and head of the SS archives, Karl 
Maria Wiligut, was an ariosophist as well, publishing a number of books on 
Armanist (‘Iriminist’) religion and runology. Sebottendorff, the co- founder of 
the proto- Nazi Thule Society, was a leader of the Armanen’s successor organi-
zation, the German Order. Even if Hitler never read Ostara, as Lanz claims, the 
occult doctrines permeating Vienna’s cafés and Munich’s beer halls before the 
First World War clearly helped to shape the Nazi supernatural imaginary.155

Border Science

By the First World War, German academics were ‘confronted with an immense 
number of theories that did not follow the established rules of scientific 
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inquiry’.156 This efflorescence of ‘ “a kind of religious” natural science’ – what 
some contemporaries called ‘border science’ (Grenzwissenschaft) – stood on 
the margins of mainstream science in two respects.157

On the one hand, the border sciences examined unseen forces, characteris-
tics or phenomena on the fringes of human perception. These included 
astrology, graphology, characterology (a form of phrenology often allied with 
astrology in Germany), chirology (‘hand- reading’), mediumism, and radi-
esthesia. Border science also constituted academically dubious or marginal 
disciplines, which ostensibly explained how to manipulate esoteric or super-
natural forces beyond the understanding of mainstream science. Prominent 
examples include parapsychology, life reform, telepathy, biodynamic agricul-
ture, and World Ice Theory.

What held all these ‘reenchanted sciences’ together was the view that the 
paranormal was a legitimate object of scientific inquiry and power.158 Astrology, 
graphology, characterology, and chirology, wrote the prominent border scien-
tist Ernst Issberner- Haldane, are ‘just as serious, precise, and intensive’ as any 
other science and just as ‘indispensable for economic science and state- building’. 
Border sciences, per Issberner- Haldane, ‘eschew every kind of mysticism, all 
clairvoyance; today they no longer belong to occultism (the theories of the 
hidden)’ but to the objective sciences.159

Parapsychological experiments and border scientific approaches to 
explaining the natural world were hardly unique to German- speaking central 
Europe. One of the leading abstract painters, Wassily Kandinsky, was an ardent 
proponent of spiritualism. Important French and American psychologists, 
including Charles Richet and William James, experimented with paranormal 
phenomena as well.160

In contrast to Germany, however, few Europeans ‘shared the despair of the 
German Romantics over Newton’s contributions to the new modern science’ or 
felt ‘that humanity was now condemned to live in a dead, particulate universe 
devoid of “dryads” or spiritual meaning’.161 Many German scientists lamented 
the rise of modern physics and chemistry, which transformed a world of ‘color, 
quality, and spontaneity’ into a ‘cold, quality- less impersonal realm . . . where 
particles of matter danced like marionettes to mathematically calculable 
laws’.162

Instead of accepting mainstream natural science millions of Germans 
turned to parapsychology, astrology, ‘transcendental physics’, and World Ice 
Theory, among other border sciences.163 John Reddick speculates that this 
widespread interest in ‘reenchanted’ science was a product of Germany’s 
national fragmentation before 1870 and desire for racial and territorial 
‘wholeness and synthesis, not in the immediately lived realities of the 
everyday’.164 Corinna Treitel argues similarly that the special German emphasis 
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on parapsychology might have been a reaction to the loss of political agency in 
the German states in the wake of the unsuccessful 1848 revolutions.165 Whatever 
the reason, one cannot appreciate the Third Reich’s attitudes toward politics 
and society, race or space, without first understanding the depth and breadth of 
border scientific doctrines within the Austro- German supernatural imaginary.

Parapsychology and Astrology

Parapsychology was probably the most ‘legitimate’ and all- encompassing 
‘border science’ to emerge in the last decades of the nineteenth century. Early 
on parapsychology had a decidedly critical edge, as psychologists such as Max 
Dessoir and criminologists like Albert Hellwig examined ‘the psychology of 
deception and disbelief ’. At their most generous, critical parapsychologists 
worked to explain the prevalence of the esoteric sciences in Germany, as Max 
Weber would a decade later, in social psychological terms, citing the inade-
quacy of both traditional religion and scientific materialism in answering 
pressing ontological questions.

But the goal of critical parapsychologists was not genuinely to ‘understand’ 
occultism, and certainly not to prove the existence of occult phenomena. It was 
to expose mediums, spiritualists, and other occult practitioners as charlatans.166 
Occultism was a ‘contagion of the mind’, argued Hellwig, to which people 
without a proper knowledge of science were susceptible: ‘Experience shows day 
after day that countless people are no longer capable of calm and critical 
thinking as soon as it comes to occult problems. It is truly sad when one sees 
how even academic men, who have perhaps made their name in a number of 
fields of science, completely lose all sense of logic and reason.’167

A less critical genre of parapsychology, which claimed equal scientific legit-
imacy, sought to validate the claims of spiritualists, clairvoyants, and astrolo-
gers. The most prominent German parapsychologists in this respect were Carl 
du Prel and Albert Schrenck- Notzing. Inspired by Blavatsky, du Prel drew on 
biology, spiritualism, and astrology to explain the evolution of human biology 
and consciousness.168 Joining the German Theosophical Society in 1884, du 
Prel collaborated with Hübbe- Schleiden in founding the Psychological Society, 
which sponsored his border scientific research. He also published many of his 
‘results’ in the theosophical journal, The Sphinx.169

Schrenck- Notzing, a Munich physician, hypnotist, and protégé of du Prel, 
joined the Psychological Society in the 1880s, taking his mentor’s ‘transcen-
dental psychology’ even further. Schrenck- Notzing’s emphasis on investigating 
‘the night life of the soul’ represented a clearly occult- inspired departure from 
natural scientific assumptions and explains his popularity in theosophical 
circles.170
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In fact, Austro- German esotericists embraced Schrenck- Notzing’s ‘uncritical’ 
parapsychology enthusiastically. As Franz Hartmann observed, parapsychology 
‘recovered an entire realm of human experience that had been suppressed during 
the Enlightenment. This was the realm of the unconscious . . . it was too impor-
tant for scientists and philosophers to leave to the spiritualists’.171 Epitomizing 
the new discipline’s border scientific credentials was Hübbe- Schleiden’s The 
Sphinx, which had ‘no pretensions about catering to an exclusively educated 
audience’ and ‘carried a jumble of articles and . . . sensationalist . . . reports 
on mediumism, astrology, Rosicrucianism, Theosophy, rays, phrenology, and 
yoga’.172

The dubious scientific basis of parapsychology was not lost on mainstream 
psychologists. Critics noted the preference of parapsychologists for experi-
ments in non- neutral environments, such as their own houses, or the use of dull 
red light to reduce the ability of observers to make accurate observations.173 
Sigmund Freud, for example, indicated the problems of both the methodology 
and ideological provenance of parapsychological belief. Methodologically, 
Freud argued, paranormal belief was a function of unconscious compulsions 
and complexes that could be easily manipulated by mediums and parapsychol-
ogists, themselves often the victims of a delusional ‘occult complex’.174

As a Jewish liberal and scientific materialist, Freud moreover distrusted 
occultism’s roots in an ‘Indic orientalism’ that sought to cultivate ‘oceanic 
feeling’ and ‘claims about [achieving] inner personal harmony’. Infused by 
Eastern mysticism, parapsychology provided ‘false succour’ to those already 
sceptical of science. Parapsychology might be invoked, Freud added, to rein-
force fanciful attitudes toward the Jews, a ‘race which in the Middle Ages was 
held responsible for all epidemics and which today is blamed for the disinte-
gration of the Austrian Empire and the German defeat’.175 Here Freud antici-
pates the ways in which occultism and parapsychology might provide a 
dangerous panacea to those already prone to racial scapegoating.

Parapsychologists accused Freud and other critics of being insufficiently 
‘scientific’ in their analysis of occult phenomena. Anyone who believed 
mediums could influence so many people through trickery or deception, 
border scientists argued, were themselves suffering from mental illness.176 Carl 
Jung was sympathetic to these arguments.177 Unlike Freud, Jung was ‘enveloped 
in the Aryanism of Central European Orientalists of his day’, asserting that ‘the 
Aryan unconscious has a higher potential than the Jewish; that is the advantage 
and disadvantage of a youthfulness that is not yet totally alienated from the 
barbarous.’178

Supported by ‘mainstream’ psychologists such as Jung, parapsychologists 
continued to assert the scientific nature of their methods, accusing their oppo-
nents of mental illness and charlatanry. This pattern of mutual recrimination 
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within the occult and border sciences and between occultists and mainstream 
natural scientists was endemic to contemporary battles over scientific legiti-
macy, presaging the tensions between Nazi and mainstream scientists in the 
Third Reich.179

As the French scholar Gustave Le Bon argued in The Psychology of the 
Crowd (1895), even the most intelligent or sceptical individuals in modern 
society could succumb to suggestion in the presence of less critical or wholly 
ignorant peers. This phenomenon was especially true of crowds that were 
influenced by an ‘expert’, such as a trained medium or a charismatic politician 
like Hitler.180

Le Bon’s theories were employed by critical observers to explain the spread 
of occult belief, whether a small group conducting a putative ‘experiment’ in 
Schrenck- Notzing’s parlour or as mass phenomena spread through popular 
media, magazines, and performances. Only by studying the ‘neurotic, combative, 
superficial, absentminded, credulous and charismatic’ mind of the parapsy-
chologist, these critics argued, could one gain insight into the psychology of 
those who promoted scientific occultism.181 As we shall see in Chapter Three, 
Hitler seemingly studied Le Bon’s theories as well as parapsychology as a means 
of manipulating the public.182

Astrology was, alongside parapsychology, the most popular border science 
in Germany and Austria. At the most basic level astrologers ‘read’ the stars in 
order to produce horoscopes. Horoscopes represented ‘an objective statement 
of astronomical facts’ based on a ‘geocentric “map” of planetary positions’, 
including ‘the Sun and Moon among the planets – in relation to the zodiac’. 
Horoscopes can be cast for many different things, from people and animals to 
earthquakes and ship launches. Once the positions of the planets are noted, 
deductions are made based on the positions on the zodiac in angular relation 
to one another.183

During the first half of the nineteenth century, people in Germany were 
probably no more interested in astrology than were other Europeans. As Ellic 
Howe points out, however, the modern German astrological revival coincided 
with the general renaissance in supernatural and border scientific thinking 
discussed above.184 ‘Germans suspicious of the hard sciences and their perceived 
hostility to life’ found ‘astrology particularly enticing because it offered tech-
nical analyses carried out according to intuitive methods. In providing both 
“logical rigor and emotional warmth” intuitive astrologers ‘offered services 
geared specifically to the psychic needs of private individuals.’185

Astrology was the supernatural solvent uniting virtually all occult and 
border scientific practitioners. Hübbe- Schleiden encouraged his protégé at the 
Sphinx, Hugo Vollrath, to create a Theosophical Publishing House to popularize 
astrology. The actor Karl Brandler- Pracht, inspired by a seance, began publishing 
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Germany’s flagship astrological journal, the Astrological Rundschau, in 1905. 
Co- sponsored by Rudolf Steiner and the new Cosmos Society of German 
Astrologers, whose official journal was the Zentralblatt für Okkultismus, 
Brandler- Pracht found a ready audience in German theosophical and anthro-
posophical circles.186 Both List and Lanz practised astrology. So did Sebottendorff, 
a future editor of the Astrological Rundschau, who contributed six volumes to 
Vollrath’s ‘Astrological Library’.187

That virtually all occult and border scientific thinkers embraced astrology 
does not mean they agreed on the finer points of doctrine. Astrologers argued 
strenuously over whose methods were more ‘scientific’ and whose were more 
‘intuitive’ – the latter being associated, dismissively, with less rigorous occult 
doctrines.188 These divisions represent less a battle between ‘irrational’ occult-
ists and ‘rational’ scientists than a conflict over ‘science, knowledge, and power’ 
within border scientific circles.189 Deeply embedded in Germany’s post- war 
supernatural imaginary, astrology and parapsychology only increased in popu-
larity and influence in the interwar period.190

Radiesthesia, Life Reform, and World Ice Theory

Parapsychology and astrology offered many insights into occult phenomena – 
the ability to extend mind over matter, the power to manipulate others, the 
possibility of divining the future. But the closely related border scientific fields 
of radiesthesia (‘dowsing’) and cosmobiology, a sub- discipline of astrology, 
promised broader and more concrete biological and environmental benefits. 
Because some well- known dowsers and cosmobiologists had advanced degrees 
in fields such as physics and engineering, many Germans sceptical of popular 
astrology accepted radiesthesia as ‘scientific’. Even a number of medical 
professionals – usually those with homoeopathic leanings – believed that 
radiesthesia could provide a way to help purify the body and cleanse the 
environment of secret influences that modern science could not.191

The use of divining rods to locate water and precious metals had been an 
intrinsic part of folk belief in Europe throughout the Middle Ages. This folk 
tradition merged in the Early Modern period with the occult belief that one 
might locate mystical ‘energies’ along certain landforms (referred to as ‘ley 
lines’) and harness invisible ‘radiation’ under the earth.192 Subsumed in the 
early twentieth century under the border scientific rubrics of ‘geomancy’ and 
‘radiesthesia’, dowsing could be practised in a variety of ways, but usually 
involved a pendulum composed of a ‘small wooden cone suspended . . . on a 
short length of thin thread’.193

Dowsers, such as the famous Gustav Freiherr von Pohl, claimed to employ 
pendulums or more traditional divining rods to locate earth rays and other 
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pathogenic currents (Reizstreifen) that carried invisible energies and threat-
ened people’s health.194 Radiesthesia could ostensibly locate and treat harmful 
radiation in ways that neither traditional physics nor biology could (hence the 
interdisciplinary field of ‘cosmobiology’).195 The closely related field of 
geomancy included völkisch- esotericists such as Wilhelm Teudt, who ‘postu-
lated that prehistoric knowledge over Ur- energies’ proved ‘the superiority of 
the “Urgermans” ’.196 Some dowsers focused on locating radiation and precious 
metals. Others claimed they could glean secret truths about objects and even 
interpersonal relationships.197

A belief that dowsers could locate unhealthy energies that caused cancer 
and disease merged well with the movement toward natural healing practices 
embedded in ‘life reform’ (Lebensreform). A ‘middle- class attempt to palliate the 
ills of modern life’, life reform embraced a ‘variety of alternative lifestyles – 
including herbal and natural medicine, vegetarianism, nudism and self- 
sufficient rural communes’.198 Many völkisch occultists embraced ‘natural’ 
(organic) and vegetarian diets, magnetic therapy, and natural healing, practices 
later adopted by Nazi leaders such as Hitler, Hess, Himmler, and Julius 
Streicher.199 Life reform was propagated with particular fervour by the anthro-
posophists, who advocated ‘a better knowledge of man; Health through natural 
living; Harmony between blood, soil and cosmos; Life reform as a national aim; 
Knowledge and Life, The Rule of the Living.’200

The principles of life reform helped inspire in turn Steiner’s post- war devel-
opment of ‘biodynamic agriculture’ (biodynamische wirtschaftweise or BDW), 
based on restoring the quasi- mystical relationship between earth and the 
cosmos, ‘in which the earth is seen as an organism with magnetic properties of 
sympathy and attraction that may be damaged by the use of artificial ferti-
lizers’.201 Steiner’s BDW would become one of the most prominent and widely 
accepted border sciences in the Third Reich.202

Radiesthesia, life reform, and natural healing emphasized the holistic link 
between racial and spiritual ‘hygiene’, between the health of the mind and the 
body. The two interrelated border sciences repersonalized an increasingly clin-
ical medical profession that looked at specific germs, pathogens, and diseases 
as opposed to the whole person or ‘organism’. They also appealed to a transcen-
dental worldview, which gained an intuitive and fuller understanding of sick-
ness, as opposed to a materialist focus on the etiology of an individual disease.203

In rejecting mainstream medical science, border scientists favoured ‘a 
variety of inexpensive and noninvasive techniques (e.g., clairvoyance, the side-
real pendulum, physiognomy, graphology, iridology, consultation with séance 
spirits, and astrology) to achieve an intuitive and fuller understanding of a 
sickness’. Whereas traditional physicians were careful about making long- term 
prognoses, radiesthesiologists, natural healers, and life reformers ‘had intuitive 
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techniques for making such predictions’ and ‘determining the proper timing of 
treatment’.204

Certainly homoeopathic medicine and back- to- nature movements 
(Wandervögel) were popular across Europe in the decades before the First 
World War.205 Dowsing and life reform tapped into a broader desire for ‘reen-
chanted science’ and mind- body holism that was popular across the German 
middle classes.206 If life reform included ‘apparently liberal and left- wing’ 
elements, however, in Germany and Austria at least, ‘there were many overlaps 
with the völkisch movement’.207 Just as the Austro- German version of theos-
ophy was more explicitly racist and ariocentric than its French or Anglo- 
American counterpart, so too were the Austro- German variations on natural 
healing and border scientific medicine, drawn from anthroposophy and arios-
ophy, more preoccupied with race and eugenics.208

Anthroposophy emphasized the regeneration of the Aryan race through 
proper cultivation of the land and spirit in connection to the cosmos.209 
Anthroposophists were also typical in arguing that ‘racial mixture brings spir-
itual disharmony’ and that only ‘racial ethnology could perceive “the true 
cosmic spirit” lying behind external appearances’.210 Anthroposophists and 
ariosophists therefore believed that marriages between ‘coloured races’, or Jews 
and Aryans were in conflict with the German world mission.211

In helping inspire the faith- based eugenics practices of the Third Reich, this 
‘reenchanted science’ was anything but harmless.212 There were in fact close ties 
between leaders of the life reform and back- to- nature movements and völkisch- 
esoteric groups that advocated eugenics. Among the most vocal proponents of 
the utopian ‘garden city’ movement, for example, which sought to (re)create a 
healthy ‘greenbelt’ in the middle of the modern city, were völkisch esotericists 
such as Theodor Fritsch, Heinrich Pudor, and Phillip Stauff.213

Fritsch’s colleague, the völkisch- esoteric writer Willibald Hentschel, 
promoted a radically eugenicist return- to- nature ideology as well. Anticipating 
the Third Reich, Hentschel envisioned vast colonies of pure Aryan peasants 
practising an ancient Nordic religion. His pre- war plans for ‘Thule- settlements’ 
organized by ‘Norn- lodges’ never came to fruition. They did help to inspire the 
post- war Artamanen movement, however, to which Heinrich Himmler and 
Walther Darré belonged, as well as Nazi policies of racial resettlement and 
ethnic cleansing.214

Popular culture in the late- Wilhelmine period was moreover rife with the 
idea of creating superhuman beings through a combination of biology and 
sorcery.215 Paul Wegener’s film Golem (1915 and 1920) and Hanns Heinz Ewers’ 
novel Alraune (1911) were both a product of border scientific thinking, exem-
plifying this uncanny mélange of science and the supernatural.216 Before 1914 
this supernaturally inspired approach to biology was less overtly monstrous, 
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‘able to accommodate a range of political solutions to the tensions between 
modernity and nostalgia, mechanism and wholeness, science and spirit’.217

But after 1918, in a sociopolitical environment radicalized by war and crisis, 
this supernaturally infused, holistic approach to biology helped transform the 
selectively applied practice of eugenics, popular across Europe, into a hugely 
ambitious and fantastical programme of human experimentation and geno-
cide in Nazi Germany.

Any survey of the border scientific doctrines that informed Nazism would 
be incomplete without mentioning ‘Glacial Cosmogony’ or World Ice Theory 
(Welteislehre or WEL). Invented by the Austrian scientist and philosopher 
Hanns Hörbiger, World Ice Theory was inspired by a dream in which Hörbiger 
found himself floating in space, observing a giant pendulum swinging back 
and forth, growing ever longer and eventually breaking. When he woke 
Hörbiger claimed to know intuitively that the sun’s gravitational pull ceased to 
exert any force at three times the distance of Neptune and that most of the 
physical universe could be explained through the interplay of the ‘antagonistic 
Ur- substances of ice and fire’.218

Lacking even a rudimentary scientific background, Hörbiger enlisted the 
amateur astronomer Philip Fauth, with whom he collaborated in publishing 
their ‘findings’, Glacial Cosmogony, in 1912.219 Their work posited that much of 
the known universe was created when a small, water- filled star collided with a 
much larger star, causing an explosion, the frozen fragments of which created 
multiple solar systems, including our own. Gravity, the rotation of the planets, 
and various other interstellar phenomena could all be explained through inter-
actions between primordial satellites made of ice. So too could Earth’s geolog-
ical history, as moons made of ice crashed into it in prehistoric times, generating 
floods, ice ages, and various layers of the earth’s crust. Even human and animal 
biology were explained by World Ice Theory, including the creation of the 
human race through the impact of a meteor containing ‘divine sperma’.220

Hörbiger and his supporters proclaimed Welteislehre to be a ‘scientific revo-
lution’. It provided the foundation of a new ‘cosmic cultural history’, an 
‘astronomy of the invisible’ founded upon ‘creative intuition’.221 Absurd and 
totalizing as it was, Hörbiger’s ‘all- encompassing theory of heaven and earth’ 
promised to solve ‘the cosmic riddle between original creation and world 
collapse’. It explained everything from ‘the origins of the sun and species’ to ‘the 
earthquake of Messina’, Inca religion, and Nordic mythology.222

As the supreme ‘navigator’ of Welteislehre, Hörbiger could change its logic, 
theses, and systems at will, inoculating his theory against any arguments from 
mainstream science.223 By providing all the necessary clues to convince his 
audience that what they saw was truly ‘scientific’, Hörbiger’s doctrine ‘produced 
sensations of authenticity that made the distinction between “serious” scientific 
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work, committed to objectivity and rationality, and mere dramatic banter about 
it almost impossible, at least for the broader public’.224 World Ice Theory was 
therefore a quintessential border science, proudly combining fantasy and 
reality in ways that delighted spiritually hungry lay people but exasperated 
scientists.225

Indeed, few physicists, astronomers, or geologists gave Hörbiger’s theory 
any credence. According to the astronomer Edmund Weiss, Hörbiger’s intuitive 
methods could just as easily be used to claim the cosmos was made of olive oil 
as ice. Like most border scientists, Hörbiger merely ignored his critics, accusing 
them of closed- mindedness or lack of ‘faith’ in his visions. No formula or 
numbers could prove Welteislehre, Hörbiger argued, because his theory was in 
flux and alive, a ‘new evangelism’ and ‘global view of salvation’ (erloesendes 
Weltbild).226 He focused instead on convincing lay people of the rectitude of his 
theories, hoping this would push mainstream science to take his ideas more 
seriously. He gave hundreds of public lectures, produced World Ice movies and 
radio programmes, and published World Ice novels and magazines.227

In the 1920s a number of amateur scientists and bourgeois intellectuals joined 
together to form the Cosmotechnical Society (Kosmotechnische Gesellschaft) and 
Hörbiger Institute, creating a virtual cult around Hörbiger and his teachings.228 
His theories also appealed to ariosophists and Germanic paganists such as 
Chamberlain, List, and Lanz von Liebenfels, who saw in Welteislehre ‘scientific’ 
proof of their ‘fantastic cosmologies and spectacular world views’. In this 
Ur- Germanic alternative to ‘Jewish’ physics and ‘soulless’ natural science, the cata-
clysmic floods, apocalyptic battles, and heroic Aryan civilization of the Edda 
appeared to be confirmed.229

The popularity of Welteislehre is emblematic of the broader renaissance of 
occult and border science in the first three decades of the twentieth century. 
Phenomena such as Welteislehre, parapsychology, and astrology were neither 
anachronistic nor marginal. They were popular manifestations of a ‘scientific 
esotericism’ that sought legitimacy within the scientific establishment and 
across a broader public.230 Despite attacks by state officials, liberals, even 
conservative religious groups, occultism and border science continued to grow 
in popularity, becoming ‘not only an upstart religion but also an upstart 
science’.231 In producing a ‘science of the soul’, a ‘reenchanted science’ that tran-
scended both scientific materialism and traditional religion, the border sciences 
allowed Germans the chance to challenge the authority of both.

***

Hitler may well have read Ostara. He might have also visited Lanz von Liebenfels 
as an aspiring art student. But even if this meeting never took place, the ‘links, 
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both ideological and social, between Hitler and Ariosophical circles’ are impor-
tant.232 For List and Lanz were hardly marginal figures. Their ideas and goals 
had much in common with a range of German and Austrian contemporaries. 
From Wagner, Lagarde, and Langbehn to Hübbe- Schleiden, Hartmann, and 
Steiner, from du Prel and Schrenck- Notzing to Schuler and Hörbiger, these 
individuals should be seen, collectively, as the progenitors of a wider super-
natural imaginary shared by millions of Germans and exploited by the Nazi 
Party after the First World War.233

The second argument of this chapter is that the Austro- German supernat-
ural imaginary propagated an esoteric and border scientific way of thinking 
that appeared ‘both as universal cosmologies and holistic ideologies’. All these 
thinkers were united with millions of Germans in their ‘fear that a purely mate-
rialistic, abstract science would lead to cultural decline’.234 Indeed, most of the 
doctrines surveyed in this chapter sought to challenge both the monopoly on 
knowledge posited by Enlightenment science and the monopoly on spirituality 
claimed by the Judeo- Christian tradition.235

Many liberals, Marxists, and mainstream scientists were concerned about the 
proliferation of such unverifiable border scientific doctrines. Some recognized, 
as Freud did, the racist and illiberal tendencies that supernatural thinking might 
encourage, especially when combined uncritically with scientific claims.236

That does not change the fact that ‘the supernatural and extrasensory preoc-
cupied wide swaths of Germany and Austria’s intellectual elites’.237 In concert 
with thousands of other astrologers, parapsychologists, dowsers, and World Ice 
theorists, theosophists and ariosophists, astrologers and parapsychologists, 
the leaders of the Austro- German völkisch milieu created a vision of the future 
that transcended traditional left and right, religious and scientific, racist and 
cosmopolitan – dichotomies that bitterly divided late- Wilhelmine and Weimar 
society, culture, and politics.

The ‘völkisch milieu in which Nazism evolved’, observes Corinna Treitel 
quite accurately, was complex. Millions of members of the völkisch movement – 
whether esotericist, paganist, or border scientist – consistently disagreed about 
the ‘appropriate means’ by which to effect political change. All völkisch thinkers 
did agree, however, on the need for German renewal.238 The party that monopo-
lized this supernaturally infused project of German renewal was the NSDAP.



‘If anything is unfolkish [unvölkisch], it is this tossing around of old 
Germanic expressions which neither fit into the present period nor repre-
sent anything definite . . . I had to warn again and again against those 
völkisch wandering scholars . . . [who] rave about old Germanic heroism, 
about dim prehistory, stone axes, spear and shield.’

Adolf Hitler, Mein Kampf (1924)1

‘It was Thule people to whom Hitler came in the very beginning; it was 
Thule people who first joined forces with Hitler.’

Rudolf von Sebottendorff (1933)2

Near the end of the First World War a twenty-six-year-old art student was 
discharged from the German Army due to wounds received on the Western 
Front. Born outside the German Reich, the ambitious young artist developed a 
passion for pan-Germanic ideology, reading any literature he could find on the 
history and mythology of the Teutonic people. Shortly after arriving in Munich 
in late 1917, he co-founded a working group that sought to create a Third 
German Reich. The group adopted an elaborate array of occult ideas, including 
ariosophic racism and esoteric symbols like the swastika.3 Within weeks two 
members of the young artist’s discussion circle founded the German Workers’ 
Party (DAP), which, renamed the National Socialist German Workers’ Party 
(NSDAP), would achieve power fourteen years later.4

These biographical details describe almost perfectly the political and ideo-
logical trajectory of Adolf Hitler. Except the young artist in question was not 
Hitler, but Walter Nauhaus, leader of the Germanic Order of the Holy Grail and 
co-founder, with Rudolf von Sebottendorff, of the proto-Nazi Thule Society.5 

2

FROM THE THULE SOCIETY TO THE NSDAP
Fashioning the Nazi Supernatural Imaginary, 1912–24

33
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That the early ideological and organizational trajectories of the occultist Nauhaus 
and Hitler overlap so closely raises an old question: What were the links between 
the Austro-German supernatural milieu and the incipient Nazi Party?

The ariosophists and other völkisch-esoteric groups recognized the similari-
ties between their pre-war doctrines and National Socialism after 1919. Lanz 
von Liebenfels and his post-war publisher Herbert Reichstein both insisted that 
Nazi ideology was a clear expression of the pre-war Austro-German occult 
milieu. Sebottendorff, as suggested in the epigraph above, argued that the Nazi 
Party was a direct outgrowth of his ariosophic Thule Society.6 So too did a 
broad array of völksich-esoteric and völkisch-religious leaders welcome the 
Third Reich, at least initially, as the fulfilment of their ‘neo-pagan’ beliefs.7

For the past thirty years historians have emphasized, instead, the tenuous 
nature of these connections. Some have seized on Hitler’s quote from Mein 
Kampf above as an example of the Nazis’ disinterest in occultism and pagan 
religions. Others point out that the leaders of the Thule Society never went on 
to play a substantive role in the Third Reich.8

This chapter will address the question of the Thule Society’s role in shaping 
the Nazi Party in three ways. First, it re-examines the connection between late-
Wilhelmine ariosophic groups such as the German Order and the Thule 
Society out of which the Nazi Party emerged. Second, it tests Sebottendorff ’s 
claim in the epigraph above, tracing the organizational and ideological impact 
of the Thule Society on the creation of the early Nazi Party.

Third and finally, this chapter interrogates Hitler’s epigraph regarding the 
influence of Ario-Germanic, occult, and border scientific ideas on the early 
Nazi Party. The organizational and ideological connections between the 
Wilhelmine völkisch-esoteric milieu, the Thule Society, and the early German 
Workers’ Party, this chapter argues, were richer and more substantive than 
many scholars recognize, helping to inscribe supernatural thinking at the core 
of the Nazi movement.

From the German Order to the Thule Society

Intent on avoiding service in the multinational Austrian Army, Hitler fled his 
beloved Vienna for Munich in May 1913. In these last months before the 
outbreak of hostilities, the völkisch-esoteric centre of gravity migrated with 
Hitler. Guido von List and Jörg Lanz von Liebenfels, Franz Hartmann and 
Rudolf Steiner, Hanns Hörbiger and Karl Maria Wiligut were Austrian. But 
their ideas found their greatest political and intellectual expression in Germany.

Beginning in the last years of the Wilhelmine Empire and extending into 
the first post-war years, hundreds of Bavarians, Saxons, and Silesians created a 
plethora of ariosophic splinter groups. The Alsace-Lorrainer Rudolf von 
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Gorsleben founded the Edda Society, continuing List’s research into ancient 
Germanic runes. The Silesian occultist Herbert Reichstein became Lanz’s post-
war publisher, finding him an audience in Berlin. The Saxon ariosophist and 
astrologer Rudolf von Sebottendorff moved to Munich and co-founded the 
Thule Society.9

Notable among these ariosophic splinter groups was Theodor Fritsch’s 
Saxon-based German Order (Germanenorden). The German Order was a 
quintessential ariosophic society, replete with occult rituals and bizarre border 
scientific theories about ‘root races’. In founding the German Order, Fritsch 
decided simultaneously to create a political working group that could dissemi-
nate his völkisch-esoteric programme to a wider public: the Reich Hammer 
Association (Reichshammerbund).10 Named after his infamous anti-Semitic 
publishing company, Der Hammer, its goal was to inaugurate an ‘Aryan-
Germanic’ religious revival founded on ‘Germanic supremacy over “lower 
working races” ’ and an ‘inexorable hate for the Jews’.11

Like other völkisch groups that emerged in the last two decades of the 
German Empire, Fritsch’s German Order/Hammer Association had little polit-
ical power or influence before the First World War. But the obscure German 
Order represented a crucial wartime way station between the late-Wilhelmine 
völkisch milieu and the early Nazi Party. For under the leadership of Nauhaus 
and Sebottendorff, a renegade Munich chapter of Fritsch’s German Order 
would find new life under a different name: the Thule Society.

The German Order and the First World War

Theodor Fritsch was no novice to völkisch politics. One of Germany’s first and 
most vociferous racial anti-Semites, he published Germany’s oldest anti-
Semitic paper, the Anti-Semitic Correspondence. In 1890 he was elected a 
Reichstag representative for the radically völkisch and anti-Semitic German 
Social Party, subsequently playing an important role on the socially reformist 
right.12 Fritsch was nearly as passionate about völkisch-esotericism as he was 
about eliminating Jews from German society, signing some of his pseudony-
mous writings ‘Fritz Thor’ and joining both the Guido von List Society and 
Lanz’s Order of the New Templar (ONT).13

Still, it is Fritsch’s attempt to combine völkisch-esotericism and mass politics 
in the German Order/Hammer Association that deserves our attention. At first 
glance the two organizations do not appear that different from the ONT or 
German Social Party that preceded them. The co-founders of the German 
Order and Hammer Association, Philipp Stauff and Hermann Pohl, were 
prominent ariosophists. Stauff was a ranking member of the List Society/
Armanen Order and Pohl was head of the local Saxon ‘Wotan Lodge’.14
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Like the ONT, the German Order required its members to meet obscure 
racial criteria, including an ‘Aryan clause’ forbidding Jewish ancestry. The 
German Order also practised secret rites modelled on the Freemasons and 
published an ariosophic journal entitled Runen, replete with a swastika on the 
cover. The Hammer Association had its own occult trappings. It was directed 
by a quasi-Arthurian ‘Armanen-Rat’ or council of twelve individuals borrowed 
directly from List. Fritsch’s use of the term ‘Tschandala’ to represent Jews and 
lower races also gives away its debt to List and Lanz’s border scientific musings 
on race.15

And yet there were important differences between the German Order/
Hammer Association and earlier völkisch parties. The goal of the Hammer 
Association was to transcend the petty bourgeois character of the Wilhelmine 
anti-Semitic movement. Anticipating Hitler’s NSDAP, the Hammer Association 
was pan-German in scope, with branches across Austria as well as Germany. It 
also sought to bring together all ‘racist-reformist groups’ with ‘national’ and 
‘social’ values – uniting völkisch businessmen with nationalist workers, army 
officers and professors with peasants and shopkeepers.16 In working to tran-
scend Germany’s ingrained class and confessional milieus, Fritsch urged 
‘collaboration with Catholics, a broad spread of propaganda to workers, 
farmers, teachers, officials, and officers, and special activity at the universities’.17 
Eventually, individual chapters of the German Order developed their own 
youth movement, again anticipating the NSDAP.18

Fritsch and Pohl managed to build a remarkably broad coalition of like-
minded politicians and intellectuals. The list included the usual suspects such 
as List, Lanz, and Bernhard Koerner, who signed his letters with runic symbols 
(and would go on to play a major role in the SS).19 Sebottendorff was a member 
as well, enthusiastically recalling a meeting of the German Order near the 
Quedlinburg castle at the foot of ‘the Brocken’ in the Hartz mountains, the site 
of Walpurgisnacht in Goethe’s Faust (and later Nazi archaeological projects).20 
To these outright völkisch-esotericists we must add a number of prominent 
fellow travellers, including Field Marshall Erich von Ludendorff, the German 
Conservative leader Alfred Hugenberg, and Heinrich Class, head of the 
Pan-German League.21

Given its ideological antecedents and political proponents, we should 
hardly be surprised that the Hammer Association programme was steeped in 
racialist hysteria, premised on an apocalyptic war between Ario-Germanic 
peoples and lesser races (‘Tschandala’).22 At the centre of Fritsch and Pohl’s 
ideology stood a ‘pathological brand of anti-Semitism combined with a belief 
in the inherent superiority of the Germanic or Nordic race’.23 Two decades 
before the Third Reich, they advocated the deportation of ‘parasitic and 
revolutionary mob races (Jews, anarchist cross-breeds and gipsies [sic])’.24 
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Anticipating Hitler’s infamous prophecy from January 1939, Pohl moreover 
announced that if the Jews ‘prepared to exploit war or revolution’, their annihi-
lation would occur through the ‘Sacred Vehme’, which would ‘smite the mass-
criminals with their own weapons’.25

Here we see both the biomystical racism and apocalyptic justification of 
political violence that defined the later Nazi supernatural imaginary. Pohl not 
only advocated the murder of the Jews, but invoked, with little irony, the secret, 
semi-mythical court that murdered ‘criminals’ in medieval Westphalia and 
helped justify political murder in the Weimar Republic.

In an environment of relative economic and political stability, the Hammer 
Association had trouble attracting supporters. Its elitist structure, highly 
restrictive racial requirements, and prohibitive dues also limited its member-
ship. The Hammer Association moreover retained all the tendencies toward 
internal squabbling that had rendered the völkisch, anti-Semitic parties inef-
fectual for thirty years prior to 1912.26 Hence the Hammer Association repre-
sented a kind of halfway house between an occult order and a modern völkisch 
political organization, blending secret rites and bizarre racial theories with an 
ambitious sociopolitical agenda and geographically diverse, national organi-
zation.27

When war did break out in August 1914, both the Hammer Association and 
German Order fell into disarray. Much of this was a result of nearly half the 
members being called up to military service. But the precarious financial situ-
ation, elitist structure, and expensive banquets in the midst of war continued to 
put off many potential supporters. As Pohl wrote to a colleague in November 
1914, ‘the war came on us too early, the G.O. was not yet completely organized 
and crystallized, and if the war lasts long, it will go to pieces’.28

Even as it challenged the bourgeois foundations of the German Order, the 
war opened the way to mass politics. It tore away all convictions and values 
from the vast majority of ordinary people. To address their ‘social and spiritual 
needs’, Germans began to fall ‘into the arms of the oldest and most primitive of 
all human illusions promising wish fulfilment and a more beautiful future . . . 
the sphere of a magical world view and superstition’.29 Heretofore apolitical 
occultists now characterized the war as ‘cosmically necessary . . . [a] manifesta-
tion of processes playing out among “the beings of the spirit worlds” . . . [a] 
world of demons and spirits which works through humankind when nations 
battle one another’.30 By the last two years of the war, as the death toll exceeded 
one million, the racial utopian fantasies of the German nationalist right attained 
a fever pitch.31

Fritsch and Pohl tried to capitalize on wartime radicalization to create a 
broader völkisch-nationalist coalition. But the Hammer Association was even-
tually absorbed into the German Nationalist Protection and Defence 
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Organization (Schutz- und Trutzbund), one of the more powerful nationalist 
associations in the early Weimar Republic.32 As most individual chapters of the 
German Order dissipated or merged with larger nationalist groups, the Munich 
chapter, led by Pohl, split off to form the Walvater chapter of the Holy Grail.33

The most important individual to join Pohl’s Walvater chapter was Rudolf 
von Sebottendorff. Born Adam Alfred Rudolf Glauer to a modest lower middle-
class family in Saxony, Sebottendorff briefly pursued a degree in engineering 
during the early 1890s.34 Abandoning his studies, Sebottendorff moved to 
Egypt and then Turkey. He immersed himself in the study of theosophy, Sufi 
Islam, and astrology, the latter with a Greek Jew who initiated Sebottendorff 
into Freemasonry. To make ends meet, Sebottendorff spent time as a tutor at a 
Kievan Jewish community and even became a Turkish citizen.35 Despite – or 
perhaps because of – his immersion in Eastern religions and Freemasonry, 
Sebottendorff gravitated to ariosophy, citing List, Lanz, and Fritsch as his 
primary influences.36

This transition from a seemingly universalist intellectual to a völkisch-esoter-
icist makes sense if one views Sebottendorff in the context of a broader Austro-
German supernatural imaginary.37 Sebottendorff displayed the same fascination 
with ‘oriental’ mysticism and Eastern religions that influenced Lagarde, Steiner, 
and Lanz. Typical of these völkisch-esotericists, Sebottendorff saw no contradic-
tion in merging radically racist and anti-Semitic views with socially progressive, 
selectively cosmopolitan ideas that drew on Eastern spirituality and the transna-
tional brotherhood of Indo-Aryan races. The German Order, Thule Society, and 
later Nazi movement would all retain this combination of extreme völkisch 
nationalism and Indo-Aryanism.38

After his Turkish interlude, Sebottendorff returned to Germany. He soon 
fell in with a group of Berlin occultists around a newspaper called The Magic 
Pages, where Sebottendorff worked on a manuscript about magical amulets.39 
He also became an expert on astrology, which culminated in him being named 
editor of Karl-Brandler Pracht’s Astrologische Rundschau in the early 1920s.40 
After a couple of years in this Berlin demi-monde, Sebottendorff – who had 
since joined Fritsch’s German Order – made his way to Munich.41 In 1917 he 
attended a meeting of the new Walvater chapter of the Holy Grail, presided 
over by Pohl. Impressed by Sebottendorff ’s völkisch-esoteric convictions, Pohl 
invited the itinerant astrologer to join the Order and entrusted him with 
renewing the Bavarian chapter.42

In most respects Sebottendorff ’s Walvater chapter of the Holy Grail was not 
much different from the German Order that preceded it. He envisioned the 
chapter as a ‘social-national organization’ that combined a ‘pathological brand 
of anti-Semitism with a belief in the inherent superiority of the Germanic or 
Nordic race’. Also like the German Order, it was organized along Masonic 
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lines.43 The society was therefore still ‘secret’, producing few written documents. 
When political correspondence did occur, it was often communicated through 
Germanic runes – hardly an effective basis for mass politics. In fact, Sebottendorff 
decided to have the Walvater chapter sponsor an occult journal called Runes 
and continued to give lectures on pendulum dowsing and astrology.44

None of these decisions appear to have moved the German Order much 
beyond the organizational cul-de-sac it had entered a year earlier, when Pohl 
broke away from Fritsch. But the devastating impact of the war began to radi-
calize even the most obdurate and apolitical members of the Order. By the 
summer of 1918, as Germany’s prospects of victory dimmed, Sebottendorff 
decided it was time to enter politics.45

The Thule Society

Sebottendorff met his ‘kindred spirit’, Walter Nauhaus, during recruiting efforts 
for the Walvater chapter of the German Order. Nauhaus was a sculptor by 
training, fascinated, like many völkisch intellectuals, by ‘the esoteric side of the 
Cabala’ as well as Egyptian and Hindu religious beliefs. With his friend Walter 
Deicke, Nauhaus had already formed a discussion group on New Year’s Day 
1918 to explore such ideas. They called it the Thule Society.

At the time Nauhaus’s small discussion group was entirely apolitical and 
had no connection to the German Order.46 That gradually changed after 
Sebottendorff appointed Nauhaus the Walvater chapter’s deputy recruiter. By 
the summer of 1918, Sebottendorff and Nauhaus were hosting frequent meet-
ings of the German Order at the Four Seasons hotel in Munich. As the Order 
became more politicized, Nauhaus seized upon the idea of substituting the 
innocuous-sounding ‘Thule Society’ for the Walvater chapter as a cover for 
their activities. On 17 August 1918, as Ludendorff ’s last offensive dissipated on 
the Western Front, Sebottendorff merged the Bavarian Walvater chapter of the 
Germanic Order with Nauhaus’s nascent ‘Thule Society’.47

As we saw in Chapter One, the concept of a lost civilization of Hyperborea 
or Thule derived from the theosophist preoccupation with Atlantis. It then 
found a way, in more racialized form, into ariosophy, the principles of which 
Nauhaus and Sebottendorff embraced as the basis of their organization.48 
Hence the Thule Society retained all the trappings of its ariosophic predecessor 
organizations, propagating a ‘unique mixture of occult-mythological window-
dressing and natural scientific theories’ and promising a utopian future in the 
final months of an apocalyptic war.49

The fact that the war was not yet lost was important in determining the 
initial trajectory of the group. At a meeting two weeks after its founding 
Sebottendorff still found time for an extended peroration on ‘The Pendulum’ as 
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an ‘instrument for radiesthetic experiments or alleged medical diagnosis’. In 
typically bourgeois, esoteric fashion newly initiated male Thulists were encour-
aged to wear a bronze pin adorned with a swastika and two spears while women 
were given a golden swastika.50 Important here is not the fact that Sebottendorff 
wasted the Society’s time on initiation pins or the health benefits of divining 
rods. When Hitler came to power, he too would have a dowser scour the Reich 
chancellery for cancerous ‘death rays’ and Himmler would order his chief occult 
advisor, Wiligut, to develop all sorts of völkisch-esoteric runes and insignia.

What makes his lectures and initiation practices interesting is Sebottendorff ’s 
attempt to attract women members – a significant change from the overtly 
chauvinist nature of Liebenfels’ New Templar, List’s Armanen, and Fritsch’s 
German Order.51 The Thule Society’s focus on occult and border scientific 
thinking was also leavened by a greater instinct for mass politics than its 
precursors. Finally, Sebottendorff sought and gained support from remnants of 
the German Order in Berlin, an attempt to branch off into northern Germany 
that had not worked well for Fritsch and his predecessors.52

In many respects the Thule programme was the same as its völkisch-
esoteric predecessors. The Thulists wanted a Greater Germany devoid of Jews, 
Freemasons, and Communists, and proposed a set of progressive social ‘reforms’ 
to help unite the forces of labour and capital.53 In other ways, the ‘social-
national’ elements were more strongly represented in the Thule Society than 
the German Order. Sebottendorff ’s apparent hostility to capitalism and 
sympathy for workers was not ‘Marxist’ or Socialist, he argued, but quintessen-
tially ‘German’. He wanted to eliminate ‘Jewish’ capitalism so that honest 
German workers and small businessmen could thrive. Such arguments were 
virtually identical to early iterations of Hitler’s National Socialism.54 This 
socially and economically progressive programme is particularly interesting 
given the solidly bourgeois character of the Thule’s early membership.55

After founding the Thule Society, Sebottendorff and his colleagues made two 
important decisions in the early autumn of 1918. First, Sebottendorff purchased a 
newspaper, the Munich Observer (whose masthead read ‘Inde pendent Paper for 
National and Racial Politics’). In masquerading as a sports paper (Sportblatt), the 
Observer would fly under the radar of liberal and Socialist opposition, Se  -
bottendorff reasoned, since ‘A Jew is only interested in sport if it shows a profit.’56 
Within a year the Observer would change its name to the Racial Observer (Völkischer 
Beobachter or VB), becoming the principal press vehicle for the Nazi Party.

Second, the Munich Observer’s head sportswriter and new political editor, 
Karl Harrer co-founded, in October 1918, the ‘Political Workers’ Circle’ 
(Politische Arbeiter-Zirkel), with his fellow Thule Society colleague, Anton 
Drexler. It was Drexler who would suggest changing the group from a ‘circle’ to 
the German Workers’ Party (Deutsche Arbeiterpatei or DAP) a few weeks later.57
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Sebottendorff did not personally spearhead this ‘working class’ initiative. 
But his associates recall that he had begun to reach out to younger members of 
the German Order outside the framework of the bourgeois Thule Society. He 
and Harrer both recognized that the Society needed more working-class 
support to gain political influence.58

At the time Sebottendorff would insist that the Thule Society was apolitical, 
focused primarily on occult activities typical of Theodor Fritsch’s pre-war 
German Order. Some historians have accepted Sebottendorff ’s claims as 
evidence of the gap between the occult-based Thule Society and politically 
oriented Nazi Party. As previously suggested, however, the late-Imperial 
German and early Weimar governments were closely monitoring extremist 
political organizations, which is why Nauhaus and Sebottendorff created the 
cover of the Thule Society and portrayed the Munich Observer as a ‘sports 
paper’.59 Their relative freedom from surveillance probably explains why the 
politically revolutionary Thule Society was able to meet openly at the Four 
Seasons hotel and draw such an eclectic crowd of pan-Germans, völkisch intel-
lectuals, and future Nazis, even as other right-wing groups were persecuted.60

Still, the Thule Society would have likely remained a small, mostly harmless 
völkisch splinter group if not for the outbreak of left-wing revolution and the 
military catastrophe of Germany’s defeat in the First World War. Beginning in 
late-October 1918 the centre-left governing coalition of liberals, Catholics, and 
Social Democrats encountered increasing opposition from striking workers 
and mutineering soldiers. Worker demands were soon taken up by new, more 
radical Independent Socialists (USDP) and an incipient Communist 
(Spartacist) Party (KPD) that wanted an immediate end to the war and eradi-
cation of the monarchy. These left-wing revolutionaries would have their 
earliest success in the state of Bavaria, where Kurt Eisner’s Independent 
Socialists managed to overthrow the Wittelsbach monarchy and declare a 
Socialist Republic on 8 November 1918, just a day before the armistice.

For ‘believers in racial apocalypse’ like Sebottendorff, the experience of 
Eisner’s Socialist Republic, followed by armistice, defeat, and the disintegration 
of the German Empire, was catastrophic. Endemic in völkisch-esoteric circles 
before 1914, apocalypticism now became ‘a staple of culture and of some 
strands of religious discourse – not to mention German war propaganda’. Faced 
with defeat and left-wing revolution, Germans of an ‘eschatological outlook’, 
such as Sebottendorff and his völkisch-nationalist colleagues, were ‘confirmed 
in their view that the end of days was upon them’.61 As one soldier put it in the 
early weeks of the Weimar Republic:

Jews and . . . profiteers became rich, feasting and living at the cost of the 
Volk as if in a ‘Promised Land’ . . . Germany appeared lost. Resigned, 
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the Front soldier attempted to safeguard his family from ruin and hunger . . . 
Strikes and revolts in all districts, Germany’s fate appeared sealed . . . [the] 
world turned upside down! . . . The Front soldier and the decent part of the 
population led a nearly hopeless struggle against this epidemic. 
Parliamentarianism was celebrated like an orgy. Roughly thirty-five parties 
and factions arose and confused the volk. A pure witch’s Sabbath! The 
German Volk, devoid of political acumen, staggered toward the diverse 
will-o’-the-wisps, sick in body and soul.62

Such impressions were prevalent to some extent within völkisch circles before 
1914. But the idea of an apocalyptic racial struggle against liberals, Socialists, 
and Jews made ‘conspicuously little headway in Münich and Bavaria until war, 
revolution, the Münich Soviets, and the killing of the hostages provided the 
festering soil for them to grow in’. Only in the wake of the First World War and 
ensuing left-wing revolutions did ‘violent racist anti-Semitism become 
“popular” in Bavaria, only then could Münich become the logical centre for 
national socialism’.63

On 8 November 1918 – the day Eisner declared his Socialist Republic in 
Bavaria – Sebottendorff called a meeting of the Thule Society. ‘Yesterday we 
experienced the collapse of everything which was familiar, dear and valuable to 
us,’ he explained. ‘In the place of our princes of Germanic blood rules our deadly 
enemy: Judah. What will come of this chaos, we do not know yet. But we can 
guess. A time will come of struggle, the most bitter need, a time of danger . . . As 
long as I hold the iron hammer [a reference to his Master’s hammer], I am 
determined to pledge the Thule to this struggle.’64

If there was any doubt about the Thule Society’s political purpose before 
8 November 1918, its future path was now clear. The Society could no longer 
afford to sit idly by in the Four Seasons hotel, discussing Germanic runes and 
divining rods. To reverse the consequences of the country’s defeat and restore 
a racially pure German Empire, the Society would need to take up arms against 
‘Juda’.65 They would soon be accompanied in this mission by a young Austrian 
corporal, who returned to his adopted home of Munich barely two weeks after 
Sebottendorff ’s declaration of war: Adolf Hitler.

From the Thule Society to the NSDAP

In late-November 1918 the new centre-left government of Social Democrats, 
Catholic Centrists, and Liberal Democrats faced a nearly impossible situation. 
They were bedevilled by extremist opposition on the far left and right. They 
also faced a situation of widespread starvation, an influenza epidemic claiming 
hundreds of thousands of lives, and millions of decommissioned soldiers 
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streaming back to Germany to find their homes, families, or livelihoods 
destroyed. Forced to take extreme measures to defend the Republic, the provi-
sional Weimar government made two fateful decisions. The first helped ensure 
that the Thule Society would evolve into the incipient German Workers’ Party 
(DAP). The second facilitated Hitler coming into contact with this party a few 
months later.

The first decision was made by Gustav Noske, Socialist Minister of Military 
Affairs, who founded the paramilitary ‘Free Corps’ (Freikorps) in January 1919. 
The Freikorps enlisted bands of decommissioned soldiers to combat the far left 
on behalf of the Republic. Those who joined Noske’s paramilitary most enthu-
siastically were rabid völkisch-nationalists, some of whom were too young to 
see much action during the war.66 Among the roving bands of Freikorps that 
Noske deputized was Rudolf von Sebottendorff ’s Kampfbund (‘Fighting 
Association’), later renamed the Freikorps Oberland, a breeding ground for 
future Nazis.67

The second fateful decision occurred a few weeks later, when the German 
Army or Reichswehr appointed Hitler to be his company’s government liaison 
(Vertrauensleute). By enlisting Hitler to convey ‘educational material to the 
troops’ and work as an ‘anti-Bolshevist’ informant, charged with infiltrating 
radical parties in Bavaria, the Reichswehr gave the politically inexperienced 
Hitler the keys to the proverbial hen house.68 As Sebottendorff put it, ‘Even in 
the Social Democratic Party, especially the Bavarian branch, one could see 
many signs of the emerging realization that the [Jews], the racially foreign 
elements, bore the greatest responsibility for the whole “swine pen”.’69 It was in 
this politically radicalized, militarized, and hyper-nationalist environment that 
Hitler first came into contact with the German Workers’ Party.

The Emergence of the DAP

Beginning in November 1918, Sebottendorff and his Thule colleagues began 
conspiring against the Bavarian Republic. In December the Thule Society 
devised a plan to kidnap Eisner. It failed miserably. So did a scheme to infiltrate 
the civilian militia for counter-revolutionary aims. The latter plan resulted in 
the arrest of multiple Thule members and public denunciation in the regional 
parliament.70 By March 1919 the Thule Society was under constant surveil-
lance. In order to avoid arrest Sebottendorff had to resort to dissembling and 
tips from contacts in the Bavarian police.71

One particular incident provides insight into the Thule Society’s approach 
to political action. It occurred when Bavaria’s Socialist Police Commissioner 
visited the Thule headquarters in search of ‘anti-Semitic propaganda’. Alerted 
the night before by a sympathetic official, Sebottendorff urged all the women 
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members to assemble the following morning for a ‘choral hour’. When the 
police commissioner arrived he was greeting by Countess Heila von Westarp, 
the Thule Society secretary, leading a number of other women in singing a 
nationalist hymn. Puzzled, the police commissioner, according to Sebottendorff, 
asked ‘What kind of association is this?’, to which Sebottendorff replied, ‘This is 
an association for the elite breeding [Höherzüchtung] of the Germanic race.’ 
Nonplussed, the police commissioner pressed him with ‘Yes, but what are you 
really up to?’, to which Sebottendorff replied, ‘You can hear it, we are singers.’72

Frustrated at Sebottendorff ’s dissembling, the police commissioner insisted 
on continuing with a house search for anti-Semitic propaganda. Sebottendorff ’s 
response is chilling, ‘If you . . . arrest me or one of my people . . . then my people 
will nab a Jew, wherever they find one, and drag him through the streets and 
insist that he has stolen the [Christian] Host. Then, Herr Police President, you 
will have a pogrom on your hands that will sweep you aside as well.’73

Indeed, during the first few months of 1919, Sebottendorff employed the 
Munich Observer to publish a constant barrage of anti-Bolshevik and anti-
Semitic propaganda meant to undermine Eisner’s Republic. The Observer 
carried dozens of articles on how the ‘Jew Eisner’ and representatives of ‘Israel 
in Germany’ were attempting to destroy the German race through ‘Russian 
Bolshevism’ and ‘Bolshevist Education’. Needless to say, these articles received 
considerable attention from local republican authorities and caused a tempo-
rary ban of the Observer in early April 1919.74

Sebottendorff ’s focus was not on building a party organization in the 
interest of achieving power. It was to overthrow the Socialist government 
through violent counter-revolution – a pattern Hitler would follow four years 
later in his Beer Hall Putsch (9 November 1923). The most sensational of these 
plots, developed by Sebottendorff only days after the regime banned the 
Observer, was a coup d’état against the Bavarian Soviet Republic. Its planning 
and outcome are eerily similar to Hitler’s Beer Hall Putsch. Thinking that he 
could rally all nationalist forces in Munich against Eisner, Sebottendorff 
approached local militia in an effort to raise a 6,000-man army, take Munich by 
surprise, and arrest the Communist authorities – all in the course of twenty-
four hours.75

Before Sebottendorff ’s ill-conceived putsch could be initiated, the Bavarian 
‘Red Army’ uncovered the plot. Seven conspirators, including Nauhaus and 
Countess Westarp, were arrested and summarily executed. The murder of these 
seven ‘hostages’ burnished the Thule Society’s reputation in radical nationalist 
circles, much as the Beer Hall Putsch raised the profile of the NSDAP. But 
unlike Hitler, who used his trial as a national platform, Sebottendorff found 
himself discredited in völkisch circles, blamed for leaking the names of the 
conspirators.76
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After these strategic blunders and lost opportunities, Sebottendorff ’s role in 
the Thule Society and the Bund Oberland diminished.77 He was clearly not the 
right individual to translate the völkisch-esoteric ideas that defined the pre-war 
German Order into a mass political movement. Nor was the bourgeois, conspir-
atorial Thule Society the appropriate vehicle for such a movement.

The first of Sebottendorff ’s colleagues to recognize the need for an inde-
pendent party-political counterpart to the Thule Society was Karl Harrer. In 
October 1918, as we have seen, Harrer co-founded a ‘political workers’ circle’ 
with the railroad locksmith, Anton Drexler. Its goal was to attract nationalist 
members of the labouring classes to the völkisch movement. Two months later, 
on 5 January 1919, Drexler joined with Harrer, the economist Gottfried Feder, 
and the right-wing poet Dietrich Eckart to form the German Workers’ Party 
(DAP).78

From the beginning, there were subtle differences between the occult-
inspired Thule Society and the nascent DAP. The Thule Society, similar to the 
German Order, represented a largely bourgeois constituency, which had the 
leisure time and means to spend afternoons listening to lectures on Germanic 
runes, astrology, and divining rods. The DAP, on the other hand, was more 
lower middle and working class in composition. It met not in the upscale Four 
Seasons hotel, but in a local tavern. In terms of political strategy, the DAP was 
also more pragmatic than the Thule Society, focusing on building a party as 
opposed to fomenting revolution.79

Despite these differences, it is hard to imagine the development of the early 
DAP without its Thule foundations. The DAP braintrust, including Harrer, 
Drexler, Eckart, Feder, Alfred Rosenberg, Hans Frank, and Rudolf Hess, were all 
Thule members or associates. Harrer was the editor of the Munich Observer. 
Friedrich Krohn, another Thule member, would go on to design the swastika 
flag for Hitler.80

To be sure, the Munich Observer was initially sympathetic to the German 
Socialist Party (Deutschsozialistische Partei or DSP), which was created by 
Sebottendorff in May 1919 as an alternative to the DAP.81 In August 1919, 
however (as noted earlier), the paper changed its name to the Racial Observer 
(Völkischer Beobachter or VB), and moved its offices to Franz Eher Verlag, the 
official Nazi publisher.82 Within a few weeks – coincident with Hitler joining 
the party – the VB would start reporting regularly on the DAP.

Hence the ‘Thule Society’, in the words of Richard Evans, ‘would prove to be 
a major staging-post for many later leading Nazi activists on their way to 
commitment to Hitler and his movement’.83 As Sebottendorff recalled with 
only slight embellishment, ‘Apart from the Thule itself, the future Führer’s 
armoury consisted of the Deutsche Arbeiter Verein [DAP], which was founded 
in the Thule Society by Brother Karl Harrer, also the Deutsch-Sozialistische 
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Partei, which was led by Hans George Grassinger, and whose official organ was 
the Völkischer Beobachter.’84 Without Sebottendorff ’s Thule Society, without 
Harrer’s Political Workers’ Circle, and without the infamous newspaper they 
purchased to promote their worldviews, the Nazi Party would almost certainly 
not have been born.85

The DAP also inherited the Thule Society’s rabid anti-Semitism and anti-
Communism, fanatical hatred of democracy, and dedication to overthrowing 
the Republic. The ‘angry nationalists and wounded veterans’ who joined the 
DAP looked ‘down with contempt on a civilian society, that was trapped in a life 
of mere surface events, unable to share the soldier’s quasi-religious experiences 
of transcendence and eternity’.86 In the middle of this völkisch-esoteric 
cosmology emerged the ‘fantasy figure of a saviour . . . [who] acted as a kind of 
psychological linchpin holding together the radical nationalist’s character 
armour’.87 After many false messiahs, from List and Fritsch to Sebottendorff, 
the DAP would now find their ‘saviour’.

Hitler Takes the Reins

The DAP’s distancing from the Thule Society was never a clean break. Conditioned 
by changing political circumstances, the DAP’s evolution out of the Thule Society 
was just as organic as the Society’s emergence from Fritsch’s German Order 
before it.88 The ‘professional’ astrologer and pendulum dowser Sebottendorff 
may have been out. But the amateur astrologer and pendulum dowser, Wilhelm 
Gutberlet, was now in. A Munich doctor, Gutberlet was an 8.5 per cent share-
holder of the Völkischer Beobachter and one of the DAP’s most important finan-
ciers. He was present at the first DAP meeting that Hitler attended in September 
1919. A quarter-century later, Gutberlet was still active in the NSDAP – invited 
by the Nazi intelligence chief, Walter Schellenberg, to consult on the viability of 
employing astrology and divining in wartime intelligence.89

The point is that Nauhaus and Sebottendorff ’s interest in Ario-Germanic 
religion, occultism and border science far outlived the Thule Society’s associa-
tion with the DAP.90 Moreover, virtually all the early DAP leaders – including 
Drexler, Harrer, Eckart, Hess, Rosenberg, and Frank – expressed interest in 
Ario-Germanic religion, occultism, and/or border science.91 It was not the 
DAP’s embarrassment about the Society’s supernatural proclivities that explains 
Sebottendorff ’s marginalization. It was his amateurish approach to politics and 
his decision in May 1919 to found the rival German Socialist Party (which had 
virtually an identical programme and therefore merged with Hitler’s NSDAP a 
couple of years later).92

But for the time being, the DAP was only one small party among dozens of 
völkisch organizations. It required another element in order to become a 
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national movement, a charismatic leader. On 12 September 1919 Eckart was 
slated to give a speech at a meeting of the DAP. Having fallen ill, he was replaced 
at the last minute by another Thule Society member and DAP co-founder, 
Gottfried Feder, whose penchant for colourful, anti-Semitic tirades against 
‘Mammonism’ and ‘interest slavery’ made him extremely popular in völkisch 
circles.

It so happens that Hitler, in his capacity as an inspector for the Reichswehr, 
decided to attend this meeting. He was not particularly impressed by Feder’s 
speech and was leaving the meeting when another DAP member made a plea 
for Bavaria to secede from the Reich. As a young Austrian who fantasized his 
entire life about a Greater German Reich, Hitler was incensed. He responded 
with an impassioned speech in favour of pan-Germanic racial unity that clearly 
won the day. Impressed by Hitler’s impromptu intervention, Drexler provided 
him with some political literature and asked him to join the party.93

Shortly thereafter the VB reported on a meeting of the DAP for the first 
time, including a speech by one ‘Herr Hitler’ attacking the Jews. By early 1920 it 
became clear that the VB was paying increasing attention to the newly chris-
tened National Socialist German Workers’ Party (Nationalsozialistische Deutsche 
Arbeiterpartei or NSDAP) and its rising star, Adolf Hitler.94

Given Hitler’s dismissive comments about ‘völkisch wandering scholars’, it is 
tempting to assume that subsequent changes in the NSDAP party organization 
had to do with purging its occultist elements. And yet the intra-party conflicts 
that emerged after Hitler took the reins had relatively little to do with occultism 
or paganism. They had to do with the widespread conviction that the DAP had 
attracted people who, due to their elitist background and preference for 
abstruse discussion groups, were ill-equipped to achieve power.95

This tension between the culture of an esoteric discussion group and 
creating a mass political organization was endemic to the völkisch movement 
before the DAP’s break from the Thule Society.96 It was inherent in the failure 
of the Wilhelmine anti-Semitic parties as well as the marginal political influ-
ence of the Armanen, List Society, and German Order/Hammer Association. 
Sebottendorff cited these tensions in his own decision to create a political 
successor organization to the Walvater chapter of the German Order. As 
everyone from Drexler and Harrer to Hitler and Goebbels lamented but could 
not immediately resolve, it was petty infighting among völkisch groups that 
prevented Germans from coming together against Jews and Communists.97

Such political and strategic tensions played out in the pages and editorial 
meetings of the Völkischer Beobachter. For eight months the VB, under Harrer’s 
redaction, tried to avoid favouring the DAP exclusively over the DSP.98 But in 
the spring of 1920, Hitler forced Harrer out and insisted that the VB devote its 
attention to the NSDAP.99 At the end of 1920, Hitler sought to purchase the 
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Völkischer Beobachter for the exclusive use of the NSDAP. Decisive here was the 
role of Hitler’s friend, the paramilitary leader Ernst Röhm, himself a devotee of 
astrology. Convinced that Hitler was the right man for the job, Röhm encour-
aged his commanding officer, Ritter von Epp, to purchase the VB as a vehicle 
for Hitler and the NSDAP.100

Eckart and Rosenberg – both Thule Society members with esoteric leanings – 
took over the running of the VB and the party’s propaganda activities.101 This 
transition from the relatively pragmatic Harrer to the pagan religious dilettante 
Rosenberg and völkisch mystic Eckart can hardly be seen as a break with super-
natural thinking. It was part of the continuing political evolution of the DAP, 
including Hitler’s growing dominance within the wider völkisch movement.102

By 1922 the NSDAP had absorbed Sebottendorff ’s German Socialist Party 
(DSP) as well as the Thule-affiliated paramilitary Bund Oberland.103 Included in 
this merger were a number of ‘völkisch wandering scholars’. Among them were 
the old Wilhelmine anti-Semitic leaders, Ernst von Reventlow, who would help 
lead the pagan German Faith movement after 1933, and Theodor Fritsch, whose 
iconic status would be immortalized in numerous party schools and street names 
in the Third Reich.104 Also abandoning the DSP for the Nazis was Julius Streicher, 
who claimed to possess the rare ‘power’ to ‘smell’ Jews from many metres away. 
The NSDAP attracted Artur Dinter as well, whose radically anti-Semitic, super-
stition-fuelled fantasy novel, The Sin Against the Blood (1917), sold hundreds of 
thousands of copies.105 To these prominent völkisch leaders we need to add the 
paganists Hugo Christoph Heinrich Meyer, Ernst Hunkel, and Ernst Freiherr 
von Wolzogen, as well as prominent ariosophists such as Johannes Dingfelder, 
Franz Schrönghamer-Heimdal, Hermann Wirth, and Frenzolf Schmid.106

Given this growing stable of völkisch-esotericists, it is no wonder that the 
VB continued to feature articles by Ario-Germanic paganists and ariosophists 
well after Harrer’s departure. Such articles were peppered with concepts such 
as ‘Tschandalen’, ‘Halgadome’ (a sacred place), ‘the church of Wotan or the 
Armanen’, ‘racial soul’, and ‘Aryan religions of light’.107 In December 1920, 
the NSDAP co-sponsored a pagan winter solstice festival that ‘publicly 
proclaimed its link to the völkisch ideas of Guido von List’. The terrible crisis of 
the early years of the Republic, reported the VB, had been ‘prophesied’ in ‘the 
Edda and the teachings of the Armanen’. The report concluded that one ‘day 
more happy times will come for the Aryan race – a new Idafeld’.108 In the 
summer of 1921 the NSDAP sponsored another solstice festival, replete with 
nods to ‘Baldur, the sun-god’ and the ‘sun-hero and son of god Siegfried’.109 
Again in 1922 we find a pagan Nazi Christmas celebration, a ‘Yule festival’, 
accompanied by an approbatory article by Rosenberg.110

The Nazi battle cry prior to the Beer Hall Putsch of 9 November 1923, as 
Samuel Koehne reminds us, ‘featured concepts derived from Madame Blavatsky 
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and popularized by Theodor Fritsch’. If the Nazi revolution was successful, the 
party publication argued, the ‘horrific Marxist episode, this devilish product, 
the result of the crossing of Talmudic spirit and materialistic insanity’ would 
vanish ‘before the Christian-Germanic worldview, which, in one quick move-
ment, breaks the chains that had been forged when darkness ruled’. ‘The eternal 
struggle between Ormuzd and Ahriman, between light and darkness,’ the 
article continued, ‘has once again ended in the victory of the sun, whose symbol 
is the ancient Aryan sign of salvation: the swastika!’111 The November 1923 
coup failed miserably, to be sure. But the supernatural sentiments and expecta-
tions of many party members are clear.

Indicating just how little stake we can put in Hitler’s dismissive comments 
regarding völkisch wandering scholars is the fact that he subsequently made 
Streicher regional party leader (Gauleiter) of Lower Saxony and Dinter 
Gauleiter of Thuringia.112 Streicher would remain a major party leader until the 
end of the war. Dinter was eventually expelled from the party in 1928. But this 
was due primarily to his unwillingness to follow Hitler’s ‘leader principle’ 
(Führerprinzip), including the pursuit of independent political alliances and 
propagation of his specific völkisch-esoteric religion.113

In showing little tolerance for political or ideological independence, Hitler 
was no different than Fritsch, Sebottendorff, and other völkisch-esotericists. All 
völkisch leaders recognized the need to unite their movement behind one 
leader.114 As Sebottendorff later acknowledged, Hitler deserved all the credit for 
bringing the völkisch movement together within the NSDAP. The ‘German 
needed a Führer that admonished him,’ Sebottendorff observed, ‘to fix his gaze 
only on the goal and not on the path’.115 The party did not expel loyal völkisch-
esotericists so much as convince them to accept a hierarchical, nationally 
unified, Hitler-centric NSDAP.116

A few years after this ‘refoundation’ of the party in 1925, Goebbels admitted 
that the NSDAP ‘is often accused of losing its character as a movement . . . of 
taking the vast, broad and ever-moving system of thought of the völkisch move-
ment and forcing it into a Procrustean bed’. But ‘the völkisch movement ran 
aground on this matter,’ he continued. ‘Each declares his own particular interest 
central to the völkisch movement, and accuses anyone who does not share his 
views of being a traitor to the cause. That is the way the völkisch movement was 
before the war . . . If a völkisch organizer had understood how to form a great 
movement – it is a question of life or death for our nation – the völkisch idea, 
not Marxism, would have won.’117 Hitler and the NSDAP’s decision to break 
with the Thule Society was not primarily related to its occult and border scien-
tific views, Goebbels suggested, but its desultory approach to politics.118

Decades after the NSDAP’s break from the Thule Society, Nazi ‘old fighters’ 
would still lament Hitler’s lack of feeling for ‘the romantic-based völkisch 
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idea’.119 But Hitler’s apparent rejection of völkisch-esotericism must ‘be seen in 
light of his conceptualization of the party as a “movement” that rejected the old 
conspiratorial approach epitomized by groups like the Thule Society’.120 The 
‘period from 1920 to 1923 was a distinct era in the life of the Nazi Party, an era 
during which it transformed itself from a small and obscure organization – 
which Adolf Hitler described as a “tea club” – into a revolutionary movement’. 
Although abandoning the ‘tea club’ approach to politics, the Nazis remained 
‘closely connected to their roots in the völkisch movement’.121

The Nazi Supernatural Imaginary

The first four years of the Weimar Republic – the formative years of the Nazi 
Party – were a time of rampant political terror, paranoia, and revolution. From 
the wave of left-wing uprisings in early 1919 to the right-wing Kapp Putsch in 
March 1920 and Hitler’s Beer Hall Putsch in November 1923, paramilitary 
radicals fought each other in the streets, assassinating politicians and staging 
violent anti-government actions. All across Germany families were struggling 
to come to terms with millions of dead and wounded. Then, in response to the 
Weimar government’s default on reparation payments, French and Belgian 
troops occupied Germany’s industrial heartland, the Ruhr valley. The Ruhr 
occupation initiated a bout of hyperinflation in January 1923 that left millions 
of Germans impoverished.

Among right-wing groups much of this violence and crisis was perceived in 
supernatural fashion. The Saxon communist and revolutionary Max Hoelz, for 
example, led two violent insurrections in 1919 and 1920, escaped capture and 
eventually disappeared across the Czechoslovak border. But stories of Hoelz, 
who was referred to as ‘the invisible one . . . the evil spirit’, continued to circulate 
among his völkisch and right-wing opponents in Saxony. Even the local police 
talked of the ‘phantasmagoria’ associated with Hoelz’s superhuman actions, 
which suggests the importance of supernatural thinking in framing right-wing 
political views.122

The popular response to Hoelz in Saxony – the home base of Fritsch’s 
German Order – is merely one example of the sociopolitical currency and 
spread of supernatural motifs ‘at the peak of the inflation and during the subse-
quent period of upheaval’.123 These elements, as we have seen, were present 
across Germany and Austria in some form for decades. But they gained popular 
momentum in the wake of war and revolution, exemplified by the right-wing 
paranoia surrounding Hoelz.124 The Nazi Party emerged from this same 
‘völkisch subculture’ whence ‘neither paganism nor the esoteric was excluded’.125

As the German journalist Konrad Heiden observed, National Socialism incor-
porated elements of ‘every kind of political theory, from the most reactionary 
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monarchism to pure anarchy, from unrestricted individualism to the most 
impersonal and rigid Socialism’.126 The only thing consistent was Nazism’s rejec-
tion of liberal and materialist ‘notions of objectivity or of causality . . . a world in 
which causal links work themselves out independently of transcendent forces’.127 
After breaking with the Thule Society, the NSDAP developed a malleable 
discourse that drew on elements of pre-war occultism, paganism, and border 
science but was also ideologically eclectic and politically accessible – what I call 
the Nazi supernatural imaginary.

Supernatural Thinking in the Early Nazi Party

On his deathbed in 1923 Dietrich Eckart is supposed to have said, Hitler ‘will 
dance, but it is I who will call the tune’.128 Apocryphal or not, this story was 
widely circulated. For Eckart was one of the most important early influences on 
Hitler and a model for future Nazi leaders. In his periodical, Auf Gut Deutsch, 
Eckart combined a keen intellect and pragmatic approach to politics with a 
genuine enthusiasm for Nordic folklore and the mystical roots of Germanic 
religion.129 In articles such as ‘The Midgard Serpent’ and ‘Jewry über alles’, Eckart 
propagated ariosophic principles and fantastical theories about the ‘blood-
sucking caste’ of ‘Jewish wire pullers’, with Hitler as both his muse and acolyte.130

Eckart was a strong believer in the power of religion and mythology as an 
ideological tool.131 In early conversations with Hitler, he frequently invoked the 
Manichean, dualistic role of good and evil, God and the (Jewish) Devil – a 
quasi-Christian, quasi-pagan Gnosticism typical of ariosophy and later Nazi 
approaches to religion.132 Eckart argued, echoing Lagarde and Chamberlain, 
that the racially superior ‘Indo-European people’ had been corrupted by the 
‘Jewish desert spirit’ embedded in mainstream Christianity.133 ‘Diametrically 
opposed’ to Christianity was ‘the wisdom of India’, which moved beyond nature 
to recognize the connectivity of everything to the ‘world soul’.134 Here Eckart 
provided Hitler with a crash course in Indo-Aryan mysticism and völkisch-
esoteric religion not dissimilar from the Armanism of List and Lanz.135

Alfred Rosenberg helped synthesize Eckart’s ‘völkisch-redemptive views of 
German spiritual and racial superiority’ with ‘conspiratorial-apocalyptic . . . 
conceptions of international Jewry as a malevolent force that strove for world 
domination through dastardly means’.136 In his most important work, The Myth 
of the Twentieth Century, Rosenberg introduced an eclectic mix of border 
scientific racism and Indo-Germanic paganism into the Nazi supernatural 
imaginary.137 Echoing the ariosophists and Ario-Germanic religionists, 
Rosenberg claimed that ancient Aryans from northwest India and Persia had 
founded all the great civilizations before declining due to intermingling with 
lesser races and the deleterious influence of Judeo-Christianity.138
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According to Rosenberg, the new mythology of the twentieth century ‘is 
the myth of the blood, which under the sign of the Swastika, released the 
world revolution. It is the awakening of the soul of the race.’139 Rosenberg 
was keen on pushing this biomystical concept of the ‘racial soul’ as the motor 
of world history. But he was careful to avoid privileging any particular 
religious doctrine.140 In appealing to the German longing for myth, Rosenberg 
believed the NSDAP must draw on a variety of Ario-Germanic religious 
and völkisch-esoteric traditions.141 The redemptive ‘myth of the blood’ and 
idea of ‘awakening the soul of the race’ anew was popular across the post-war 
völkisch milieu.142 But no party took more seriously the ‘holy sacrifice’ of 
dead soldiers or made greater efforts to redeem their deaths, reflecting the 
NSDAP’s ‘cosmological impulse . . . [to] remake the world on wholly new 
terms’.143

Through the National Socialist movement, wrote the Nazi labour leader 
Robert Ley, the living and the dead ‘have found the road to eternity’.144 Nazi 
fellow travellers published books that ‘illustrated more than 700 “shrines of 
honour” [Ehrenhaine]’. These dead were ‘not really dead . . . but climb out of 
their graves at night and visit us in our dreams’.145 In this way the Nazis adopted 
‘the two million German dead, who had entered into the Valhalla of the race-
soul’. By claiming to represent undead soldiers, the Nazis appeared more in 
tune than traditional conservatives with the mystical ‘race-soul’ shared by 
living and dead soldiers alike.146

Invoking the living or undead could also be used negatively. Hitler, Himmler, 
Rosenberg, and other early Nazi leaders refer frequently to monsters – demons, 
devils, vampires, mummies, and other supernatural tropes – in articulating 
their views. In criticizing Communism, for example, Hitler declares ‘the orig-
inal founders of this plague of nations must have been veritable devils; for only 
within the brain of a monster – not that of man – could the plan of an organi-
zation assume form and meaning’. One ‘cannot drive out the Devil with 
Beelzebub’, Hitler explained elsewhere. Fighting Jews and Communists meant 
developing a hostile attitude toward the Soviet Union and avoiding bourgeois 
political meetings ‘as the devil [avoids] holy water’.147 Feder blamed the Weimar 
Republic for turning Germans ‘into zombies’.148 For their part, Rosenberg, 
Himmler, and Hitler repeatedly associated Jews with demons and vampires.149 
This brings us back to the Nazis’ mystical obsession with the ‘transformative 
power passed from generation to generation through blood’.150 For the Nazis, 
German soil was ‘soaked in the unforgettable, heroic blood of the martyrs’, 
whether they had fallen in the First World War or were party members during 
its early ‘times of struggle’. As one Nazi poet put it, the German soil was still 
‘alive’ with ‘the blood of the dead’.151 We see this biomystical preoccupation with 
blood, in a positive sense, in Rosenberg’s Myth of the Twentieth Century. 
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Conversely, it is expressed in negative terms in Artur Dinter’s supernatural 
fantasies about Jewish corruption in The Sin Against the Blood.

Before dismissing these supernatural tropes as purely rhetorical in nature, 
we must recall the degree to which high-ranking Nazis subscribed to occult and 
border scientific doctrines. Born and educated partly in Egypt, Rudolf Hess 
returned to Germany as a teenager and volunteered in the First World War. 
After the war, Hitler’s future Deputy Führer went to Munich to study history 
and geopolitics under Karl Haushofer, whose border scientific approach to 
geopolitics we noted in Chapter One.152 Galvanized by the experience of war, 
defeat, and revolution, Hess was drawn to the Thule Society in early 1919.153 
Although he broke with the Society because of his devotion to Hitler, Hess 
never relinquished his interest in völkisch-esotericism.154 He continued to 
sponsor astrology, anthroposophy, Buddhism, Hinduism, and Tibetan mysti-
cism, even consulting an astrologer before his infamous flight to England in 
May 1941.155

Born in Munich, Heinrich Himmler was training as an agricultural assistant 
at a chemical factory when he met the SA leader Ernst Röhm in 1922. Joining 
the Nazi Party in August 1923, Himmler quickly rose through the ranks, 
becoming a part of Hitler’s inner circle.156 As a young adult, Himmler devoured 
the works of Theodor Fritsch, about whom he said, ‘One suddenly begins to 
understand things that one couldn’t grasp as a child about what quite a lot of 
biblical stories are worth . . . the terrible scourge and danger of religion by 
which we are being suffocated’.157 By ‘religion’, of course, Himmler meant 
Christianity, which, according to Fritsch and other ariosophists, had attempted 
to replace the Edda and the Nibelungenlied, ‘the magical world of Thor, Freya, 
Loki, and other Norse divinities’.158 Himmler invested heavily in Eastern reli-
gion and esotericism as well, carrying around with him, alongside the Edda, the 
Vedas and Bhagavad Gita, and the speeches of Buddha.159

Besides Nordic paganism and Eastern religions, Himmler read widely in 
border scientific areas that in his view, dealt with occult phenomena in a serious 
‘scholarly’ way; for example, a book about ‘Astrology, Hypnosis, Spiritualism, 
Telepathy’, and monographs on pendulum dowsing. He also studied the ‘trans-
migration of souls’ and believed that ‘it was possible to communicate with the 
souls of the dead’.160 Himmler was fascinated by the freemasons and the history 
of secret Orders, which he drew upon in developing the SS.161 By 1923 Himmler 
had ‘developed a coherent voelkisch vision, involving . . . occult beliefs and 
Germanophile enthusiasms; from these elements arose an ideology that was a 
mixture of political utopia, romantic dream world, and substitute religion’.162

The supernatural imaginary of Himmler and other Nazis included a fasci-
nation with werewolves. According to one of Alfred Rosenberg’s subordinates, 
unlike in France or the Slavic East, where werewolves were associated with 
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‘witchcraft and the power of the devil’, werewolves played a largely positive role 
in pagan German tradition.163 Even in present-day Germany, Rosenberg’s asso-
ciate argued, there are many cases of ‘the good werewolf ’ who accompany 
‘evening wanderers’ in Westphalia and protect the homes of peasants against 
the common ‘wood wolves’ in East Prussia.164 Alongside the Germanic folklore 
revival, the ‘uncanny word [werwolf] was resuscitated in Germany’ by Hermann 
Löns’ revenge fantasy, The Werwolf, which was read almost as widely in the 
interwar period as Dinter’s The Sin of the Blood.165

Werewolf-inspired revenge fantasies found their most concrete political 
and intellectual expression in Fritz Kloppe’s paramilitary Organisation 
Wehrwolf. Founded in early 1923, in response to the French occupation of the 
Ruhr, the Wehrwolf fashioned themselves as a ‘dreaded . . . pack of wolves 
hunting down their victims in the dark of the night; and that is exactly what 
these counter-revolutionary conspirators did.’166 As one Wehrwolf pamphlet 
explained: ‘Why do we fight? Quite simply because so much Nordic blood 
pulses through us that we cannot live without fighting.’ The ‘contemporary 
church can no longer meet the spiritual needs of the people’, the Wehrwolf 
pamphlet continued. Only ‘we, the racial-bundish movement, we the were-
wolves, will clarify and shape . . . the articles of faith of the coming time’.167

The Wehrwolf’s broad investment in border scientific racial theories and 
völkisch religion was reinforced by Kloppe’s interest in J. W. Hauer’s German 
Faith movement as well as the ariosophic writings of the ‘Atlantis’ scholar and 
future SS leader, Hermann Wirth, and the rune researcher, Siegfried Kummer.168 
The Wehrwolf likewise developed ties to Field Marshall Erich Ludendorff ’s 
esoterically inclined Tannenberg Association and the Thule-inspired Bund 
Oberland. Kloppe even set up a Jung Wehrwolf division for youths under seven-
teen, replete with ‘Death’s Head’ insignia (later appropriated by the SS).169

‘The Wehrwolf stands on racialist soil,’ Himmler wrote in July 1924. ‘It 
desires from every member or new initiate the unconditional commitment to 
patriotic and racialist [völkischen] Germanness.’170 Due to the Wehrwolf’s 
constant surveillance by the Weimar police – which the NSDAP could ill afford 
in the wake of Hitler’s arrest following the Beer Hall Putsch – Himmler was 
afraid to join Kloppe.171 But the future SA Chief and Nazi Police Commissioner 
of Berlin, the appropriately named Wolf Graf von Helldorff, did become a 
Wehrwolf leader.172 Helldorff and Ernst Röhm, both immersed in völkisch-
esoteric doctrines, were merely two of the most important Nazi leaders among 
the ‘patriotic paramilitary associations’, eventually bringing thousands of their 
‘Werewolf ’ and other völkisch groups into the ranks of the Brownshirts or 
stormtroopers (SA).173

Early Nazi leaders found additional inspiration for their supernatural 
musings on race and space in the interwar Artamanen movement.174 The 
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Artamanen was a racist and imperialist organization founded in 1924 by August 
Georg Kenstler, an ethnic German emigré from, of all places, Transylvania, and 
a future Nazi. The Artamanen’s overarching goal was to restore German racial 
and territorial superiority in eastern Europe by obtaining ‘living space’ and 
creating ‘eastern settlements’.175 In 1926 the Artamanen had approximately six 
hundred members working on sixty farms, mostly in eastern Germany. Four 
years later they had nearly two thousand members working on three hundred 
farms.176

Beyond the practical goal of eastern expansion, the Artamanen propagated 
‘esoteric preconceptions’ and ‘ariosophic and theosophic ideas’ that defined 
many Nazis’ views on race and space.177 Echoing the life-reform movement, the 
Artamanen sought to create ‘a community of young, racially conscious’ men 
and women ‘who wanted to remove themselves from the unhealthy, destructive 
and superficial life of the cities . . . [and] return to a healthy, hard but natural 
lifestyle in the countryside. They abjured alcohol and nicotine, indeed every-
thing that did not serve the healthy development of the mind and body.’178 They 
staged night-time celebrations involving ‘fire- and sword play’, employed 
ancient Germanic runes, and paraded the swastika as a holy ‘symbol of the sun’ 
and ‘Germanic holy symbol of German divinity, blood purity and spirit’.179

In a negative sense, the Artamanen combined ‘anti-Slavicism, anti-urbanism’ 
and ‘anti-Polish xenophobia’ with an extreme anti-Semitism.180 Emulating the 
ariosophists, the Artamanen warned against the dangers of race-mixing, in 
which the ‘un-Nordic part of the blood resurfaces ever again in its attempt to 
attack the Nordic man’.181 In this völkisch cosmology, the Jew appeared as the 
monstrous ‘symbol of the corrupt city’, vampiric parasites that grew on the 
racial body like a tumour and must be removed in the same way.182

The Artamanen helped pave the way for the fundamental principles of the 
‘National Socialist faith’ and the organizational foundations for eastern settle-
ment work.183 Himmler joined the Artamanen and became Gauführer of 
Bavaria in the mid-1920s, where he met a number of other future Nazi leaders, 
including Alfred Rosenberg, the SS official Wolfram Sievers, the Nazi Youth 
Leader Baldur von Schirach (who used Artamanen runes in Hitler Youth cere-
monies), and Rudolf Höss, whom Himmler later named Commandant of 
Auschwitz.184 It was also through the Artamanen that Himmler met Walther 
Darré, the future chief of the SS Race and Settlement Office (RuSHA).185

As a young man Darré had been immersed in the Austro-German super-
natural milieu, reading Langbehn’s Rembrandt as Educator and Rudolf Steiner’s 
anthroposophic works with alacrity.186 Darré was also positively inclined 
toward Eastern religions and the ‘Irminglauben’ (Armanist religion) made 
popular by List and Liebenfels.187 According to Darré, Nordic Germans had to 
reject Christianity because it failed to ‘recognize blood and race . . . [Only] Folk 
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tales and myths, seldom written down, but passed from the wise to the faithful, 
kept the Ur-faith in the Ur-mother awake.’188

In a series of books and pamphlets published throughout the interwar 
period, Darré elevated the mystical idea of blood and soil to a kind of ersatz 
religion.189 Through Darré, German territory was reconceived, in the words of 
one Nazi poet, as the ‘mother-soil for the mystic “folk” . . . the living and the 
dead’, an ‘eternally fruitful womb’ that ‘suckles [Germany] from an unending 
source’.190 ‘Lost, uprooted from you, I lie fallow’, the poem continued, ‘I am 
coming home, o Mother, take me back again/At that the stream of old blood 
was awakened . . . And from clods torn out of the earth’s heart/The blood broke 
free, hotly, and foamed with fruit and deed . . . And flying red, the flag of the 
new seed . . . Thus the new Reich grew from blood and soil.’191 Through the 
mysticism of blood and soil, Darré insisted, the Nordic idea became ‘a light in 
the darkness of the epoch’, a recognition of the ‘divine law of preserving and 
propagating the race’.192 

As the NSDAP increased in strength, gathering völkisch splinter groups 
under one banner, most members of the Thule Society, the Wehrwolf, and the 
Artamanen were absorbed into the party.193 During the early to middle years of 
the Weimar Republic, however, these völkisch-esoteric groups functioned as a 
political and cultural laboratory, entertaining fantasies of racial utopia and 
eastern colonization and helping to fashion the Nazi supernatural imaginary.194

Hitler’s Supernatural Imaginary

Hitler may have been less enamoured of traditional occult doctrines than his 
peers, but his preoccupations with the supernatural were authentic.195 When he 
left his home town of Linz for Vienna in 1908, Hitler already possessed a strong 
appreciation of Norse mythology and Germanic folklore.196 In Vienna he attended 
dozens of performances of Wagner’s operas, attempting to compose his own 
opera based on elements drawn from Norse mythology and Goethe’s Faust.197 
Hitler also encountered the border scientific racial doctrines and anti-Semitic 
demagogy of Georg von Schönerer and Karl Lueger, a member of the Guido von 
List Society whom Hitler called the ‘greatest German mayor of all time’.198

Whether or not he read Lanz von Liebenfels’ periodical Ostara, Hitler almost 
certainly consulted ariosophic works at this time. By the end of the First World 
War he had somehow picked up the ‘manichaean comic-book dualism of blonds 
and darks, heroes and sub-men, Aryans and Tschandalen, described in the Ostara 
of Lanz von Liebenfels’.199 Throughout the 1920s Hitler also referred positively to 
Langbehn’s Rembrandt as Educator and Dinter’s best-seller, The Sin Against the 
Blood.200

These supernatural tastes did not dissipate with age. Hitler’s library at 
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Berchtesgarden, discovered by the 101st Airborne Division in a salt mine in 1945, 
included almost no works on political theory or philosophy.201 But Hitler 
did own many books ‘on popular medicine, miraculous healing, cooking, vege-
tarianism and special diets’ and dozens ‘about Wotan and the gods of German 
mythology . . . magic symbols and the occult’. Among these volumes were Ernst 
Schertel’s Magic and Lanz von Liebenfels’ The Book of German Psalms: The 
Prayerbook of Ariosophic-Racial Mystics and Anti-Semities.202

Hitler did not hide these influences after he entered politics. In February 1920 
he gave a speech that relied openly ‘on völkisch writers such as Guido von List and 
Theodor Fritsch’. He began with a gloss on List, arguing that the ‘Aryan, during 
the ice age, engaged in building his spiritual and bodily strength in the hard fight 
with nature, arising quite differently than other races who lived without struggle 
in the midst of a bountiful world . . . We know that all of these people held one 
sign in common, the symbol of the sun. All of their cults were built on light, and 
you can find this symbol, the means of the generation of fire, the Quirl, the cross. 
You can find this cross as a swastika not only here [in Germany], but also exactly 
the same [symbol] carved into temple posts in India and Japan. It is the swastika 
of the community (Gemeinwesen) once founded by Aryan culture (Kultur).’203 
‘The old beliefs will be brought back to honour again,’204 Hitler ostensibly told 
Hermann Rauschning, through ‘order castles’ where Aryan youths would learn 
the principles of ‘the magnificent, self-ordaining god-man’.205

In Mein Kampf, Hitler again echoed ariosophy in describing his theories of 
race and history. ‘Human culture and civilization on this continent are insepa-
rably bound up with the presence of the Aryan,’ he explained. ‘If he dies out or 
declines, the dark veils of an age without culture will descend on this globe.’206 
Racial miscegenation would lead to ‘monstrosities halfway between man and 
ape,’ Hitler asserted, aping Lanz’s ‘theozoology’, while ‘the personification of the 
devil as the symbol of all evil’ would assume ‘the living shape of the Jew’.207 
‘The Aryan gave up the purity of his blood and, therefore, lost his sojourn in the 
paradise which he had made for himself,’ he argued elsewhere. ‘He became 
submerged in the racial mixture, and gradually . . . lost his cultural capacity, until 
at last, not only mentally but also physically, he began to resemble the subjected 
aborigines more than his own ancestors . . . Blood mixture and the resultant drop 
in the racial level is the sole cause of the dying out of old cultures.’208

Hitler would later remove some comments from Mein Kampf that suggested 
his indebtedness to ‘völkisch wandering scholars’ and ‘so-called religious 
reformers’.209 In self-censoring himself, however, Hitler was not rejecting the 
‘mystical nationalism of these groups’.210 Six years after the publication of Mein 
Kampf  he still had not dispensed with the mystical, border scientific foundations 
of his ideology. ‘We do not judge by merely artistic or military standards or even 
by purely scientific ones,’ Hitler explained in 1931. ‘We judge by the spiritual 
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energy which a people is capable of putting forth . . . I intend to set up a thou-
sand-year Reich and anyone who supports me in battle is a fellow fighter for a 
unique spiritual – I would almost say divine – creation. At the decisive moment 
the decisive factor is not the ratio of strength but the spiritual force employed.’211

In tempering his overt references to völkisch-esotericism, Hitler was expressing 
a desire to differentiate his nascent movement from ‘the failed, impotent, often 
Germano-maniacal, antiquarian-enthusing old right’.212 Hitler wanted to fashion 
a broader and more inclusive supernatural imaginary, one that extended far 
beyond the ‘academic, völkisch-esotericism of the day’.213 National Socialism was 
for him something greater and more universal; a way of thinking that drew on an 
eclectic array of influences, including Indo-Aryan religion and mythology.214 
That the ‘leader of a party, which so strongly emphasized the superiority of 
Nordic blood, indeed, that wanted a Germanic rebirth, was preoccupied so exten-
sively with oriental and Asian magic, is hard to understand. But it is nonetheless 
a fact.’215

Indeed, with respect to perhaps the core element of occultism – magic – 
Hitler’s fascination was clear. Only recently has it come to light that he probably 
read a book on practising ‘magic’, the parapsychologist Ernst Schertel’s 1923 
occult masterpiece, Magic: History, Theory, Practice.216 In this book Hitler appears 
to have underlined many passages that give us unique insight into his views 
about border science, occultism, and ‘magical thinking’ more generally. In the 
first section Hitler underscored the line: ‘All men of genius’ possessed the ability 
to harness ‘para-cosmical (demonic) forces’, which ‘can be combined with a lot of 
misery and misfortune but always leads to a consequence with the deepest 
meaning’.217

Hitler agreed with Schertel that the modern European was preoccupied by 
‘materialism and rationalism’, lacking ‘every sense for the deeper meaning’ of the 
world.218 Another consequence of the displacement of older magical traditions 
with monotheistic religions, according to Hitler (via Schertel), was ‘the establish-
ment of an absolute “morality”, which was seen as equally applicable for all people’. 
Fortunately, the pre-Christian era rejected universal morality in favour of the 
‘rule of life’ given by ‘folkish “custom” ’ and ‘the will of the tribal god’. The god or 
his vessel on earth could govern in ‘utterly autocratic’ fashion, ‘giving orders at his 
discretion’ and demanding ‘blood and destruction’. Pagan morality, grounded in 
magic, had ‘nothing to do with “humaneness”, “brotherly love”, or an abstract 
“good” ’.’ The only relevant ‘rule of life’, Schertel adds in a passage cited by Hitler, is 
‘limited to the individual nation and this nation conceives it as completely 
natural’.219

The passages Hitler cited in regard to ‘theory’ likewise help us to understand 
his supernatural imaginary. The ‘emerged imagination’ (the subconscious), 
Schertel explained, might be ‘projected onto the outside world and appear as 
either hallucination or reality’.220 The modern man ‘resists these insights . . . raves 
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about “empiricism” ’ and ‘rejects all “imaginations” ’ as hallucination. But he fails 
to realize, Hitler noted, that ‘his empirical worldview, in which he takes great 
pride, also ultimately rests on imagination’, because ‘every worldview is built on 
an imaginative basic-synthesis’.221 ‘The man with the greatest force of imagina-
tion,’ Hitler underscored, ‘is commanding of the world and creates realities 
according to his will instead of being the slave of an unsubstantial, bodiless 
empiricism.’ Whereas the ‘pure empirical man is the entropic type, which leads to 
the complete devaluation of cosmic energy, the imaginative man instead, the 
magician, is the actual focus of the ectropic, the renewal of the world, remodel-
ling of the world, [and] the new birth of being’.222

After highlighting passages related to the manipulation of cosmic forces, of 
one’s ‘god’ or ‘demon’, Hitler picked up on Schertel’s assertion that ‘Every demonic-
magical world is centred towards the great individuals, from whom basic creative 
conceptions spring. Every magician is surrounded by a force field of para-cosmic 
energies.’ Individuals ‘infected’ by the magician would henceforth form a ‘commu-
nity’ or his ‘people’ (Volk) and ‘create a complex of life of a certain imaginative 
framework which is called “culture” ’.223 To harness these ‘para-cosmic energies’, 
Hitler observed, the ‘great individual’ needed to make a sacrifice to the völkisch 
community.224 As we shall see in Chapter Three, Hitler seemed particularly inter-
ested in Schertel’s passages on ‘Practice’ – on wielding one’s para-cosmic energies, 
one’s ‘magic’, to manipulate others.225

I do not mean to suggest that Hitler had the same unqualified investment in 
occult and border scientific thinking as Himmler, Hess, or Darré. Hitler’s interest 
in the supernatural was both less doctrinaire and more utilitarian, embedded in 
‘his conviction that man exists in some kind of magic association with the 
universe’. Hitler studied occult doctrines because they provided material for his 
political propaganda and manipulation of the public.226

Unlike many Nazis, for example, Hitler expressed relatively little interest in 
the dangers of freemasonry. But he did admire their ‘esoteric doctrine’, according  
to Rauschning, ‘imparted through the medium of symbols and mysterious rites 
in degrees of initiation. The hierarchical organization and the initiation through 
symbolic rites, that is to say without bothering the brains but by working on the 
imagination through magic and the symbols of a cult.’227 Whatever his reserva-
tions regarding ‘völkisch wandering scholars’, Hitler recognized the power of the 
supernatural imaginary in appealing both to his party colleagues and ordinary 
Germans.228

***

The political and organizational debt owed by the Nazi Party to the völkisch-
esoteric movement should not be underestimated. Fritsch’s German Order 
and Hammer Association were themselves populist manifestations of List’s 
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Armanen and Lanz’s Order of the New Templar. Hermann Pohl broke away 
from Fritsch’s German Order for the same political and organizational reasons 
that Sebottendorff later worked to distinguish the Thule Society from Pohl’s 
Walvater Order of the Holy Grail. The DAP’s break from the Thule Society was 
just another step in the evolution of the völkisch-esoteric movement from a 
collection of impotent splinter associations into a mass party capable of 
drawing support from across the entire social spectrum of the Weimar Republic.

Despite these important transformations, the Thule Society and early Nazi 
movement shared a supernatural imaginary that transcended the particulars of 
their internal political and organizational differences.229 Fritsch, Sebottendorff, 
and Nauhaus, Eckart, Rosenberg, and Hitler, Himmer, Hess, and Darré were all, 
to varying degrees, fascinated by Nordic mythology and Germanic paganism, 
occult doctrines such as ariosophy, and border scientific theories of race 
(‘blood’), space (‘soil’), and psychology (‘magic’).230

‘Nazism emerged from German culture,’ Monica Black reminds us. ‘Its 
repertoire of symbols and images was in many ways rooted in the past.’ The 
‘recasting of old symbols’ gave Nazi ideas ‘a familiarity that made them seem 
less revolutionary than prosaic’.231 As an ideology National Socialism, like 
fascism more generally, was always ‘vague, imprecise, and deliberately left the 
greatest possible scope for irrational needs. Its followers owed allegiance less to 
the orthodoxy of a doctrine than to the person of the Führer.’ But this lack of 
clarity in Nazism’s ‘ideological reference-points has no bearing on the intensity 
of the emotions called for or aroused’.232

If Nazism’s supernaturally infused approach to politics alienated liberals 
and social democrats, it proved attractive to Germans who denied ‘objective 
experience’ and disparaged ‘reason and intellect in favour of instinct and intui-
tion’, unconsciously erasing ‘the boundary between fantasy and reality’.233 
Devastated by a lost war, revolution, and a sociopolitical crisis, millions of 
Germans ‘dismissed what was for them an overly complex, difficult, and demor-
alizing reality and indulged in elaborating fantasies’.234 Instead of viewing 
interwar politics ‘from a rational perspective’, in the words of Peter Fisher, 
Germans perceived political and historical events ‘as part of a state of flux ulti-
mately determined by the supernatural’. Political and social reality was ‘trans-
posed to a conceptual realm framed by notions of heaven-inspired retribution 
and miracles, of collective crucifixion and resurrection’.235

In contrast to the mainstream parties that dominated the first decade of the 
Weimar Republic, the NSDAP drew upon a broader supernatural imaginary 
which spoke to a diverse social milieu that had lost faith in secular liberalism, 
traditional Christian conservatism, and Marxist socialism. Like the Germans 
themselves, many Nazis, living in a society riddled by crisis, increasingly viewed 
popular aspects of occultism, paganism, and border science as fundamental to 
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negotiating the complexities of modern life.236 The nascent Nazi Party may 
have broken from the Thule Society in 1919, but its leaders continued to exploit 
a shared supernatural imaginary in both eliding and transcending the sociopo-
litical divisions of Weimar democracy.237



‘Unemployed officers and soldiers, intellectuals, and workers . . . [were] the 
generation in which National Socialism took root. The best of them . . . 
warmed themselves at a fire whose flickering light distorted the gloomy 
conditions of contemporary Germany. Thus there developed among them . . . 
the “mysticism of a political movement” . . . In almost no other land were so 
many “miracles” performed, so many ghosts conjured, so many illnesses cured 
by magnetism, so many horoscopes read, between the two World Wars. A veri-
table mania of superstition had seized the country, and all those who made a 
living by exploiting human stupidity thought the millennium had come.’

Konrad Heiden (1945)1

‘The German tends to resort to magic, to some nonsensical belief which he 
tries to validate by way of hysterics and physical force. Not every German, 
of course. Not even a majority, but it seems to me that the percentage of 
people so inclined is higher in Germany than in other countries. It was the 
willingness of a noticeable proportion of the Germans to rate rhetoric above 
research and intuition above knowledge, that brought [the Nazis] to power.’

Willy Ley (1947)2

In 1945, Konrad Heiden began his preface to the memoirs of Himmler’s 
masseur, Felix Kersten, with a ‘peculiar report from the world of these occult 
sciences’. The report ‘asserted that in the early twenties a society of Asiatics, 
who lived in Paris and were versed in occultism, had decided to destroy 
European civilization by means of secret forces. For this purpose someone had 
to be found who was possessed with a demoniacal mania for annihilation . . . 
we will say only that the initials of the great evildoer were A.H.’3

3

EXPLOITING HITLER’S MAGIC
From Weimar’s Horrors to Visions of the Third Reich
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Without accepting the veracity of this report, Heiden cites it as an example 
of Germany’s frame of mind in the interwar years. Germans shared a mentality 
that made them susceptible to a ‘man who became their flag and fire’, who 
‘towered above them and illuminated them; who with magic eloquence . . . 
expressed what they thought’. ‘The mystic spell that Hitler cast over millions 
and millions,’ Heiden observed, ‘has often been compared with hypnotism; and 
as an analogy that may be apt. At least, mental compliance is a prerequisite to 
being hypnotized – no matter how hidden that compliance may be.’4

Heiden was not alone among Weimar intellectuals in noting Nazism’s 
appeal to mystical or ‘demonic’ elements in the German collective unconscious, 
a preoccupation with the macabre that spoke to a generation battered by war, 
violence, and sociopolitical dislocation. The post-war explosion in supernat-
ural thinking, observed the Weimar sociologist Theodor Adorno, directly facil-
itated ‘fascism, to which [occultism] is connected by thought patterns of the ilk 
of anti-Semitism’. In her post-war analysis of Weimar film, The Haunted Screen, 
the film critic Lotte Eisner blamed the rise of Nazism on the ‘mysticism and 
magic, the dark forces to which Germans have always been more than willing 
to commit themselves’. ‘German man is the supreme example of demoniac 
man,’ added the philosopher Leopold Ziegler – demoniac in terms of the 
politico-psychological ‘abyss which cannot be filled, the yearning which cannot 
be assuaged, the thirst which cannot be slaked’.5

None of these intellectuals was naive enough to blame ideas alone. The 
Weimar Republic would not have collapsed without having to face the conse-
quences of millions of battlefield casualties and hundreds of thousands of 
deaths caused by famine and disease; without the widely detested Versailles 
Treaty, the destabilizing hyperinflation of 1923 or the Great Depression six 
years later; without the ‘explosive spiritual vacuum’ generated by military defeat, 
the disintegration of the German Empire, and the decline of traditional reli-
gion.6 In short, the Nazis could not have come to power without the remarkable 
conflation of politico-diplomatic challenges and socioeconomic crises faced by 
the Weimar Republic between 1918 and 1933.7

At the same time we cannot ignore the dynamic nature of Hitler and the 
Nazi movement. In comparison to other völkisch parties with similarly nation-
alist, illiberal, and anti-Communist programmes, Hitler and the NSDAP were 
far more effective at the level of grassroots organizing. They were superior 
when it came to political messaging and utilizing modern propaganda tech-
niques. And they possessed a wild card that trumped all other völkisch move-
ments: the political genius and charisma of Adolf Hitler.8 Certainly we cannot 
assert that supernatural thinking alone produced the Third Reich.

Despite these important caveats, I want to argue in this chapter that the Third 
Reich would have been highly improbable without a widespread penchant for 
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supernatural thinking – exacerbated by war and crisis – which Hitler and the 
Nazi Party rushed to exploit.9 National Socialism may not have been the first 
movement to take advantage of people’s faith for political purposes. But Hitler’s 
NSDAP was far more effective than other parties in drawing so deliberately on 
the supernatural imaginary in the interest of achieving power.

Chapter Three elaborates on this argument through three case studies. The 
first examines Hitler’s approach to politics through his reading of Ernst 
Schertel’s 1923 occult treatise, Magic: History, Theory, Practice.10 The second 
looks at the NSDAP’s propaganda collaboration with the horror writer, Hanns 
Heinz Ewers. The third delves into the relationship between the NSDAP and 
Weimar’s most popular ‘magician’, Erik Hanussen.

The Occult Public and Hitler’s Magic

Ernst Schertel was one of Germany’s most prominent esotericists. A student of 
the historian Rudolf Eucken at Jena, Schertel was also an admirer of the 
Expressionist poet and ‘prophet’, Stefan George (to whom Goebbels later 
offered the presidency of the Third Reich’s Academy of Fine Arts).11 Shortly 
before the First World War, Schertel embarked on a career as a novelist, weaving 
in themes such as parapsychology, life reform, and Eastern spirituality. He 
supported himself as a high-school teacher, whose unconventional methods 
included staging Asian dance festivals scored by atonal music.12

After encouraging his students to explore the ‘cultural benefits’ of ‘man-on-
man love’, Schertel was dismissed from his teaching position in 1918. But he 
used the extra time to publish a series of controversial books and articles on 
everything from parapsychology to homosexuality.13 With picturesque titles 
such as Magic, Flagellation as Literary Motif, and The Erotic Complex, these 
works drew scrutiny even from the liberal Weimar government. Schertel none-
theless developed personal and professional relationships with a vast range of 
central European intellectuals, including Jewish liberals like Freud and the 
sexual reformer Magnus Hirschfeld, as well as völkisch-esotericists such as 
Stefan George.14

Given Schertel’s background, it is perhaps surprising to learn that Hitler 
had a copy of Magic in his library.15 The promotion of gay rights, sadomaso-
chism, and world music are areas we tend not to associate with the Führer of 
the Nazi movement. Yet Schertel’s occult proclivities and scandalous public 
persona hardly discouraged Hitler from reading and annotating Magic thor-
oughly, including thick pencil lines next to passages such as: ‘He who does not 
carry demonic seeds within him will never give birth to a new world.’16

In light of what we learned in Chapter Two, Hitler’s interest in Schertel’s 
Magic makes sense. Schertel’s occult primer blended elements of parapsychology 
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and paganism with border scientific musings on race, eugenics and politics – 
themes already pervasive in Hitler and the NSDAP’s supernatural imaginary. 
Understanding ‘magic’ was moreover helpful, perhaps indispensable in Hitler’s 
mind, in appealing to Weimar’s ‘occult public’.17

‘Even those who find occultism detrimental,’ observed one Weimar sceptic, 
could not dismiss its impact because the ‘occult movement of our times has very 
deep roots in the necessity of a humanity that has become disillusioned with the 
outside world’.18 With German society and values profoundly destabilized by 
dislocation and defeat, the Weimar Public was particularly susceptible to char-
ismatic ‘leaders’ capable of manipulating supernatural thinking in order to 
undermine rationalism and democracy.19 No party leader in this period was 
better at exploiting magic for political purposes than Hitler.

The Occult Public

In 1940, Gerhard Szczesny submitted a dissertation on occult periodicals to the 
faculty at the University of Munich. Comparing Germany to other Western 
countries, Szczesny noted the remarkable size of Germany’s ‘occult public’ in 
the wake of the First World War. Unlike France or Great Britain ‘the continuum 
from scientific to pseudo-scientific to the popular sphere’ was ‘more fluid’ in 
Germany.20 This lack of clear boundaries between science and border science, 
Szczesny suggested, made Germans more susceptible to occult ideas well before 
1914. But the ‘period from after the World War to the Nazi seizure of power’ 
required special consideration. The ‘general cultural and economic collapse, 
inflation and the ensuing big political and social crises,’ Szczesny averred, 
‘prepared the way for the occult in its lowest forms and created a whole new 
genre in terms of [occult] periodicals’ drawn from ‘the murkiest sources’.21

Szczesny was not an outright sceptic. He conceded that pre-war occultism 
was generally authentic in attempting to address ‘humanity’s weal and woe’ in 
ways that conventional science and traditional religion could not. But he was 
profoundly troubled by the proliferation of vulgar, popular occultism in the 
wake of the First World War, which found a new audience for its ‘magical 
worldview and superstition’ by exploiting a German desire for social and spir-
itual succour and appealing to people’s most primitive instincts. ‘Almost over-
night,’ Szczesny wrote, ‘occultism has been transformed from an object of 
scientifically driven research, from a faith-based preoccupation of religiously 
inclined souls to a petty bourgeois sensationalism of the street, to the most 
primitive superstition and profane mode.’ In searching to convert as many 
people as possible, occultism had ‘reached the broadest spectrum of the masses, 
but also the lowest level of degradation, becoming a manifestation of decline, a 
symbol of crisis and mark of Cain for a chaotic time’.22
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The shock of the war, Szczesny explained, and the ‘social and spiritual 
distress of the years thereafter’, pushed ‘the average person into the warm arms 
of the oldest and most primitive of all human illusions of wish fulfillment, [the] 
exciting, feverish spell of the magical world view and superstition’.23 As ‘ubiqui-
tous corruption and dirty dealing exploded with the final peace’ of Versailles, 
esotericism and border science ‘promised to be good for business’. For these 
doctrines reflected ‘perfectly the interweaving of occultism, mysticism, life 
reform, vegetarianism and all possible other religious, ethical and enthusiastic 
efforts that were indicative of the entire period and an intellectual historical 
indication’ of Weimar’s ‘weak and degenerate culture’.24

Within a few years, said Szczesny, ‘one paper after the other shot out of the 
ground and displaced the other with still less tasteful global diagnoses and 
more unabashed revelations of ponderous and infinite wisdom. . . . Nearly 
inexplicable in regard to normal sensibilities in a healthy time is how there 
could be more than 100,000 copies of such papers, how thousands of people 
from all social circles and population groups returned every week to the 
monstrous foolishness and thinking.’25 Occult papers such as The Fist of the 
Masters, The House of Spirits, The Other World, and The Vampire had a signifi-
cant ‘influence on the half-educated youth’, helping satisfy their ‘unclear thirst 
for knowledge, hunger for power, and self-centredness’. The occult turned 
people off from ‘the effort of learning real science’ and ‘legitimate’ periodicals, 
offering ‘more comfortable and exciting ways’ to obtain ‘wisdom and capabili-
ties’ with which one could ‘master the difficulties of this world’.26

Szczesny’s diagnosis of this new ‘occult Publicistik’ is remarkably similar to 
contemporary Nazi, liberal, and socialist appraisals of Weimar’s occult public.27 
Except Szczesny probably exaggerates the predominance of the ‘half-educated’. 
After all, even political and military elites such as Field Marshall Erich von 
Ludendorff, Heiden reminds us, ‘tried to produce gold with the assistance of a 
swindler’. And there was ‘scarcely a folly in natural or world history to which 
the great commander-in-chief did not lend credence’. When the Weimar 
government had railway crossings painted with republican colours, Ludendorff 
‘declared that the Jews in the government were doing this because Moses had 
led the Jews through the desert under these colours’.28 Another high-ranking 
general ‘was convinced that he possessed the secret of the death ray . . . that he 
could halt airplanes in their flight and stop tanks in their tracks’.29

A dizzying array of occult associations and esoteric institutes sprung up to 
satisfy this demand for border scientific knowledge across all social strata. 
Those who could not afford to take classes or subscribe to esoteric journals 
flocked to the thousands of tarot readers, clairvoyants, and astrologers who 
lined the streets of Berlin and Munich.30 A steamship company dismissed its 
managing director because ‘his handwriting had displeased a graphologist’. 
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Motorists avoided a road between Hamburg and Bremen, Heiden observed, 
because of rumours about ‘certain mysterious “terrestrial rays”, which provoked 
one accident after another’:

A miracle worker, who had the faculty of making the dead Bismarck appear 
during his mass meetings and who healed sickness by application of white 
cheese, had enough followers to establish a city: another crackpot was 
almost elected to the Reichstag; and still a third, who also barely missed 
election, promised to perform the greatest miracle of all by undoing the 
German inflation . . . Among Hitler’s intimates was a man on whose visiting 
card appeared the word ‘magician’ to indicate his profession [most likely 
Gutberlet].

‘And of course,’ Heiden notes, ‘many were firmly convinced that the course of 
world history was the sinister result of the ministrations of ancient secret soci-
eties, such as those of the Masons, the Jews, and the Jesuits.’31

Mainstream scientists and the traditional ‘churches of all denominations 
raged against this fraudulent “substitute for religion”, which, with stupid hocus-
pocus, was designed to assuage man’s craving for the supernatural and the 
divine’. But the admonishments of scientists, the mockery of liberal intellec-
tuals, and the metaphysical frustration of the churches proved powerless, 
Heiden concluded, in the face of so many ‘astrologers, quacks, necromancers, 
and fake radiologists of witchcraft and sorcery . . . [who] replied indignantly 
that they occupied themselves with science – naturally, a science that the 
“experts” did not understand, for it was the science of the future, perhaps a 
science predicated on experiments that were still imperfect’.32

A crucial factor in energizing this occult public was Weimar’s crisis-ridden 
environment. ‘Representatives of all these groups existed in Germany before 
World War I,’ Willy Ley recalls, but only ‘began to flourish during World War I.’ 
Occult and border scientific doctrines ‘kept flourishing during the inflationary 
period,’ he suggested, ‘received a slight setback during the few years of mild 
prosperity in the twenties, and flourished again during the years leading up to 
Hitler’.33 Critical observers such as Heiden and Ley acknowledged that 
occultism alone could not have destabilized the Republic. It was political and 
socioeconomic dislocations working hand in hand with supernatural thinking 
that ‘long permeated German political culture’, which provided ‘an intellectual 
foundation for the drift to an unreflective, emotionalized politics and a reckless 
brand of militant nationalism’.34

German willingness to surrender to the Nazis, added the Weimar sociolo-
gist Siegfried Kracauer, ‘was based on emotional fixations rather than on any 
facing of facts’. Behind the ‘overt history of economic shifts, social exigencies 
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and political machinations’, he explained, there ran ‘a secret history involving 
the inner dispositions of the German People . . . [which] may help in the under-
standing of Hitler’s ascent and ascendancy’.35 Nor was the ‘paralysis of mind’ 
spreading throughout Germany between 1924 and 1929 ‘specifically German’. 
Under similar circumstances a similar ‘collective paralysis’ might occur else-
where. But the fact that it could happen elsewhere, Kracauer insisted, did not 
mean that scholars should dismiss the unique interplay, in interwar Germany, 
between sociopolitical crisis and supernatural thinking. These two factors 
working in concert, Kracauer concluded, had ‘something important to say 
about the larger socio-cultural context that produced some of the most egre-
gious crimes of the twentieth century’.36

A central feature of interwar occultism that brings together mass politics 
and Hitler’s reading of Schertel’s Magic is parapsychology.37 The main purpose 
of modern parapsychology, according to the Journal of Critical Occultism, was 
to investigate ‘the relationship of religious-mystical ideas to . . . human beings 
living in the natural world’ as well as ‘border questions regarding the life of the 
soul [Grenzfragen des Seelenlebens]’, namely the interaction of the subconscious 
or unconscious with the the conscious self.38

Less critical parapsychologists went a step further, accepting the existence 
of ‘magic’ and its power to influence the subconscious of others. What they 
debated was the methodology for confirming magical phenomena.39 Although 
both critical and uncritical occultists attempted to discredit each other’s claims, 
both agreed on the remarkable potential of (para)psychology in manipulating 
the public.40 Both groups also heralded parapsychology’s insights into the 
‘subconscious’ (Unterbewusstsein), which had ostensibly been ‘lost to science 
because [it was] defined as mythological, as possession by spirits and demons’.41

When Weimar (para)psychologists spoke of the ‘sub/unconscious’, they 
meant something slightly different than the ‘unconscious’ in a Freudian sense. 
Freud, who rejected parapsychology out of hand, saw the ‘unconscious’ as a 
layer of consciousness that had its own will and purpose that needed to be 
uncovered through psychoanalysis. For Jung and many parapsychologists, the 
subconscious or ‘unconscious’ was a different psychological terrain, where 
primeval thoughts, feelings, and powers of perception resided that the conscious 
mind was not capable of processing. This distinction is useful in differentiating 
not only between Freud and Jung, but between mainstream psychology and 
parapsychology.42

The central problem in the collective psychology of the German people, Jung 
believed, was the integration of opposites within the unconscious – in particular 
the ‘integration of Satan’. So long as ‘Satan is not integrated,’ Jung argued, ‘the 
world is not healed and man is not saved . . . The ultimate aim . . . cosmic salva-
tion’.43 Like Steiner, Schertel, and many esotericists, Jung emphasized here the 
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fruitful role of one’s ‘demons’ in ‘reactivating archaic images stored in the uncon-
scious from past historical eras’.44

The famous psychologist of German culture and ethnicity 
(Völkerpsychologe), Willy Hellpach, writing during the final years of the 
Third Reich, agreed. Germany’s violent divisions (Zerissenheit) since the 
Middle Ages, followed by the emotional trauma of the First World War, had 
made ‘ordinary’ Germans peculiarly susceptible to manipulation by a ‘genius’ 
or ‘leader’. For individuals such as Hitler to be successful, their ‘creative 
powers’ and ‘will formation’ had to feed upon the ‘average human environ-
ment’ of their ‘racial tribe’.45

For Jung and Hellpach the occult phenomena that parapsychologists 
claimed to control were not necessarily real but rather an important ‘projec-
tion of a drama both cosmic and spiritual in laboratory terms’. What occult-
ists ‘called “matter” was in reality the [unconscious] self ’.46 For Schertel and 
practising parapsychologists, however, recovering this unconscious allowed 
one to tap into long-lost paranormal powers (‘magic’) akin to those that 
Blavatsky, Steiner, and Lanz claimed were lost when the ancient Aryans mated 
with lesser races. Occultism offered a way of channeling primordial magic, 
the ‘mana’ or ‘demonic’ power that dwelt naturally in both animals and 
humans.47 Magicians or ‘shapers of mana’, Schertel admitted, possessed traits 
that might be considered as ‘psychopathic’ under normal circumstances. But 
they also had very strong characters and leadership capabilities, which is why 
‘the Magician is in all earlier times identical with “Ruler” ’.48

Hitler’s Magic

As the border science par excellence, parapsychology experienced a renaissance 
in the Weimar Republic. No wonder that Hitler apparently read Schertel’s para-
psychological tome, Magic, which explained how to manipulate people in 
achieving power.49 In his reading of Schertel, Hitler seized immediately on one 
of the central tenets of parapsychology: the power of the will in appealing to 
the collective unconscious. The magician did not seek the support of a ‘ “people” 
(Volk) whose “good” he would have to ‘serve’, Hitler underscored, but in order 
to garner power (‘an enlargement of his I-sphere’). Should people ‘not seem 
reactive enough’, should they lose faith in their leader, Schertel added, the magi-
cian had every right to abandon them as Christ abandoned the Jews.50

Practising magic required ‘getting in touch with what modern man considered 
“irrational” by invoking one’s intuition’, which facilitates a ‘divinization of the 
body’.51 This ‘hallucinatory-suggestive process [was] fostered in ancient times 
through gods and concrete ceremonies’, a ‘whole cult with its temples and under-
ground vaults, his idols, his sacred groves, gardens, lakes and mountains, his whole 
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magic pomp and solemn ritual’.52 Hitler generated the same energies by shifting 
his venue from Munich beer halls to massive rallies, ceremonies, and parades.

Hitler’s reading of Schertel anticipates the Nazi approach to propaganda often 
attributed to by Goebbels: ‘If you repeat a lie a thousand times, people are bound 
to start believing it.’ ‘All reality is only Phantoms,’ Hitler noted, ‘even if the reality 
of this demon image is a “deception” to dismiss. False images are necessary for the 
recognition of truth.’53 There was in fact ‘no fundamental difference’ between 
‘ “fantastical perceptions” (“imaginations”) and “objective observations” ’. 
‘Imagination and observation are to the same extent products of the cosmic 
dynamic and of inner-bodily forces and as such “real”, provided that the notion of 
“reality” still has any meaning at all’, Schertel’s text continued, for ‘no perception 
can per se be described as “true” or “wrong”, as “right” or “false”, as “real” or 
“illusory” ’.54

Because of the revolutionary nature of these efforts at enlightenment, 
failure to sway the public was initially unimportant. ‘We must not be despondent 
when concerned that the world is against us and the strongest spell remains 
ineffective,’ Schertel writes in the final passage underlined by Hitler. ‘Our 
demon is struggling, and he is struggling in pain and hardship. We must suffer 
with him to share victory with him.’55 During the NSDAP’s wilderness years in 
the mid-1920s this passage must have lent Hitler encouragement.

Was Hitler’s reading of Schertel an isolated occurrence? Or does it reflect a 
pattern of interest in parapsychology that helps to explain the NSDAP’s 
approach to politics. We know that Hitler read other works on mass psychology, 
including Gustav le Bon’s Psychology of Crowds.56 Le Bon based his theories on 
Theodule Ribot, who argued that a great mental disturbance, such as the French 
Revolution (or First World War), could cause psychological dissolution and 
mass reversion to an earlier stage of evolution where human beings had less 
willpower and more impulsiveness.57 Le Bon subsequently theorized that civi-
lized individuals can return to a savage state, similar to mass hypnosis, under 
certain circumstances. Those capable of manipulating the masses in this way, 
Le Bon argued, tended to be mentally abnormal, neurotic, combative, and char-
ismatic – all traits generally ascribed to Hitler (and traits that Schertel describes, 
positively, as ‘psychopathic’).58

Hitler himself expressed a profound appreciation for magical thinking. ‘In 
the late 1920s’, according to Hermann Rauschning, Hitler ‘discussed at some 
length the supposed fact that the magical forces of nature break through in 
man’s dreams, though his culture has falsely sublimated them. Knowledge must 
once again take on the characteristics of a “secret science”.’ A ‘new age of magic 
interpretation of the world is coming,’ Hitler reasoned, which would focus on 
‘the will’ and not ‘intelligence’.59

Hitler, George Mosse argues, may have ‘kept his “secret science” to himself 
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or at most discussed it with his intimates’.60 But we have every reason to believe 
that Hitler, impressed by his reading of Schertel and Le Bon, accepted the exis-
tence of ‘occult power’ that was ‘capable of being channelled, controlled, and 
directed by man’. This magical tradition, per Hitler, had ‘very deep roots in the 
human past’ and was ‘an essential part of political life, because its primary 
purpose was to give human beings power’.61

Numerous witnesses compared Hitler to a medium, magician, or medicine-
man, who could, in the words of the Nazi Party leader Robert Ley, manipulate 
‘mystical forces, which humans cannot avoid’.62 In 1924 the astrologer Elsbeth 
Ebertin observed that Hitler is ‘only in his element when he has a crowd in 
front of him . . . On the platform he is more like a medium, the unconscious 
tool of higher powers.’63 The liberal journalist Rudolf Olden agreed. Hitler was 
a master magician, for whom other Nazi leaders were merely lower-level 
‘ “mediums”, middle men of a power located in the Führer’.64 Rauschning too 
would argue that Hitler was a ‘medium’ whose ‘genuinely daemonic powers’ 
made ‘men his instruments’.65 Of the ‘two kinds of dictators [the] chieftain type 
and the medicine-man type’, Jung explained, ‘Hitler is the latter. He is a medium.’ 
German policy was not made, Jung suggested, but ‘revealed through Hitler. He 
is the mouthpiece of the gods as of old.’66

Critics and supporters alike felt the same magical power in Hitler’s pres-
ence. In ‘Hitler’s company,’ Rauschning recalls, ‘I have again and again come 
under a spell which I was only later able to shake off, a sort of hypnosis.’ He was 
a ‘medicine-man’, who could take one back ‘toward the savage state . . . the 
Shaman’s drum that beats round Hitler’.67 ‘Like a record in a groove,’ recalled 
Albrecht Haushofer, the son of Hitler’s foreign policy advisor Karl Haushofer, 
‘Hitler could channel his remarkable energy.’ When he became ‘absolutely 
exhausted’, he ‘just sat down once more a simple and nice man’.68 Otto Strasser 
described Hitler as a ‘clairvoyant’ who went into a trance when ‘face-to-face 
with his public’. ‘That is his moment of real greatness,’ Strasser explained, 
‘carried away by a mystic force, he cannot doubt the genuineness of his 
mission.’69 Like a wireless receiving set, Hitler was able ‘with a certainty with 
which no conscious gift would endow him, to act as a loudspeaker, proclaiming 
the most secret desires, the least admissible instincts, the sufferings and 
personal revolts of a whole nation’.70

Like any shaman or magician, the spoken word was essential to Hitler’s 
magic. But it was not the rhetorical or political content of his speeches that 
mattered. ‘Hitler’s speeches were probably the greatest example of mass sorcery 
that the world has heard in modern times,’ Heiden observed. ‘And yet it is hard 
to find in this stream of words . . . even one or two that will live.’ ‘Never in all his 
flights of rhetorical fire,’ Heiden conceded, did Hitler ‘succeed in coining such 
a ringing phrase as “cross of gold” or “blood, sweat, and tears”.’ And yet, great 
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statesmen such as William Jennings Bryan and Winston Churchill were never 
‘as close to the masses as Hitler’, who ‘uttered entire paragraphs in which each 
sentence seemed to have the resonance and rhythm of an unforgettable compo-
sition’.71

As Hitler wrote of his idol Karl Lueger, ‘The power to bring together the 
great historical avalanches of religious and political nature has always been 
possible only through the magical power of the spoken word. Whoever eschews 
emotion and keeps their mouth closed will not be able to employ heaven as the 
proclaimer of his will.’72 Hitler believed, like a ‘magician delivering an incanta-
tion’, that repeating the same message over and over would make it become 
reality.73 Heiden agreed that Hitler had an ‘ability to simplify intricate ideas . . . 
[to] certain phrases, repeated again and again by his propaganda mill without 
losing their banality’.74

Hitler’s powers of suggestion rendered the incoherent Nazi Party programme 
moot. The NSDAP programme, observed Olden, ‘originated long after the 
movement and was given up long before the victory . . . The decisive factor is 
the influence of the Führer on the masses.’ Wise people might laugh at the idea 
that Hitler exercised powers of suggestion. ‘Only, what is suggestion?’ Olden 
continued. ‘Why does [the democrat] August Weber or [liberal Eduard] 
Dingeldey not succeed, but Adolf Hitler clearly does?’ It was because practical 
social and political matters that had to do ‘with cause and effect’ became unnec-
essary. All that remained was ‘the miraculous’. Hitler was not a conventional 
politician or statesman, but a ‘prophet regularly in a state of narcissistic convic-
tion, which he attributes to his call to the salvation of his supporters’.75 Olden 
wrote this in 1932, just a year before the Nazi seizure of power.

For the left wing of the Weimar government, for many liberals, and for most 
foreign observers, the content of Hitler’s speeches, his words, his gesticulations, 
were laughable.76 For his ‘magic’ to work, as Schertel and Le Bon suggested, 
Hitler needed ‘a receptive audience whose members believe in its efficacy’.77 
Why did Hitler, whom most Germans seem to worship, produce ‘next to no 
impression on any foreigner?’ Jung asked rhetorically. ‘It is because Hitler is the 
mirror of every German’s unconscious’, while he ‘mirrors nothing from a non-
German’.78 ‘There is such a force as the collective unconscious of a nation,’ Jung 
continued. Hitler had ‘an uncanny power of being sensitive to that collective 
unconscious . . . [as if] he knows what the nation is really feeling at any given 
time’.79 ‘You can take a hundred very intelligent men,’ Jung concluded, following 
Le Bon. But ‘when you have them all together they may be nothing more than 
a silly mob’, susceptible to mass suggestion.80

Hitler’s magical impact on his audience – at least his German audience – is 
well documented. In observing Hitler dozens of times, Heiden was less fasci-
nated by Hitler than his audience. No matter how ridiculous his statements, 
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Heiden recalled, ‘the listeners sat rooted to their chairs [with] a blissful expression 
that had no connection whatever with the theme of the speech but reflected 
instead the deep beatitude of a thoroughly muddled soul’.81 Hitler was able to 
‘hear a voice’, Jung added, which represented the ‘collective unconscious’ of his 
own race. ‘It is this fact that makes dealing with Hitler such a problem. He is 
virtually the nation.’82 Ultimately, Hitler became ‘the loudspeaker that magnifies 
the inaudible whispers of the German soul until they can be heard by the 
German’s unconscious ear’. His power was ‘not political; it is magic.’83

As Jung and Heiden suggest, Hitler benefited from a reservoir of Germans 
whose ‘longing for harmony’ facilitated his ability ‘to harness the raw power 
embodied in the frustrated masses’.84 After the First World War objective reality 
had for many Germans ‘collapsed into a psychic disorder of apocalyptic propor-
tions’, which rendered millions of people susceptible to ‘some higher power or 
charismatic messiah/guru’, an idea, a movement, or an individual that ‘elicited 
the conversion experience and the sense of liberation that comes with it’.85 For 
those who were ‘starving for the unattainable’, who have been ‘unsuccessful in 
the battle of life’, National Socialism was the ‘great worker of magic’. By trans-
lating the ‘religious mysteries of Nazism’ for the German people, Hitler became 
‘the master-enchanter and the high priest’, the nation’s supreme magician.86 By 
exercising his magic on the desperate masses, immersed in fantasies of civil war 
and apocalyptic imagery, Hitler was able to attract thousands of converts.87

According to many converts Hitler’s attraction ‘seemed almost supernat-
ural’. As one witness reports, after hearing Hitler for the first time, ‘instantly I 
came to a decision, and I said to myself, that only this party can save Germany’. 
Hitler’s speech ‘drew me to it [the NSDAP], so to speak, with magical power’.88 
Kurt Ludecke recalls, after hearing Hitler, that his ‘critical faculty was swept 
away’ by the ‘intense will of the man, the passion of his sincerity seemed to flow 
from him into me. I experienced an exaltation that could be likened only to a 
religious conversion. I felt sure that no one who had heard Hitler that after-
noon could doubt that he was a man of destiny, the vitalizing force in the future 
of Germany.’89 For another witness the profound uncertainty and doubt he felt 
was dissipated in ‘sudden revelation . . . It was for me as if he had spoken to me 
personally . . . I was a National Socialist . . . A joyful knowledge, a bright enthu-
siasm, a pure faith – Adolf Hitler and Germany.’90 Even General Ludendorff, a 
man who had commanded millions, ‘trembled with emotion’ when he first 
heard Hitler.91

If Hitler’s magic manifested itself early on, it attracted relatively few followers 
during the first decade of the Weimar Republic. Before 1929, Hitler’s powers of 
suggestion tended to be limited to those already receptive to völkisch-esoteric 
thinking – disillusioned nationalists, unemployed veterans, and other members 
of the traditional petty bourgeois right.92 It required more than magic for 
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Hitler to be acknowledged Führer over all Germany.93 First, Hitler needed 
a strong enough party and propaganda apparatus to distil the lessons of 
Schertel and Le Bon for the masses.94 A decade of social and political crisis was 
equally necessary in catalyzing the ‘conversion’ of Germans who didn’t yet 
recognize Hitler or the NSDAP as the logical vehicle for their hopes and aspira-
tions.95 Nothing exemplifies better the interplay of supernatural thinking with 
these two other factors, the party propaganda apparatus and sociopolitical crisis, 
than the NSDAP’s relationship with the horror writer, Hanns Heinz Ewers.

Hanns Heinz Ewers and Nazi Propaganda

In 1928, just before the NSDAP began to make electoral breakthroughs in 
regional elections, Goebbels gave a speech titled ‘Knowledge and Propaganda’ 
to an audience of National Socialist functionaries. The völkisch movement 
that culminated in Nazism, Goebbels explained, had rightly sought to conquer 
the state and carry out practical political activity. Too many völkisch thinkers, 
however, worried about impractical matters like border science and New 
Age medicine. ‘I have often met the kind of wandering apostle,’ Goebbels 
remarked sardonically, who says “Well, everything you say is good, but you 
must have a point in your program that says allopathy is dangerous, and you 
must support homoeopathy.” If the NSDAP had dispensed with the völkisch 
movement’s more overt esoteric trappings, of its “romantic magic”,’ Goebbels 
reasoned, it had done so for its own good. If ‘someone had had 
the courage to strip the völkisch idea of its romantic mystery’ before the First 
World War, ‘it would have kept millions of German children from starving’.96 
‘It is not the task of a revolutionary fighting movement to settle the dispute 
between allopathy and homoeopathy,’ Goebbels explained. Its ‘task is to take 
power’.97

On the other hand, Goebbels pointed out, it was not his goal to eliminate 
esoteric debates over homoeopathy from the völkisch movement altogether. 
‘The important thing,’ he continued, ‘is not to find people who agree with me 
about every theoretical jot and tittle.’ The only thing that matters is whether 
propaganda was effective:98

You will never find millions of people willing to die for a book. But millions 
of people are willing to die for a Gospel, and our movement is becoming 
more and more a Gospel . . . No one is willing to die for the eight–hour day. 
But people are willing to die so that Germany will belong to the Germans . . . 
The time is coming when people will not ask us what we think about the 
eight–hour day; but rather when Germany is seized with desperation they 
will ask: ‘Can you give us back faith?’99
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Resolving specific programme points was less important than tapping into 
ideas that people already share but have yet to hear articulated.100 ‘Was Christ 
any different? Did he not make propaganda? Did he write books, or did he 
preach? Was Mohammed any different? Did he write learned essays, or did he 
go to the people and say what he wanted to say? Were not Buddha and 
Zarathustra propagandists?’101 Had ‘the völkisch movement had such agitators 
at its disposal,’ Goebbels concluded, ‘its stronger intellectual foundations would 
surely have led it to victory’.102

One such agitator, hand picked by Goebbels and Hitler, was Hanns Heinz 
Ewers.103 Ewers was born in 1871, in Düsseldorf, into a middle-class family of 
artists.104 He began writing fairy tales and short stories as a young adult and 
later collaborated on scripting two early ‘horror movies’, The Picture of Dorian 
Gray (1910) and Paul Wegener’s The Student of Prague (1913).105 Ewers also 
travelled widely in the East, developing, like many Nazis, a fascination with 
Indo-Aryan esotericism.106 His classic 1911 horror novel Alraune, reprinted 
numerous times and filmed on at least five occasions, was a modern refash-
ioning of Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein. It told the story of a female homunculus 
with vampiric tendencies, conceived when Ewers’ literary alter ego, Frank 
Braun, helps his scientist-uncle impregnate a prostitute with semen from a 
hanged murderer.107

As a master of the macabre, Ewers was accustomed to exploiting the 
fantastic, the monstrous, and the occult in order to evoke feelings of horror 
among his readers. The range of monsters that filled Ewers’ horror stories – 
from the witches, devil worshippers, and homunculi of his pre-war efforts to 
his later Vampire (1921) and Rider in the German Night (1932) – moreover 
reflected German anxieties about colonialism and territorial loss, military 
defeat and the racial other.108 In Hitler and Goebbels, Ewers found enthusiastic 
co-conspirators in exploiting Weimar’s horrors in ‘a propagandistic call for 
militant nationalism and engagement in anti-republican politics’.109

Weimar’s Horrors

Weimar is virtually synonymous with modernity in the arts, indeed, a 
quintessentially avant-garde and experimental culture that brings to mind 
Expressionism, Bauhaus, and the cabaret. But the creative unconscious that 
inspired Weimar culture included important elements of supernatural 
thinking.110 ‘Occult beliefs and practices permeated the aesthetic culture of 
modernism,’ writes the foremost expert on German esotericism, Corinna Treitel. 
There was a shared expectation that the ‘new art speaks to the soul’ by drawing 
‘heavily on fin-de-siècle German theosophy and its deeply psychological under-
standing of a spiritual reality that lay beyond the reach of the five senses’.111 Art 
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created during the Weimar Republic, in fact, could be seen as ‘an outgrowth of a 
Zeitgeist in which the psychological experiences and metaphysical concerns so 
common in occult circles occupied a dominant place’.112

Weimar artists craved direct ‘intuitive experience’ and ‘mystical self-
deification’ grounded in the occult.113 Hanns Ewers, his fellow horror writer 
Gustav Meyrinck, and the poet Rainer Maria Rilke all drew on occultism for 
creative inspiration.114 Some experimented with Steiner’s eurhythmy, an occult-
based meditative dance akin to Schertel’s unconventional high-school curric-
ulum mentioned above.115 Others, like Meyrinck, preferred theosophy. So did 
the German painter and poet, Joseph Anton Schneiderfranken (otherwise 
known as ‘Bo Yin Ra’), who claimed to have met the spirit of Jesus after ‘years 
of training his mental powers’. Even the great Expressionist Russian painter 
Kandinsky read occult literature such as Hübbe-Schleiden’s theosophical 
journal Sphinx in seeking to tap into a creative unconscious that offered some-
thing ‘less suited to the eye than the soul’.116

Given occultism’s broad impact on Weimar culture, including a number of 
left-wing and Jewish artists, it would be inaccurate to suggest that occultism 
was inherently racist or fascist.117 A renewed interest in the occult nonetheless 
interacted with Expressionism, according to many critics, helping to articulate 
the underlying socio-psychological pathologies experienced by Germans in 
the wake of the First World War.118 The trauma of that conflict, according to 
Lotte Eisner, nourished ‘the grim nostalgia of the survivors’, reviving the ‘ghosts 
that had haunted the German Romantics’ within Weimar culture, ‘like the 
shades of Hades after draughts of blood’. This ‘eternal attraction towards all that 
is obscure and undetermined’, Eisner concludes, ‘culminated in the apocalyptic 
doctrine of Expressionism’.119

Indeed German film, more than any contemporary medium, explored ‘the 
creative possibilities of the occult’. Horror films such as Robert Wiene’s The 
Cabinet of Dr Caligari (1920), Paul Wegener’s The Golem (1920), and Friedrich 
Wilhelm Murnau’s Nosferatu: A Symphony of Terror (1922) played on promi-
nent esoteric themes and included occultists in the production crew. Ewers 
worked on The Golem, while Murnau consulted astrologers and read theo-
sophical texts. His producer and set designer, Albin Grau, was a spiritualist.120

The occult themes that pervaded Expressionist film were hardly politically 
neutral. Most such films contain symbolic representations of evil doctors, 
magicians, and psychopaths with the ability to manipulate the public. Kracauer 
cites Wiene’s Dr Caligari and Fritz Lang’s criminal mastermind Dr Mabuse in 
particular as representative of Germany’s ‘collective soul’ wavering between 
‘tyranny and chaos’.121 Expressionist filmmakers, according to critics, seemed to 
take a ‘weird pleasure . . . in evoking horror . . . a predilection for the imagery of 
darkness’.122
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Some Expressionist films anticipated the Nazi preoccupation with occult-
infused eugenics as well. Alraune (1913) and the Student of Prague (1913, 1926) – 
based on Ewers’ scripts – invoked a tantalizing combination of religion and border 
science, eugenics and magic.123 Wegener’s Golem played off the darker elements in 
Jewish mysticism, emphasizing the desire to create a vengeful monster out of 
magic. For some right-wing, anti-Semitic viewers the Golem therefore highlighted 
‘the Jew as a problematic figure’.124 Hitler himself admired Lang’s 1924 films, Die 
Nibelungen: Siegfried’s Death and Die Nibelungen: Kriemhild’s Revenge, which 
portrayed Aryan Germans in an existential struggle with evil dwarves (or Jews, 
according to some critics) who turned to stone when defeated.125

Murnau’s Nosferatu constitutes a brilliant work of Expressionism as well as 
a rumination on the Jewish (East European) other. It doesn’t take a huge leap of 
imagination to see the relationship between Murnau’s thinly veiled representa-
tion of Bram Stoker’s Dracula and the ‘Jewish enemy’ in the Nazi supernatural 
imaginary.126 Like the infamous Caligari or Mabuse, the vampire Count Orlok 
possesses malevolent powers of hypnotism, suggestion, and seduction.127 For 
many Germans immersed in the supernatural imaginary, Murnau’s Nosferatu 
simultaneously became the embodiment of racial (Jewish) difference, ‘weirdly 
human and yet terrifyingly other . . . abjectly wrong, unseemly, unnatural, 
anathema’. Orlok’s vampiric practices – bringing plague, drinking Aryan blood, 
or corrupting German women – were inherently demonic and unholy.128 Hence 
Weimar films, even those produced by anti-fascist or Jewish directors, expressed 
the dangers of race mixing and the degeneracy of foreigners.

If left-wing social critics viewed vampires, magicians, and other occult 
‘tyrants’ in terms of Weimar’s susceptibility to fascism, völkisch intellectuals 
embraced the supernatural discourse and culture of horror.129 As the Nazi 
‘prophet’ Josef Fischer-Haninger put it in 1932, all the vampires on the German 
national body [Völkskörper] fear a dictator, whereas the honest working people 
yearn for a father of the poor, for a prince of justice like Hitler.130 ‘Expressionist 
film and literature facilitated Nazism,’ writes Linda Schulte-Sasse, because it 
‘was packaged in a medium that guarantees a pleasurable illusion of whole-
ness.’131 By propagating a particular supernatural imaginary, Expressionist film 
reflected and refracted the sociopolitical anxieties that facilitated Nazism.132

The emotional power of film and mass culture was not lost on the Nazis. 
Cultic plays and folklore festivals, according to the future chief of the Third 
Reich’s Literary Chamber, Hanns Johst, helped create a community of faith. 
Well before 1933 the Nazis had embraced the idea of a ‘people’s theatre’, which 
incorporated German mythology and required a new kind of monumental 
space accommodating a mass of spectators. The model for this kind of theater 
was the so-called ‘Thing’ play, drawn from Germanic folklore and traditionally 
performed in an outdoor setting in which the audience was encouraged to 
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become involved.133 In the interest of ‘mass manipulation’ the Nazis ‘degraded 
the mythic’, exploiting folklore and mythology, paganism and the occult, to 
create a variety of spectacles accessible to the broader public.134

The explosion of fantastical literature was an equally powerful component 
of the Weimar supernatural imaginary. Interwar Germany was replete with 
pulp novels and science fiction that ‘blended politics and wish-fulfilling fanta-
sies’ about overthrowing the Versailles Treaty and exacting revenge on the 
Allies.135 These works, notes Peter Fisher, provide great insight into the ‘ideo-
logical and psychological roots of the Weimar Republic’s highly emotionalized 
politics, especially some of its uglier racist and Messianic strands’. The prefer-
ence on the right ‘for the world of fantasy over reality’ abetted ‘a cultural drift 
toward irrationalism that manifested itself politically in the call for dictator-
ship’.136 Unsurprisingly, völkisch writers, from the popular Weimar author 
Fanny Reventlow to the best-selling Artur Dinter, took esoteric topics as their 
primary themes.137

This fantastical literature was not merely the ‘self-serving fabrication’ of 
right-wing fanatics. According to Fisher, by the end of the Weimar Republic, 
the ‘dreams, daydreams, and semireligious entrancement’ of the völkisch right, 
its ‘visions of revenge and renewal’, had been ‘converted into a literature of mass 
consumption’. Often ‘a quirky mixture of adventure story, fairy tale, millenarian 
vision, and political program’, such fantasy literature ‘was intended to act as a 
catalyst inflaming the same type of emotions among the readers that originally 
elicited the fantasies in the minds of their creators’.138

Initially the province of fringe thinkers, by the early 1930s this science 
fiction and fantasy literature had transformed ‘into a psychological tool, a 
propagandistic call for militant nationalism and engagement in anti-republican 
politics’.139 Even the putatively scientific journal, Archive for Race and 
Sociobiology, recognized the propaganda value of the anti-Semitic fantasy 
Deutschland ohne Deutsche (Germany without Germans, 1930). ‘Science can 
win over the mind,’ the Nazi reviewer explained, ‘but not the soul – the whole 
person. In this respect novels are more successful, especially among the masses 
who cannot make heads or tails of “exact science”.’ As a 1932 article in the liberal 
Frankfurter Zeitung lamented, ‘an edgy, anxiety-ridden public was very suscep-
tible to the messages and psychological manipulation’ of this fantastical litera-
ture.140 What better context for the bizarre political marriage between the 
horror writer Hanns Heinz Ewers and the NSDAP.

Ewers and the NSDAP

Until the end of the First World War, Ewers’ life and literary opus reflected a 
generally cosmopolitan, quintessentially modern view of the world typical of 
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many Weimar artists. After working for German intelligence and getting 
imprisoned in the United States for the duration of the conflict, however, Ewers 
returned to a Germany politically transformed and psychologically trauma-
tized.141 In 1921 he published the third instalment in the semi-biographical 
Frank Braun horror series, Vampire. Loosely based on Ewers’ experiences in the 
United States and Mexico during the war, the tone had changed considerably 
from his earlier works. Rather than celebrate cosmopolitanism and ethno-
sexual difference, Vampire suggested that Braun becomes a blood-sucking 
monster as a result of sexual congress with the racial other and detachment 
from the fatherland.142 Written a year after the Versailles Treaty, Vampire encap-
sulates the anxieties of millions of Germans, who had become more susceptible 
to emotional nationalism and border scientific thinking.143

Essential in catalyzing Ewers’ transition from tepid liberal to Nazi fellow 
traveller were two experiences: the 1923 Franco-Belgian occupation of the 
Ruhr, which employed French and African troops, and the 1929 Great 
Depression. These two events combined to inspire Ewers’ first (unofficial) 
work of pro-Nazi propaganda, Rider in the German Night (1932), a patriotic 
counterpoise to Erich Maria Remarque’s antiwar novel, All Quiet on the Western 
Front (1929). Ewers even chose the Nazi Freikorps leader and SA man, Paul 
Schulz (aka Gerhard Scholz), as his protagonist. Schulz was a leader of the 
secret ‘black army’ (Schwarze Reichswehr), based on the esoteric tradition of the 
Vehm (Feme). He garnered the nickname ‘Feme-Schulz’ due to his reputation 
for organizing revenge murders against left-wing politicians. Convicted of 
murder in 1927, Schulz was released three years later, rising quickly in the 
ranks of the NSDAP.144

That the libertine Ewers chose Schulz as his protagonist appears 
remarkable – until one recalls that many Nazi stormtroopers emerged from the 
same Berlin demi-monde of street violence, sexual experimentation, and 
esotericism that defined Ewers’ life and art.145 This milieu included the Nazi 
doctor, astrologer, and gay rights advocate Karl Heimsoth.146 Heimsoth, who 
was also advisor and confidant to the SA leader Ernst Röhm, studied (para)
psychology and belonged to the ‘Academic Society for Astrological Research’.147 
Drawing on esoteric research, Heimsoth argued that paramilitary groups like 
the SA, Wehrwolf, and NSDAP were cemented together through homosocial 
bonds based on common ‘characterological’ factors.148

This paramilitary milieu included SA members such as Schulz, Röhm, and 
the Werewolf leader Wolf-Heinrich Graf Helldorff, who had close ties to the 
esotericists Heimsoth and Hanussen (more on him below).149 Other once and 
future Nazi leaders who belonged to the völkisch-esoteric circles illuminated 
by Ewers in Rider in the German Night were Erich von Ludendorff and his 
Tannenberg Association, Friedrich Weber and the Thule-inspired Bund 
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Oberland, and Edmund Heines, leader of the so-called Rossbach group.150 
Given these connections between Ewers and the völkisch-esoteric paramilitary 
milieu, we should hardly be surprised that Heimsoth and Röhm appear posi-
tively (albeit by pseudonym) in Rider.151

Rider epitomized a moment of remarkable convergence between nationalist 
paramilitary groups behind the NSDAP.152 By the time Ewers finished Rider in 
1931, most members of the völkisch movement, in the words of Helldorff ’s 
Werewolf, ‘viewed a revolution under the leadership of National Socialism with 
joy. With their march into the Third Reich, they could no longer be treated as 
peons.’153 Or as the Artamanen put it in the prelude to the September 1930 
Reichstag election: ‘no hour should be wasted until 14 September. Hurry from 
town to town, house to house, into the last farmer’s cottage . . . Carry with you 
the faith in our mission, the faith in the Third Reich. We recognize in this 
moment that we are intrinsically bound to the leader of the German liberation 
movement: Adolf Hitler!’154

In drawing on supernatural themes for propaganda purposes, Ewers 
emulated a technique perfected by Hitler and Goebbels over the previous 
decade. The supernatural tropes in Rider were embedded, like much Nazi 
propaganda, in the recognition of Weimar’s political and social crisis.155 Unlike 
the work of left-wing writers such as Remarque and Döblin, Ewers abandoned 
any pretensions at portraying empirical reality in favour of fantastical themes 
and heroic individuals that evoked an emotional response. Ewers employed 
Nazi occultists like Heimsoth as main characters, invoked the work of Lanz 
von Liebenfels, and represented his chief protagonist, the cold-blooded 
murderer Schulz, as the Grail Rider Sir Galahad.156 Instead of confronting 
Weimar’s complex challenges, Rider denied ‘objective experience’ and dispar-
aged ‘reason and intellect in favour of instinct and intuition’. It thereby erased 
‘the boundary between fantasy and reality’ and indulged in ‘elaborating fanta-
sies of a victorious war of revenge’.157

In times of national revolution, observed the pro-Nazi writer Gottfried 
Benn, ‘there tended to be a regression in intellectual advances while those 
grasping for power – or seeking to legitimize it – reached backwards in search 
of mythical continuity.158 Rider did exactly that for the Nazi Party. It appealed 
to ‘the most militant nationalists’ for whom ‘the war dead were as much a 
galvanizing force for future action as a source of pain’. Ewers and the ‘Nazis 
seem to have understood what a lot of Germans felt’ better than other parties. 
‘They offered a compelling mythos that claimed inviolability for the war dead 
and invested their “sacrifice” with the pageantry, ceremony, even majesty’ that 
Germans craved.159

Here Rider played on German resentments over the Versailles Treaty and 
racially and sexually charged revenge fantasies against the French (and North 
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African) ‘colonizers’ in the Ruhr. Many passages in Rider recall the Afro-
Caribbean revolutionary Frantz Fanon’s description of North African reactions 
to French colonial occupation. In Ewers’ portrayal of Schulz’s battle against 
Franco-British oppression, ‘supernatural, magical powers reveal themselves as 
essentially personal’. Ewers’ völkisch protagonists, like the North Africans in 
Fanon’s Wretched of the Earth, appear ‘lost in an imaginary maze, a prey to 
unspeakable terrors yet happy to lose themselves in a dreamlike torment’. 
Becoming ‘unhinged’, the völkisch-nationalists around Schulz, Röhm, and the 
NSDAP finally ‘reorganize’ themselves ‘and in blood and tears’ give ‘birth to 
very real and immediate action’.160

Although Ewers still enjoyed a reputation as an irresponsible libertine in 
1932, Nazi party members lauded his first foray into political propaganda. In the 
run-up to the April 1932 presidential elections, Goebbels promoted Rider in the 
German Night as a ‘flaming accusation’ against the republican parties, ‘a ghostly 
procession [Geisterzug] out of the darkest chapter of the post-war era’ that ‘should 
be disseminated as widely as possible’. In ‘spite of the crassness of some of the 
erotic situations,’ Goebbels conceded, Ewers has ‘claimed an honourable place in 
the row of nationally conscious writers’. Röhm was even more unqualified in his 
praise: ‘Your wonderful book has affected and aroused me deeply. I know that I 
speak for all my SA comrades when I extend my hand to you in thanks and I am 
happy that I might have given the impetus to creating this heroic song.’161

Ewers, for his part, was eager to join the Nazi movement. In early November 
1931 he asked one of his many Nazi friends, Putzi Hanfstaengl – Hitler’s 
chauffeur – to alert Röhm and Rudolf Hess that his ‘only wish for his 60th 
birthday would be to meet the Führer and be able to shake his hand’. The next 
day Ewers received a telegram inviting him to Nazi headquarters, the Braunes 
Haus in Munich, on 3 November – his birthday. Upon arrival the prudish 
Rosenberg ‘acted coolly’ and ‘expressed his misgivings over the book Vampir’. 
Ewers nonetheless received his audience with Hitler, which lasted for perhaps 
three-quarters of an hour.162

Over Rosenberg’s objections, Goebbels and Röhm apparently convinced 
Hitler that Ewers ‘might attract new circles to the party’.163 During their meeting, 
Hitler complimented Ewers on his work and urged him to write a novel about 
the Nazi movement from a stormtrooper’s perspective, for which Hitler offered 
Ewers the use of the party archives. Eyewitness accounts vary on the details. 
But Hitler ostensibly closed the discussion by extending Ewers a personal invi-
tation to join the NSDAP, sealed with a handshake. Ewers left the Braunes Haus 
ecstatic, exclaiming to Hanfstaengl, ‘That was really fine, Putzi! I could not 
think of a nicer gift for my 60th birthday.’164

That Ewers chose Horst Wessel, the Nazi martyr, as the subject of his book 
was no accident. It is likely that Röhm himself suggested the idea of the young 
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SA-Man, who had been murdered by Communists in February 1930. Ewers 
may have already known Wessel from the Friedrichs-Wilhelms University in 
Berlin, where they had both studied law and were brothers in the same frater-
nity (some decades apart). Wessel and Röhm probably also bumped into each 
other on the set of the Expressionist horror film, Student of Prague (1926), 
which Ewers helped write and in which Wessel acted as an extra.165

Wessel was, like Ewers, a rake, well acquainted with the seedier side of Berlin 
street life. Wessel had a reputation for spending money freely on alcohol and 
prostitutes – and instigating fights with Communists. Despite his penchant for 
illicit sex and violence, Wessel became head of the local SA in Friedrichshain in 
1929, writing the Nazi marching song ‘Die Fahne hoch!’ before being murdered 
by Communists, allegedly over a financial dispute, a few months later.166 After 
writing a hagiography of the rabid anti-Semite and murderer Paul Schulz, 
Ewers must have found Wessel even easier to mythologize. He was assisted by 
Nazi efforts to whitewash and beatify the young martyr in every way possible. 
Even Wessel’s burial was made into a propaganda film, helping create a cult that 
led to multiple sites of remembrance and a Christ-like narrative of his life and 
death.167

In Ewers’ biography of Wessel, Nazi ideology is expressed in vague, contra-
dictory, and mystical terms.168 ‘To be German is a phenomenon that cannot be 
explained rationally,’ Wessel says to an American associate, echoing Thomas 
Mann’s quote that ‘the German soul possesses something profound and 
irrational . . . an element of the demonic and heroic’.169 Like Schertel’s Magic, 
Ewers’ Wessel appealed to an emotional longing that transcends specific polit-
ical programme points; even anti-Semitism and anti-Communism are played 
down in favour of myth and spirituality.170 Once again overlooking its salacious 
elements, many Nazi leaders, including Goebbels and the Nazi Youth leader 
Baldur von Schirach, praised the book as ‘a monument to all our dead . . . to our 
immortal Horst Wessel . . . It is the myth of the nameless SA-Mann.’171

In concert with Ewers’ forthcoming biography, the Nazis decided to unveil 
a ‘monument for German-conscious youth’ at Wessel’s gravesite in November 
1932. Due to police restrictions the event was delayed repeatedly until 
22 January 1933, merely eight days before President Hindenburg decided to 
name Hitler Chancellor of the Weimar Republic. The procession began with 
Ewers’ friend Röhm assembling 16,000 Nazi stormtroopers in the middle of 
Berlin, who then slowly filed by Adolf Hitler on the way to the Nikolai Cemetery, 
where another 500 stormtroopers stood waiting with 300 Nazi civilians. 
Prominent Nazi leaders, featuring Röhm, Goebbels, and Hitler, next gave a 
series of speeches, culminating in laying a wreath on Horst Wessel’s grave.172

After Hitler and his associates gave their perorations, Ewers took the stage. 
He proceeded to deliver a rousing speech in the name of all German youth 
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‘united by a narrow, unbreakable bond of love and camaraderie . . . Horst Wessel 
had made the word of the Führer reality: Forget everything – class, profession, 
origin! Forget confession and education! Only never forget Germany!’ Ewers 
speech was followed by drums and then another procession of SA, SS, and 
Hitler Youth, and culminated in a commemorative ceremony in the Berlin 
Sports Palace. It was keynoted by Hitler and the SA leader Helldorff, whose 
esoteric convictions and personal connections to the clairvoyant Hanussen we 
will discuss below.173

In contrast to the NSDAP, the left-wing press was disgusted by Ewers’ brazen 
mixture of mysticism and demagoguery. According to one reviewer, Ewers had 
created a ‘national Socialist Vampire’ in Wessel, the culmination of a perverse 
career. For decades Ewers had toiled away, mixing ‘blood with barf and sperm 
with Henna in his Alraune, Vampire, Possessed, and Sorceror’s Apprentice’ until 
he was rescued by ‘the chosen one of the people [Hitler]’ and ‘entrusted with the 
worthy task’ of writing Wessel’s biography. ‘Frank Braun, the behind-the-scenes 
hero of “Vampire” and “Alraune”,’ observed another left-wing paper, ‘has been 
transformed into Horst Wessel’ whose ‘fabled characters now represent Hitler 
and Goebbels’. ‘In order to produce the definitive biography of the young hero,’ 
observed Bertolt Brecht, ‘Goebbels [has] turned to a successful pornographer’, 
who ‘has written, among other things, a book in which a corpse is dug up and 
raped.’ Ewers was ‘strikingly suitable as the one to write the life story of the dead 
Horst Wessel,’ Brecht concluded, since there ‘were not two people with so much 
fantasy in Germany’ – the ‘pornographer [Ewers] and the doctor of propaganda 
[Goebbels]’.174

Turning to the bizarre ceremony at Wessel’s grave, the Socialist Wahrheit 
remarked upon its ‘demonic’ elements. Going further, the Communist Red Post 
published a series of articles lamenting the ‘new German mysticism’, ‘political 
irrationalism’, and ‘superstition’ exemplified by Ewers’ role as propagandist in 
the Nazi movement.175 Unfortunately, petty bourgeois and middle-class voters 
preferred this ‘superstition’ and ‘mysticism’ to people from the left. All Weimar’s 
‘forlorn liberals and pacifists could do’ was ‘watch the irrationalist storm as it 
unleashed its fury on the republic’.176

By articulating Weimar’s horrors, Ewers helped convert Nazi visions into 
political reality.177 Ignoring the concrete reasons for Weimar’s many challenges, 
he portrayed German politics and society in a ‘state of flux ultimately deter-
mined by the supernatural’. Social and political crisis was ‘thus transposed to a 
conceptual realm framed by notions of heaven-inspired retribution and mira-
cles, of collective crucifixion and resurrection’.178 In Schulz and Wessel, Ewers 
brought to life two ‘national saviours . . . fictive superhumans . . . meant to 
symbolize and foreshadow the materialization of a powerful and real saviour’, 
Adolf Hitler.179 While Ewers elucidated Weimar’s horrors – the omnipresent 
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trauma of defeat, occupation, and ethnonational disintegration – Erik Hanussen 
would help sell Nazi visions of the Third Reich.

Erik Hanussen and the Nazi Seizure of Power

In January 1932, Erik Hanussen, Germany’s most flamboyant clairvoyant, 
reported on an outing with his new associate, Hanns Ewers. Hanussen had met 
Ewers through their mutual Nazi acquaintance, Alfons Sack, Hanussen’s 
personal attorney and a close friend of Hermann Göring.180 Over the course of 
that chilly January evening, Ewers mentioned two book projects. The first, 
about the German nationalist resistance to the Ruhr Occupation, would turn 
out to be Rider in the German Night. The second book, which was never written, 
had to do with a famous clairvoyant who meets a tragic end.

Nevertheless, in conceiving the plot of the second book, Ewers turned out 
to be more prescient than his friend Hanussen, the professional clairvoyant. 
For Ewers had anticipated Hanussen’s own career trajectory over the next 
twelve months. By exploiting the occult in the wake of the Great Depression, 
Hanussen’s star rose exponentially, paralleling the ascendancy of the Nazi Party.

Hanussen exploited the political and cultural Zeitgeist more effectively than 
his occult contemporaries. He became friends with leading Nazis. He evinced a 
charisma and facility for crowd manipulation that rivalled Hitler himself. 
Hanussen’s occult periodicals, which extolled the coming Third Reich, exercised 
a considerable influence on public opinion. Finally and most ominously, he 
‘predicted’ the Reichstag fire on 27 February 1933 that would help the Nazis to 
seize power – only to be murdered a few weeks later (see Chapter Three).

At first glance the intimate relationship between the Jewish clairvoyant 
Hanussen and the NSDAP is astounding. Like other stories in this book, 
however, it makes sense in the context of the supernatural imaginary, which the 
Nazis shared with Hanussen and exploited for political gain. If Schertel inspired 
Hitler’s magical approach to politics and Ewers’ articulated the horrors on 
which Nazism drew for its propaganda, Hanussen represented the ‘barefoot 
prophet’, who foresaw the coming Third Reich. Hanussen’s intimate relation-
ship with the NSDAP and occult-inspired propaganda, consumed by thou-
sands of Germans, illustrates the affinities between supernatural thinking and 
the rise of the Third Reich.

Predicting the Third Reich

‘Our contemporary distress elicits a growing desire for forecasts and predic-
tions of the future,’ wrote one critic during the last years of the Weimar Republic. 
‘[P]rophets, wise men, and swindlers – driven either by spiritual calling or by 
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the scent of money – compete against one another for a chance to console or 
strike fear into the multitude of troubled souls, for an opportunity to bring 
illumination or still more confusion to the confused many.’ In the ‘chaos of 
opinions, views, and demands . . . superstition flourishes’.181

The Nazi ideological czar, Alfred Rosenberg, agreed. ‘Already soon after 
coming to power,’ he observed, many Germans ‘stamped the Führer as a messiah 
and ascribed the great results of the struggle to otherworldy powers’. ‘Astrology 
made a special effort’, Rosenberg noted, ‘to exploit this ideological situation for 
themselves and obscured the achievements and goal of National Socialism 
with prophecies and soothsaying of the most primitive kind.’182

‘Even the blind,’ added the liberal journalist Rudolf Olden, on the eve of 
Weimar’s final free election, ‘must see the monstrous swing from rational to 
irrational in the short history of the Republic.’ ‘Naturally there is no political 
party that would survive without the help of irrationalism,’ he conceded. But 
most ‘decisive and irrefutable’ in coming to terms with the rise of Nazism was 
the fact that ‘our people have turned away from rationality and openly declared 
themselves for miracles’.183

Whether liberal, socialist, or Nazi, most contemporaries acknowledged the 
remarkable success that ‘many occult “sects” ’ were having ‘with a Protestant 
constituency’ – the same middle-class Protestant constituency that overwhelm-
ingly favoured the NSDAP – and the ways in which this success reinforced 
Nazism.184 From ‘a political standpoint’, Gerhard Szczesny explained, the 
majority of ‘occult-astrological periodicals and their editors’ represented 
‘nationalist and especially racist thoughts out of a conviction that derived from 
ideological principles that lay not too far’ from occultism. No surprise that 
their ‘circle of readers, if not entirely National Socialist, was nonetheless 
national’.185

The onset of the Great Depression ‘brought “barefoot prophets” and “infla-
tion holy men” to the streets’, who preached ‘the end times and styl[ed] them-
selves as redeemers. Hitler was, in a sense, one of them.’ Millions of Germans, 
especially those immersed in the Weimar supernatural imaginary, would ‘see 
his rise and the coming of the Third Reich as veritable signs that history was 
moving not meaninglessly or randomly, but with all the purpose of destiny and 
divine grace’.186

The belief that one could glean knowledge from reading the stars or 
uncovering hidden forces operating in everyday life was remarkably wide-
spread in interwar Germany. By the mid-1920s astrology in particular had 
experienced an expansion in popularity, followed by a mainstreaming of astro-
logical periodicals, institutes, and organizations.187 More than two dozen 
astrological journals and manuals alone competed for readers during a period 
of expanding interest in the occult.188
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Academic institutions followed suit. In 1930 one local university offered 
a course given by the astrologer Heinz Artur Strauss. In 1932 the occult infor-
mation centre known as Eclaros sponsored a public exhibition highlighting 
‘astrology, characterology, and graphology; the pendulum and the divining rod; 
anthroposophy and theosophy; spiritualism, hypnotism, and magnetism; and 
cabala, mysticism, and Buddhism’. In 1933, the year of the Nazi seizure of power, 
the Astrological Central Office ‘established an accreditation exam, for which 
aspiring astrologers could prepare by enrolling in one of the fee-based astro-
logical training courses’.189

With the renaissance in both popular and ‘scientific’ occultism, critics 
worried about the use of astrology in terms of mass suggestion and political 
manipulation.190 The more ‘primitive a person is in terms of material condi-
tions,’ wrote one critical occultist, ‘all the easier it is to read his future, for he will 
follow any suggestions . . . whether or not they help or hinder him’. Thus 
fortune-telling invariably found greatest success among individuals who were 
‘less sophisticated in nature’.191 The problem was that not ‘every medium which 
claims to be able to see the future is ill-intentioned’, suggested the debunker 
Albert Hellwig. Many clairvoyants believed in their ‘own supranormal capa-
bilities’, making their prosecution all the more difficult.192

Attempting to combat occultists empirically was equally problematic, since 
it was increasingly difficult for critics of this ‘field of research’ to publicize their 
views. Supported by a massive interest in the occult, proponents of occultism 
could discredit critics ‘for a lack of knowledge, intellectual capability, a priori 
negative prejudice, for ideological reasons or merely evil intentions and dishon-
esty’.193 Nor was the public particularly interested in parsing the methodolog-
ical differences between ‘scientific’ and popular astrology, much less mainstream 
and border science. Even ‘scientific’ astrologers were alarmed by the uncritical 
fashion in which visions of the future were produced and consumed by many 
Germans. In language remarkably similar to Hitler’s criticism of ‘völkisch 
wandering scholars’, scientific occultists cautioned against ‘astrologically oriented 
wandering speakers’ who ‘travel the country and speak primarily about political 
problems . . . about which they have not the slightest idea’.194

Many Nazis shared these concerns. But we should not confuse the NSDAP’s 
antipathies toward other people wielding astrology to manipulate public 
opinion, unscientifically or otherwise, with a blanket rejection of occult 
thinking. Many members of the Thule Society and early Nazi Party, including 
Walter Nauhaus and Rudolf von Sebottendorff, were fascinated by the occult.195

Early Nazis such as Herbert Volck, Wilhelm Gutberlet, and Karl Heimsoth 
were card-carrying astrologers as well.196 Heimsoth’s friend and confidant, 
the SA chief Ernst Röhm, eagerly solicited astrological advice, while Röhm’s 
subordinates Karl Ernst, Helldorff and Friedrich Wilhelm Ohst attended 
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seances and consulted astrologers.197 Of course, Himmler and Hess were 
fascinated by the occult, which becomes evident in the dozens, perhaps 
hundreds, of occultists and border scientists enlisted by Himmler’s SS and 
Hess’s Party Chancellery after 1933.

The political interplay between (perceived) Nazi esotericism and a broader 
interest in the occult expressed by the public preceded the Great Depression. 
The well-known astrologer Elsbeth Ebertin had made political prognostica-
tions about Hitler even before he became a household name in 1923: ‘According 
to the stars, the man must be taken very seriously indeed,’ Ebertin’s horoscope 
concluded; ‘He is destined to play a significant Führer-role in future battles.’198 
Ebertin’s later book-length horoscope, A Look into the Future (1924), published 
after the Beer Hall Putsch, argued that the ‘National Socialist movement’, as a 
result of Hitler’s leadership, ‘will have historic consequences’. It sold a very 
respectable 20,000 copies in the mid-1920s.199 There was also no dearth of 
political discussion in occult journals throughout the mid- to late 1920s.200

With the Great Depression and the Nazis’ impressive showing in the September 
1930 Reichstag elections, a growing number of astrologers began to hitch their 
star to the NSDAP.201 The main astrological journal, Zenith, now regularly 
produced favourable horoscopes of Hitler (as well as Goebbels, Göring, Strasser, 
and Röhm), referring back to Ebertin’s now famous 1923 and 1924 predictions as 
omens of Hitler’s success. ‘Adolf Hitler makes the plan’, according to one April 
1931 horoscope, ‘because he thinks more consciously in a cosmic fashion than 
many other German politicians.’ ‘He has a heart in his breast that feels the inter-
relationship with the cosmos more distinctly than speculative Sophists’, the horo-
scope continued. Hitler possessed ‘heroism and willingess to suffer. He needs to 
remain a fighter, in order to make his claim, just like Mussolini in Italy.’202

Not all astrologers were in the Nazi camp.203 But the majority of popular 
astrological journals ranged from printing cryptic promises of a future Führer 
and critical screeds against the Weimar government to open support for Hitler 
and the NSDAP.204 Although bitter rivals, both the founder of the Astrologische 
Rundschau, Hugo Vollrath, and the head of the Astrological Society in Germany 
(AsiG), Hubert Korsch, were clear about the chances for ‘renewal’ promised by 
the NSDAP. ‘Despite all obstacles our Führer has completed his struggle in 
defence of the German racial soul [Volksseele] in victorious and in legal fashion,’ 
Korsch exclaimed. ‘The national renewal has begun in all corners of the Reich 
. . . A new German era has begun!’ Just as ‘the national government’ seeks racial 
purity and ‘opposes all corruption with an iron fist’, so would they support ‘the 
struggle for purity in practising astrology’.205

Occult pracitioners and sceptics alike acknowledged the political and ideo-
logical convergence between Nazism and occultism.206 Many prominent 
occultists simply assumed, from Nazi rhetoric, that the NSDAP shared their 
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supernatural approach to the world.207 The ariosophists were ecstatic, describing 
Nazism as the culmination of their pre-war doctrines. So too were many 
anthroposophists and theosophists, who viewed the NSDAP as a party that 
united material and spiritual, eugenical and racial theories and ideas of organic 
brotherhood.208 As Fritz Quade, head of the German Society for Scientific 
Occultism (Deutsche Gesellschaft für wissenschaftlichen Okkultismus or 
DGWO) put it, the NSDAP was the first party to put into practice the unity 
between occult and völkisch thinking based on recognition of the material 
world as well as the beyond.209

‘It is one of the astounding facts in the typology of occult periodicals,’ wrote 
the more sceptical Szczesny, ‘that they all, without exception, took a national and 
racial [völkisch] standpoint.’ Even ‘the Jewish “Bunte Wochenschau” [Illustrated 
Weekly] of Hanussen’, Szczesny continued, became in the ‘year before the seizure 
of power a true official organ of the National Revolution and outdid itself in 
prophecies about “World Turning” and “Third Reich” ’. ‘If one dispenses with the 
idea that these journals knew the future due to their magical abilities,’ Szczesny 
remarked sarcastically, ‘then one has to explain why almost all of these occult 
magazines were pro-Nazi after 1931.’210

There was no such relationship between politics and occultism on the left. 
‘Communist or left and internationally inclined workers,’ Szczesny admitted, 
‘did not belong to those’ who bought these völkisch-esoteric periodicals or 
patronized occult establishments. ‘The workers had hunger, unemployment 
and despair that was far too real staring them in the face,’ he reasoned, ‘to waste 
a single serious thought to the blasphemous nonsense and irrationality of 
occult teachings.’ It was rather the ‘half-educated circles of the bourgeoisie’ that 
comprised the readership of these occult periodicals and were, ‘if by no means 
always National Socialist’, certainly nationalist. ‘Although it is hardly a reputable 
chapter in the history of the bourgeoisie’, it must ‘be acknowledged that it was 
precisely these Germans who, in the chaos of the post-war crises, fell into the 
hands of Boulevard occultism.’211

The far left may have discussed the need for dictatorship of the proletariat, 
but the Communists never relied on völkisch-esoteric fantasies or prophecies 
to justify it. ‘Right-wing visionaries’, on the other hand, invoked the supernat-
ural imaginary at every turn, propagating völkisch fantasies that helped ‘cata-
lyze the integration of the popular will with that of an anticipated Führer, and 
to reassure the readers that His arrival was indeed imminent . . . a single prophet 
who preserved the German essence against all odds’.212 ‘Upon the one path a 
man travels,’ wrote one Nazi in describing his vision of the Third Reich,

with head erect, in front of the Volk, indicating the destination – the sunlit 
mountain peak. Again and again he summons a vacillating people, despite 
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disappointments and persecution, through the wasteland and the false 
paths, to the right path . . . more and more the seduced and wrongly guided 
Volk awakens to the perception: ‘That which summons you, you German 
Volk, can alone lead you on the path away from the quagmire, from the 
misery and destitution, safely to the light – to freedom and to honour – your 
Volk’s Führer, your Führer! All of this is no longer an image, but a reality, a 
miracle, God’s hand over our Führer and our Volk!’213

‘Thousands, hundreds of thousands, imagine him,’ wrote the Nazi military 
officer Kurt Hesse, ‘millions of voices call for him; a single German soul 
searches for him. No one can predict from where he will come . . . Yet everyone 
will know: he is the Führer. All will cheer him on, all will obey him. Why? 
Because he exercises a power that he alone possesses. He is a ruler of souls!’214

In 1932, Hitler himself prophesied a ‘new order’. He would create ‘a thou-
sand-year Reich’, fuelled by ‘the spiritual energy which a people is capable of 
putting forth’. Anyone ‘who supports me in battle,’ Hitler promised, would 
become ‘a fellow fighter for a unique spiritual – I would almost say divine – 
creation’.215 Among the millions of Hitler’s fellow fighters for a thousand-year 
Reich none is more interesting than Erik Jan Hanussen.

Hanussen and the Nazi Seizure of Power

Erik Hanussen was born Hermann Steinschneider in 1889, the same year as 
Hitler, to a family of Jewish artists in Vienna. Hanussen’s talent for deception 
became apparent in his teen years, when he forged an anthology of poems and 
songs to finance a theatre trip. He then joined the ‘Oriental Circus’, where he 
participated in reenactments of the Passion of Christ. He moved on to working 
with the trapeze arts, eating glass and swords, fire-breathing, and other magical 
tricks.216

Hanussen’s explanation of his conversion to occultism is similar to Hitler’s 
explanation of becoming an anti-Semite. According to Hanussen, ‘I was an 
anti-occultist through and through, a realist.’ ‘But the more I read the available 
periodicals attacking the occult, the more I felt the need to discover their 
meaning for myself,’ he continued. Although he tried to suppress his emerging 
powers of clairvoyance, Hanussen claimed that he could no longer ‘read a letter 
without immediately seeing the face of the author’.217

During the First World War, Hanussen conducted his first seance before an 
audience of Russian POWS. He eventually performed for the Austrian royal 
family, before getting arrested for desertion (Hitler too would desert the 
Austrian Army).218 Typical of most esotericists and many Nazis, Hanussen 
was fascinated by the Orient (‘the home of the occult’), where he travelled 
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extensively. In Ethiopia he learned the ‘Lebascha System’ of muscle reading and 
in Belize he discovered how to use a divining rod.219 Returning to Europe after 
the war, Hanussen settled in the new capital of astrology, Berlin, establishing 
his reputation as a powerful ‘magician’.220

Hanussen was open about his desire for power, wealth, and fame. He was 
less interested in proving the existence of the supernatural than employing 
the newest parapsychological techniques to manipulate people for his own 
purposes. ‘Anyone claiming to be the miracle man,’ he argued, ‘will always have 
more success than the one who wants to convince them of the impossibility of 
miracles.’221 ‘What is magic?’ Hanussen asked rhetorically: ‘Not to undermine 
but to encourage people in their beloved beliefs in the miraculous.’222 Hanussen 
was equally quick to accuse his occult rivals of ‘deception’ (Betrug), explaining 
the ‘scientific’ basis of occultism by referring to theories drawn from Mesmer, 
Schrenck-Notzing, and Freud.223

And yet Hanussen ultimately recognized that Germans wanted to believe 
and chose to encourage his audience that he possessed access to magical forces. 
Increasingly his performances incorporated different forms of divination, from 
graphology and telepathy to clairvoyance.224 Despite his claims to scientific 
legitimacy, Hanussen was accused by Weimar authorities of charlatanry and 
deception on multiple occasions, including a famous December 1928 trial.225 
Yet many reporters left the proceedings believing that Hanussen was innocent 
since the court was unable to prove that he did not have supernatural powers. 
Another sceptical observer was far more impressed. ‘We arrived as critics and 
doubters,’ he reported, and left ‘convinced of his occult abilities’.226

In the wake of the Great Depression, Hanussen turned more consciously to 
politics and finance, portraying himself as an ‘expert for the occult fields of 
domestic and foreign affairs’.227 He built a large audience by organizing major 
publicity stunts and starting his own occult periodicals, The Other World (Die 
Andere Welt) and Illustrated Weekly.228 A combination of American pulp fiction 
and border science, The Other World included first-hand accounts of paranormal 
experiences (‘A ghostly experience from my time as an Artist’), love advice 
(‘Graphology: Marry Graphologically!’), popular occult techniques (‘You could 
read hands. In five minutes . . .’), and features such as ‘Séance of the Month’ and 
free psychographic readings. To increase his scientific legitimacy, Hanussen solic-
ited articles by famous occultists such as Ernst Issberner-Haldane (‘Chyromantie: 
When is the Best Time for Love?) and Walther Kröner, who related ‘spook appear-
ances’ to women’s menstrual cycles. Hanussen even recruited the star of The 
Cabinet of Dr Caligari (and later Casablanca), Conrad Veidt, who contributed a 
Schertelesque if tongue-in-cheek rumination: ‘Am I Demonic?’229

All this might appear harmless if not for the size and seriousness of 
Hanussen’s audience.230 He had aligned himself with the NSDAP already in 
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March 1930, for example, six months after the Great Depression, but six months 
before the NSDAP’s first great electoral triumph. This suggests, if we discount 
any real ability at prognostication, that Hanussen believed the Nazis were the 
perfect vehicle for his venture into politics in a time of growing desperation.231 
According to his assistant Geza von Cziffra, Hanussen told his NSDAP 
colleagues that he started The Other World in 1931 explicitly to propagate Nazi 
ideas on an occult basis.232

Hanussen’s political commentary could not have been more helpful to the 
NSDAP. In September 1931, The Other World carried a front-page article enti-
tled ‘Hope for Germany’s Rise: Hindenburg–Hitler Union and Two Horoscopes 
(one for Germany, the other for the Reichstag), Predicting Communism’s 
Decline and National Socialism’s Triumph’.233 He also questioned Chancellor 
Heinrich Brüning’s ability to manage the Reichstag and produced a 1932 sound 
recording warning Germans that ‘Bolshevism would make its most concerted 
attempt to seize power’.234 On the day Hitler was named Chancellor, Hanussen 
published an open letter praising the Führer’s greatness.235 ‘Apparently Hanussen 
really had the ambition to become that of which he was accused by the left-
wing press,’ Szczesny observed, a shill for the coming Third Reich.236

Hanussen’s dozens of predictions indicating the inevitable rise of Hitler 
between March 1930 and March 1933 were abetted by his close relationship 
with leading stormtroopers.237 Unaware of or indifferent to rumours of 
Hanussen’s Jewish background, Nazi party members were attracted to the 
popular and charismatic magician. These included the Nazi Reichstag repre-
sentative, SA General, and Police President of Berlin, Wolf Graf von Helldorff; 
Nazi Reichstag representative and leader of the Berlin SA, Karl Ernst; and SA 
General and Police President of Breslau, Edmund Heines.238

Hanussen’s personal relationship with Ernst and Helldorff appears particu-
larly ironic, given that it emerged around the time the two SA leaders organized 
the infamous Kürfurstendamm anti-Jewish pogrom. On Rosh Hoshannah 
1931, Goebbels, Helldorff, and Ernst ordered the SA to attack Jews exiting the 
synagogues in the Berlin neighbourhood of Charlottenburg, initiating a nation-
wide scandal. Helldorff and Ernst were arrested and subsequently defended in 
a sensational trial by a team of Nazi lawyers that included the former Thule 
Society member Hans Frank and Alfons Sack, Hanussen and Ewers’ mutual 
acquaintance.239

That Berlin’s highest-ranking Nazi politicians and stormtroopers would 
embrace the country’s most famous occultist is odd enough. Hanussen’s emerging 
relationship with the NSDAP appears all the stranger, however, given his 
rumoured Jewishness – rumours encouraged by the liberal and socialist left.240

The left-leaning Jewish journalist, Bruno Frei, was particularly hostile. 
Frei recognized that Hanussen’s political predictions, which earned him the 
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nickname ‘Hitler’s prophet’ in the press, were exceedingly dangerous. Because 
Hanussen displayed ‘a marked contempt for the critical faculties of the masses’, 
Frei felt he was ‘leading Germany’s “little man” astray’. His ‘astrological predic-
tions about Hitler’s rise,’ Frei warned, ‘were an attack on European civilization 
and its rational traditions’. ‘Have we laboured to attain the scientific worldview,’ 
Frei asked, ‘or are we willing to allow today’s masses – a political rabble that 
make a business out of barbarism – to steal it from us?’241

Frei carried out an aggressive campaign against Hanussen, titled ‘A Charlatan 
Conquers Berlin’, in the pages of the liberal Berlin am Morgen. Frei did not 
shrink from reporting Hanussen’s orgiastic parties with Nazi leaders on his 
yacht – named after ‘the Indian goddess of love’, the ‘Aryan Schakti’ in ‘service 
of the [formless goddess] Shiva’. ‘They worshipped in holy ecstasy of the linga, 
the divine phallus,’ Frei reported, and Hanussen acted as a ‘priest of the devil 
ritual’.242 Frei hoped his series of sensational editorials would provoke Hanussen 
to accuse him of slander, providing the opportunity to expose the Nazi char-
latan in court. Instead, Hanussen managed to get the Berlin authorities to put 
an injunction on Frei’s paper under threat of fines or arrest.243 Hence, like 
Ewers, Hanussen proved immune to left-wing criticisms, shielded by those 
who believed in occult practices.

Hanussen’s Nazi friends meanwhile were too enamoured of his political 
and financial largesse to give Frei’s accusations much thought.244 Hanussen 
threw lavish parties and was extremely generous with his SA colleagues, osten-
sibly loaning Helldorff 150,000 marks to pay off gambling debts and offering 
his Cadillac for stormtrooper rallies. In return for these favours and his public 
support of the NSDAP, Hanussen enjoyed unofficial SA protection.245

For a brief time at least, Hanussen’s connections extended into the highest 
ranks of the NSDAP. In 1932, for example, he managed to get an audience with 
Hermann Göring.246 According to some accounts – for which there is no hard 
evidence – Hanussen met with Hitler as well, possibly to provide advice on 
manipulating the public.247 Whether or not Hanussen met the Führer person-
ally, the clairvoyant’s personal and political association with the Nazi Party is 
clear.248 When Hanussen opened a ‘Palace of Occultism’ near the same 
Kürfurstendamm where his fellow German Jews had been attacked by the SA a 
year earlier, Helldorff, Sack, and Ewers featured at the top of the guest list.249

Nevertheless, it is Hanussen’s role in ‘predicting’ the infamous 27 February 
1933 Reichstag fire that indicates the remarkable extent – and limits – of the 
Jewish clairvoyant’s intimacy with the Nazi Party. Most scholars agree that the 
Reichstag fire was set by a Dutch communist, Marinus van der Lubbe, who was 
found at the site and confessed to the Gestapo under duress. A small number of 
historians give credence to the idea, popular at the time, of direct Nazi 
complicity.250
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Hanussen, in any event, appeared curiously prescient regarding the likeli-
hood of someone setting fire to the Reichstag. Earlier in 1932 he had ‘predicted’ 
a ‘sensational action by an extreme party’, which caused some observers to 
speculate that the idea for the Reichstag fire was circulating among the Nazi 
rank and file before February 1933.251 On 8 February 1933, barely two weeks 
before the fire, the Hanussen-Zeitung published an article titled the ‘Death 
Horoscope of the German Reichstag’, in which it claimed that the Communist 
Party would attempt some form of violence in anticipation of the Reichstag 
elections on 5 March. Finally and most remarkably, in a seance at his Palace of 
Occultism on the night of 26 February, Hanussen ‘predicted’ that a fire would 
occur at the Reichstag.252

There is no concrete evidence that Hanussen found out about the plan from 
his Nazi associates. Nor is there any proof behind the more fanciful rumour 
that he hypnotized the communist van der Lubbe into performing the deed.253 
It is nonetheless important to note that Ewers, Helldorff, and Ohst – the latter 
two SA leaders being closely attached to rumours about setting the Reichstag 
fire – were among the small group who attended the seance. Also present were 
Hanussen’s private secretary Dzino and the mediums Maria Paudler and Paul 
Marcus, who agreed that Hanussen spoke distinctly of seeing ‘flames arising 
from a large house’. Writing in the Hanussen-Zeitung ten days after the fire, 
Dzino insisted that Hanussen must have known about the fire in advance. 
Whether Ernst, Ohst, or Helldorff informed Hanussen remains unclear. Equally 
suggestive is the fact that Hitler relieved Helldorff of his SA leadership post 
three weeks after the fire, around the same time that Helldorff ’s colleagues 
murdered Hanussen (see Chapter Four).254

Whether Hanussen knew about the fire in advance or not, he and his occult-
inspired colleagues convinced millions of Germans that they were the ‘Chosen 
People and that the downfall of 1918 would be reversed’ by Hitler’s ability to 
make ‘the impossible possible’.255 The Nazis certainly might have come to power 
without Hanussen. But it is unlikely they could have succeeded without 
exploiting Weimar’s supernatural imaginary in ways exemplified by the coun-
try’s greatest occultist. At a time when millions were agitated about their 
futures, recalled Cziffra, it was ‘comfortable and easy to believe’ in prophets like 
Hanussen and Hitler, who ‘gave millions a false belief in a new saviour’.256

Conditioned by Hanussen and other ‘barefoot prophets’ to accept the role of 
‘supernatural ability’ in shaping Weimar’s future, Germans agreed that Hitler 
too ‘possessed magic’. Like Hanussen, he appeared to the ‘devotees of the 
[coming] Third Reich as something more than mere man,’ Jung recalled. Hitler 
emerged rather as a ‘prophet under the banners of wind and storm and whirling 
vortices’.257 With Hanussen’s help, and supported by millions swept up ‘in a 
hurricane of unreasoning emotion’, Hitler created ‘a mass movement’ that 
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careened toward ‘a destiny that perhaps none but the seer, the prophet, the 
Führer himself [could] foretell’.258

***

In 1932 the liberal journalist Rudolf Olden published a collection of essays 
titled Prophets in the German Crisis: The Miraculous or the Enchanted. With 
contributions by leading Weimar intellectuals, the volume was as clear as any 
contemporary publication in linking the rise of National Socialism to a German 
preoccupation with the supernatural, exacerbated by war, defeat, and depres-
sion. In his introduction Olden did not pull any punches. Politics was ‘an eternal 
struggle between rationality and the miraculous’. Unfortunately when ‘ration-
ality comes under pressure’, as it had by the crisis-ridden years of the Weimar 
Republic, its weapons are rendered ‘mute, it is eaten by doubt, it emigrates or is 
restricted’.259 It was the unfortunate ‘fate of our times’, Olden continued, that in 
the realm of ‘politics, the predominance of miraculous forces’ had marginalized 
‘everyone that wants to think rationally’.260

To be sure, Hitler’s magical thinking only affected ‘one half of the people; 
the other half are disgusted, find him laughable, grotesque’.261 But this first 
half of the population, the ones that followed Hitler, were conditioned to 
support Nazism by thousands of ‘small’ prophets both inside and outside the 
NSDAP. Such prophets included ‘the theosophists, the anthroposophists, the 
miracle rabbis . . . the death rays, the three thousand magicians who live in 
Berlin alone . . . the diviners . . . the astrologers . . . the miracle doctor Steinmeyer 
in Hahnenklee . . . the Buddhists in Frohnau, the many sects, political and 
medical miracle makers’. Even ‘the belief in witchcraft is growing’, Olden 
lamented. ‘With sickness of men and cattle the master witches from the old 
country . . . are being brought in! . . . a few kilometres from the cosmopolitan 
city of Hamburg.’262 Millions of Germans sought salvation in these ‘parapsy-
chologists’, the ‘proponents of esoteric sciences’ and ‘the occultists, who speak of 
unknown powers . . . that stream out of the Führer’.263 Liberal intellectuals 
wanted to dismiss this supernaturally inspired relationship between Hitler and 
the masses as ‘saviour-neurosis’ (Erlöser-Neurose), Olden concluded. But that 
would not make it any less palpable.264

As we have seen throughout this chapter, Olden was absolutely correct in 
his diagnosis, delivered only months before the Nazi seizure of power. Nazism’s 
appeal lay in the spiritual and metaphysical solution it seemed to offer to the 
contemporary sociopolitical crisis.265 When Nazis and their supporters referred 
to a ‘Thousand-Year Reich, they not only gave themselves a name with deep 
biblical overtones and the power of magic numbers,’ writes Monica Black, ‘but 
also predicted the future’. In the Nazi version of history and politics, Hitler 
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‘figured as a redeemer who would save the German nation and lead a godly 
realm to an ultimate triumph over evil, light over darkness’. By exploiting the 
supernatural imaginary, Hitler tied his political mission into something out of 
the Book of Revelation, as one ‘divinely chosen’ to create the Third Reich.266

The power of National Socialism was not in resuscitating ‘mythical-magical 
thinking’, observes Wolfgang Emmerich, ‘and even less so the various contents 
of myths’. Supernatural thinking was already prevalent in the Weimar Republic. 
Hitler’s genius lay in ‘re-functionalizing the mythical in the sense of fascist 
rule’.267 Interwar Germany, a place where ‘unrealistic perceptions and unsubtle 
modes of thought’ found wide acceptance, where mentalities that were out of 
touch with reality were believed capable of changing reality, was the perfect 
place to carry out this project.268 In coopting Schertel’s magic, enlisting Ewers, 
and forming an alliance with Hanussen, the Nazis diverted the masses from 
objective reality and toward the coming Third Reich.
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‘Unclear mythical concepts . . . must disappear from the German press 
where they are used in conjunction with the essence and idea of National 
Socialism . . . Concepts such as Thing [folk gathering] and cult simply 
remind us of those pure German prophets about whom the Führer says in 
his book Mein Kampf that most of all they would like to clothe themselves 
in bearskins, and who maintain further that they created National Socialism 
some forty years before he did. The National Socialist movement is too 
close to reality and life to deem it necessary to drag forth outmoded and 
dead concepts from the dark past, concepts which in no way are able to 
support the difficult political battle of today, but just weigh it down’.

Joseph Goebbels (1935)1

‘Already in 1937, as the first measures were taken . . . against the over-
weening spread of astrology for profit, Comrade Rudolf Hess [asked] . . . 
whether “scientific astrology” would be spared from this measure. Thereafter 
it became increasingly clear that . . . the . . . struggle [against occultism] . . . 
faced a consolidated group [within the Nazi Party] for the sponsorship of 
astrology and occultism.’2

Enclosure sent from Alfred Rosenberg’s office, the Amt Rosenberg, 
to Martin Bormann (28 May 1941)

‘The whole background of the ban on astrology and its . . . partial persistence is 
interesting not only as an individual case, but speaks to the manifold contra-
dictions within National Socialism of which I have often spoke.’3

Interview with the Nazi historian, Ernst Anrich (1960)

4
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On 7 May 1941, Martin Bormann sent an important circular to Nazi officials 
on behalf of the Party Chancellery.4 ‘Confessional and occult circles,’ he wrote, 
‘have attempted to spread confusion and insecurity amongst the people 
through the conscious dissemination of miracle stories, prophecies, astrolog-
ical predictions of the future.’ ‘Hell and the devil, purgatory and apocalypse are 
systematically portrayed in all their horrors to the population; fabulous visions 
and miracle cures are spread and religious prophecies regarding the supposed 
political and military future travel across the population through whisper 
campaigns.’ ‘The use of holy pictures, medallions and amulets for personal use 
against dive-bombers spreads,’ Bormann continued, while ‘soothsayers, clair-
voyants, palm-readers and tarot practitioners are exploiting the understand-
able tension.’ ‘These events,’ he concluded, ‘show how important ideological 
education and enlightenment is, precisely during the war.’5

Bormann was concerned not only about the persistence of occult and 
magical thinking among the general German population. ‘National Socialist 
ideology is built upon the scientific knowledge of racial, social and natural 
laws,’ he observed, and ‘must not allow such intentional attempts at poisoning 
by our enemies.’ We ‘have to be careful,’ Bormann added, ‘that no party members, 
especially in rural areas, take part in the propagation of political fortune telling, 
confessional belief in miracles or superstitions as well as occult miracle making’. 
‘The party can and will not tolerate it if irresponsible elements attempt to influ-
ence the trust of the people in the political leadership through medieval 
methods.’6 In other words, Bormann suggested, high-ranking Nazis needed to 
stop sponsoring occult tendencies.

Which prompts the question: after eight years in power, why hadn’t the 
Third Reich moved more aggressively to curb occultism? And why did the 
ensuing police measures sponsored by Bormann, Heydrich, and the Gestapo 
(the so-called ‘Hess Action’ of June 1941), ultimately prove so modest in 
comparison to the regime’s treatment of other ideological enemies? Chapter 
Four begins to answer this question by surveying Nazi attempts to police or 
‘coordinate’ the occult during the first four years of the Third Reich. It then 
turns to the regime’s more concerted efforts to combat occultism and pro mote 
‘enlightenment’ after 1937, culminating in what I call ‘Hitler’s Magicians’ 
Controversy’ – a debate over whether to allow professional anti-occultists to 
debunk ‘magic’ and occultism. The chapter concludes with an analysis of the 
‘Hess Action’ against the occult and its longer-term consequences.

I will argue that the ‘zigzag course’ in Nazi policies toward the occult can be 
explained by the fact that the Nazis embraced many elements of occult and 
border scientific thinking.7 When the regime worked to repress or ‘coordinate’ 
esoteric groups, it had more to do with controlling than eliminating occult 
ideas. Indeed, like border scientists generally, many Nazis worked carefully to 
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distinguish between commercial and popular occultism on the one hand and 
‘scientific’ occultism on the other. While the Nazis indicated considerable 
hostility toward commercial occultism, practitioners of the scientific variety, as 
we shall see, enjoyed remarkable latitude, even sponsorship, by the Third Reich.

Occultism in Everyday Life and the Nazi Response, 1933–7

In early April 1933, Erik Hanussen’s dead body was discovered by workers in 
the Berlin suburb of Zossen. All evidence suggests that he was shot on 24 or 25 
March, a day after the Enabling Law that secured the Nazi dictatorship. The 
perpetrators were a group of Nazi stormtroopers, including his old friends 
Helldorff and Ernst, head of the Berlin-Brandenburg SA. The traditional expla-
nation for Hanussen’s assassination is that the anti-occultist Third Reich was 
not ready to tolerate a prominent – much less Jewish – clairvoyant in its midst. 
In this reading of events, Hanussen’s murder was merely the first salvo in an 
escalating fuselage directed against the occult.8

But if Hanussen’s murder had primarily to do with the new government’s 
hostility to occultism, then how do we explain the intimate relationship 
between Hanussen and the Nazi Party, including his own murderers, before his 
killing?9 As we saw in Chapter Three, neither accusations of charlatanry, nor 
debauchery, nor even the revelation that he was Jewish had undermined 
Hanussen’s reputation among his Nazi colleagues.10 It was the left-wing and 
liberal elements in the Weimar Republic that had attacked Hanussen most 
vociferously, both for propagating charlatanry and for abetting the rise of 
fascism.

The chief difference between the Third Reich and Weimar Republic was not 
the Nazis’ greater scepticism toward supernatural thinking. To the contrary, the 
Third Reich ‘redefined the issue of occultism’, in the words of Corinna Treitel, 
‘not in epistemological but in ideological terms’.11 In other words, the Nazis did 
not oppose occultism on primarily scientific grounds, as did the liberal and 
left-wing sceptics who dominated the Weimar Republic. The Third Reich 
wanted rather to control or repress any groups – occult or otherwise – that 
failed to share Nazi ideology or conform to the norms of the ‘racial community’ 
(Volksgemeinschaft). To the extent that they were sympathetic to Nazism, 
however, occultists found a surprising level of tolerance during the first four 
years of the Third Reich.

Nazi Anti-Occultism 1933–7

When Hitler was named Chancellor of the Weimar Republic on 30 January 1933, 
the Third Reich inherited a German public that was highly receptive to occultism. 
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From Vienna, Munich, and Frankfurt to Berlin, Hamburg, and Leipzig, hundreds 
of thousands of Germans and Austrians continued to purchase occult and New 
Age literature, read border scientific journals, and participate in astrological and 
theosophical societies, seances, and spiritualist experiments.12

The Third Reich also inherited an ‘evolving pattern of ambivalence’ when it 
came to policing the occult.13 The complexity of determining what was occult 
charlatanry and what was legitimate border science had forced the Weimar 
Republic to rely on scientists, medical professionals, and putative experts.14 As 
occultism became ‘part of the era’s increasingly scientific orientation to social 
problems’, however, many such experts, as well as the legal authorities that 
relied on them, found it ‘increasingly difficult to reject the occult sciences 
wholesale’.15

The Third Reich did introduce some new restrictions against occultism 
between 1933 and 1937. But their general approach was to reinforce this 
Weimar-era pattern, which focused on eradicating fraud and exploitation.16 On 
13 August 1934, for example, the regime merely tightened a June 1931 law 
against clairvoyants and tarot readers who attempted to make money through 
information that is ‘not possible to know through natural means’.17 In other 
cities and states, bans against commercial occultism were enhanced and better 
enforced, though no new laws were passed.18

It did not help policing efforts that the Third Reich inherited a group of 
professional occultists who developed effective strategies for circumventing 
the law in the Weimar Republic – usually by asserting their belief in the (‘scien-
tific’) efficacy of what they practised and without seeking profit.19 This strategy 
worked in Weimar not because republican authorities acknowledged the 
authenticity of occultism, but due to legal niceties inherent to a liberal republic. 
Before 1933 even highly sceptical legal experts felt a juridical obligation to 
distinguish between charlatans seeking commercial gain and those exercising 
their beliefs in ‘good faith’.20 ‘Fee-charging occultists’ soon learned to exploit 
this legal ‘loophole’.21

Occultists continued these practices in the Third Reich, though on very 
different premises. The Nazis were far less tolerant of dissenting beliefs than 
the Weimar Republic and far less concerned about juridical niceties. And yet 
occultists could now take advantage of an epistemological environment that 
openly acknowledged esoteric forces and embraced border scientific thinking.22 
As the SS paper, the Schwarze Korps, explained in 1936: ‘We want in no way to 
deny that there are things which are invisible to our natural faculties. We also 
do not want to oppose a science that occupies itself with research on such 
matters . . . What we reject unequivocally is any obvious swindle that is based 
on deception and exploitation of stupidity and therefore constitutes criminal 
activity.’23 Provided that the occult doctrine or practitioner was sufficiently 
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‘scientific’ in character, the Third Reich appeared reluctant to carry out any 
police action.

Hence the German Society for Scientific Occultism (DGWO) negotiated 
the first few years of the Third Reich fairly easily.24 So did the major astrolog-
ical associations and journals. They were generally allowed to police them-
selves in terms of practising ‘scientific’ occultism – provided they promised to 
stop publishing horoscopes of Nazi leaders.25 Hitler even sent a note thanking 
the president of the German Astrological Association (DAZ), Hubert Korsch, 
for organizing the 1935 Astrologer’s Conference taking place in Wernigerode.26

On both the legal and cultural front, the Interior Minister Wilhelm Frick 
and Joseph Goebbels’ Reich Literature Chamber (RSK) intervened to defend 
research having to do with ‘pure scientific’ astrology. They also allowed open 
discussions in the media of Hans Bender’s experiments in parapsychology.27 
When the Reich Office for Public Health intervened, accusing Bender of fraud, 
Goebbels’ Propaganda Ministry (RMVP) and the Völkischer Beobachter 
defended Bender’s assertion that the news coverage ‘had not differentiated 
between his scientific approach’ and that of popular occult practitioners. 
Bender’s argument also ‘found full support among officials in Berlin’.28

The Third Reich was surprisingly accommodating toward occult societies 
with a more political bent as well.29 In 1933 the opportunistic Rudolf von 
Sebottendorff returned to Germany, joined the NSDAP, and refounded the 
Thule Society.30 He then published a memoir, Before Hitler Came, arguing that 
the Society had produced National Socialism and laid the foundation for the 
Third Reich. In March 1934 the regime finally decided to proscribe the book 
and expel Sebottendorff from the party for writing a sensationalist account 
that gave ‘chief credit for the national renewal of Germany to the Thule 
Society’.31 But the Society survived Sebottendorff ’s expulsion and continued 
publishing his Thule-Bote for a number of months.32 When the Society 
disbanded, it was due to their members’ own feeling of redundancy in a regime 
that fulfilled so many of its aspirations.33

The same pattern holds for the Artamanen.34 In 1930 the association 
endorsed the NSDAP because it ‘maintained the belief in our mission, the belief 
in the Third Reich’. It further proclaimed that the Artamanen were ‘intrinsically 
connected with the leader of the German freedom movement, Adolf Hitler’.35 
Upon absorbing the Artamanen into the Hitler Youth a few years later, Baldur 
von Schirach agreed, declaring that the ‘association of Artamanen carried out 
pioneering work for National Socialism . . . its leaders were national socialist 
fighters’.36 The Wehrwolf were absorbed into the SA in relatively seamless 
fashion as well.37

This pattern of integrating ariosophic groups into the party or state 
was endemic to the regime’s approach to ideological policing. It focused on 
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eliminating political and ideological sectarianism, not eradicating occultism 
per se. The primary responsibility for policing sectarianism fell to Reinhard 
Heydrich’s Security Service (SD), part of the Reich Security Main Office 
(RSHA) built up by Himmler during the first six years of the Third Reich.38 The 
SD treated occult groups as they did any other ‘sectarian’ associations and 
‘worldview sects’. They pursued aggressively those that ‘espoused an indepen-
dent belief system and obstinately maintained their separation from the state 
. . . a distinct barrier to the creation of a united Volksgemeinschaft’.39

This explains why the regime’s treatment of ariosophists was vastly different 
than that of Jehovah’s Witnesses.40 The SD acknowledged, for example, that 
many ariosophists viewed Nazism as the culmination of their doctrine. 
‘Ariosophists are not influenced by Freemason-pacifistic tendencies,’ Heydrich’s 
SD conceded, but ‘völkisch ideology.’41 Asked to conduct a background check 
on a former member of the German Order, the SS responded that ‘The ‘German 
Order’ belongs to the völkisch orders that sought the renewal of Germany and 
had as their mission anti-Freemason and anti-Church goals’, which is why ‘the 
highest party court has determined that erstwhile members of the “German 
Order” may be party comrades without any restrictions’.42 A member of the 
ariosophic-inclined Skalden Order was accepted into the party because the 
Skalden ‘belonged to the völkisch lodges and orders’ on which ‘the Upper Party 
Court had ruled positively’. It is important to ‘differentiate between Freemason 
lodges’, which were hostile to Nazism, Heydrich’s SD continued, and ‘lodges, 
Orders or associations that especially prior to the war preserved a German 
tradition which was taken from German prehistory and that strived for an 
empowerment of the German people’.43

So long as their leaders indicated ‘solidarity with Hitler’s anti-materialism, 
on the one hand, and aggressive nationalism, on the other’, many theosophic 
and anthroposophic groups were permitted to continue as well.44 Admittedly, 
the Gestapo declared the Anthroposophic Society a danger to the state in late-
1935. The SD was clear, however, that the danger had little to do with occultism. 
More problematic was the Society’s loyalty to an alternative Führer – Rudolf 
Steiner – whose politics were linked to the unholy trinity of Marxism, Masonry, 
and Jewry.45 Anthroposophic doctrines and institutions, on the other hand, 
including Steiner’s ‘Christian Community’ (die Christengemeinschaft), Waldorf 
Schools, and biodynamic agriculture, survived into the period of the Second 
World War, sponsored by prominent Nazi leaders (see Chapter Five).46

Even with respect to Freemasonry, Nazi policies were remarkably loose and 
inconsistent. For Hitler the most ‘dangerous element’ in Freemasonry, according 
to Hermann Rauschning, was not the ‘skeletons and death’s heads, the coffins 
and the mysteries’. It was the fact that they formed ‘a sort of priestly nobility . . . 
imparted through the medium of symbols and mysterious rites in degrees of 
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initiation’. ‘The hierarchical organization and the initiation through symbolic 
rites without bothering the brains but by working on the imagination through 
magic and the symbols of a cult,’ Rauschning observed, is what Hitler both 
emulated and feared.47 Himmler’s masseur, Felix Kersten, made virtually iden-
tical statements regarding his master’s ambivalent attitude toward Masonry.48

The Masons garnered attention from Himmler and Rosenberg not because 
of their historical links to esotericism per se. It was because of the Masons’ 
ostensible participation ‘in an international conspiracy against German culture’ 
and ‘dangerous cosmopolitanism that led to Jewish emancipation in the nine-
teenth century’.49 When it came to policing individuals, the regime’s ban forbid-
ding former Masons from joining the party or the army was rarely enforced.50 
In fact, many Nazis in charge of surveillance of the occult, including J. W. Hauer 
and Gregor Schwarz-Bostunitsch, stood, in the words of Heydrich’s SD, ‘very 
near to theosophy and anthroposophy’, and continued to draw on ‘Indian 
philosophy and eastern ways of thinking’.51

This brings us back to Hanussen’s murder.52 Besides the rumours of his 
Jewishness, the famous clairvoyant knew far too much about the personal and 
financial matters of leading party members, including Helldorf, Röhm, and 
Ernst.53 Hanussen had furthermore bragged about predicting the Reichstag 
fire, which implicated his SA colleagues in having committed a premeditated 
crime.54 Finally, Hanussen’s popularity undermined the Nazi obsession with 
controlling public opinion and ‘corresponding fear that charismatic individuals 
beyond the regime’s ken could sway it’. Hanussen was not murdered because he 
was an occultist. He was murdered because he had become too great a political 
liability and ‘public-relations threat’ – elements that doomed many Nazi Party 
members in the period from the Enabling Law of March 1933 to the infamous 
‘Night of the Long Knives’ in June 1934.55

In comparison to the Weimar Republic, there was certainly increased 
surveillance and repression after 1933. When gauging Nazi anti-occultism, we 
nonetheless need to recognize that, first, the Third Reich kept watch on and 
murdered hundreds of members of its own party in this period and, second, 
that it was less repressive toward occultists than any other sectarian group 
(much less Jews or Communists).56 According to the SD’s own numbers, there 
were by 1937 more than three hundred existing sects, some of which contained 
several thousand members. In fact, the SD found itself lamenting the ‘dismal 
legal tools available to wage the war against occultism’ because of gaps in the 
law that the regime had not ‘bothered to close’.57

According to one frustrated anti-occultist, writing in the pages of the 
Racial Observer in 1937, ‘it is regrettable that the proclivity for superstition 
and mysticism has been systematically fomented’ in the Third Reich. After 
four years in power ‘nearly 80 per cent of Germans are still in some form 
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susceptible to this nonsense’.58 Far from inaugurating a ‘war on the occult’, the 
years 1933–7 had witnessed an efflorescence of occult and supernatural 
thinking. For sceptics and debunkers, both inside and outside the NSDAP, the 
situation was untenable.

The Spring 1937 Action Against the Occult

Because the Third Reich’s efforts to combat occultism were so underwhelming, 
a number of Weimar-era anti-occultists took it upon themselves to weed out 
the ‘vampire of superstition’.59 At the forefront of these efforts was the so-called 
‘Ludendorff circle’, loosely centred on the former Field Marshall Erich 
Ludendorff and his second wife, Mathilde Ludendorff. A sometime Nazi fellow 
traveller, sometime critic, Mathilde was a trained psychiatrist who began her 
career by dissecting the work of the famous Munich parapsychologist Albert 
von Schrenck-Notzing in the mid-1920s.60

The Ludendorff circle attracted a broad range of anti-occultists before 1933, 
including the Nazi Police Commissar Carl Pelz, the chemist Albert Stadthagen, 
and Albert Hellwig, editor of the Journal for Critical Occultism.61 Ludendorff ’s 
publications attacked everyone from Hanussen, to whom they referred as 
‘Hitler’s Jewish prophet’, to respected border scientists such as Hans Driesch 
and H. H. Kritzinger, who later worked for the Third Reich.62

Initially, the Ludendorff circle held out hope that the Third Reich would 
embrace ‘the struggle against particular exploiters of need and distress, against 
undeniable deceivers in the sphere of superstition’.63 In his 1935 book Vampire 
of Superstition, Carl Pelz, writing under a pseudonym, argued that the rise of 
Hitler was the opportune time to attack ‘racially foreign’ clairvoyants such as 
Hanussen, who used their ‘powers’ to exploit people desperate from the war, 
inflation, and Great Depression.64 Not much was done during the first two 
years of the Third Reich, Pelz conceded. Still, he hoped that ‘all the psycholog-
ical preconditions for popular ignorance and mass deception’ might soon 
disappear through government and police action.65

Upon close inspection, the motivations of the Ludendorff circle in 
combating occultism reflect the same esoteric predispositions we see in the 
Nazi Party at large. In a series of books and pamphlets with picturesque titles 
– such as Christian Terror Against Women (1934), The Jewish Power: Its Essence 
and End (1939), The Creeping Poison: Occultism, its Teachings, World View, and 
Combating it (1935) – and Pelz’s Vampire of Superstition (1935; under the pseu-
donym of Fred Karsten), the Ludendorff circle argued that Jews, Christians, 
and Masons had infiltrated the upper echelons of European society in an effort 
to destroy the Ur-Germanic race and religion. The members of the Ludendorff 
circle were partial to their own völkisch-esoteric religion as well, the ‘Society for 
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the Knowledge of a German God’ (Bund für deutsche Gotteserkenntnis), based 
on racial border science, fanatical anti-Semitism, and Germanic paganism.66

The Ludendorff circle did not reject the existence of esoteric forces. ‘To the 
objection that clairvoyance, telepathy or other supernatural powers are not a 
pure swindle,’ Pelz explained, ‘we respond that this has never been the claim. It 
should not be denied that there are sensible people who in some cases are 
capable of manifesting clairvoyance or telepathic not to mention other myste-
rious powers. But these people – and that is the decisive point – do not attempt 
to profit from their abilities.’67 Pelz and his colleagues in the Ludendorff circle 
merely sought to root out the ‘vampire of superstition’ propagated by charla-
tans. This included religious sectarians, foreigners, and Jews like Hanussen (a 
common bugbear of anti-occultists), who attempted to ‘profit from their abili-
ties’ by exploiting the German people.68

The fact that ‘so many members of the Ludendorff circle were themselves 
immersed in fanciful visions of Germanic paganism and Jewish world 
conspiracy hardly reinforces their “Enlightenment” claims’.69 In her 1933 book, 
The Deception of Astrology, for example, Mathilde Ludendorff extolled ‘the 
primarily German belief in universal spirituality of the divine’.70 Across 
Babylonia, Persia, India and Europe, Ludendorff opined, all Indo-Aryan 
peoples had embraced ‘cosmic awareness, the living unity with the entirety of 
the universe as a spiritual manifestation of an Ur-Germanic living God. We 
share this with our ancestors, with some astrologers of our blood.’71 This 
authentic German belief in cosmic forces was threatened, Ludendorff argued, 
by the ‘kismet’-obsessed Semitic people – whose astrological pronouncements 
focused on everyday distractions like love, sports, character, and money instead 
of the supernatural powers of God, the Norns, the Edda and Nordic religion.72 
In this respect Ludendorff was similar to Nazi ‘anti-occultists’, such as Kurd 
Kisshauer and Alfred Rosenberg, who propagated the ‘cosmic laws’ of Germanic 
paganism, though they warned against ‘oriental . . . star-reading’ and ‘sorcerous 
magic of the Orient and Africa’.73

Much of the Ludendorff circle likewise argued that there was a secret 
conspiracy of ‘Asiatic priests’ living in Tibet. Led by the Dalai Lama, these 
priests were ‘prepared to use any methods in championing their claim to world 
domination – including monstrous genocide’.74 Erich Ludendorff himself, 
ostensibly a vocal anti-occultist, was swindled by an alchemist and believed 
that a cabal of Masons and Jews stood behind the Weimar Republic.75 His 
colleague Hermann Rehwaldt insisted that the British made ‘secret alliances’ 
with African occultists to prop up their empire.76 Not surprisingly, Heydrich’s 
SD, which had members of the circle under surveillance, found it impossible to 
determine whether the Ludendorff circle were occultist or anti-occultist in 
nature.77
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Despite their crypto-esoteric agenda, the Ludendorff circle continued to 
view themselves as pro-enlightenment crusaders fighting an existential struggle 
against occultism.78 Frustrated by the Third Reich’s dearth of anti-occultist 
policies, the Nazi Police Commissar Pelz therefore submitted a long report on 
the persistence of occultism to Reinhard Heydrich and his chief of the criminal 
police (Kripo), Arthur Nebe.79 Impressed by Pelz’s analysis, Heydrich instructed 
Nebe to come up with a set of parameters for combating occultism on a Reich 
level and to forward his recommendations to Himmler.80

Following the Nazis’ nuanced approach, Nebe’s instructions were careful to 
differentiate ‘from a policing perspective’ between ‘the investigation of all the 
occurrences which are inaccessible through natural human perception (scien-
tific occultism)’ and ‘on the other hand every activity that rests on and exploits 
superstition’. ‘Scientific occultism,’ Nebe emphasized, ‘remains beyond our 
purview from a policing standpoint.’ In contrast, ‘unscientific and pseudoscien-
tific occultism requires the sharpest police oversight and countermeasures, 
especially insofar as it is done for commercial reasons’.81

The distinction Nebe makes between ‘scientific occultism’ and the commer-
cial exploitation of ‘unscientific’ occultism is essential to understanding the 
seeming contradictions in Nazi attitudes toward border science. This episode is 
important, however, in two other respects. First, it suggests that efforts by the 
SD and Gestapo to police the occult in the spring of 1937 were generated not 
by Himmler or Heydrich, but by a professional debunker (Pelz) who was frus-
trated at the Third Reich’s lack of activity. In the polycratic Nazi state it was not 
unusual for the Gestapo to implement policy based on unsolicited reports 
from lower-level functionaries or civilian informers.82 Nevertheless, the fact 
that the Gestapo’s first coordinated effort to police occultism emerged from 
Pelz’s report says much about the regime’s general disinterest in eradicating 
supernatural thinking.

Second, this episode provides insight into the highly differentiated responses 
of individual leaders within the Nazi police apparatus. It is no coincidence that 
Heydrich used the occasion of receiving an unsolicited report from an obscure 
police commissar (Pelz) to initiate a campaign against the occult. As chief of 
the SS intelligence service (SD), Heydrich’s primary task was to uncover ideo-
logical opposition.83 Moving against occultism was part of a wider purge of 
‘sectarian tendencies’ in preparation for war between the summer of 1937 and 
that of 1938.84

It is also no coincidence that, four years into the Third Reich, Himmler and 
the SS had yet to develop a coordinated campaign against occultism. Nor is it 
surprising that it took weeks – requiring a second letter from Nebe – for 
Himmler to respond to Pelz’s report. For Himmler was deeply invested in 
occult and border scientific thinking and saw no incompatibility between 
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policing commercial occultism and appropriating ‘scientific occultism’ for the 
purposes of the Third Reich.85 These differences within the upper echelons of 
the SS and police administration might explain why Nebe, as head of the Kripo, 
proposed a middle way that would preserve a space for ‘scientific occultism’ 
while moving with all seriousness against ‘every activity that rests on and 
exploits superstition’.

Responding to Nebe’s recommendations, the SD and Gestapo began a 
campaign of surveillance and repression aimed at ‘sectarian’ tendencies in the 
spring of 1937.86 Instead of attacking occultism tout court, the SD focused selec-
tively on occult groups that promoted ‘corrosive individualism and dangerous 
internationalism’ and ‘whose charismatic proponents threatened to lead the 
public astray’.87 Notably, practising ‘occultism’ per se did not figure in the SD’s 
list of suspect activities: egocentrism, Communist agitation, internationalism, 
failure to give the Hitler salute, refusal to do military service, failure to accept 
absorption into Nazi Party associations, refusal to work in military industries, 
promotion of faith healing, promotion of ignorance, homosexuality, and/or the 
denial of racial teachings of Nazism.88

After years of piecemeal legal restrictions, the regime did institute a 
universal ban on commercial forms of astrology. By 1938 the major German 
astrological societies and periodicals had also been dissolved or suspended.89 
Where banned organizations continued to practise with impunity, surveillance 
and legal bans were occasionally transformed into fines, warnings, or even the 
occasional tenure in jail for the ringleader.90

Also beginning in the summer of 1937, the SS paper Die Schwarze Korps 
ran a series of articles entitled ‘Dangerzone Superstition’. The purpose of the 
short-lived series was to promote ‘public enlightenment’, citing rational expla-
nations for occult events similar to articles run in critical occultist publications 
during the Weimar Republic. Still, the emphasis on enlightenment was always 
secondary to the typical Nazi insistence that occult (and other sectarian) forces 
were exploited by Jews, Masons, and Catholics.91

The Reich Office for Public Health (RVG), headed by Dr Bernhard 
Hörmann, joined these ‘pro-enlightenment’ efforts in the spring of 1937.92 In 
a May 1937 article in The People’s Health Watch (Die Volksgesundheitswacht), 
Hörmann drew the typical Nazi distinction between scientific occultism and 
those ‘obvious deceivers and conscienceless exploiters’ of people’s ‘lack of 
knowledge and helplessness’. The danger of occultism, Hörmann argued, was 
its ‘international’ flavour, the ‘people-disintegrating international occult 
movement, led by Jews and Freemasons’ that threatened ‘Nordic human 
beings’.93

In short, what made occultism dangerous ‘was not so much ideological 
distance as ideological proximity’. Nazi anti-occultists ‘discerned a menacing 
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potential in esoteric discourse on themes central to Nazism’s own self-
understanding, above all the intertwined topics of nation and race’. Because they 
feared a ‘prospective challenge to the hegemony of strict National Socialist teach-
ings as they defined them’, the Nazis infiltrated and banned occult groups that 
departed from the party line in areas ‘that shared significant theoretical overlap 
with Nazi imagery and ideals’.94 Because of these same ideological and 
epistemological affinities, however, the Nazis remained careful not to dismiss 
scientific occultism out of hand.95 It remains to be seen how effective this coordi-
nated, if highly nuanced, attack on occultism would be.

The Limits of Enlightenment and Hitler’s Magicians’ Controversy, 1937–41

On 14 January 1941 the professional debunker, Albert Stadthagen, received a 
terse letter from the president of the Reich Magicians’ Association, Helmut 
Schreiber. According to Schreiber, Stadthagen and his Nazi associate, the Police 
Commissar Carl Pelz, were undermining illusionists everywhere by publicly 
demonstrating the ‘scientific’ basis of magic. Insisting that such performances 
contradicted ‘a point of view expressed at the highest level’, Schreiber advised 
Stadthagen and Pelz to ‘follow up with the Führer’s adjutant, Herr SS-
Gruppenführer Schaub, should they have any doubt about what that meant’.96 
Within two weeks of Schreiber’s letter, Pelz received a direct order from the 
Gestapo to cease his campaign of public ‘enlightenment’.97

As a good National Socialist, Pelz turned to his most frequent sponsor, the 
‘Strength Through Joy’ (Kraft durch Freude or KdF) division of the German 
Labour Front (Deutsche Arbeiterfront or DAF) headed by Dr Robert Ley. The 
KdF found Pelz and Stadthagen’s presentations as entertaining as they were 
enlightening, employing the debunkers to perform occult-based ‘demonstra-
tions’ before explaining the science behind the supernatural. Except when the 
KdF dutifully protested the ban, the Gestapo official’s response was unambig-
uous, ‘I note that the Führer has personally ordered these measures against Pelz 
and that any lifting of or change in these measures is only possible with the 
agreement of the Führer . . . in the mean time, Pelz must be stricken [from your 
list] as a potential speaker’.98

This fascinating episode, at the heart of what I call ‘Hitler’s Magicians’ 
Controversy’, typifies the Third Reich’s complicated attitude toward occultism.99 
As the experiences of Pelz and Stadthagen make clear, the 1937 ‘crackdown’ had 
already begun to dissipate before the Second World War. Indeed, while the war 
led to greater persecution of most of the Third Reich’s enemies, it seemed to 
have the reverse effect in regard to practising magicians. So long as magicians – 
or other purveyors of occult and supernatural ideas – played by the rules, 
whether in terms of providing occult-based popular entertainment or pursuing 
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‘scientific occultism’, they stood a chance not only of avoiding arrest but of plying 
their trade for the enjoyment and utility of the Reich.

The Limits of Enlightenment

The May 1937 salvo against occultism was a clear departure from the uneven 
approach during the first four years of the Third Reich.100 New, more restrictive 
laws against practising astrology and palm-reading were passed. Many occult 
organizations were banned. Nevertheless, as suggested above, scientific occult-
ists were permitted by the SD and Gestapo to proceed with their astrological 
and parapsychological ‘experiments’.101 In the few cases where leading astrolo-
gers were put under surveillance or persecuted, it was often due to something 
other than astrology. In Hubert Korsch’s case, his permission to publish was 
abrogated due to moral turpitude (‘evidence’ of homosexuality) and political 
unreliability. These rumours had been around since the Nazi seizure of power. 
But the Gestapo had not determined to investigate them until 1938.102

The SD and Gestapo also commissioned dozens of well-intentioned reports 
and peer reviews aimed at differentiating ‘scientific occultism’ from charla-
tanry.103 As a result, Heydrich confirmed in June 1938 that while ‘commercial 
astrology’ should finally be banned, ‘astrology as a research field’ should ‘not be 
prevented, per request of the Reichsführer’.104 To be sure, when Hitler gave a 
speech in August 1938 denying that the Nazi movement was tied to mystical 
influences, it set off a flurry of debates within the SS regarding the viability 
of ‘scientific occultism’. Ultimately, Himmler and others determined not to 
interpret Hitler’s general comments as a blanket attack on the occult.105 ‘As you 
know,’ the Reichsführer explained to Heydrich in January 1939, ‘I do not 
consider astrology to be pure humbug, but believe that there is something 
behind it . . . We must do much more to restrict [charlatans] in a way that we 
only allow specific communities of research in this sphere.’106

The same pattern of ambivalence – or more precisely, the same distinction 
between popular and scientific occultism – appears in the attitude of the Reich 
Office of Public Health (RVG) under Bernard Hörmann. Hörmann’s RVG was 
arguably the second most important office, after the SD and Gestapo, in 
policing occultism and enlightening the population. After a long 1937 diatribe 
(‘Protection of Serious Science’) explaining the need to move against occultism, 
however, Hörmann conceded that ‘medical science is often wrong’ and ‘there 
are still many things between heaven and earth of which our school wisdom 
could not dream’.107 Another article, ‘The Twilight of Occultism’, agreed that it 
would be unfair to dismiss all occult sciences ‘summarily as superstition’. One 
had to accept the existence of ‘extrasensory’ phenomena’ that had been ‘referred 
to earlier as “supernatural” ’.108
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To help determine the line between serious ‘border science’ and charlatanry, 
Hörmann sponsored experiments by ‘scientific’ astrologers, cosmobiologists, 
and anthroposophists.109 At the same time he employed ‘speakers who were 
“experts” on occultism to give lectures designed to “enlighten” the public about 
outmoded “superstition” that endangered the Reich’ and who published ‘books 
that took a critical approach to occultism’.110 Hörmann hired Pelz and Stadthagen 
not to debunk border science in all its forms. Their goal was to enlighten the 
population as to the deception behind popular or commercial occultism.111

It makes sense that Pelz and Stadthagen were employed most frequently by 
the Strength Through Joy (KdF) division of Dr Ley’s Reich Office for German 
Public Education (Reichsamt Deutsches Volksbildungswerk or RDVW). Their 
scientific demonstrations were mostly entertainment. They began with many 
of the famous acts performed by Hanussen and others, dazzling the crowd with 
occult-inspired tricks. Only in the second act would they attempt to explain 
their methods. Pelz and Stadthagen simply didn’t see – or conveniently over-
looked – the irony. While they believed they were ‘enlightening’ Germans 
regarding the scientific basis of magic, the reality was that they were providing 
cheap, occult-inspired entertainment to thousands of workers and troops.112

That the SS, RVG, and DAF took the lead in commissioning pro-
‘enlightenment’ demonstrations did nothing to dampen Himmler, Ley, or 
Hörmann’s personal interest in esotericism.113 Nor did it mean an end to 
popular occultism. In the spring of 1937, even as the first coordinated wave of 
anti-occultist policies began, the Völkischer Beobachter (VB) published an 
article ‘From the Journal of a Sorcercer’s Apprentice: From Abracadabra to 
Magic Circle’. ‘Certainly the magical art is deception,’ the article reported, but 
‘the world wants to be deceived.’114 The Nazis were in fact ‘surprisingly reticent 
to publicize its suppression of occultism to the masses’, preferring a more gentle 
message of ‘enlightenment’ or increasingly ‘studious silence’.115 The Reich 
Literary Chamber (RSK), which operated under the umbrella of Goebbels’ 
RKK, was genuinely uncertain about what constituted popular occultism. An 
official in the RSK wrote to the RMVP repeatedly, beginning in late-1937, 
recommending a ban of Hertha Kokott’s book The Magical Power of the Stars 
and Love Life: Astrological Observations on Love, Marriage, and Friendship.116 
The book had been confiscated by the police six months earlier, around the 
time of the spring 1937 action. The publisher protested the ban, however, 
leading the RSK to enlist an ‘expert’, Dr Curt Rosten, to conduct a peer review 
of the book.117

‘Based on form and content,’ Rosten wrote, ‘this is one of the most despicable 
books published on this theme.’118 The ‘author attempts to give their expositions 
a certain scientific sheen’, Rosten continued, and failed because of insufficiently 
rigorous astrological training.119 The only places where the book appears at all 
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competent is where the ‘author copies the works of [the respected astrologer] 
Karl Brandler-Pracht verbatim in an irresponsible fashion’, as if they ‘were her 
own ideas’.120 In short, the Nazi expert was criticizing the book not for its occult 
premise, but for its lack of astrological rigour. And yet, even this negative review 
by a scientific occultist was not sufficient to convince the RSK to ban the book. 
Were the author to publish a new addition, wrote the RMVP, she would need to 
revise it substantially in the more scientific direction recommended by Rosten. 
Until then the matter was closed.121

In March 1939 the specific office dealing with astrological and related matters 
within Goebbels’ RSK was eliminated. Its responsibilities were incorporated 
into Philip Bouhler’s Official Party Examining Commission for the Protection 
of National Socialist Publications (Parteiamtliche Prüfungskommission zum 
Schutze des national-sozialistischen Schrifttums or PPK). The PPK’s ‘experts’ 
included an erstwhile member of Sebottendorff ’s Bund Oberland, Karl Heinz 
Hederich, and a professional astrologer, Dr Werner Kittler, whose specialization 
was ‘cosmobiology’.122 Kittler and Hederich subsequently used their position in 
the PPK ‘to bring National Socialist ideology and the worldview of astrology 
together in harmony’.123

Encouraged by Hederich and Kittler, Hitler’s Chancellery intervened more 
vigorously on behalf of occultists.124 In August 1938 the PPK approved Elsbeth 
Ebertin’s 1939 astrological calendar because of its rigorous ‘cosmobiological’ 
basis.125 As the PPK’s resident ‘Expert for Cosmobiology’, Kittler recruited 
dozens of famous astrologers, dowsers, and parapsychologists to study the 
potential benefits of various border sciences.126 Not only were numerous astro-
logical and ‘moon’ calendars approved and defended by the PPK.127 According 
to one official in Alfred Rosenberg’s office, the Amt Rosenberg, the PPK ‘was 
trying to make decisions in regard to official party ideology with the help of an 
obscure astrologer’ (namely Kittler).128

With the outbreak of war in September 1939, Rosenberg urged the PPK to 
ban astrological calendars because they could be used to manipulate public 
opinion.129 Hederich agreed that it was important to prevent ‘every political 
misuse and every comment on National Socialists’. This is why he had ‘funda-
mentally forbidden all prophecies that had to do with the leading personalities 
of contemporary political life’ as well as restricting ‘political prognoses’ – a 
restriction that had been on the books since 1934. Hederich nonetheless 
insisted the regime permit occult publications on ‘harmless things that have a 
positive effect on people who are open to astrological speculation’.130 Rosenberg’s 
‘approach, which suddenly introduces a ban, promised no success’, Hederich 
argued, and would merely lead to the proliferation of smaller, private, less ideo-
logically loyal astrological groups. On 14 October 1939 he recommended that 
the RSK continue to allow the publication of astrological literature.131
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Exasperated, Rosenberg wrote to Goebbels personally to ask him to inter-
vene.132 According to Rosenberg, his office did not intend to ‘hinder’ the prac-
tice of serious ‘astrological research’. ‘If [Bouhler] believes this research needs to 
be published in a scientifically oriented book,’ Rosenberg added, ‘we do not 
plan to cause him any problems.’ But ‘astrological calendars’ were something 
else entirely since ‘the only purpose of them was to make our actions depen-
dent on uncontrollable constellations of stars and thereby rob us of our impar-
tiality of judgement. If a political operation or agricultural enterprise became 
dependent on those kind of prophecies then it would lose any kind of personal 
responsibility.’ Regardless of the scientific validity of astrology, Rosenberg 
concluded, the calendar needed to be prevented for ‘purely practical reasons’.133 
Goebbels either did not see the urgency or, more likely, genuinely worried 
about moving against a practice as popular as astrology in the midst of war. 
Whatever the reason, the Propaganda Minister did not intercede.134

Hence, by the outbreak of the Second World War, nearly every Reich office 
charged with combating occultism – whether Bouhler’s PPK, Hörmann’s RVG, 
Ley’s DAF, Goebbels’ RMVP (RKK), Himmler’s SS, or even Heydrich’s SD and 
Gestapo – appeared to take the same approach and make the same concessions. 
They pronounced the evils of ‘sectarian’ tendencies and occult charlatanry 
while simultaneously permitting and in some cases sponsoring ‘scientific 
occultism’.135 This nuanced approach to policing the occult was not what Pelz 
had envisioned when he wrote to the Kripo two years earlier. Enormously frus-
trated, he admonished Hörmann to move more aggressively against ‘occult 
teaching that promoted popular stupidity’.136

Any disappointment that Pelz and Stadthagen might have felt about the 
Third Reich’s lack of seriousness was exacerbated by the outbreak of war in 
1939. For the war would make the enviroment more hostile for debunkers – 
and for the same reason that Pelz and Stadthagen received so many opportuni-
ties to perform their acts of ‘enlightenment’. By meeting the need for popular 
occult-based entertainment, Pelz and Stadthagen’s ‘demonstrations’ brought 
them into the crosshairs of the most unapologetic of commercial occultists: 
professional magicians.

Hitler’s Magicians’ Controversy

In February 1940 the above-mentioned president of the Magic Circle, Helmut 
Schreiber, sent a frustrated letter to the Amt Rosenberg. Pelz and Stadthagen’s 
debunking activities, Schreiber complained, by revealing the tricks of the trade, 
were undermining the livelihood of magicians – and no doubt drawing away 
their audience through state-subsidized ‘demonstrations’. These performances, 
Schreiber argued, had to stop.
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One might assume that the Nazi regime, in the name of ‘public enlighten-
ment’, would come down unequivocally on the side of their favourite debun-
kers. Nevertheless, after some debate, the KdF and the Amt Rosenberg, the 
offices most sympathetic to Stadthagen and Pelz, agreed to a modus vivendi 
with the Reich Artists’ Union (Reichsfachschaft Artistik), which represented a 
number of occult performers, including the Magic Circle. The Reich Artists’ 
Union would allow Pelz and Stadthagen to ‘perform’ provided they focused on 
debunking general occult phenomena and not specific ‘magic’ tricks. Pelz and 
Stadthagen were dubious about their ability to do one without the other. Still, 
they accepted the modus vivendi with the caveat that ‘the gentlemen are in 
agreement to clear up any questions in borderline or doubtful cases bilaterally 
and collegially’.137

Only three months later, in May 1940, the Reich Artists’ Union appealed to 
the same authorities – this time including the Reich Press Office, the Reich 
Film Chamber, and Hitler’s Chancellery. At issue was Stadthagen’s bread-and-
butter presentation, ‘Apparent Miracles of Occultism’, which revealed various 
secrets behind clairvoyance, telepathy, and other traditional occult practices – 
much of which apparently overlapped with the province of ‘magic’.138 Finding 
little support from his ostensibly anti-occultist sponsors, Stadthagen promised 
to modify his act accordingly.

But on 14 January 1941 the Magic Circle renewed its complaints, first 
against Pelz, then Stadthagen, for revealing ‘card tricks’ that contradicted the 
May 1940 agreement.139 This January 1941 complaint led to a Gestapo ban on 
Pelz’s performances, followed shortly thereafter by an acrid letter to Stadthagen 
threatening a similar ban if he didn’t modify his act.140

On 16 March Stadthagen responded, copying his sponsor Hörmann in the 
RVG. As one of the ‘oldest pioneers of the struggle against occultism’, who has 
fought for decades ‘against attempts to deceive the public with supernatural 
activities’, Stadthagen’s ‘scientific conscience’ would not allow him to ‘stand by 
patiently and watch as frivolous conjurers pretend that their tricks are scientific 
achievements [his emphasis]’. It was precisely this attempt to pass off a well-
known card trick as ‘proof of occult phenomena’ that ‘exploits the uncertainty 
and gullibility of our fellow human beings’.141

‘Since an immense number of our comrades have been brought over to 
superstitious beliefs through fraudulent manoeuvres and still hold for real 
today what in truth is only a lie and deception,’ Stadthagen continued, it is ‘in 
the interest of the people that the supporter of enlightenment must intervene – 
in order to dispel this nonsense. For superstition is ultimately the worldview of 
the intellectually inferior, of fatalists. No state could tolerate this state of affairs, 
least of all our Third Reich!’142 After twenty years of battling ‘occult swindlers, 
Jewish Masons and Jesuits’ and withstanding the attacks of ‘the Jewish press 
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mob . . . and other degenerates’, Stadthagen found it infuriating that his work 
was now being threatened by charlatans and ‘supersensory’-oriented profes-
sional magicians who ‘have not only dabbled in numerous, supposedly “occult 
matters” but even endorse them’.143

Although Stadthagen directed most of his bile toward Schreiber, he was 
obviously frustrated with Hitler’s Chancellery and the Gestapo’s role in gener-
ating the controversy. The Magic Circle ‘could never have obtained [the ban],’ 
Stadthagen reminded Schreiber, ‘if the authorities . . . had any inkling . . . that 
the orders that are supposed to protect the magician’s craft would be employed 
against popular enlightenment, which is viewed by the Third Reich as uncon-
ditionally necessary in an ideological sense and has been ordered and spon-
sored by the highest authorities’.144 Except the Gestapo did realize the ban was 
preventing enlightenment presentations in favour of commercial occultism 
(‘magic’) and did nothing to reverse it.

Implicitly recognizing the firm position of the Reich Magician’s Association, 
Stadthagen urged a return to the terms of the 1940 modus vivendi. My ‘enlight-
enment work . . . has always been directed expressly against superstition and 
occult nonsense,’ Stadthagen explained. ‘In that respect there can be no discus-
sion about whether I reveal artistic talents and “works of magical arts” and 
thereby deprive artists of their opportunities for subsistence.’ In closing 
Stadthagen attempted to pull rank, reminding Schreiber that his and Pelz’s 
anti-occultist demonstrations had been approved by Goebbels’ RMVP every 
year since 1935 and that they had since worked almost exclusively for Ley’s 
KdF.145

Taken in isolation, this controversy appears typical of many conflicts over 
competency in the Third Reich. In the absence of clear policy and competing 
party-state bureaucracies, apparently minor issues – such as whether to allow 
horse-racing during the war – could escalate into larger controversies requiring 
Hitler’s direct intervention.146 Stadthagen recognized that he was complicit in 
this process of ‘working toward the Führer’. He betrayed some reticence at 
bringing in higher authorities to adjudicate a dispute that should have been 
resolved collegially at a lower level. Since Schreiber had invoked the big guns, 
however, involving both Hitler and the Gestapo (‘This is how far it has gone!’), 
Stadthagen felt he had no choice but to enlist his own high-ranking allies.147

More importantly, Stadthagen, like Pelz, was keenly aware of the larger 
ideological and epistemological context in which this seemingly minor dispute 
over the practice of ‘magic’ was taking place. According to Stadthagen, the issue 
was not about revealing magic tricks. It represented a bellwether in gauging the 
Third Reich’s seriousness in eliminating occultism eight years after the seizure 
of power. Not only did the ban prevent Germany’s most talented debunkers 
from combating occultism; it elevated a group of known charlatans ‘into the 
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position to silence [pro-enlightenment] opponents in such an uncomfortable 
fashion. And this in the 20th Century!’148

This defence of free speech and scientific inquiry might seem odd coming 
from a Nazi fellow traveller during the most brutal war in history. And yet 
Stadthagen was genuinely surprised at the Reich’s highest authorities acceding 
to a back-room request for police repression in favour of commercial occultism. 
As Stadthagen wrote to Hörmann, his unwillingness to accept this state of 
affairs had nothing to do with a lack of ‘party discipline’. After working toward 
enlightenment for thirty years, how could he or Pelz stomach the Magic Circle’s 
exploitation of ignorant Reich authorities (including Hitler’s Chancellery) to 
obtain ‘well-meaning protective bans’ that are misused for the purposes of 
‘violating the truth and maintaining the people in a state of superstition’?149

Hörmann was sympathetic if realistic. There were limits to what he could 
do to reverse a Gestapo ban, especially one ordered personally by Hitler. 
Hörmann’s advice was to ‘direct his enlightenment work exclusively against 
superstition and occultism’ so that there could ‘be no question of unveiling 
artistic achievements and magic tricks’.150 Frustrated by this unhelpful response, 
Stadthagen decided to accept Schreiber’s challenge and telephone Hitler – or at 
least Hitler’s adjutant Schaub – directly.151 On 22 February 1941, Stadthagen 
followed up with a long letter to Dr Brümmel in Hitler’s Chancellery, indicating 
frustration at his ‘Enlightenment work being hindered by a small cabal of 
artists practised in deception’. Stadthagen wanted an assurance from Hitler’s 
Chancellery that the Gestapo would not move against him as they had against 
his colleague Pelz.152

Pelz, meanwhile, was fighting for his professional life. In early February 
1941 he sent a detailed letter and curriculum vitae to the KdF to enlist their 
help in lifting the ban. As a long-time Nazi who had worked against ‘occult 
swindlers’ for many years, Pelz could not understand why his Gestapo colleagues 
would enforce such a ban.153 The day after the DAF received Pelz’s letter, the 
Gestapo nevertheless reiterated the fact ‘that the Führer had personally ordered 
the measures affecting Pelz and that lifting or modifying these measures would 
therefore be possible only through the approval of the Führer’.154

That Pelz had been banned specifically by Hitler’s office and was now under 
surveillance by the Gestapo was a matter of some consternation in the offices of 
the KdF.155 Reticent to lose one of their top performers, the KdF composed a 
letter on Pelz’s behalf. ‘Enlightenment lectures on occultism, spiritualism, clair-
voyance, telepathy and other spheres,’ the KdF explained, ‘were for years 
organized by us precisely due to the wish of the Reich Office Rosenberg and 
the Reich Office against Nuisances in Public Health, and the demand for these 
lectures was always exceptionally great, while only very few lecturers were 
available for this purpose.’ The KdF then noted: ‘In addition to Party Comrade 
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Pelz we have had only Party Comrade Wilhelm Gubisch, Dresden, and Party 
Comrade Albert Stadthagen’, and ‘these speakers are not sufficient to meet the 
demand’.156

The key word in understanding the KdF’s willingness to lobby the Gestapo 
is ‘demand’. Pelz, the KdF emphasized, was an outstanding speaker and 
performer.157 For dramatic effect he had developed a technique of pretending 
to be a clairvoyant, telepath, or card-reader during the highly entertaining first 
half of his performance, only revealing the mechanics behind his tricks in the 
second half, where he took a more sober, scientific tone. Pelz himself conceded 
that one could not reveal these basic methods without demonstrating how 
magicians carried out ‘a whole row of definitive tricks and methods’ that were 
after all ‘first discovered and utilized by occult and spiritualist swindlers’.158 
‘Obviously we support the view,’ the KdF continued, ‘that there is nothing 
objectionable with the entertaining art of magic that is employed by magicians, 
but that the deceptive use of a few tricks in the sphere of occultism, etc. must 
be combated with all severity.’159 For these reasons the KdF requested ‘that the 
ban against Carl Pelz be lifted as soon as possible’, before his ‘truly important 
enlightenment work is undermined’. It then concluded: ‘We would consider it 
appropriate, were the Reichsleiter Party Comrade Rosenberg to request a 
change in the ban from the Führer directly.’160 Although Rosenberg apparently 
did intervene with Hitler, the ban remained in effect.161

To add insult to injury, at the same time that Pelz and Stadthagen were 
appealing to Reich authorities to allow them to reveal occult tricks, in April 
1941 Hitler’s Chancellery overruled existing ‘bans against undesirable litera-
ture of soothsaying and astrology for carefully considered reasons related to 
the importance of the war effort’. Backed by Hitler, the Chancellery ‘invoked its 
own recently acquired competency to lift a series of book bans’ decreed by 
Rosenberg’s Office as well.162 Hitler himself intervened with the Gestapo in 
1938 to grant amnesty to members of Masonic organizations, including theos-
ophy and anthroposophy.163 In the autumn of 1939, just weeks into the war, 
Heydrich’s SD agreed that the regime should not interfere with those who 
researched ‘cosmic’ forces with ‘scientific methods’.164 More than eight years 
after the Nazi seizure of power, the debunkers Pelz and Stadthagen had been 
silenced. The occult practice of magic was alive and well.165

The Hess Action and its Consequences 1941–5

On 10 May 1941 Hitler’s Deputy Führer, Rudolf Hess, climbed into a small 
plane at an airfield outside Augsburg (Bavaria) and crash-landed in Scotland, 
intent on brokering peace between the Third Reich and British Empire. When 
it became clear that Hess was not acting in an official capacity, the British 
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authorities imprisoned and interrogated him. So began a forty-six-year prison 
sentence that ended with Hess’s likely suicide on 17 August 1987.

Hess did consult his personal astrologer before leaving.166 He also suggested 
to British interlocutors that the idea for the flight had been inspired ‘through a 
dream by supernatural powers’.167 Hess had pragmatic motivations as well. He 
was concerned about Hitler’s plans to invade the Soviet Union, which threat-
ened to engulf the Third Reich in an unwinnable two-front war. Progressively 
marginalized in decision-making, Hess saw this bold move as a way of restoring 
his standing with Hitler.168

Unfortunately for Hess the plan backfired. That Hitler’s designated successor 
should flee Germany for unsanctioned peace talks was unfortunate under any 
circumstances. It was particularly embarrassing at this critical turning point in 
the war, when the Third Reich was about to unleash the greatest military offen-
sive in history, against the Soviet Union.

Hitler was beside himself with rage, demanding to know what had gone 
wrong with his Deputy Führer. Rosenberg and Bormann had a ready answer: 
Hess’s penchant for ‘political fortune-telling’.169 Goebbels agreed, writing in his 
diary that the ‘whole obscure swindle is now finally rooted out. The miracle 
men, Hess’s darlings, are going under lock and key.’170

Sure enough, within days Hitler approved the Third Reich’s first coordinated 
attempt to expose and arrest all practitioners of the occult in Germany.171 Launched 
on 9 June 1941, Heydrich’s ‘Action Against Occult Doctrines and so-Called Occult 
Sciences’ (also referred to as ‘The Hess Action’) took into its ambit many occult 
doctrines, hundreds of individuals, and thousands of publications.172

Except this programme of repression became subject almost immediately 
to the same contradictions we saw above.173 Within weeks most occultists were 
released.174 Within months the regime had retreated from its stated policy of 
eradicating occultism. The perfunctory nature of the Hess Action and its 
ambivalent consequences therefore reinforce our overall impression of an 
underlying connection between Nazism and the occult – a relationship that 
would in fact deepen after the Hess Action.175

The Hess Action, May–June 1941

That Hess’s flight occurred only three days after Bormann’s 7 May anti-occult 
circular, discussed at the outset of this chapter, is no accident. Both Nazi leaders 
were influenced in their actions by the impending invasion of the Soviet Union 
(‘Operation Barbarossa’), but in different ways.176 As already noted, Hess saw 
the invasion as a mistake that would mire Germany in a two-front war even 
more unwinnable than in 1914. Bormann, on the other hand, refused to ques-
tion Hitler’s military strategy. Rather, in eager anticipation of the Third Reich’s 
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final reckoning with ‘Judeo-Bolshevism’ – which included secret orders to 
murder Bolsheviks and ‘Jews in party and state employment’ – Bormann saw a 
political opportunity. He could move once and for all against occultism and the 
churches.177 Heydrich and Rosenberg agreed.178 After years of handling 
occultism with kid gloves, they saw Hess’s flight as an opportunity to unleash 
the full fury of the Nazi police state against ‘sectarian tendencies’ – including 
occultists within the party.179

On 4 June 1941, barely two weeks before the invasion of the Soviet Union, 
Heydrich notified all Gauleiter and regional governors that the Third Reich 
was about to embark on a coordinated ‘action against occult teachings and 
so-called “occult sciences” ’.180 Heydrich explained that it was essential, in light 
of the pending existential struggle against the Soviet Union, that the Third 
Reich preserve the people’s mental and physical powers. Any teachings that 
pretend humanity’s fate is ‘dependent on magical, esoteric forces’ had to be 
combated with the ‘sharpest immediate measures’. Echoing Bormann’s circular, 
Heydrich further indicated that the measures would be directed at ‘astrologers, 
occultists, spiritualists, supporters of occult radiation theories, soothsayers 
(regardless of what kind), faith healers’ and ‘supporters of anthroposophy, 
theosophy, and ariosophy’.181 In a parallel effort, Heydrich asked his subordi-
nate, Hinrich Lohse, to encourage Gestapo and SD speakers to promote ‘suit-
able enlightenment and propaganda’ measures that might combat the influence 
of the occult.182

Strictly speaking, the ‘Hess Action’ was more systematic than any previous 
measures taken by the Third Reich against sectarian thinkers or esoteric 
groups. Hundreds of occultists were detained or arrested. Thousands of books 
and esoteric paraphernalia were confiscated.183 Even many individuals or 
groups that had managed to survive earlier campaigns against popular 
occultism were now arrested or outlawed.184 The authorities focused in partic-
ular on rounding up well-known astrologers, especially those with ties to Hess. 
This included Hess’s personal advisor, Ernst Schulte-Strathaus, who spent 
almost two years in a concentration camp.185 Many anthroposophists felt the 
brunt of the action as well.186 In rare cases, such as Johannes Verweyen, the Hess 
Action resulted in detainees perishing in a concentration camp.187 It is impor-
tant to note, however, that Verweyen was a persistent critic of the regime, who 
was nonetheless allowed to pursue his occult-religious activities and publish 
legally until 1938.188 When Verweyen was arrested, it was due as much to his 
‘pacifism, internationalism, and anti-fascism’ as it was to his occultism.189

In fact, the Hess Action was remarkably moderate in comparison to meas-
ures taken against other ‘enemies of the Reich’. Whereas Bolsheviks, Jews, indi-
viduals deemed ‘asocial’, and the disabled were arrested and murdered with 
growing intensity after September 1939, most of those detained in the Hess 
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Action were released.190 Instead of eliminating thousands of occultists outright, 
Heydrich’s RSHA preferred to send ‘experts’ to give lectures designed to 
‘enlighten’ the public and promote the publication of books with a critical 
approach to occultism.191 That is, despite the repeated association of occultism 
with ‘sectarianism’, measures against the occult, even in the context of Hess’s 
flight and Operation Barbarossa, were remarkably modest.

Long accustomed to his colleagues accommodating the occult, Rosenberg 
wrote to Bormann in late May to suggest a greater sense of urgency. While 
Bormann’s directive of 7 May was good, Rosenberg explained, it lacked concrete 
explanations for why the Gauleiter must fight occultism with ‘clear and system-
atic’ arguments based in natural law and science. Such ‘rather complicated 
ideological questions could not be resolved simply by sending out a circular’.192

‘The success of National Socialism and the unique appearance of the 
Führer,’ Rosenberg observed, ‘has no precedent in German history. The conse-
quence of these historic and unprecedented political events is that many 
Germans, due to their proclivity for the romantic and the mystical, indeed the 
occult, came to understand the success of National Socialism in this fashion.’193 
He continued: ‘Already soon after coming to power’, many Germans ‘stamped 
the Führer as a messiah and attributed the great results of the struggle to other-
worldly powers. Astrologers made a special effort to exploit this ideological 
situation for themselves and obscured the achievements and goals of National 
Socialism with prophecies and soothsaying of the most primitive kind.’194

Instead of taking the war as an opportunity to settle scores with occultism, 
Rosenberg continued, the party had lifted bans on occult publications (and 
instituted bans on debunkers). Reich officials were particularly lax toward 
astrologers, the quintessential ‘border scientists’, whom Goebbels’ RMVP 
refused to attack with consistency (unsurprising since Goebbels was employing 
professional astrologers to produce anti-Allied propaganda).195

According to Rosenberg, such backsliding on occultism and superstition 
was nothing new. From the moment the SD and Gestapo issued the first 
concrete measures against astrology, in 1937, Hess (and Himmler) had insisted 
that ‘scientific astrology’ be excepted. Little had changed in the intervening 
years, Rosenberg noted, submitting to Bormann an enclosure indicating a large 
cohort of Nazis, who have ‘employed all means to anchor harmful and alien 
astrology as well as the entire sphere of occultism firmly and to spread it 
throughout the German people, in contradiction to every principle of the 
National Socialist worldview’.196

Chiefly to blame for the lack of decisive action, according to Rosenberg, were 
Philip Bouhler, head of Hitler’s Personal Chancellery, and Goebbels himself, 
who seemed studiously disinterested in carrying out Bormann’s directives 
against occultism. This sponsorship of occultism was made worse, Rosenberg 
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observed, insofar as Hess had set the precedent of Hitler’s Chancellery deciding 
ideological questions that should have been left to the Führer. Now that Hess 
was gone, Bormann had the opportunity to reverse this trend.197

Rosenberg concluded by offering Bormann a policy paper, which he hoped 
Bormann would deliver to Hitler. The distinction between scientific and 
popular occultism made sense, Rosenberg conceded. Even were the Third 
Reich to accept scientific occultism as legitimate, however, the regime had not 
moved effectively against the latter. ‘[E]very human being should investigate 
whatever his research requires,’ Rosenberg opined. The ‘propagandistic action 
of astrologers and occultists with their tens of thousands of calendars’ nonethe-
less ‘hinders the ability of men to make decisions and makes them dependent 
on uncontrollable influences’. If Bouhler, Goebbels, and others agreed with this 
principle, then why was their first act as censors of occult activity to lift the ban 
on ‘trashy astrological brochures’?198

Although usually dismissive of Rosenberg, whose influence had waned by 
May 1941, Bormann was equally frustrated by indifference in matters of 
occultism. He indicated as much in a letter to Goebbels several weeks after the 
Hess Action. According to Bormann, Hess’s flight had finally inspired Hitler to 
combat the occult with the ‘sharpest means’ possible. Heydrich, Bormann 
wrote, had done his part to fulfil the Führer’s intentions with the Hess Action. 
‘However, police measures can only be decisive,’ Bormann insisted, ‘if a prac-
tical policy of enlightenment is simultaneously employed to prevent wide 
circles of the population from becoming confused by occult teachings in the 
future. It has been reported to me that you have indicated the need to pull back 
from this kind of enlightenment.’199 Here Bormann was referring to Hörmann’s 
anti-occultist Volksgesundheitswacht, which Goebbels had discontinued in the 
autumn of 1939, ostensibly due to paper shortages. Bormann urged Goebbels 
to renew the publication of this magazine, ‘perhaps in greater distribution 
across as wide circles of the population as possible in order for it to have an 
enlightening effect’.200

Goebbels’ response four days later typified the more nuanced attitude 
toward occultism shared by most Nazi leaders. The propaganda minister began 
by reassuring Bormann that he shared his antipathies to popular occultism, 
citing the RMVP’s own 15 May directive ‘[forbidding individuals] to perform 
in public occultist, spiritualist, clairvoyant, telepathic, astrological and similar 
displays as well as hypnotic experiments’. Still, Goebbels was careful to include 
the important caveat, clearly inspired by Hitler’s orders from January 1941, that 
‘Artistic practice of magic is not to be included in this directive.’201

So why, after his snide remarks about ‘Hess’s darlings’ going ‘under lock and 
key’, did Goebbels fail to move against occultism? In his response to Bormann, 
Goebbels cited ‘tactical reasons’. In the midst of war, it simply didn’t make sense 
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to push the anti-occultist agenda too far. A full-scale propaganda barrage might 
have the paradoxical effect of strengthening the public’s perception of the links 
between Hess, the Nazi regime, and the occult and create even greater interest 
in the affair. For the time being, Goebbels argued, the limited radio and 
press space available to the Propaganda Ministry should be devoted to anti-
Communist and wartime propaganda. But ‘as soon as the suitable moment 
arrives and a somewhat lighter burden is required of our public means of prop-
aganda,’ Goebbels promised his colleague, ‘I am ready to realize the suggestions 
for enlightenment work in the widest possible fashion, especially in terms of 
founding a magazine’ (as if re-founding an anti-occultist magazine would 
suffice!).202 The suitable moment never arrived.203

The Consequences of the Hess Action

So how important was the Hess Action in the long-term process of eliminating 
occultism? As suggested above, the summer months of 1941 saw a brief flurry 
of arrests, followed by a series of compromises between the purveyors of 
‘enlightenment’ and apologists for the occult. Only in September 1941, after 
four months of haggling with the Gestapo and Magic Circle, did Pelz and 
Stadthagen receive permission from Hitler’s Chancellery to renew their public 
education efforts.204 The two long-time debunkers were nevertheless still 
required to sign a statement promising to consult the Magic Circle regarding 
any ‘experiments’ related to ‘magic’. The wording was telling: ‘I am hereby duty 
bound to exclude any explanation of the magical arts in my enlightenment 
presentations on pseudo-occultism.’205 The implication: attacking authentic 
occultism (as opposed to ‘pseudo-occultism’) lay outside the purview of Pelz or 
Stadthagen.

Heydrich might continue to harangue his colleagues about the dangers of 
anthroposophy and astrology.206 But Himmler and other high-ranking SS offi-
cials once again raised concerns about a general action that might attack ‘scien-
tific occultism’ indiscriminately, insisting the SD and Gestapo leave room for 
‘legitimate research on astrological questions’ and other occult doctrines.207 In 
September 1941 the Nazi Minister of the Interior, Wilhelm Frick, and the Nazi 
Minister of Health, Dr Leonard Conti, gave a keynote address opening the 
Salzburg Paracelsus Festival – a festival celebrating Germany’s most famous 
occultist. Although Heydrich’s SD was nonplussed, they could do nothing 
about it.208

Most illustrative of the Hess Action’s failure is the case of Eduard Neumann 
(aka Rolf Sylvéro). Neumann had been on the regime’s radar since at least 
June 1939, when Hörmann in the RVG received a report that the professional 
magician had been advertising powers of ‘telepathy, clairvoyance and hypnosis’. 
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In practising commercial fortune-telling, which had been banned in 1934, 
Neumann tried to avoid trouble by calling it ‘thought power’ – a transparent 
ruse, the report suggested.209 Yet Neumann continued to perform with 
impunity, even as Pelz and Stadthagen faced increasing restrictions. Only 
in July 1941, in the aftermath of the Hess Action, did the regime decide to 
intervene.210

Suddenly dropped from a number of engagements, Neumann contacted the 
Bavarian division of Goebbels’ RMVP. The ministry responded in early August 
that they were forwarding Neumann’s inquiry to higher authorities since there 
was a lively internal discussion regarding ‘similar presentations of this kind’. In 
the interest of clarifying matters, the RMVP official asked whether Neumann 
could indicate the nature of his ‘experiments’ in greater detail, ‘in particular 
whether they contain occultist, clairvoyant, spiritualist or similar displays’.211

Aware of the fine line between practising occultism and enlightenment in 
the form of occult-based entertainment, Neumann petitioned the RMVP on 
7 August for permission to perform ‘anti-occult experimental lectures’.212 In his 
letter to the RMVP, he denied practising magic or the occult arts. Rather, he 
emphasized the ‘enlightened’ nature of his show, beginning with various ‘exper-
iments’, which ‘then in the second part of my program are explained. Only in 
this way is it possible to protect the public from succumbing to the swindle of 
“clairvoyants” in the future’.213 In brazen fashion, Neumann then volunteered to 
report true ‘swindlers’ who were passing themselves off as magicians in order 
to perpetuate occultism – which was obviously what Neumann was doing.214

In order to maintain the ruse that he was interested in promoting ‘enlight-
ement’, Neumann wrote to the RMVP in late August requesting permission to 
schedule a performance in Hahnenklee. Nestled in the Harz mountains, a 
centre of occult and pagan religious activity, ‘a true Earth-Ray psychosis’ domi-
nated Hahnenklee, ‘apparently caused by the local Natural Healer Saint Elm’. All 
the more ‘necessary’, Neumann argued, ‘to carry out an experimental lecture 
there’. ‘Such enlightening experiments are certainly very urgent’, he added, 
‘though very thankless to carry out before a believing public’, because such 
people were hard to convince.215

As ‘I already explained to you over the telephone,’ Neumann continued, 
such delicate experiments could ‘only be carried out in the form of entertaining; 
one may not reveal the purpose of enlightenment in the first part of the perfor-
mance.’ Unfortunately, since Neumann’s rival St Elm had recently been detained 
– and apparently released – by the Gestapo, Neumann worried that ‘the Gestapo 
likely would be apprised of [his] performance by his [St Elm’s] followers’, who 
would portray it as pure occult entertainment. For this reason Neumann 
wanted to confirm that no ‘Gestapo officials would be observing the perfor-
mance’ without his knowledge. Under the circumstances of the Hess Action, 
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Neumann’s cynical attempt to deceive the RMVP and avoid scrutiny by the 
Gestapo is truly astounding. If nothing else, it clearly affirms his intention to 
take advantage of the superstitious proclivities of Hahnenklee’s ‘believing 
crowd’ in order to make a few extra marks.216

And yet, incredibly, Reich officials decided to give Neumann, a known 
commercial occultist, whose performances should have been banned as early as 
1934, a chance to prove otherwise. Instead of arresting Neumann, the RMVP 
offered to organize, in conjunction with the KdF, a ‘trial performance’ in which 
‘Sylvéro’ might demonstrate his tricks before a small group of experts. 
Unbeknownst to Neumann, whose cynicism they must have recognized, the 
RMVP invited representatives of Heydrich’s Security Service (SD).217

The response of the SD and RMVP to Sylvéro’s performance was dubious at 
best. Sylvéro had indeed proceeded along the lines developed by Stadthagen 
and Pelz, devoting the first part of the performance to occult and paranormal 
experiments and the second part to explaining them. According to one RMVP 
expert, however, Sylvéro’s truly ‘mystifying’ performance, which was in every 
respect ‘occultist’, could have nothing but a negative impact on public enlight-
enment. ‘I personally agree with both comrades from the SD that Sylvéro’s 
artistic pieces leave behind a much deeper impression than the accompanying 
language of popular enlightenment. I hold the view that these presentations 
must fundamentally be forbidden.’218

Remarkably, it was only in the aftermath of this trial performance and crit-
ical report that the RMVP exercised due diligence in unearthing a number of 
reports on Neumann’s occult activities from the 1930s, which clearly indicated 
‘that “Sylvéro” only wants to exploit the situation [of anti-occultism] as a busi-
nessman, though earlier he did just the opposite’. On 30 September 1941 the 
German Popular Education Division (DVBW) of the KdF agreed – reluctantly 
– to stop employing ‘Sylvéro’.219

Despite Neumann’s eight-year record of breaking the law against commer-
cial occultism and blatantly deceiving Nazi authorities, despite the disingen-
uous nature of his ‘anti-occultist’ demonstration, and despite even the Hess 
Action – the KdF continued to lobby on Neumann’s behalf! According to the 
KdF’s sympathetic report of his test performance, Neumann had been hindered 
by the ‘critical environment and rather cold atmosphere’ during the perfor-
mance, which caused him to be shy and nervous.220 The Munich representative 
of the KdF concurred, writing on 16 October that ‘During the whole show I 
could not dispel the feeling that this was the case of a man who, through the 
force of circumstances, must follow a particular line with which he is absolutely 
uncomfortable and which does not appear especially honest.’221 In short, the 
KdF recognized that Neumann was a lifelong occultist pretending to debunk 
occultism.
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Notwithstanding Neumann’s obvious discomfort and dishonesty, the KdF 
representative indicated that he and his colleagues believed Neumann’s perfor-
mance was suitable to fill the need for public ‘enlightenment’.222 Clearly the 
KdF’s sponsorship of Neumann had little to do with promoting enlightenment 
in the context of the Hess Action and everything to do with providing state-
sponsored, occult-based entertainment along the lines of the Reich Magicians’ 
Association.

Neumann, for his part, had no intention of accepting the RMVP report. If 
‘my lectures had a more entertaining character’, Neumann explained to Walter 
Tiessler, the RMVP’s liaison to Bormann’s Party Chancellery, it was because ‘the 
audience was constituted primarily from working-class circles’. Repeating his 
justification from a few weeks earlier, Neumann argued that such individuals 
had to be approached in a different fashion than the educated bourgeosie.223

Whoever in the RMVP suggested that Neumann’s performance was openly 
dishonest, meanwhile, had made ‘slanderous statements’. My ‘right to defend 
myself cannot be abrogated’, Naumann insisted, ‘and those sources, which have 
so casually made such statements, must be called to account’.224 One might 
expect a known occultist who accused Goebbels’ RMVP (and unwittingly 
Heydrich’s SD) of slander in the wake of the Hess Action to end up in a concen-
tration camp, or worse. Instead, Tiessler proved sympathetic and reopened 
Neumann’s case, appealing to Rosenberg directly.225

The response Tiessler received from Pfriemer in the Amt Rosenberg reiter-
ated the feeling that Neumann’s performance lacked ‘inner honesty’, merely 
mimicking the famous occult debunker, Wilhelm Gubisch. This dishonesty was 
unsurprising, Pfriemer observed, since Neumann earned his living for more 
than a decade ‘from all possible telepathic and hypnotic experiments’.226 It was 
completely obvious that he lacked the ability to ‘explain the intellectual context’ 
of his ‘experiments’. In this regard, Pfriemer pointed out that his office had 
already sent a letter to the DAF/DVBW in June 1939, remarking on Sylvéro’s 
occult-oriented activities.227 ‘We certainly do not support [the idea] that the 
past continues to follow an individual who today operates appropriately and is 
open about the clarity of his purposes and activities,’ Pfriemer concluded. ‘It is 
however precisely in the sphere of anti-occult enlightenment that it is neces-
sary to have clean hands; whomever operated earlier in the occult camp, 
making people stupider, cannot expect today that we believe his anti-occultist 
point of view.’228

This decision was not unreasonable. Neumann had broken the law against 
commercial occultism repeatedly. He had lied about his intentions and the 
support of Hitler’s Reich Chancellery, and he had stolen other performers’ 
identities. Even in the liberal Weimar Republic, such obvious fraudulence for 
profit might have led to his arrest and trial. All Tiessler could muster in response 
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to Neumann’s repeated prevarications and complaints was the apologetic state-
ment that ‘the permission of anti-occult presentations and performances is 
supposed to remain restricted’. That is, Neumann was not prevented from 
performing due to his occultist past, but because ‘anti-occultist’ demonstrations 
were still being restricted, per the earlier interventions of the Magic Circle!229

Neumann refused to let the matter rest. On 17 February 1942 he wrote to 
Tiessler angrily, ‘I have neither time nor desire to carry on a war of paper and 
hope that my situation can finally be resolved through a conversation in your 
office at the earliest opportunity . . . I can unfortunately not dispel the impres-
sion that there is somehow a regrettable lack of social empathy regarding my 
situation.’230 At a time when the Holocaust was in full swing, it is darkly comical 
to see a known ‘sectarian’ taking Reich authorities to task for their lack of ‘social 
empathy’.231

Nevertheless, some kind of agreement favourable to Neumann must have 
been reached. For Neumann’s next letter to Tiessler, from 29 April, was far more 
amicable. It confirmed the particulars of their discussion and agreed to revisit 
whatever deal they had worked out six months hence.232 While the paper trail 
ends thereafter, it seems as if Neumann received restricted permission to 
perform, conditional upon reporting to Tiessler. Indeed, other cases from the 
twelve months following the Hess Action indicate that most occult practi-
tioners were subsequently required to clear their ‘performances’, whether for 
commercial (‘entertainment’) or scientific (‘enlightenment’) purposes, through 
Tiessler and the RMVP.233 Despite bending over backwards to accommodate 
Neumann and other occultists, Tiessler was no moderate. This is the same 
RMVP official, after all, who insisted, in contrast to his chief Goebbels, that the 
Catholic bishop Count Galen should be executed for alerting his parishioners 
to the Nazi euthanasia program.234 But when it came to occultism, Tiessler was 
clearly willing to exercise remarkable patience.

Even Rosenberg’s office, Bormann’s Chancellery, and the SD, which had 
worked assiduously to combat occultism before June 1941, remained con -
strained by Nazi affinities for border science and a nuanced attitude toward 
occultism. Such was the case in respect to Rosenberg’s expert in the Office of 
Defence against Astrology and World Ice Theory (Abwehrstelle gegen Astrologie 
und Welteislehre), Kurd Kisshauer.235 As Rosenberg’s attack dog in occult and 
religious matters, Kisshauer believed that nearly every other Nazi office, from 
Goebbels’ RMVP to Himmler’s Gestapo, was infested with occultists.236

Kisshauer nonetheless decided to prevent the publication of an anti-
occultist novel on the evils of commercial astrology, Son of the Stars (Sohn der 
Sterne), because the book lacked ‘astrological rigour’. While the plot was effec-
tive in attacking popular occultism – indicating the manipulative ‘schemes of 
two dishonest horoscope readers’ – the representation of astrology was too 
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‘unscientific’. Kisshauer simply could not bring himself to approve a publica-
tion that failed to recognize the difference between exploitative popular and 
respectable scientific astrology. He further demanded the author of Son of the 
Stars delete a section mocking Hanns Hörbiger’s World Ice Theory, including a 
passage that belittled Hörbiger’s greatest living collaborator, ‘Phillip Fauth, who 
had been honoured with a professor’s title owing to his services by the Führer’.237 
Here we have the one official in the Third Reich literally charged with ‘defending 
against astrology and World Ice Theory’ making a systematic effort to prevent 
the unfair misrepresentation of the former and forbidding any criticism what-
soever of the latter.238

How does one explain this remarkable tolerance of occultism and border 
science only a few months after the Hess Action? When it comes to ‘scientific 
occultism’, we have already seen that many Nazis retained an open mind. Even 
the SS and Gestapo refused to prevent ‘scientific’ attempts to study and wield 
esoteric forces. But what about the persistence of popular occultism after the 
Hess Action, exemplified by Neumann or the Magic Circle, the kind of commer-
cial exploitation of superstition that even the liberal Weimar Republic attempted 
to eliminate through policing or legal action?

The answer might be found in a 1941 report to Tiessler on behalf of Rudolf 
Irkowsky, an RMVP official active in the Austrian countryside near Hitler’s 
home town of Linz. Irkowsky began by describing an action against ‘supersti-
tion’ initiated by the local Nazi subsidiary of Rosenberg’s Party Education 
Office. The goal of the action, emblematic of competing efforts by Heydrich 
and Rosenberg, was to produce a pamphlet devoted to ‘the enlightenment of 
political leaders in regard to all forms of charlatanry, superstition, and occultism’. 
Except Irkowsky recommended against distributing the pamphlet. In line with 
his superior Goebbels, he noted ‘that themes, which do not directly contribute 
to victory, should not be dealt with in public, especially in the sphere of charla-
tanry, which is a very delicate theme’.239

Tiessler agreed that morale outweighed public education.240 The Party 
Education Office should have run such controversial anti-occultist pamphlets 
by the RMVP, Tiessler wrote to Rosenberg in frustration. Goebbels’ office 
remained ‘extremely sceptical as to dealing with the question of superstition’ 
through public education.241 Following up a few days later, Irkowsky added that 
‘public education [Volksaufklärung] of the population in regard to this ques-
tion [was] very impractical because here undoubtedly . . . material for conflict 
would be introduced’.242 Germans loved their superstitions. On that both 
Irkowsky and Rosenberg agreed. Where the RMVP departed from the Amt 
Rosenberg was in trying to attack those beliefs in the midst of total war.

Superstition was not just a rural phenomenon. In 1943 some estimates 
recorded more than three thousand tarot readers in Berlin alone.243 By the 
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middle years of the war, Nazi anti-occultists seemingly acknowledged that they 
‘could never be free from [occultism inside and outside the party] in spite of all 
measures against it.’244 Indeed, although the Hess Action is viewed by some 
historians ‘as the forceful end of collective activity in various areas of “esoteric 
sciences” in Germany’, it did not push occultism underground. To the contrary, 
occultists and border scientists were enlisted soon after by Nazi officials – a 
phenomenon we will take up in subsequent chapters.245

***

Most historians agree that there was widespread animosity toward the occult in 
Germany before 1933. But some believe this hostility only became institution-
alized in the Third Reich.246 This chapter suggests a more complex picture. 
Corinna Treitel says rightly of the liberal Weimar Republic that ‘the state proved 
permissive toward those who absorbed occult phenomena into the sphere of 
scientific investigation, but relentless toward others’ who ‘sought to profit by 
selling their occult prophecies’. This approach was equally true in the Third 
Reich,247 except the regime waited eight years, until the Hess Action, to carry 
out anything resembling ‘relentless’ persecution. Moreover, the Hess Action, as 
we have seen, was remarkably short-lived and uneven in its results.248

We can explain this inconsistency in policing the occult through two inter-
related patterns. First, virtually all Nazi leaders appeared to recognize the 
distinction, shared by most border scientists, between popular and scientific 
occultism. That is one reason so little was done to eradicate occultism during 
the entire twelve years of the Third Reich. The line between popular (commer-
cial) and scientific occultism was simply too porous and open to interpretation. 
Despite the anti-occultist crackdown in the spring of 1937 and the Hess Action 
of June 1941, Nazi leaders made extraordinary efforts to better understand, 
differentiate, and in some cases sponsor scientific occultism.249

Second, virtually all Nazis acknowledged, for good or ill, the widespread 
popularity of occult practices, popular superstition, and border scientific 
thinking. That is another reason why neither Hitler nor the Propaganda Ministry 
nor even the Gestapo or SD would endorse a blanket campaign against occultism 
during the first eight years of the Third Reich. To the contrary, the anti-occultist 
movement remained confined to a group of relatively obscure debunkers 
around Mathilde Ludendorff – debunkers who were motivated by their own, 
rival esoteric doctrines. The widespread popularity of esoteric thinking across 
the party and civil society, including those charged with combating the occult, 
explains why its policing was so uneven and rife with exceptions.250

Hitler and Goebbels’ desire to assuage professional ‘magicians’ at the expense 
of public ‘enlightenment’ was emblematic of a general tendency to tolerate even 
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popular occultism – a trend noted ruefully by Bormann and Rosenberg. From 
early 1940 on, professional debunkers faced increasingly restrictive guidelines on 
their anti-occultist activity. Eventually bans were established, seemingly, by Hitler 
himself. Even the Hess Action, upon closer inspection, did little to eliminate 
popular (much less ‘scientific’) occultism.251 The rhetorically ‘uncompromising 
anti-esoteric stance’ taken by many Nazis masked the extraordinary ‘receptive-
ness toward the occult’ among others. In fact ‘several of the more zealous Nazi 
opponents of occultism came from occult backgrounds themselves’.252

Ultimately, there was never a strict tension between völksich-esoteric Nazis 
like Himmler, Hess or Walther Darré and putatively ‘anti-occult’ Nazis like 
Hitler, Rosenberg, or Bormann. Rather there was simply a running debate – 
typical of debates within occult circles – regarding the need to draw distinc-
tions between ‘scientific’ occultism and charlatanry. This mostly epistemological 
debate within the Nazi Party combined with a general consensus that popular 
occultism and sectarianism more generally were politically dangerous in their 
ability to manipulate public opinion. This understandable fear of sectarianism 
in a state with totalitarian pretensions should not be confused with an ideo-
logical antipathy to occult or border scientific thinking. Occultism and border 
science, as we shall see in the next five chapters, found a surprisingly receptive 
audience in the Third Reich.



‘National Socialism is a cool and highly reasoned approach to reality based 
on the greatest of scientific knowledge and its spiritual expression . . . This 
philosophy does not advocate mystic cults, but rather aims to cultivate and 
lead a nation determined by its blood.’

Adolf Hitler (1938)1

‘The power of occultism, as of Fascism . . . lies in the fact that in the lesser 
panaceas, as in superimposed pictures, consciousness famished for truth 
imagines it is grasping a dimly present knowledge . . . Facts which differ 
from what is the case only by not being facts are trumped up as a fourth 
dimension . . . With their blunt, drastic answers to every question, the astrol-
ogists and spiritualists do not so much solve problems as remove them by 
crude premises from all possibility of solution.’

Theodor Adorno, Theses Against Occultism (2005)2

‘They [the SS leadership] all believed in World Ice Theory. That is naturally 
entirely unscientific. But the men read no other books. It is such a fantastic 
story, that one can hardly believe it. They all tended to the occult perspective.’

SS zoologist and leader of the Tibet Expedition, Ernst Schäfer3

In 1947 the German science writer Willy Ley published an article in the popular 
journal, Astounding Science Fiction. Entitled ‘Pseudoscience in Naziland’, the 
eight-page spread was one of the first published accounts of Nazi border 
science. According to Ley, the Third Reich frequently eschewed mainstream 
science in favour of ‘magic’, reflecting the ‘willingness of a noticeable proportion 
of the Germans to rate rhetoric above research and intuition above knowledge’.4 
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In seeking a magical alternative to the materialism of Jews and Marxists, Ley 
continued, the Nazis appropriated border sciences that ‘originated in Germany 
and, while not completely unknown elsewhere, had a special appeal to 
Germans’.5 These doctrines flourished in the Weimar Republic, to be sure. But 
their broader influence was ‘hemmed in by the authority of the scientists’. After 
Hitler became Führer, it was ‘the other way round’. All flavours of esoteric racial 
theory and faith-based science found official sponsorship.6 Small wonder, Ley 
concluded, that border scientists ‘experienced a heyday under such a regime’.7

In his post-war essays, Theses Against Occultism and The Stars Down to 
Earth, Theodor Adorno agreed. The power of occultism was rooted, like 
fascism, in its appeal to ‘semi-erudite’ individuals ‘driven by the narcissistic 
wish to prove superior to the plain people’, though incapable of carrying 
through the ‘complicated and detached intellectual operations’ necessary to 
reach an understanding of the natural world. Alongside racism and anti-
Semitism, the occult sciences therefore provided a sociopolitical and scientific 
‘short-cut’ by reducing complex problems to ‘a handy formula’. To those who 
felt ‘excluded from educational privileges’ the occult offered the ‘pleasant grati-
fication’ that they belonged ‘to the minority of those who are “in the know” ’.8

The Third Reich epitomized such border scientific thinking. In order to 
reframe scientific inquiry, improve medical practices, increase economic produc-
tion or shape racial and settlement policy, Nazi leaders sponsored everything 
from astrology, parapsychology, and radiesthesia to biodynamic agriculture and 
World Ice Theory (Welteislehre, or WEL). If Nazi leaders rejected rival views as 
unscientific, that just indicates the extent to which a ‘cult of science had taken the 
place of religion’ in occult circles. For in the border scientific world of ‘deception 
and self-deception’, observed Konrad Heiden, everyone claimed to work ‘along 
strictly scientific lines’.9 The Third Reich was no different.

Astrology and Parapsychology in the Third Reich10

Many critical intellectuals saw the waning years of the Weimar Republic as an 
exceptional time, a period when ‘the materialization of the extraordinary found 
wide acceptance’.11 Fuelled by constant ‘talk of intuition, of presentiment, of 
phantasmagoria’, a generation of esotericists claimed to have made advances 
‘into certain fields of the spirit’ that would soon be accepted by mainstream 
scientists.12 As the thirty-year-old astrologer Karl Krafft wrote to his friend 
Hans Bender, then a doctoral student at the University of Bonn, perhaps the 
time was coming when ‘real, that is, unfalsified astrological . . . knowledge can 
be made accessible to a broader public’.13 Bender was more sceptical. Before 
astrology or parapsychology could thrive, it was urgent that they be recognized 
as real science, something the liberal Weimar Republic was unwilling to do.14
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Four years later, Bender was far more enthusiastic about the potential of 
border science.15 Despite the continuing difficulty of being recognized as 
‘pioneers’ by mainstream science, some ‘border areas’ of the sciences had gained 
recognition in the Third Reich. These included scientific astrology, the study of 
‘[cosmic] rays [and] other parapsychological phenomena like apparitions, 
telepathy, and clairvoyance’.16 In order for this promising trend to continue, 
Bender recommended that occultists dispense with phrases like ‘parascientific’ 
and ‘paranormal’ in favour of ‘border areas’ or border science.17 It was better to 
couch one’s experiments in an ‘epistemology of science’, Bender insisted, than to 
traffic openly in ‘spiritualism, esoteric teachings and esoteric lodge activities’ 
that could not be proven.18

The parapsychologist Walther Kröner agreed. Blinded by their ‘materialist-
induced confusion and ignorance regarding all things magical’, mainstream 
German scientists continued to dismiss individuals who studied ‘magic and 
occult occurrences’ as ‘occultists, parapsychologists, or metabiologists’.19 But 
border scientific research was poised to ‘step out of isolation’ in the Third Reich 
and become the leading ‘epistemology’ of ‘a new scientific and cultural epoch’. 
To receive the attention they deserved, all border scientists had to do was 
dispense with the term occultism.20

In making this argument Bender and Kröner tapped into a broader Nazi 
Zeitgeist. How else could one explain the persistence of astrology in the Third 
Reich? The answer, wrote one sceptic, was that Nazism had erased astrology’s 
‘oriental origins’ and ‘anti-Semitic fatalism’ by proclaiming that occultism was 
now an ‘ancient-Germanic–holy body of knowledge’. With ‘great effort and 
speed’ the Third Reich proceeded after 1933 to ‘paint the old astrological fairy 
tales as Germanic or National Socialist’, giving astrology a scientific name, such 
as ‘cosmology or cosmobiology’.21 Thereby a range of border sciences ‘long-
combatted’ – none more prominent than astrology and parapsychology –
became ‘politically relevant’.22

The Persistence of ‘Scientific Astrology’ in the Third Reich

Nazi preoccupations with astrology were evident from the earliest days of the 
party. There was no shortage of Nazi-affiliated astrologers in the Weimar Republic, 
from Wilhelm Gutberlet and Rudolf von Sebottendorff to Karl Heimsoth and 
Theodor Becher.23 The astrological proclivities of Hess, Himmler, and Röhm are 
also well known.24 While Hitler was more sceptical, he made a number of 
comments about the world and its relationship to cosmic forces that incorporated 
‘a biological mysticism’ akin to cosmobiology.25 Germany’s two largest astrolog-
ical organizations endorsed the NSDAP after all; the regime also approved a 
Working Community of German Astrologers (ADA), composed largely of Nazis.26
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The Third Reich was concerned – as we saw in Chapter Four – about the 
proliferation of commercial astrology and the ease with which this could be 
used to manipulate the public.27 But pro-Nazi astrologers and Nazis sympa-
thetic to astrology worked to make the discipline acceptable by linking it with 
Germanic religious and scientific traditions. The völkisch theologian and folk-
lorist, Otto Sigfrid Reuter, for example, argued that the ancient Nordic peoples 
were highly skilled in reading the stars, which is one reason why both Rosenberg, 
who ostensibly opposed astrology, and Himmler, who embraced it, cited 
Reuter’s work.28

In addition to emphasizing the Germanic origins of astrology, many Nazis 
insisted on its legitimacy as a modern border science.29 Scientific ‘cosmobiol-
ogists’ claimed astrology could be used to study the science of heredity, linking 
cosmic forces to racial (characterological) and biological processes. Astrologers 
who practised cosmobiology and characterology, such as the SA doctor 
Heimsoth, even developed complex mathematical equations to legitimize their 
findings.30 As the Nazi occultist H. H. Kritzinger put it, ‘In a study of cosmobio-
logical contexts’ many ‘scientifically trained’ individuals have accepted the rela-
tionship ‘between the signs of the Zodiac, human fate and character’.31 For the 
‘planets and their zodiac symbols’, Kritzinger observed, ‘are nothing other than 
the genius or demon. Whoever gets in touch with it puts magic in motion.’32

What distinguished cosmobiology from street-corner astrology was of course 
largely arbitrary, contingent on framing one’s work as more rigorous than run-
of-the-mill tarot-card readers. Dismissing popular and commercial astrology 
without denigrating the field entirely was a careful balancing act, however. In 
reviewing the astronomer Robert Henseling’s Umstrittenes Weltbild, which 
attempted ‘to make astrology appear laughable in the face of natural scientific 
observations’, Bender urged Krafft to dismiss the astronomer’s critique in such a 
way ‘as to reduce the manoeuvre of Herr Henseling to nothing’ without ‘overbur-
dening’ a ‘public that was sceptical if not antipathetic toward astrology’.33

In practising cosmobiology, it also helped to have an academic degree in a 
mainstream scientific field. Kritzinger had degrees in astronomy and engi-
neering, for example, which lent his ‘experiments’ in dowsing, astrology, and 
cosmic ‘death rays’ the imprimatur of ‘science’.34 The parapsychologist and reli-
gious mystic Gerda Walther, who earned her PhD with the renowned philoso-
pher Edmund Husserl, was permitted to continue her ‘experiments’ throughout 
the 1930s and was eventually employed by the Third Reich during the war. 
That Walther claimed to have spoken with the ghost of the SA Chief Ernst 
Röhm on multiple occasions seems not to have undermined her scientific 
credibility.35

When it came to practising astrology, one’s Nazi credentials might also 
compensate for the lack of academic pedigree. Take the defrocked pastor and 
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prominent Nazi astrologer, Alexander Centgraf (a.k.a Alexander Centurio). 
After installing a stained-glass window commemorating Hitler’s Beer Hall 
Putsch in his church before the Nazi seizure of power, Centgraf joined the SA 
in 1933.36 Fired by the local diocese in 1935 for his ‘immoral’ attitude, Centgraf 
discovered a new career in another faith-based field: scientific astrology. As we 
shall see in Chapter Seven, Centgraf ’s work was later utilized by Goebbels to 
produce propaganda pamphlets based on the quatrains of Nostradamus.37

Arguably the Third Reich’s two most influential astrologers, Karl Krafft and 
Wilhelm Wulff, had no scientific credentials whatsoever. Krafft was a Swiss-
German occultist who ingratiated himself with the regime through a series of 
pro-Nazi horoscopes and political predictions.38 For years Krafft was allowed 
to publish his ‘research’ in major German newspapers and send unsolicited 
reports to the Reich Chancellery and SS.39 But it was his supposed prediction of 
the assassination attempt on Hitler by Georg Elser in November 1939 that 
brought Krafft to Goebbels’ attention, leading to Krafft’s wartime work for the 
Propaganda Ministry (see Chapter Seven).40

Himmler’s personal astrologer, Wilhelm Wulff, began his career, like Hitler, 
as a failed artist. His brief foray into art did, however, bring Wulff into contact 
with Leonardo da Vinci’s extensive ruminations on the occult, which proved 
extremely helpful in catering to the post-war market in astrological specula-
tion.41 Despite charging 50 to 300 marks per horoscope – a clear infringement 
on the laws against commercial occultism – Wulff was merely put under 
surveillance by the Gestapo before 1941. Temporarily detained after the Hess 
Action, he was soon released into Himmler’s trusted employ.42 The only differ-
ence between Krafft or Wulff and the ‘charlatans’ that the Third Reich intermit-
tently prosecuted is that the former managed to convince the authorities, 
namely Goebbels and Himmler, of their political reliability.43

Even after the 1937 police action, various Reich offices continued to facili-
tate the efforts of those who produced ‘positive’ astrological work.44 A July 1938 
study by Heydrich’s SD concluded it was possible that the stars and planets 
influenced people in predictable ways.45 Hence, when ‘commercial’ astrology 
was interdicted 1938, Heydrich made certain that ‘astrology as a research field, 
as the indication of the effect of the stars on the soul and nerves should, on 
consultation with the Reichsführer, not be prevented’.46 This support for scien-
tific astrology was confirmed in January 1939, when Himmler urged Heydrich 
to negotiate ‘the question of astrology’ in a way that we ‘allow specific research 
communities in this area’.47

The same goes for Hörmann’s Reich Office for Public Health (RVG). 
Although he helped initiate the Spring 1937 campaign against commercial 
occultism, Hörmann repeatedly expressed a desire to ‘clarify this politically 
really important question through experiments and precise investigations, so 
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that one can exclude at least the obvious swindlers through legal means’.48 As 
part of these ‘investigations’, Hörmann sent two experts to report on a major 
astrological congress in late 1938.

The more critical reviewer, Foltz, was sceptical as to the scientific potential 
of astrology. He nonetheless reported positively on the keynote address of a 
Nazi astrologer who proclaimed that the Third Reich had ‘eliminated Jewish 
ideas from astrology’ and made ‘a sharp distinction between [scientific] and 
flea-market astrologers. The party does not oppose us but wants regulation and 
subordination.’49 Foltz cited positively another astrologer for working to elimi-
nate (philo)Semitism, sectarianism, and any attempts to undermine ‘popular 
morale’.50 Foltz even applauded a talk on the role of astrology in uniting ‘science 
and faith’ in the interest of combating materialism.51

Hörmann’s second peer reviewer, Kiendl, was more positive. The confer-
ence gave the impression, Kiendl reported, that astrology remained popular 
within the Nazi Party and across the population at large.52 Kiendl acknowl-
edged that mainstream scientists continued to view astrology as ‘unworthy of 
discussion’. And yet he blamed this scepticism on the lack of an effective 
‘censoring’ mechanism before the spring of 1937, when Hörmann and Heydrich 
finally began policing commercial occultism. The state’s traditional failure to 
differentiate between popular and scientific astrology did not mean that one 
could ‘summarily dismiss everything that belongs to occultism’.53 In spite of 
decades of scrutiny, astrology had never been proven wrong, Kiendl concluded. 
He recommended that Hörmann supplement ‘one or the other astro-medical 
test experiments’ with the ‘original and useful method’ pursued by the ‘Expert 
for Cosmobiology’ in Goebbels’ Reich Literature Chamber (RSK), Dr Werner 
Kittler, who ‘creates working groups of natural scientists and astrologers’.54

As ‘Expert in the Cosmobiology Division of the Reich Literature Chamber’, 
Kittler had assembled an extensive ‘working group on cosmobiological research’ 
within Goebbels’ RSK.55 In recruiting his team of astrologers, dowsers, and 
natural healers, Kittler explained that ‘currently an ongoing effort and recon-
cepualization of all publications in the sphere of cosmobiology is being under-
taken with the goal of producing a pragmatic foundation for corresponding 
scientific research’.56 Kittler tracked down nearly every ‘specialist’ that he could 
find in the ‘sphere of astro – or better yet cosmological-meteorological 
research’.57 These recruits included the famous Weimar cosmobiologist 
Reinhold Ebertin; the amateur astrologer Thomas Ring, who later worked at 
the Nazi-sponsored Paracelsus Institute; and the above-mentioned Kritzinger, 
who contributed to astrological propaganda during the war.58

Most of those who answered the call were obvious charlatans. Take the self-
important R. Herlbauer-Virusgo, who insisted that his soon-to-be patented 
cosmobiological system (‘Dulcanoster’) constituted a robust response to Rudolf 
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Hess’s charge at the 1933 Reich Homoeopathic Conference to find a ‘rigorous’ 
application of ‘astromedicine’.59 Rather than laugh him off as certifiable, Kittler 
invited Herlbauer to join the subgroup on ‘astro-medicine’ within the RSK’s 
larger research effort.60

Alfred Rosenberg’s office was furious. But his anger became all the more 
palpable when Kittler was transferred, in early 1939, from Goebbels’ RSK to 
Bouhler’s PPK. Now ensconced in Hitler’s Chancellery, Kittler had even greater 
authority to foment occultism through official channels.61 When Rosenberg’s 
associate Hugo Koch attempted to ban astrological literature in 1940, for 
example, citing the exigencies of war, Kittler made Koch meet with his colleague 
in the PPK, Karl Heinz Hederich. During the meeting Hederich insisted that 
‘actual astrology needed to be taken seriously. A complete ban could not be 
approved without party decisions at the highest level and it would be a risk for 
[Koch’s] office as well as for [him] personally if [he] continued along this party 
line [my emphasis].’62 Hederich made it clear that Rosenberg’s office had no 
authority over the PPK and emphasized ‘that in the sphere [of astrology] 
currently under discussion there are very serious efforts underway that deserve 
attention and whose ban cannot come into question’.63 In fact, in early 1941 
Heydrich’s SD overturned a ban on a number of astrological tracts, reporting 
that they were ordered to do so by the PPK.64

This positive approach toward astrology – which pervaded Himmler’s SS, 
Hörmann’s RVG, Goebbels’ RSK, and even Hitler’s Chancellery – was far too 
embedded in the mental world of the Third Reich to be easily eradicated in the 
wake of the Hess Action. In late May 1941, for example, an RMVP official, 
Rudolf Erckmann, composed a report on the persistence of astrology in the 
Third Reich. According to Erckmann, prominent Nazis, not least of which Hess 
and Hederich, believed that ‘astrology based on the fundamental doctrines 
related to a precise calculation of the stellar constellations was consonant with 
the National Socialist worldview’. The assumption that holding ‘these views 
[was] consistent with the NSDAP was prevalent throughout leading circles of 
the party’. If the party ‘rejected the cheap street fortune-telling [Jahrmarkt-
wahrsagerei] as impossible’, it continued to endorse ‘so-called exact astrology’.65

Not only was astrology viewed as ‘scientifically justified and completely 
accurate’, Erckmann continued, but it was deemed essential to anticipating ‘the 
destiny of the individual’, the ‘Reich’, and the ‘National Socialist movement’. 
According to many Nazi leaders, ‘cosmic space radiation exercised certain 
effects [on events] fixed by destiny – such as the moment of conception of a 
child or the emergence of a political idea – which should be recognized on a 
scholarly basis and taken into account in the interpretation of the future’.66 No 
wonder that Himmler, Goebbels, and the German Navy came to employ ‘scien-
tific astrology’ during the war (see Chapter Seven).
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The Institutionalization of Parapsychology

Based on his limited conversations with Hitler in the early 1930s, Hermann 
Rauschning recalls that the Nazi Führer must have been familiar with a ‘savant 
of Munich’ who had ‘written some curious stuff about the prehistoric world, 
about myths and visions of early man, about forms of perception and super-
natural powers. There was the eye of Cyclops or median eye, the organ of magic 
perception of the Infinite, now reduced to a rudimentary pineal gland.’ 
‘Speculations of this sort fascinated Hitler,’ Rauschning continued, ‘and he 
would sometimes be entirely wrapped up in them. He saw his own remarkable 
career as a confirmation of hidden powers.’67 To obtain ‘magical insight’ was 
‘apparently Hitler’s idea of the goal of human progress. He felt that he already 
had the rudiments of this gift. He attributed to it his successes and his future 
eminence.’68

Rauschning’s account, as indicated earlier, must always be taken with a 
grain of salt. In this case, however, his observations appear to be corroborated.69 
The Munich occultist to whom Rauschning alludes was probably the parapsy-
chologist Ernst Schertel, whose book on Magic Hitler had read and annotated 
so carefully.70 Schertel had observed, in passages highlighted by Hitler, that 
modern science labelled those with ‘magical insight’ as hysterics – a label often 
applied by contemporaries to the Führer.71 It would be ‘senseless to counter-
poise the empirical perceptions as “real” opposite the “fictive” conceptions of 
the demonic,’ Schertel explained, ‘for the empirical world is also “fictive”, resting 
on an imaginative synthetic foundation’. What materialists deemed ‘empirical 
“reality” ’, Schertel suggested, was ‘in its roots “demonic” – or “magic” in nature’.72

Schertel claimed, in a passage underlined by Hitler, that the human soul was 
the ‘sum of all world energies’, constituting an ‘accumulation of potential and 
kinetic world energies’ beginning with ‘the first stardust’.73 The future Führer 
took great interest in Schertel’s ruminations on how humanity became impris-
oned by the sensory world, making it hard to draw upon magical powers.74 
Nevertheless, by acquiring insight into this ‘jugglery of fantasy, which we call the 
“objective world” ’, Schertel suggested, a trained magician might gain the ability to 
‘intervene in this structure, that is to say change the world according to our will’. 
That was ‘magic’, per Schertel, namely the ability ‘to create reality where no reality 
exists’.75 The magician or parapsychologist’s ‘special capabilities’, such as ‘clairvoy-
ance, release of astral bodies, materialization power, psycho-kinesis, etc’. – to say 
nothing of autosuggestion, hypnosis, or magnetism – arose from focusing these 
‘magical-demonical forces on one idea’ on ‘a desirable goal’.76

How many Nazi leaders shared Hitler’s apparent fascination with para-
psychology? Part of the answer to this question can be found in official policy. 
Hess indicated a profound interest in parapsychology, as did Himmler, whose 
occult library included works by the renowned parapsychologist Baron du 
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Prel.77 The famous SS zoologist and Tibet explorer Ernst Schäfer admitted 
that he had ‘experienced truly strange things’ in the context of Tibetan 
occultism, similar to phenomena recorded by parapsychologists.78 Indeed, 
the Third Reich’s curiosity regarding border science crystallized around the 
‘National Socialist desire to understand seemingly irrational phenomena in the 
framework of ideas such as parapsychology’.79 So long as it comported with 
‘Nordic-Germanic feeling’, research on ‘mind-reading and telepathy, clairvoy-
ance, second sight, mediumism and trance states, levitation, spook-phenomena’, 
then parapsychology was accepted as legitimate by the Third Reich.80

Of all the names associated with German parapsychology, Hans Bender is 
the best known. Bender’s fame is largely due to his role as a 1960s media maven 
and popularizer of the occult through entertaining duels with debunkers on 
West German television. But the future ‘spook professor’ (Spukprofessor) – a 
punch line in the Federal Republic – was taken far more seriously in the Third 
Reich, a time when parapsychology was still deemed a legitimate field of 
(border) scientific study.81

Bender finished his dissertation on ESP in 1933, becoming an assistant 
professor at the University of Bonn, where he worked to establish parapsy-
chology as a legitimate science.82 Bender was also a Nazi, joining the SA in 1933 
and the NSDAP in 1937.83 As mentioned in Chapter Four, Bender’s work on 
clairvoyance attracted considerable media attention in the mid-1930s. He later 
declared himself ‘surprised and astonished to see that his results had somehow 
started to live a life of their own in the public’, and he was grateful that the Nazi 
regime appeared to support his work.84 It didn’t hurt that, like Steiner and 
Hörbiger, Bender was extraordinarily good at public relations. While he worked 
hard to gain the acceptance of mainstream colleagues, he understood the 
importance of politics and the mass media in securing the legitimacy of para-
psychology through appeals to a lay public.85

By the late 1930s the success of this strategy became clear. Parapsychology 
had been legitimized and Bender had become its most prominent figure. Even 
after the 1937 crackdown, high-ranking state ministries and party officials 
supported him, and continued to do so after the Hess Action.86 As Bender 
recalled, the Hess Action was not the end of occultism in the Third Reich. It 
represented rather the culmination of a process of vetting and coordination, 
begun in 1937, which entrusted trained border scientists with occult and para-
psychological research while preventing its misuse by amateurs.87

Bender was the right person in the right place at the right time. In 1941, 
with the Hess Action in full swing, Bender published his second academic 
book, Experimental Visions: A Contribution to the Problem of Sensory Deception, 
Consciousness of Reality and the Structures of Personality, which got him an 
appointment as Full Professor and Director of the Institute of Psychology at 
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the newly founded Reich University of Strasbourg.88 According to his Dean, 
Ernst Anrich, an esoterically inclined Nazi historian and member of the SS, the 
purpose of the new university was to promote holistic, organicist, and völkisch 
science in ways that comported with Nazi ideology. As Anrich put it in a 1942 
address to the faculty, ‘There are questions in which the forces of the soul and 
the forces of science – which are always narrowly related – engage each other 
in the most powerful ways.’89

In addition to Anrich, Bender had another loyal sponsor, the Alsatian 
nationalist leader and esotericist, Friedrich Spieser.90 An SS Stürmbannführer 
with personal connections to Himmler, Spieser had an intense interest in alter-
native medicine, astrology, and radiesthesia.91 Spieser was therefore eager to 
fund Bender’s research, which sought to move questions from ‘the sphere of 
myth and superstition into the realm of scientific testability’.92

A decade earlier, in the waning months of the Republic, we saw how pessi-
mistic Bender had become about the professionalization and institutionaliza-
tion of border science. Now a full professor at an exclusively Nazi university, 
supported by deans and donors bent on sponsoring scientific occultism, 
Bender could finally realize his dream of creating ‘a research institute for 
psychological border sciences’.93

Already in the mid-1930s Hess had suggested creating a Central Institute for 
Occultism to sponsor certain border scientific doctrines. Himmler’s SS Institute 
of Ancestral Research (Ahnenerbe), discussed in more detail below, viewed 
border science as one of its chief areas of investigation as well.94 It was Bender, 
however, who managed to open the first independent institute devoted entirely 
to research on parapsychology, astrology, and other occult sciences. Spieser 
offered a ‘significant endowment’ in 1942 to get this so-called ‘Paracelsus Institute’ 
– named after the Early Modern German (border) scientist – off the ground.95

Bender also contacted the SS’s Reich Security Main Office (RSHA) to solicit 
funding for the institute, which he stated openly would focus on ‘the investigation 
of “occult teachings” ’.96 In fact, at the moment that Bender contacted the SS, 
Himmler was thinking about creating his own ‘library of occult esoteric sciences 
(theosophy, cccultism, etc.)’ that would draw on the extensive border scientific 
materials they had confiscated during the Hess Action.97 The SS responded posi-
tively to Bender’s request, urging his institute to conduct research into astrology and 
transferring a number of ‘confiscated collections of books to produce a first-class 
Astrological Library’, which Anrich negotiated with the RSHA on Bender’s behalf.98

And so the stars aligned perfectly for Bender, who was given the green light 
to open his Strasbourg-affiliated ‘[Paracelsus] Institute for Border Science’ in 
October 1942.99 In addition to Spieser and Anrich, the governing board 
included the chief of Hitler’s presidential chancellery, Otto Meissner, the SS 
mayor of Strasbourg, Robert Ernst, and other prominent Nazi officials and 
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intellectuals.100 As steward of Hitler’s discretionary fund, Meissner contributed 
an additional 20,000 reichsmark a year to the Reich University, which Anrich 
‘succeeded with ease to convince Meissner to allow’ to ‘flow into the [Paracelsus] 
Institute’. Although ‘certainly without knowing it, Hitler therefore ‘co-financed 
this astrological research in Strasbourg’.101

Indicating the importance that the Reich University of Strasbourg attrib-
uted to Bender’s institute, Anrich relieved Bender of his primary teaching 
duties so that he could focus on his border scientific research.102 Bender was 
also permitted to hire his friend and colleague, the amateur astrologer Thomas 
Ring, as his assistant and eventual director.103 Unsurprisingly, Ring’s dubious 
scientific background as a ‘sketch artist, painter, [and] poet’ did nothing to 
undermine Bender’s faith in his assistant’s ability to gauge the scientific validity 
of ‘the stars on human character and reading the future’.104

As director of a massive research apparatus supported by Himmler and 
(indirectly) Hitler, Bender had the ‘opportunity to test different institutional 
structures in both academic and non-academic contexts’. This authority aided 
Bender in establishing a network of occultists, Nazi politicians, and military 
elites who wished to pursue investigations into parapsychology, astrology, 
cosmobiology, pendulum dowsing, and alternative medicine, including magne-
topathy and various forms of radiesthesia.105 Bender’s network included, for 
example, members of the SS; scientists at the Göring Institute in Berlin (run by 
Hermann Göring’s cousin, the psychologist Matthias Göring); and the 
Luftwaffe, which was interested in the psychological impact of flying under 
extreme conditions.106

Bender recognized the doubtful nature of some of these projects, ranging 
from the otherwise harmless ‘iron-fork’ divining technique promoted by Spieser 
to the SS doctor Otto Bickenbach’s human experiments with phosgene gas at the 
nearby Natzweiler-Struthof concentration camp.107 But he continued to tolerate 
such endeavours in order to maintain Hitler and Himmler’s sponsorship. That 
is, Bender knowingly countenanced border scientific work that he found, at best, 
scientifically worthless and at worst murderous in order to preserve the funding 
and independence of his institute.

Why would Bender – or his old colleague Krafft – complain? A decade 
earlier Krafft could hardly have imagined that he and his fellow astrologers would 
be recruited by the regime to lead a counter-propaganda campaign against the 
Allies or provide military intelligence to the Navy and the SS.108 Nor could Bender, 
for all his charisma and parapsychological gifts, have predicted that he would 
become one of the most important border scientists in the Third Reich, head of 
a Reich institute sponsored by Hitler and Himmler.109 And as we shall see in 
subsequent chapters, Bender, Krafft, and other border scientists received their 
greatest offical support from the Third Reich during the Second World War.
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Radiesthesia, Anthroposophy, and Biodynamic Agriculture

In 1931, Krafft wrote to Bender on the topic of anthroposophy. If ‘I hold [Rudolf 
Steiner] for one of the most talented, decisive, and astute (intuitive) thinkers,’ 
Krafft averred, one has to admit that his followers were far too given to ‘personal 
polemics and sublime spitefulness’. Due to the ‘magic power of “the Master’s” 
suggestion’, they were unable to evaluate Steiner’s doctrine objectively.110 A few 
years later, Bender wrote to Krafft in a similar vein: ‘It appears to me as if the 
anthroposophists too often favour the holistic view over the building blocks 
and disdain the empirical aspects of the world of the senses . . . that is not how 
one pursues science’.111 Unlike true border sciences such as astrology and para-
psychology, Bender and Krafft suggested, anthroposophy was too intuitive, 
faith-based, and sectarian in its approach.112

If rival occultists dismissed anthroposophy as insufficiently scientific, 
however, many Nazi leaders embraced Steiner’s esoteric doctrines as the natural 
corollary of their holistic, syncretist view of biology and spirituality.113 
Anthroposophy incorporated the border scientific disciplines of parapsy-
chology and astrology, after all, while offering biodynamic and naturopathic 
theories popular in the Austro-German life reform (Lebensreform) movement 
before the First World War.114 Many Germans who were ‘committed to both 
National Socialism and Lebensreform’ dedicated themselves ‘to recreating a life 
in harmony with the laws of nature and biology and made their organicism an 
important element in their movement’s worldview’.115

Among the millions of Germans who turned to occult health practices were 
‘top Nazi leaders, whose reasons for dabbling in the occult affords us a well-
placed window on the affinities between occultism and Nazism’.116 For the 
‘ “natural” or “organic” strain in Nazism,’ writes Corinna Treitel, ‘was neither 
discontinuous with the German past nor tangential to the regime’s ideology’. It 
tapped into ‘a deep current of ambivalence’ that both Germans and Nazis ‘held 
about the recent triumph of biomedicine and the construction of the modern 
health bureaucracy’.117 Whatever measures the Nazis took to police less scien-
tific occult fields, most border scientists had confidence that the regime would 
apply the ‘wisdom of the Brahmins’ in sponsoring natural healing, biodynamic 
agriculture, and other esoteric practices that might improve the health and 
well-being of the German people.118

Radiesthesia and Natural Healing

Modern debates about the organicist relationship between mind and spirit, 
body and soul, have roots in the late nineteenth-century occult revival. With 
the rise of anthroposophy before the First World War, not to mention broader 
trends in holist and vitalist thinking, such doctrines found further border 
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scientific justification.119 By the 1920s, Germans had become widely enam-
oured of holistic approaches to medicine and soil cultivation that restored 
some level of enchantment to nature.

To be sure, ‘organic’ approaches to health and agriculture spread across 
much of Europe in the first half of the twentieth century, influencing a number 
of progressive, reform-minded individuals. In German-speaking central 
Europe, however, the völkisch-esoteric elements inherent within these doctrines 
were particularly strong.120 Nourished by an ‘ “irrational” German “hunger for 
Wholeness’, Anne Harrington observes, radiesthesia, natural healing, and related 
border scientific practices therefore abdicated the ‘right to be called “real” science’ 
and became instead ‘a dangerous reflection of (largely rightist) politics’.121

A völkisch-esoteric, organicist view of race and biology was prevalent even 
among ‘mainstream’ German scientists.122 The biologist Jakob Johann von 
Uexkull advocated a holistic form of biology that would purify Germany racially 
and spiritually from Jewish democracy and the ‘gorilla-Machine’ of materi-
alism.123 The vitalist biologist Hans Driesch likewise attempted to bring together 
Western biology and Eastern spirituality in advocating alternative medical 
practices and natural healing. In the 1920s, as he became progressively immersed 
in parapsychological speculations, Driesch’s ideas became increasingly detached 
from mainstream biology. By the 1930s many völkisch-esotericists and Nazis 
consumed his occult-inspired, holistic views with great interest.124

The above-mentioned Walter Kröner, Driesch’s colleague and writing 
partner, exemplifies the Third Reich’s border scientific approach to race and 
biology. In the 1920s, as chairman of the Potsdam chapter of the DGWO, 
Kröner worked closely with Leopold Thoma in promoting the use of occult 
doctrines in policing and medicine.125 After Hitler’s seizure of power in 1933, 
Kröner produced two of his most important works, The Rebirth of the Magical 
(Die Wiedergeburt des Magischen, 1938), with an introduction by Driesch, and 
The Decline of Materialism and the Foundation of the Biomagical Conception of 
the World (Der Untergang des Materialismus und die Grundlegung des 
biomagischen Weltbildes, 1939).126

According to Kröner, the mechanistic approach that defined mainstream 
science before 1933 was rightly being questioned in the Third Reich:

For it is precisely in our day [1938] that this mystical feeling, this inner 
certainty of the Divine foundation and background forces of being begins. 
Blood ties awaken, the floor, the stones begin talking again . . . The myth in 
the blood is heard anew, and an ideal sent from the deepest, buried magical 
roots, according to a world organized by cosmic principles, to conquer the 
artificial mechanistic cultural spheres of our world and to organize it anew 
in organic fashion . . . We can already see from these few hints how we can 
bring a holistic, organic formula from the basic attitude of the modern 
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parapsychologists, the magical image of the world that provides us a holistic, 
biological formula for occult phenomena and opens unimagined possibili-
ties and perspectives regarding future research on life and metaphysics.127

Here Kröner brings together parapsychology, spiritualism, and völkisch-esoteric 
obessions with blood in a syncretic cocktail reminiscent of Rudolf Steiner’s 
anthroposophy or Walther Darré’s theories of blood and soil.128

The border scientific discipline that best represented the practical application 
of Kröner’s ‘holistic, biological formula’ was probably radiesthesia. As we saw in 
Chapter One, Germany was a centre of research into radiesthesia. By the 1920s 
hundreds of scientific radiesthesiologists across Germany insisted they could 
find arable land, uncover scarce resources, or locate dangerous radiation by 
employing a specially shaped rod, fork, or pendulum.129 While Siegfried Reuter 
explored ways of finding precious metals, H. H. Kritzinger, Ludwig Straniak, and 
Gustav von Pohl studied cancer-causing radiation along geological or patho-
genic fault lines.130 Other radiesthesiologists, such as Graf von Klinckowstroem 
and Rudolf von Malzahn, developed the interdisciplinary subfield of ‘environ-
mental health’, which linked disease to particular weather conditions or cancer-
causing ‘earth rays’ that could only be discovered with the use of divining rods.131

Radiesthesia and the related field of geomancy had received little attention 
from either the Weimar government or mainstream science before 1933. The onset 
of the Third Reich changed the picture considerably, however, as radiesthesiolo-
gists and geomants emerged from the shadows. Some, like the ariosophist Gunther 
Kirchoff, went to work building a magical geomantic ‘triangle’ for the SS in order 
to harness specific ‘streams of energy’ emanating from Earth’s magnetic core.132

Others, like Kritzinger, promoted radiesthesia as a mainstream science. 
Before 1933, he observed, most mainstream geologists, biologists, and physi-
cists had rejected unseen radiation and divining as occultism. But now, with 
the rise of the Third Reich, many German industrial firms and organic farms 
had begun to employ these border scientific disciplines with regularity.133 They 
acknowledged that electromagnetic forces underground interacted with 
cosmic forces from the stars in explaining seemingly inexplicable biological 
phenomena.134 A proper understanding of ‘Earth rays’, ‘inflammation stripes’, 
and divining rods, Kritzinger explained, could prevent cancer, improve agricul-
tural production, and surmount the ‘dark powers of the deep’.135

In a later book, Death Rays, Kritzinger elaborated on how weather affected 
people through rays emanating from the sun, stars, and planets. Such rays could 
only be located with divining rods.136 Here Kritzinger explicitly acknowledged 
anthroposophy’s important contribution to the field of radiesthesia, namely its 
emphasis on the relationship between the health of the soil and hidden forces 
above and below the ground (what Steiner called biodynamic agriculture).137
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Although respectful of Steiner, Kritzinger viewed Ludwig Straniak, his 
future colleague in the wartime ‘Pendulum Institute’ (see Chapter Seven), as 
‘the most serious researcher’ in the scientific field of dowsing.138 Well-versed in 
all aspects of radiesthesia, Straniak’s particular talent was the sidereal pendulum. 
Sidereal pendulum dowsing was a subset of divining, in which a Y- or L-shaped 
stick might be employed to locate earth rays or ley lines under the Earth. A 
brass pendulum could also be used to locate objects on a map or provide 
answers to ‘yes’ or ‘no’ questions.

Unlike Gutberlet – the early Nazi who claimed to be able to unmask Jews 
with his divining skills – Straniak was a ‘scientific’ practitioner. He wrote 
academic tracts on exploiting the so-called ‘eighth force of nature’, for example, 
a force, he claimed, that was hidden in the atmosphere and pushed the 
pendulum (or acted on the divining rod) to produce physical results.139 
Operating independently in the Third Reich, Straniak helped found the Society 
for Scientific Pendulum Research (GfWPF) and pursued various ‘scientific’ 
studies in occultism, pendulum dowsing, and radiesthesia.140 Even after the 
GfWPF was ‘coordinated’ by the regime in 1938, the SS and other Reich 
organizations continued commissioning studies and peer reviews in order to 
differentiate scientific dowsing from charlatanry.141

We should hardly be surprised that dowsers deemed sufficiently scientific, 
like Straniak, would join Wulff, Krafft, Kritzinger and other border scientists in 
working for the Third Reich.142 Many Nazi leaders, as we have seen, were fasci-
nated by such practices. In 1934, Hitler himself hired Germany’s most famous 
dowser, the above-mentioned von Pohl, to police the Reich Chancellery for 
harmful death rays.143 Hitler also agreed to a personal interview with the 
Austrian border scientist Viktor Schauberger, who claimed to have located 
invisible ‘free energies’ in nature that might be harnessed to remarkable effect 
(see Chapter Nine).144

Himmler was obsessed with natural healing and rejected many aspects of 
modern medicine. Among various alternative medical practices, he studied 
herbalism, homoeopathy, mesmerism, and naturopathy.145 He also followed the 
advice of ariosophic thinkers such as Emil Rüdiger and Karl Maria Willigut, 
who believed that practising yoga could release cosmic energies, tied to astral 
bodies such as the ‘black sun’.146 Through his Ahnenerbe and Schäfer’s Tibet 
institute, Himmler sponsored geomantic research as well. Led by border scien-
tists such as Wilhelm Teudt, Frenzolf Schmid, Günther Kirchoff, and Karl 
Wienert, the SS conducted extensive research into subterranean geomantic 
energies and ley lines. Some projects included ‘Atlantian-Germanic Circles’, 
‘triangles of Spirit’, and the ‘Aryan pentagram’.147

Himmler also instructed the Ahnenerbe to study the ancient Germans’ 
‘extraordinary understanding of electricity’, ostensibly inherited from the 
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Norse gods.148 He even funded an expedition by Yrjö von Grönhagen – a 
Finnish film enthusiast with no medical or anthropological training – to inves-
tigate lost Aryan magical rites and healing rituals still performed in Karelia.149 
When Grönhagen returned, he was asked to share his research on ‘traditional 
Aryan methods of body cleansing’ with SS medical staff.150

Rudolf Hess’s personal interest in vegetarianism, homoeopathy, and natural 
healing are well known.151 The Deputy Führer also believed in geomantic 
energy, naturopathy, and magnetopathy (which ostensibly protected one from 
harmful radiation).152 He employed a dowser and personal astrologer and 
structured much of his dietary and personal life around anthroposophical 
practices.153 Most conspicuously, Hess encouraged official research into the 
‘New German Art of Healing’, a form of alternative medicine that drew liberally 
on anthroposophy, radiesthesia, and holism.154 His investment in the New 
German Art of Healing included promoting Steiner’s theories opposing vacci-
nation, since vaccinations ostensibly failed to address the spiritual sources of 
health and illness.155 In 1934 the Deputy Führer opened the Rudolf Hess 
Hospital in Dresden, a centre for alternative medical practices.156

An interest in natural healing, life reform, and radiesthesia, influenced by 
anthroposophy, extended well beyond Hitler, Himmler, and Hess. Proponents 
included Julius Streicher, Gauleiter of Nuremberg and editor of Der Stürmer; 
Walther Darré, head of the Race and Settlement Office (RuSHA) and Reich 
Food Estate; Robert Ley, head of the Nazi Labour Front and the NSDAP party 
organization; and Heydrich’s deputy, Otto Ohlendorf. But it was biodynamic 
agriculture, more than any other anthroposophic or occult doctrine, that 
received the greatest official sponsorship by the Third Reich.

Anthroposophy and Biodynamic Agriculture

On 27 May 1941 Hans Merkel, a Nazi official in the Reich Food Estate, wrote to 
his former superior Walther Darré a long, candid letter.157 Merkel confessed 
that he had become an unqualified supporter of ‘biological-dynamic agricul-
tural methods’ for ‘agrarian political as well as ideological reasons’.158 The ‘ideas 
of blood and soil must be the preeminent foundational ideas for a new peas-
antry,’ Merkel began. That the peasantry must be firmly rooted in blood and 
soil to be productive was widely accepted for most of history. But this convic-
tion, Merkel continued, had been destroyed in the wake of capitalism and 
industrialization. These processes spurred the rise of individualism and 
destruction of the communal and organic bonds that tied the farmer to his 
family, land, and community. Over the course of the nineteenth century the 
‘Ur-wisdom’ of the German peasant was replaced by the ‘soulless ways of 
thinking of the West’.159
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When the Third Reich took over, Merkel argued, the government faced a 
situation where the ‘farm had become a factory’ through the intensification and 
mechanization of agriculture. Continuing this process meant ‘necessarily 
destroying the idea of the peasantry’.160 Although some experts tried to dismiss 
it as ‘dreaming, mysticism or romanticism’, biodynamic agriculture (BDW) was 
a remarkably promising answer to these problems. In reading the works of 
Rudolf Steiner, ‘with whose life work I have engaged deeply,’ Merkel concluded, 
it was clear that one ‘could trust the fundamental principles of biological-
dynamic agricultural methods’.161

Merkel was not alone in his fascination with anthroposophy or, indeed, 
biodynamic agriculture.162 His correspondence partner, Darré, agreed that ‘we 
need a better knowledge of man; health through natural living; harmony 
between blood, soil and cosmos; life reform as a national aim’.163 So did Ohlendorf, 
a high-ranking official in Heydrich’s intelligence service (SD), specialist in the 
Reich Economic Ministry, and chief of the SS special task force (Einsatzgruppe 
D) that murdered tens of thousands of Jews on the Eastern Front. Ohlendorf 
was also, like Darré, a dedicated proponent of anthroposophy.164

In his post-war testimony Ohlendorf proudly acknowledged his familiarity 
with anthroposophic doctrines and institutions. He found ‘in many branches of 
[anthroposophic] research valuable suggestions and results that promised to 
lead out of the impasse in which [the natural sciences] were invested’. The spir-
itual aspects of anthroposophy were useful, Ohlendorf suggested, since ‘National 
Socialism had in the short time of its existence [developed] no spiritual educa-
tion’. Hence it seemed especially ‘imperative for the overall intellectual develop-
ment of National Socialism’. Ohlendorf reasoned, ‘not to disturb [anthroposophic] 
research and their institutions, but to leave them in peace, to develop without 
violent influence from the outside, regardless of the direction of the research’.165

The Nazi medical expert Hanns Rascher, father of the notorious SS doctor 
Sigmund Rascher, was also an anthroposophist. So was Georg Halbe, a ranking 
official in Darré’s RuSHA; Franz Lippert, an SS officer and later overseer of the 
SS biodynamic plantation at Dachau; and Alwin Seifert, a leading Nazi envi-
ronmentalist (Reich Advocate for the Countryside). While not a practising 
anthroposophist, Ohlendorf ’s colleague Oswald Pohl, the SS economic expert 
and head of the concentration-camp system, was a consistent supporter of 
biodynamic agriculture.166 In fact, by the outbreak of the Second World War its 
supporters included the Nazi Minister of Church Affairs, Hans Kerrl; Hederich 
in the PPK; and Alfred Baümler, the head of the science division in the osten-
sibly anti-occultist Amt Rosenberg. Even the Third Reich’s Minister of the 
Interior, Wilhelm Frick, embraced aspects of anthroposophy.167

It may appear remarkable that so many Nazi leaders would endorse a central 
element of Rudolf Steiner’s occult doctrine of anthroposophy – a doctrine that 
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even fellow border scientists such as Bender and Krafft found insufficiently 
rigorous. Although it makes perfect sense when we take into account the 
dizzying array of border scientific practices that anthroposophy incorporated, 
promising to heal the body, restore the mind and spirit, and renew the soil 
and environment in holistic fashion.168 By drawing on the ‘same currents of 
Lebensreform as the occult movement’, Anthroposophy – and its most suc -
cessful outgrowth, biodynamic agriculture – epitomized the ‘deep antagonism 
toward conventional medicine and the strong conviction that modern life had 
damaged their souls and bodies’. That widespread antagonism, according to 
Treitel, ‘led many Germans of all political persuasions, including fascism, to 
embrace nature cures, folk remedies, vegetarianism, fresh-air exercise, occult 
medicine, and other, similar practices’.169

Developed by Steiner toward the end of his career, biodynamic agriculture 
was based ‘on a holistic view of the farm or garden as an integrated organism 
comprising soil, plants, animals, and various cosmic forces, with sowing and 
harvesting conducted according to astrological principles’. Biodynamic growers 
rejected monoculture, artificial fertilizers, and pesticides, ‘relying instead on 
manure, compost, and a variety of homoeopathic preparations meant to 
channel the etheric and astral energies of the Earth and other celestial bodies’.170

Proponents of biodynamic agriculture viewed the Earth ‘as an organism 
with magnetic properties of sympathy and attraction’ that might ‘be damaged 
by the use of artificial fertilizers’.171 Advocates of modern science – not to 
mention the chemical fertilizer industry – rejected this ‘spiritually aware 
peasant wisdom’ as both economically and ideologically deficient. But that did 
little to deter many Nazis, for reasons articulated by Merkel above, from 
embracing the idea of a more organic approach to agriculture that drew on 
cosmobiological forces.172

The key figure in promoting biodynamic agriculture in the Third Reich was 
Erhard Bartsch, a protégé of Steiner and expert in the field. In July 1933, barely 
six months after the Nazi seizure of power, Bartsch formed the Reich League 
for Biodynamic Agriculture. The League combined romantic, völkisch-esoteric 
blood-and-soil rhetoric with arguments about the practical economic advan-
tages of biodynamic methods.

Many Nazis were already predisposed toward biodynamic agriculture – 
or at least natural, holistic approaches – due to their border scientific proclivi-
ties. Bartsch’s clever and concerted propaganda efforts nonetheless helped 
biodynamic agriculture spread to unlikely circles, from the Ministry of the 
Interior to the Wehrmacht.173 Bartsch managed to enlist the support of 
numerous individuals in the SS and Nazi economic sphere. These included 
Seifert, the aforementioned ‘Reich Advocate for the Countryside’, as well as 
high-ranking SS and Nazi functionaries such as Merkel, Halbe, and Gunther 
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Pancke in the RuSHA. The RuSHA desired independence from foreign-made 
fertilizer and other scarce industrial chemicals as part of the move toward 
economic autarchy under Hermann Göring’s Four Year Plan.174

Here it is important to emphasize the nexus of border science and environ-
mentalism in Nazi thinking. Rudolf Hess, in his passion for natural methods 
drawn from the occult, would chastise ‘industries interested in artificial ferti-
lizer, preoccupied with the height of their dividends’ for ‘carrying out a kind of 
witch trial against all people who would experiment [with biodynamic agricul-
ture]’.175 Ohlendorf also couched his support for biodynamic agriculture in 
progressive-sounding, anti-corporate, environmentalist language. The duty of 
the party was to work against bureaucrats in various ministries who were inter-
ested in pursuing monopoly claims, backed by IG Farben and other chemical 
industries. Ohlendorf even got the Gestapo to loosen rules against anthropos-
ophy in 1936, working with Bartsch in sponsoring research into biodynamic 
agriculture.176 Meanwhile Kittler in the PPK argued that ‘cosmobiological 
knowledge’ was a ‘valuable core in conjunction with experiences of modern 
agricultural tillage’.177 By 1936 biodynamic agriculture had become so widely 
accepted among esoterically inclined Nazis that Berlin’s athletic fields for the 
Summer Olympics were treated biodynamically, which garnered much praise.178

Perhaps biodynamic agriculture’s most consistent supporter, after Hess and 
Ohlendorf, was Darré, the Reich Minister of Food and Agriculture. While 
economic considerations had something to do with his emerging interest in 
biodynamic agriculture – namely the drive toward economic autarchy in agri-
culture – Darré’s blood-and-soil völkisch-esotericism played an important 
role.179 Darré’s correspondence is littered with excerpts from Steiner’s writings, 
belying Darré’s claims that his interest in anthroposophy was purely pragmatic.180 
Moreover, the Reich Minister’s justifications for biodynamic agriculture – 
wanting to restore man’s organic relationship to God, ‘who works and lives in 
everything that’s essential in this world’ – blurred the same lines between science 
and the supernatural as Steiner’s original doctrine.181 If mainstream biologists 
could argue that plants grow through ‘invisible’ rays generated by the sun, Darré 
wondered, then why couldn’t they accept the cosmic forces behind biodynamic 
agriculture?182

Darré fell out of favour with Himmler over various matters in the late 1930s 
and eventually lost his position as head of the RuSHA and Reich Food Estate.183 
Fortunately, Bartsch had many other Nazi allies willing to carry the torch. In 
1937, Ohlendorf volunteered to act as the point person for biodynamic agricul-
ture, making efforts to facilitate Bartsch’s research.184 By the outbreak of the 
Second World War, additional high-ranking party members, including 
Rosenberg, Ley, and Frick, had visited the biodynamic agriculture headquarters 
and expressed support for Bartsch’s organization.185 Oswald Pohl and Pancke, 
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Darré’s successor as head of the RuSHA, went so far as to urge Heydrich to 
allow Bartsch into the SS.186

Bartsch’s eventual fall from grace, even as biodynamic agriculture became 
widely accepted, exemplies the larger pattern we have seen in Nazi approaches 
to border science. For Bartsch was a charismatic, uncompromising sectarian. 
According to one of his chief sponsors, Ohlendorf, Bartsch’s application to join 
the party was not rejected because of his commitment to biodynamic agricul-
ture or any other border scientific doctrines. Bartsch’s mistake was insisting 
that anthroposophic methods ‘could be used only by people who were inwardly 
convinced of the intellectual foundations of these fundamental beliefs’, namely 
loyal followers of Steiner. Bartsch worked to exploit the sympathies of Nazi 
leaders ‘not only to enforce biodynamic agriculture’, Ohlendorf observed, but 
to impose the ‘anthroposophical worldview’ on everyone in the Third Reich. 
He even tried to convert Hitler.187 ‘Any attempt to explain to him the absurdity 
of this [idea],’ Ohlendorf recalled, was ‘in vain’.188

This explains why the Gestapo finally arrested Bartsch in the wake of the 
June 1941 Hess Action. He was an unrepentant sectarian.189 Heydrich nonethe-
less assured Darré that the SD and Gestapo would continue to permit German 
farmers to experiment with biodynamic agriculture. The only caveat, Heydrich 
assured Darré, was that its practitioners should not become ideologically 
committed to Steiner’s anthroposophy as an individual sect.190

Fortunately for the proponents of biodynamic agriculture, by the time of 
Bartsch’s arrest it had found a new and far more powerful sponsor: the 
Reichsführer SS.191 Like Hess, Ohlendorf, and Darré before him, Himmler’s 
interest in biodynamic agriculture stemmed from a combination of völkisch-
esoteric predispositions and a practical desire to improve the quality and 
productivity of German agriculture. ‘In regard to biological-dynamic fertiliza-
tion,’ he declared, ‘I can only say: as a farmer I am generally sympathetic.’192 
Before September 1939, Himmler had scant opportunity or incentive to exper-
iment with biodynamic agriculture, focused as he was on policing the Third 
Reich. With the wartime drive to resettle German peasants and reclaim eastern 
European living space, however, Himmler suddenly found biodynamic agricul-
tural practices, as we shall see in Chapter Eight, far more attractive.193

World Ice Theory

‘I tend to support World Ice Theory,’ Hitler declared in 1942. Hörbiger’s theory 
was convincing, the Führer suggested, in proving that icy moons had crashed 
into Earth, creating geophysical forces that caused a flood from which only ‘a 
few humans had survived’. Certainly, World Ice Theory could only be gleaned by 
looking at ‘intuitive context’, though perhaps, Hitler added, such methods would 
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show the way for so-called ‘exact science’.194 ‘Legend cannot be extracted from 
the void,’ he reasoned, for ‘mythology is a reflection of things that have existed 
and of which humanity has retained a vague memory.’195 ‘In all the human tradi-
tions,’ Hitler continued, ‘one finds mention of a huge cosmic disaster . . . In the 
Nordic legend we read of a struggle between giants and gods. In my view, the 
thing is explicable only [based on] the hypothesis of a disaster that completely 
destroyed a humanity which already possessed a high degree of civilization.’196

Hitler was not alone in these bizarre ruminations. There was no border 
science in the Third Reich that was more widely or uncritically embraced than 
‘Glacial Cosmogony’, also known as World Ice Theory. Both astrology and biody-
namic agriculture were closely associated with Austro-German occult doctrines 
such as ariosophy and anthroposophy. But they still derived from occult tradi-
tions that carried with them potentially ‘Jewish’ or ‘oriental’ elements that needed 
to be filtered out or refashioned before being appropriated by the Third Reich. 
World Ice Theory, on the other hand, was authentically ‘German’, providing an 
alternative system of understanding the physical and metaphysical world that 
helped buttress Nazi views on race and space, science and religion.197

World Ice Theory also stood at the centre of Nazi attempts to reframe science 
and reestablish the ‘interdependence of all spheres of research and knowledge’ 
as it had ‘ostensibly been in the Middle Ages’. The Nazis, per Michael Kater, char-
acterized ‘the traditional distinction between humanistic and natural science’ as 
‘specialist fetishization’, which unnecessarily separated off ‘individual scientists 
into their special fields’. In the Third Reich, according to many Nazi leaders, 
humanistic, social scientific, and natural scientific fields would be merged, 
producing ‘the unity of soul and body, intellect and blood, God and world as 
precondition of a new indo-Germanic worldview’.198 With its inane claims to 
constituting a grand unified, interdisciplinary theory of the universe, while 
simultaneously incorporating völkisch conceptions of race, space, and Nordic 
mythology, World Ice Theory was the perfect exemplar of Nazi border science.199

In the following section we begin by looking at its influence on prominent 
Nazi leaders and its growing role within Himmler’s Institute for Ancestral 
Research. We then turn to the attempts of the Ahnenerbe to institutionalize 
World Ice Theory as an official scientific doctrine in the mid- to late 1930s. 
While not entirely successful, the immense effort expended by Nazi leaders to 
prop up World Ice Theory exemplifies the centrality of border scientific 
thinking in the Third Reich.

World Ice Theory and Himmler’s Institute for Ancestral Research

Of the many esoteric theories that did not meet the empirical or methodolog-
ical standards of mainstream science none had greater resonance among 
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völkisch thinkers in Germany and Austria than World Ice Theory.200 Part of this 
was due to the fact that Hanns Hörbiger was a brilliant self-promoter who 
managed to make his fantastical ideas appear scientific to the dilettantes that 
defined the occult public. But World Ice Theory also had the ideological advan-
tage over other border sciences in that it was almost perfectly compatible with 
a Nazi cosmology.201

World Ice Theory, according to the Nazi intellectual Edgar Dacqué, repre-
sented a ‘racial spirit of the times and science’ rolled into one. It was an ‘aggres-
sive response and revolutionary departure from the system of foreign scientific 
powers’, including the ‘self-satisfied-bourgeois’ astronomy and physics of the 
West.202 Both Nordic mythology and völkisch-esoteric doctrines such as arios-
ophy had posited a series of Ur-cataclysms and ice ages, which caused biolog-
ical mutations in Earth’s inhabitants, producing Atlantean supermen and 
monstrous humanoids. Weaned on Wagner, Houston Stewart Chamberlain, 
and Lanz von Liebenfels, many völkisch thinkers consequently recognized in 
World Ice Theory the ancient Aryans (Atlanteans) whose civilization had been 
destroyed by their former ‘Tschandal’ slaves.203 Supporters of World Ice Theory 
were likewise keen to point out parallels between the Austrians Hörbiger and 
Hitler, including their mutual success, as so-called amateurs, in conquering the 
fields of science and politics respectively.204

As suggested above, World Ice Theory was the only ‘border science’ that 
Hitler embraced wholly and with conviction.205 There is much discussion of 
‘pre-moon humanity’ in Greek sources, Hitler opined to Himmler, which in 
the Führer’s opinion had to do with the ‘World Empire of Atlantis, which fell 
victim to the catastrophe of the moons falling to Earth’.206 He read the fanciful 
books authored by the proponents of World Ice Theory and appeared to 
believe its predictive qualities when it came to geological and meteorological 
phenomena.207 Hitler even talked of erecting a great observatory in his home 
town of Linz, Austria, representing ‘the three great cosmological conceptions of 
history – those of Ptolemy, Copernicus and Hörbiger’.208 In regard to religion, 
Hitler is supposed to have suggested that World Ice Theory might eventually 
replace Christianity.209

Hitler had lots of company. Hess was an ardent supporter, sponsoring the 
above-mentioned Dacqué for a Chair at the University of Munich and later 
Divisional Head in the Reich Ministry for Science, Education, and Popular 
Education.210 Also enthusiastic were both heads of Himmler’s Ahnenerbe, 
Hermann Wirth and Walther Wüst, as well as the Chief of the Third Reich’s 
press corps, Albert Herrmann, who published a book inspired by World Ice 
Theory in which he argued that the original Atlantis was in Tunisia.211 Robert 
Ley, who always seemed to find time for esoteric pursuits, is reported to have 
said that ‘Our Nordic ancestors grew strong in ice and snow: belief in the World 
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Ice is consequently the natural heritage of Nordic Man.’212 Equally illustrative 
of the widespread acceptance among leading Nazis of World Ice Theory is the 
fact that Hitler’s normally more sober and pragmatic second-in-command, 
Hermann Göring, and the head of the German Youth movement, Baldur von 
Schirach, were supportive.213 Even Heydrich’s SD and the Amt Rosenberg – two 
organizations explicitly tasked with eradicating sectarianism – proved remark-
ably sanguine about the related teachings of World Ice Theory.214

If many Nazis were excited about the possibilities of World Ice Theory, 
however, Himmler was arguably its strongest supporter. For Himmler, World 
Ice Theory stood at the esoteric nexus of Nazi border scientific and religious 
thinking.215 The ‘Aryans did not evolve from apes like the rest of humanity,’ 
Himmler argued, ‘but are gods come directly from Heaven to Earth’ who 
emerged from ‘living kernels’ that were conserved in the ‘eternal ice of the 
cosmos’.216 These ancient superhumans once possessed ‘paranormal powers 
and extraordinary weapons’ akin to Thor’s ‘thunder hammer’. The Thunder 
God’s powers ‘didn’t have to do with natural thunder and lightning’ but 
‘pertained to an earlier, highly developed tool of our ancestors that was obvi-
ously only in the possession of a few, namely the “Asen” who were gods and 
were privy to an unheard of knowledge of electricity’.217 World Ice Theory also 
confirmed Himmler’s theory that the Chinese and Japanese were ‘once colonial 
races with a central state originating from peoples who centuries or millennia 
earlier had had an Atlantean ruling class’.218

For these reasons Himmler made an enormous effort to sponsor World Ice 
Theory as a state science. The most famous example is Himmler’s (and Hitler’s) 
unqualified support for Hörbiger’s elderly co-author Philip Fauth, an amateur 
scientist whose theories were perched on that ‘narrow intersection between the 
pure scientific and the speculative and fantastical’.219 Appointed as Ahnenerbe 
astronomer and named full professor by Himmler in 1939, at the age of seventy-
three, Fauth also received an honorary doctorate from Hitler himself.220

Another prominent supporter of World Ice Theory who experienced a career 
renaissance in the Third Reich was the rabidly anti-Semitic writer and SA leader, 
Rudolf von Elmayer-Vestenbrugg (or Elmar Brugg). Like Himmler, Elmayer 
insisted that World Ice Theory provided the only ‘scientific basis for a true Nordic 
worldview’.221 In his most influential book, The Enigma of Universal Phenomena 
(1937), Elmayer argued that World Ice Theory would replace Darwin’s now 
‘defunct’ theory of evolution and that the Aryan race had been incubated in the 
arctic world before founding the civilization of Atlantis.222 No wonder that 
Elmayer, despite his utter lack of scientific credentials, would later be tapped by 
Himmler to head the World Ice Theory division within the Ahnenerbe.

Perhaps the most important sponsor of World Ice Theory in the Third 
Reich was SS Obersturmführer Hans Robert Scultetus.223 Although technically 
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trained as a meteorologist, Scultetus was equally interested in astrology and 
other paranormal phenomena, seeking funding for a research expedition to 
Abyssinia (Ethiopia) to conduct experiments on ‘Zodiacal lights’ and ‘heavenly 
apparitions’.224 As head of the Ahnenerbe’s Institute for Meteorology, Scultetus 
became the most influential proponent of World Ice Theory in Himmler’s 
inner circle.225

Himmler’s World Ice Theory brain trust also included Edmund Kiss, a 
novelist and explorer who combined science and fiction in propagating this 
border science.226 An amateur archaeologist, Kiss had participated in an expe-
dition to the Andes in which he claimed to have found sculptures with Aryan 
features and a calendar that recorded a time when Earth was circled by another 
moon (which ostensibly fell to Earth and destroyed the Andean capital, 
according to World Ice Theory).227 Kiss further popularized World Ice Theory 
with fanciful novels that drew a connection between it, ariosophy, and Hollow 
Earth Theory, a doctrine that speculated about a subterranean civilization 
under the Himalayas.228

In late 1935, Himmler brought these World Ice Theory theorists together, 
along with a couple of Hörbiger’s sons, in the Ahnenerbe.229 The idea for an inter-
disciplinary institute that combined many strands of völkisch border science had 
been percolating in Himmler’s mind before 1933. Already in 1928 he had founded 
an Ahnenerbe office aimed at researching Aryan geneaology.230 In the giddy 
months after the Nazi seizure of power in January 1933 the Reichsführer added 
an archaeological division within his personal staff as well as ad hoc research 
posts linked to the Race and Settlement Office (RuSHA).231 Although it was not 
until July 1935 that Himmler, Darré, and the völkisch-esotericist Hermann Wirth 
created an independent research institute within the SS, the Ahnenerbe, focused 
on exploring ‘the space, spirit and deed of the Indo-Germans’. Its goal was to 
popularize ‘relevant research findings among the German people’ in order to 
encourage all Germans to participate in these endeavours.232

The border scientific premises of the Ahnenerbe were evident from the 
beginning. Alongside the ‘pseudo-prophet’ Wirth, both the Nazi race theorist 
H. K. Günther and the three most important progenitors of the Ahnenerbe – 
Himmler, Darré, and Wolfram Sievers – were members of the völkisch-esoteri-
cist Artamanen movement during the Weimar Republic. All three were likewise 
influenced by ariosophic mystics such as Karl Maria Wiligut and Friedrich 
Hielscher.233 The controversial Wirth was made head of the Ahnenerbe in great 
part because he was persecuted by ‘official science’, which burnished his border 
scientific credentials.234 Wirth’s research on the forged Ura Linda chronicles 
turned out to be bogus and led to his dismissal from the Ahnenerbe in 1938. 
But Wirth’s successor, the ostensibly more respectable Indologist Walter Wüst, 
made few changes in academic approach.235 Under Wüst the Ahnenerbe 
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continued to invest in research projects ‘impulsively and without solid goals’. 
The institute’s ‘proclivity for fantasy’ and disdain for scientific boundaries, 
Kater argues, was ‘always stronger than the push for objectivity and discipline. 
The unreal always won the upper hand at the cost of the real.’236

Despite this explicitly border scientific approach, the Ahnenerbe grew 
rapidly. By the end of the 1930s, Himmler had developed connections to main-
stream academic organizations and research institutes as well as the army, navy, 
and air force. The Ahnenerbe also expanded its interdisciplinary reach from 
the humanities (primarily folklore research) in the mid-1930s to the natural 
and social sciences a few years later.237

The Ahnenerbe proudly embraced interdisciplinarity and eschewed the 
‘specialist-fetishization’ (Spezialistentums) of mainstream natural science. 
Himmler and his colleagues insisted, for example, on the ‘interdependence of 
all research and scientific fields’ – the way that knowledge had ostensibly been 
pursued in the Middle Ages. For the ‘organicist-thinking Himmler’, who 
‘opposed the siloing off of individual scientists within their special spheres’, this 
border scientific emphasis on interdisciplinarity meant the concerted integra-
tion of the Natural Sciences into the Ahnenerbe’s Human and Social Science 
divisions.238 The Ahnenerbe, Himmler wrote to Heydrich excitedly, might 
bring the Indologist Wüst and renowned physicist Werner Heisenberg into 
‘cooperation with our people from World Ice Theory’ in an Indo-Aryan 
Academia Universalis.239

Of course, this uncritical interdisciplinarity within the Ahnenerbe led to the 
unsystematic elision of individual academic fields and border scientific perver-
sion of academic inquiry.240 Whereas amateurish hacks such as Wirth and 
Wiligut reached the highest levels of authority, Nobel Prize-winning physicists 
like Max Planck and Albert Einstein were dismissed as ‘mystics’ and charlatans.241

To be sure, the dilettantish Himmler, like most border scientists, desperately 
sought approval and support from mainstream scientists. Since most ‘serious 
natural scientists wanted to have nothing to do with these kinds of proposi-
tions’, however, Himmler was ready to hand over the keys to ‘fantasists’ such as 
Elmayer, Kiss, and Scultetus, ‘dubious scientists’ whose research was ‘reminis-
cent of the occult-enshrouded craft of medieval alchemists’.242 Perched at the 
centre of the Ahnenerbe’s efforts to legitimize these many border sciences was 
World Ice Theory.243

World Ice Theory and the Apotheosis of Nazi Border Science

Even after the Nazi seizure of power, the proponents of World Ice Theory 
continued to face the virtually unanimous opposition of mainstream scientists 
and sceptics.244 Of all the ‘superstitious secret sciences’ prevalent in the Third 
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Reich, wrote the anti-occultist Otto Urbach in 1938, the worst was World 
Ice Theory. ‘What so very much compromised World Ice Theory, which has 
found no resonance in circles of astronomers,’ Urbach noted, was the fact that 
it was a ‘concealed religion, a spiritual sect’.245 The great German physicist, 
Heisenberg, referred to World Ice Theory as ‘nonsense’, while even the pro-
Nazi physicist Philip Lenard deemed it ‘pure fantasy’.246 As Scultetus wrote to 
SS-Hauptsturmführer Bruno Galke, a member of Himmler’s personal staff, the 
‘widespread opposition to World Ice Theory’ in the greater scientific commu-
nity was proving to be a challenge in lending it official status.247

Himmler was enormously frustrated. According to the Reichsführer, if 
scientists believed in ‘free research in every form’ why shouldn’t that include 
‘the free research of the World Ice Theory. I seek to support this free research 
in the heartiest fashion and find myself here in the best circles, since the Führer 
and Chancellor of the German Reich, Adolf Hitler, has for many years been a 
convinced proponent of this theory that has been mocked by those who consort 
with the closed guild of science.’ He then added, ‘There are so many things that 
we do not know, the research of which – even by lay people – we must accept.’248 
In contrast to the arrogance and close-mindedness of ‘calcified scientific fat 
cats’, Himmler suggested, the Ahnenerbe was committed to intellectual 
freedom, tolerance, and openness to unconventional ideas.249

Himmler’s assertions regarding the closed-mindedness of the academic 
establishment was typical of many border scientists. Except even Ludwig 
Straniak and Hans Bender were willing to acknowledge the dangers of purely 
faith-based reasoning, as indicated by Bender’s criticism of anthroposophy, and 
many scientific occultists still hoped to convince mainstream scientists of their 
results. Hitler, Hess, Himmler, and Rosenberg, on the other hand, tended to 
invoke their support for ‘free research’ and ‘interdisciplinarity’ only when it suited 
their ideological agenda. For them, the idea of gaining the imprimatur of ‘Jewish’ 
materialists such as Einstein or arrogant ‘fat cats’ like Planck was both asinine 
and unnecessary. If a German scientist wasn’t a Nazi first and foremost – or at 
least politically quiescent, like Heisenberg – Himmler and company had little 
patience for their ‘free research’.250

Nazi hypocrisy regarding free research became readily apparent in July 1936 
when Scultetus, encouraged by Himmler, issued the so-called Pyrmonter 
Protocol. In designating Hörbiger’s theories as ‘the intellectual gift of a genius’, 
the signatories of the protocol agreed to the precondition that ‘all people working 
on World Ice Theory’ could do so only ‘under the leadership of a spiritual leader, 
whose sole responsibility was to the Reichsführer-SS’.251 Signed by Scultetus, Kiss, 
Fauth, and Hörbiger’s son Alfred, among others, the protocol stated that scien-
tists deviating from ‘Meister Hoerbiger’s’ theories in their ‘fundamental form’ 
would cease to receive funding and could be subject to disciplinary procedures.252
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This blatant attempt to prevent any dissent from Hörbiger’s original princi-
ples was obviously contradictory given Himmler’s repeated criticism of main-
stream science’s refusal to allow alternative viewpoints. But it comported with 
the Third Reich’s subjective approach to border science: accusing ideologically 
independent or commercial occultists of ‘sectarianism’ while protecting and 
even sponsoring esoteric doctrines favoured by Nazi leaders.253 All that an 
occult or border scientific doctrine needed was to be deemed sufficiently 
‘Aryan’ and/or ‘scientific’ by the right Nazi leader. Thus Himmler passed over 
Hörbiger’s eldest son as ‘spiritual leader’ of the new Institute for Meteorology in 
favour of the more devoted Nazi, Scultetus.254

One of the first proponents of World Ice Theory to run afoul of the 
Pyrmonter Protocol was Georg Hinzpeter, president of the Society for the 
Sponsorship of World Ice Theory (Gesellschaft zur Foerderung der Welteislehre 
or GFW).255 Hinzpeter’s research on various astronomical and meteorological 
questions – in particular his critique of Hörbiger’s icy basis of the Milky 
Way – clearly represented a deviation from a fundamentalist understanding of 
Hörbiger’s original findings.256 When it became clear that Hinzpeter’s research 
was causing friction between the GFW and the Austrian Hörbiger Institute, 
run by Hörbiger’s son, Scultetus stepped in.257

In December 1936 Scultetus began lobbying to get rid of Hinzpeter as pres-
ident of the GFW and editor of the GFW-sponsored Journal of World Ice 
Theory in favour of the above-mentioned Elmayer-Vestenbrugg.258 In making 
his case, Scultetus cited the draft of Elmayer’s recent article entitled ‘Hanns 
Hoerbiger, the Copernicus of the 20th Century’.259 Scultetus envisioned Elmayer 
working directly with World Ice Theory’s co-founder Fauth to promote this 
border science to the German public.260

Unfortunately, Elmayer proved to be a problematic replacement. After 
Elmayer’s article appeared in the popular periodical, the Illustrated Observer 
(Illustrierte Beobachter), the publisher received a flurry of angry letters from 
professional scientists. A Rostock physicist observed that Elmayer approached 
World Ice Theory with a ‘nearly religious fervour’, which did ‘no service either 
to the man on the street nor the state’.261 The Wehrmacht engineer Peter Lautner 
stated bluntly that the article ‘damages the reputation of German science’, which 
has ‘no time for fruitless debates with religious theories’. How could ‘fairy tales’ 
be lent ‘the name of science’ at a moment when young men were coming to the 
Wehrmacht with minimal ‘knowledge of mathematics and physics’? Lautner 
sent his letter to the Ministry for Science, Art and Public Education, urging 
Reich authorities to ‘put the tellers of fairy tales in their place’.262

The head of the Berlin astronomical observatory could not believe the 
‘plethora of factual inaccuracies and arbitrary claims’ made by proponents of 
World Ice Theory. What impression must a reader get,when confronted with a 
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bizarre theory that surpasses ‘everything we know up to this point’ and is ‘destined 
to put our entire worldview and mastery of nature on new foundations?’ 
Moreover, what would readers think when told that mainstream ‘science – 
German science in particular – has refused to recognize’ this theory, ‘partly out 
of incompetence and partly out of ill-will?’ Readers might well come to the 
conclusion that government posts ‘trusted with the propagation of science, are 
filled partly with idiots, partly with narrow-minded bureaucrats, who stand in 
the way of progress’. They might even ‘take a critical view toward those individ-
uals who appointed’ such representatives – namely the Nazi Party.263

Faced with such mordant criticisms one might have expected Himmler and 
Scultetus to attack the Reich’s chief astronomer or back down in their support 
of Elmayer. They did neither. Instead they came to Elmayer’s defence – at least 
for a time – and offered to bring in Goebbels’ Propaganda Ministry to lead the 
campaign against Hinzpeter.264 Scultetus then instructed Hinzpeter that his 
work was no longer going to be supported by the regime because it deviated 
from Hörbiger’s original theory.265

Conceding his amateur scientific training – which had never stopped 
Hörbiger or Fauth – Hinzpeter explained in response that World Ice Theory 
must consider alternative data and conclusions if it wanted to be taken 
seriously. ‘If I may make a comparison,’ he wrote, ‘no one would call into ques-
tion the extraordinary service of Daimler or Benz’ in creating the earliest 
motorcars. One would nevertheless prefer a newer ‘model with a more modern 
style’ to a model built thirty years earlier. For the same reason, Hinzpeter 
reasoned, ‘no one would think of diminishing the great service of Hanns 
Hörbiger, but would focus on maintaining the living development of World Ice 
Theory’. Although expressing gratitude for Himmler’s financial support and 
interest in his work, Hinzpeter agreed that he would not be able to continue 
working for the Ahnenerbe under the restrictive parameters of the Pyrmonter 
Protocol.266

Scultetus and others were not willing to let the matter drop with Hinzpeter’s 
exit from the Ahnenerbe.267 A few days after Hinzpeter’s departure, Hörbiger’s 
son wrote an open letter to the GFW admonishing Hinzpeter to stop writing in 
Hörbiger’s name. According to Hörbiger, the goal of the Hörbiger Institute was to 
sponsor World Ice Theory in the fundamentalist form his father desired. That 
was along the lines of Hitler’s ‘führer principle’ (Führerprinzip), as embodied in 
the Pyrmonter Protocol. If supporters of World Ice Theory were free to conduct 
their own experiments in the context of the GFW, Hörbiger conceded, dissenters 
needed publicly to acknowledge that they did not represent the Hörbiger Institute 
or its Proceedings (Mitteilungen). Hörbiger then announced his departure from 
the GFW, whose research, as represented by Hinzpeter, no longer comported 
with the fundamental vision of his father.
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The younger Hörbiger recognized the irreconcilable contradiction between 
perpetuating a fundamentalist vision of World Ice Theory and allowing free 
research. Which is why he agreed, initially, ‘not to interfere with the sovereignty 
of the GFW’.268 But when Hinzpeter announced his desire to submit a defence 
of his views to the Prussian Academy of Science, Hörbiger quickly changed his 
mind, asking Himmler and Wüst to intervene.269

Acting as an anonymous reviewer for the Ahnenerbe, the fantasy novelist 
Edmund Kiss noted Hinzpeter’s vast knowledge and good intentions. The 
fiction writer likewise admitted that ‘he lacked, like the authors of the paper, a 
thorough scientific education [gründliche Fachausbildung]’. Kiss nonetheless 
concluded that Hinzpeter’s paper, which enumerated many areas where 
Hörbiger’s claims failed to hold up to scrutiny, was incompatible with the 
Pyrmonter Protocol. It would therefore not serve to improve ‘the image of 
World Ice Theory’ were his research sent to the Prussian Academy of Sciences. 
Only by close adherence to the Protocol, Kiss concluded, could World Ice 
Theory achieve wider recognition in the scientific community.270

Just as the Ahnenerbe was emerging from the Hinzpeter affair, a new contro-
versy arose, this time involving Hörbiger’s co-author, the amateur astronomer-
cum–SS officer (Obersturmführer) Fauth. The controversy stemmed from 
a January 1938 article, ‘Science and World Ice Theory’. published by the geolo-
gist Karl Hummel in the well-respected Journal of the German Geological 
Society.

Hummel began cautiously: ‘If unscientific thoughts on scientific issues can 
gain a foothold in many parts of the population, it is on the one hand a sign of 
the positive fact that widespread interest in these scientific issues are present in 
the people’. But misguided ideas about science represented ‘on the other hand a 
reproach to the relevant representatives of science, who have failed to meet the 
scientific needs of the people due to their better judgement’.271 The margin-
alization of mainstream science, Hummel continued, was partly a result of 
Weimar’s ‘Marxist’ culture in which ‘all traditional authorities,’ including main-
stream science, were called into question.272 Still, those Germans most likely to 
embrace World Ice Theory and other esoteric ideas, Hummel conceded, were 
those most likely also to support Nazism.273 Nazi voters came from the same 
‘bourgeois groups’ that failed to recognize ‘the importance and indispensability 
of science (and in particular the natural sciences) for the life of the people’. This 
unscientific culture, Hummel concluded, ‘is not yet fully overcome today’.274

Fauth was furious and the Nazi authorities were deeply troubled. Scultetus 
immediately forwarded Hummel’s article to Wüst, the head of the Ahnenerbe, 
along with an angry response from Fauth. In typical border scientific fashion, 
Fauth took Hummel to task by invoking the same call for interdisciplinarity 
and ‘free research’ expressed by Himmler above. World Ice Theorists would 
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never make absolutist assertions such as ‘We know, we have concluded, we have 
calculated, we have proven,’ Fauth explained, because they were open to alter-
native points of view – a completely disingenuous response from someone who 
had just excoriated Hinzpeter for deviating from the Pyrmonter Protocol.275

Although he undoubtedly recognized that Hitler and Himmler supported 
Fauth, Hummel was not about to back down. A debate with Fauth was impos-
sible, Hummel responded, ‘because one can refute a rational [argument], but 
never a faith-based [glaubensmaessige] conviction through objective counter-
arguments’. ‘You demand the right to reject every scientific “claim to authority”, 
Hummel observed. And ‘in this principle you are united with me and most 
scientists worth taking seriously’. Instead of accepting the terms of critical 
scientific inquiry, however, ‘you have merely taken from the discussion that 
science is in disagreement over some questions’. Indeed, there was a vast differ-
ence between ‘recognizing the disagreement over this or that question’ and ‘the 
conclusion you draw that any hypothesis you like, no matter how questionable, 
any air-headed collection of thoughts that completely contradicts empirical 
observations, may claim equal academic value’.276

In conclusion, Hummel advised Fauth not to be surprised that ‘the theories 
of World Ice Theory are [not even] used by scientists in otherwise hopeless 
cases’ since ‘there is simply too much evidence against the principles of World 
Ice Theory’.277 It is hard to say what is more remarkable about Hummel’s article 
and the ensuing exchange with Fauth: the fact that Hummel so openly exposed 
the Third Reich’s faith-based approach to science or the fact that Hitler, 
Himmler, and others continued to defend World Ice Theory regardless.278

Fauth and his Nazi allies would in any case have the last laugh. In the wake of 
the Hinzpeter Affair and Hummel controversy, the Ahnenerbe decided that it 
was time to enforce the Pyrmonter Protocol more rigorously— ‘free research’ be 
damned.279 In summer 1939, on the third anniversary of the Protocol, the 
Ahnenerbe sponsored a conference focused on using World Ice Theory to predict 
long-term meteorological events in support of the Luftwaffe. Himmler invited 
only World Ice Theory proponents favorable to the Ahnenerbe’s point of view.280

When it came to a discussion of how to proceed regarding the Pyrmonter 
Protocol, Scultetus insisted that the regime issue a more binding agreement. He 
followed up with a letter to Sievers, Wüst, and Himmler, suggesting that 
Hinzpeter’s GFW and other dissenters should now ‘disappear, so that the 
complete efforts of the Ahnenerbe could no longer be called into question’. As 
soon as all independent organizations were ‘dissolved’, Scultetus argued, the 
Reichsführer SS could exercise complete ‘protective control [Schirmherrschaft] 
over World Ice Theory’.281 The ensuing agreement instructed all recipients that 
the ‘promotion [of World Ice Theory] through lay publications be kept at a 
minimum and that no signees of the Pyrmonter Protocol may compose new 
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works of that kind’ in order to guarantee that ‘the reputation of World Ice Theory 
was no longer endangered by dilettantish treatment by other circles’.282 
Completely discredited within the mainstream scientific community, World Ice 
Theory had found another way to flourish: through monopoly support by the 
Third Reich.283

***

According to some accounts, border science ‘ceased its highly public presence 
as part of Germany’s reformist milieu of cultural experimentation’ after 1937, 
when ‘the Nazi regime suppressed occultism as one of its many ideological 
enemies’.284 The evidence we have seen in this chapter paints a rather different 
picture.285 First, in terms of astrology and parapsychology, biodynamic agricul-
ture, and World Ice Theory, the regime’s approach was often highly public. 
Goebbels hired astrologers to produce propaganda. Bender’s parapsychological 
experiments were reported in major newspapers and sponsored by a Reich-
financed university institute with connections to Hitler and Himmler. High-
profile support for border science is equally evident in the regime employing 
biodynamic agriculture to prepare the athletics grounds for the 1936 Olympics 
or in Hitler and Himmler promoting World Ice Theory as official science 
despite the opposition of the entire academic establishment.

Second, the Third Reich was clearly drawn to border science because of 
their interest in the ‘reformist milieu of cultural experimentation’.286 The regime 
may have attempted to marginalize certain occult doctrines insofar as they 
represented a sectarian belief system or were sponsored by a rival charismatic 
Führer, such as Steiner or Sebottendorff. But that did not prevent Nazi leaders 
from seeking to coopt border scientific ideas and practices for their own ‘inter-
disciplinary’ purposes.287 In regard to astrology and parapsychology, the Third 
Reich’s epistemological commitment to border scientific experimentation was 
always stronger than the regime’s general antipathy to ‘sectarianism’.

The same pattern held for the remarkably influential doctrine of anthro-
posophy. As a rival Weltanschauung with its own Führer (Steiner) and sectarian 
tendencies, many Nazis deemed anthroposophy to be ‘un-German’. When it 
came to anthroposophy’s border scientific approach to ‘higher knowledge’, 
however, whether in terms of radiesthesia, natural healing or biodynamic agri-
culture, a remarkable number of Nazis expressed enthusiasm and support. In 
terms of World Ice Theory, the regime’s commitment was all the more powerful, 
illustrating better than any other doctrine the Third Reich’s considerable 
investment in border scientific thinking. During the Second World War this 
border scientific approach to decision-making and policy, as we shall see, 
helped facilitate projects both fantastical and monstrous.288



‘We’re struggling towards a final form of belief . . . But it’s not right to root 
children up from their familiar world and make them face the problems of 
faith before they’ve fully grown . . . Faith has to grow on its own accord; you 
can only clear the way for it, not dictate it.’

Heinrich Himmler, as reported by Felix Kersten1

‘Just as in Islam, there is no kind of terrorism in the Japanese State religion, but, 
to the contrary, a promise of happiness. This terrorism in religion is the 
product, to put it briefly, of a Jewish dogma, which Christianity has universal-
ized and whose effect is to sow trouble and confusion in men’s minds.’2

Adolf Hitler (1942)

‘My ancestors were witches and I am a heretic.’3

Otto Rahn, SS Obersturmführer (1937)

In the spring of 1943 the Third Reich’s Plenipotentiary in Denmark, SS 
Obergruppenführer Dr Werner Best, requested two copies of a strange-
sounding book called Lucifer’s Court. The book was written by the Third Reich’s 
‘real Indiana Jones’, the philologist and explorer Otto Rahn.4 Plucked from 
obscurity by Heinrich Himmler’s chief esotericist, Karl Maria Wiligut, Rahn 
was tasked with conducting research into the Holy Grail and the lost civiliza-
tion of the Thule. Rahn’s widely popular first book, Quest for the Grail (1933), 
had outlined a theory that medieval heretics known as the Cathars were the 
true protectors of pagan Aryan religion.

Rahn’s second book, Lucifer’s Court (1937), written under the auspices of 
Himmler’s Ahnenerbe, went further. In it Rahn speculated that the Grail lay at 
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the centre of a Cathar cult of Luciferians – literally Devil worshippers – who 
practised an Ur-Aryan religion drawn from Tibet and northern India, via 
Persia, in pre-modern times. Accused of heresy and witchcraft, these last repre-
sentatives of the Indo-Aryan civilization of Thule (Atlantis) had been eradi-
cated by the Catholic Church, their teachings preserved by the Knights Templar 
and Tibetan monks. During the second half of the nineteenth century this 
Luciferian tradition was resuscitated by the theosophs, ariosophs, and other 
völkisch-esoteric groups, paving the way for a renaissance in Ario-Germanic 
religion. Although Lucifer’s Court was out of print, Himmler’s adjutant Rudolf 
Brandt made sure to obtain two copies and have them sent to Best in Denmark 
immediately.5

The idea of Nazism as a neo-pagan movement with Indo-Aryan, even 
‘Luciferian’, antecedents, is nothing new. In the immediate post-war period 
many historians maintained that Nazism was profoundly anti-Christian and 
‘preached an alternative, paganist religion founded on mythical gods of the 
Germanic Middle Ages, on Thor and Wodan and their ilk’.6 A number of 
scholars, however, have since questioned Nazism’s paganist, völkisch-esoteric 
roots. A few have highlighted the movement’s Christian elements.7 Others have 
argued that Nazism was not in itself religious but appropriated mystical 
symbols and ritual forms to create a secular ‘political religion’ based on a shared 
faith in racial community.8

The reality is that the Third Reich embraced a range of pagan, esoteric, and 
Indo-Aryan religious doctrines that buttressed its racial, political, and ideo-
logical goals.9 That is why Nazism, according to the British theologian 
Christopher Dawson, posed a different threat to Christianity than secular 
liberalism or atheist Marxism. The danger is ‘not that the Nazi movement is 
anti-religious’, Dawson observed, but that it has ‘a religion of its own which is 
not that of Christian orthodoxy’. Nazi religiosity was a ‘fluid and incoherent 
thing which expresses itself in several different forms’. There was the ‘neo-
paganism of the extreme pan-German element’, the ‘Aryanized and national-
ized Christianity of the German Christians’ and ‘the racial and nationalistic 
idealism which is characteristic of the movement as a whole’. All these strains, 
Dawson worried, could ‘develop a mythology and ethic’ that may ‘take the place 
of Christian theology and Christian ethics’.10

This eclectic appropriation of Ario-Germanic paganism and Indo-Aryan 
religions cannot be dismissed as the pet project of Heinrich Himmler or Rudolf 
Hess. Nor can it be written off as the province of a few völkisch prophets on the 
fringes of the Third Reich.11 Nazi attitudes toward religion, as we have seen, 
had profound roots in the fin-de-siècle esoteric, New Age, and völkisch-religious 
revival. Part of a shared supernatural imaginary, these various religious strains 
were to some extent embraced and exploited by the Third Reich in the process 
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of building spiritual consensus across a diverse Nazi Party and an even more 
eclectic German population.

Nazi Anti-Christianity and the Search for Alternative Religion

On 22 December 1920 the Nazi Party sponsored a Winter Solstice festival. The 
festival was important, the Völkischer Beobachter reported, in restoring völkisch-
spiritual unity in the wake of the war and left-wing revolutions of 1918–19. 
‘All this the Edda and the teachings of the Armanen had already prophesied 
in ancient times,’ declared one speaker, promising that ‘One day more happy 
times will come for the Aryan race.’12 According to Anton Drexler, co-founder 
of the NSDAP, a ‘visible sign of the return to German thought is the resurgence 
of the wonderful old custom of the festival of solstice’. Another speaker 
talked of Baldur, the sun-god, pagan gods and heroes, and the history of the 
great Nordic mythological hero, Siegfried (‘his birth in us – that is our solstice 
prayer’).13

The Nazis did not invent the tradition of a pagan ‘German Christmas’. As 
the VB observed, the organizers were indebted to similar solstice festivals cele-
brated a decade or so earlier by the ariosophists Guido von List and Lanz von 
Liebenfels. But the NSDAP made good use of these völkisch-esotericist tradi-
tions in their attempts to sponsor a more authentic Germanic religiosity – an 
alternative to both mainstream Christianity and liberal or Marxist secularism.14

The first part of this chapter argues, with Wolfgang Kaufmann, that virtu-
ally ‘all leading ideologues’ in the Nazi movement ‘rejected Christianity’.15 If 
some disagreed as to how far Christianity had to be mollified in the short term, 
most shared the firm conviction that it had either to be replaced or profoundly 
‘Germanized’ (Aryanized).16 We will explain below some of the reasons why 
the Nazis rejected Christianity, at least in its traditional form, focusing on 
their view that the medieval and Early Modern witch trials were an attempt by 
the Catholic Church to eliminate German culture, race, and religion. I then 
explore, briefly, the spiritual and ideological elements that many Nazis sought 
in (re)constructing a religious alternative to Christianity.

The SS Witch Division and Nazi Anti-Christianity

For nearly a decade between 1935 and 1944 Heinrich Himmler charged a 
‘Special Task Force on Witches’ (Hexen-Sonderauftrages) with collecting, 
purchasing, and/or stealing archival material throughout central Europe. The 
fourteen members of the witch division, working within the framework of 
Heydrich’s SD, assembled nearly thirty thousand documents out of various 
local and regional archives, from the Rhineland to Bohemia. They left behind a 
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massive card catalogue and library documenting hundreds of accounts of 
witchcraft and the occult.17

Himmler would claim the project was primarily about investigating 
‘superstition in rural areas’ and other aspects of Germanic religion and 
folklore typical of the Ahnenerbe’s völkisch-esoteric research efforts.18 But the 
Sonderauftrag had a parallel goal of ‘great wartime importance’ (kriegswichtig) 
that went beyond folklore research.19 This second task, linked to the SD’s role 
in ‘opposition research’ (Gegnerforschung), explains why the Witch Division 
was entrusted not to the academics of the Ahnenerbe but to Heydrich’s SD. For 
the goal of Gegnerforschung was to conduct research on oppositional groups, 
including Jews, Communists, and Masons, assumed to be a racial and/or ideo-
logical threat to the Third Reich.20

In this context of ‘opposition research’, Himmler asked the Witch Division 
to solve the riddle of how the ‘dominant Aryan-Germanic religion of Nature 
could be defeated by the decadent Jewish-Christian religion?’21 Himmler and 
the SD believed that researching Judeo-Christian attempts to wipe out German 
religion in the Middle Ages would provide insights into combating Jewish and 
Christian attempts to undermine the Third Reich.22

The SS witch researchers came to the conclusion that witches were the ‘guar-
antors of German faith’ and ‘natural healers’ from the oldest Germanic sagas. By 
accusing so-called witches of consorting with the Devil, the Church could crim-
inalize the practice of German religion (culture) and justify the murder of its 
spiritual leaders.23 To Himmler and his SS colleagues, the Early Modern witch-
craft trials therefore represented a ‘capital crime against the German people’, 
instigated by the Jews and presided over by the Catholic Church.24

The idea that the Catholic Church had employed witchcraft accusations to 
eradicate Ario-Germanic culture and religion had roots in the late nineteenth-
century völkisch-religious revival.25 This folkloric fascination with witchcraft and 
witch trials continued through the interwar period and into the Third Reich. In 
his 1936 book Earth Mother and Witches, for example, the Bavarian historian 
Anton Mayer argued that Indo-European magic and witchcraft were based on an 
ancient Germanic belief in the Earth mother as the protector of nature and 
possessor of ‘demonic’ powers derived from nature, akin to those described by 
Ernst Schertel.26 Christianity eroded these healthy beliefs in pagan magic and 
women-centred religiosity, Mayer continued. Soon the ability of Earth mothers 
to commune with nature and wield magical power was demonized as ‘witchcraft’, 
as reflected in early Christian texts such as Beowulf and the King Arthur legends.27 
This prevailing association of Germanic paganism with Devil worship, Mayer 
argues, was ‘the new framework for the anti-feminine witchcraft persecutions’.28

Another historian, Gustav Lassen, located the roots of witchcraft in fertility 
cults imported from the Indo-European (Indo-Aryan) past. In their attempts 
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to destroy the woman-centred, magical basis of German beliefs, such as 
Walpurgisnacht, ‘witch hunts’ were obviously ‘anti-feminine’.29 Despite her viru-
lent anti-occultism (which presumably included hostility to witchcraft), the 
Nazi fellow traveller Mathilde Ludendorff agreed. In her book Christian Terror 
Against Women she argued that the Catholic Church had employed witchcraft 
accusations to eradicate an authentic, pagan Germanic culture and religion.30

These proto-feminist accounts of German paganism enjoyed wide currency 
across the Nazi ranks. Himmler went so far as to argue that the ‘so-called 
witches were relics of a pre-Christian Celtic-Germanic community of faith 
against which the Catholic Church practised genocide’.31 This delusion ‘cost the 
hereditary blood of hundreds of thousands of victims’, Himmler reasoned, in 
Catholic and Protestant areas alike. The sacrifices of the ‘witches and wizards of 
the early modern period’, forgotten casualties of ‘the ideological struggle of the 
Germanic tribes’, should be ‘written on the blood flag of the movement’.32 On 
another occasion Himmler claimed the Catholic Church was a ‘homosexual 
association’ that had ‘terrorized humanity for 1800 years’.33

Although less enthusiastic about occultism (witchcraft) than Himmler, 
Alfred Rosenberg was remarkably supportive of this argument. According to 
him, the Church’s ‘Christianization’ campaign aimed at wiping out paganism 
was in fact directed at the biological ‘roots of healthy racial stock’, resulting in 
the murder of thousands of innocent German women and men.34 More fantas-
tically, Walther Darré estimated the number of ‘fighters for justice, champions 
of the faith, heretics, and witches who had been murdered, tortured to death, 
and burnt’ to be nine million!35

Himmler, Rosenberg, and Darré’s detestation of Christianity is well known.36 
Their broader antipathies to Christianity, however, exemplified by the SD’s witch 
research, were shared by many Nazis.37 Bormann’s letters reveal a deep-seated 
hatred of Christianity, interest in paganism, and desire to arrest and murder 
Church leaders.38 The Nazi head of the Labour Front, Robert Ley, claimed ‘the 
rejection of Christianity’ would lead to a ‘stronger commitment to the ideology 
of National Socialism’ and a ‘sharper rejection of Jewish influence in society’.39 
Baldur von Schirach, the Hitler Youth leader, held a visceral theological and 
institutional disdain for the Christian churches as well.40 Goebbels, though 
raised a devout Catholic and extraordinarily sensitive to public opinion, 
expressed similar antipathies toward both the Catholic and Protestant churches.41 
The more cynical and pragmatic Göring shared these anti-Christian views.42

For his part Hitler paid little attention to Heydrich’s ‘opposition research’ on 
witches. Nevertheless, he clearly accepted the SD’s conclusions. The Führer 
railed repeatedly against the Christian churches’ cynical exploitation of ordi-
nary Germans’ desire for spiritual fulfilment.43 The ‘Indo-European peoples’ 
aristocratic view of the world,’ Hitler asserted, was ‘torn apart by the intrusion 
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of the Old Testament, brought in by the Jewish desert spirit.’ That spirit, he 
insisted, continues to ‘chain and undermine the Christian churches’.44

Christianity itself was ‘universally destructive’, Hitler argued, metaphysi-
cally akin to ‘naked Bolshevism’.45 By introducing ‘that mad conception of life 
that continues into the alleged Beyond’ and ‘regard[s] life [as] negligible here 
below,’ Hitler opined, Christianity had ‘crippled humanity’s natural search for 
meaning’.46 He believed that ‘Priests of both confessions [Protestants as well as 
Catholics] represented the greatest public danger’ and looked forward to a time 
when he could settle accounts with these priests without worrying about ‘jurid-
ical niceties’.47 No wonder that many contemporaries perceived Hitler to be ‘an 
outspoken enemy of Christianity’.48

Given these attitudes, which ranged from generally critical to openly hostile, 
why did the Third Reich not move more aggressively against the churches? 
One reason had to do with the Nazis’ paranoid, supernaturally derived, 
conspiracy-laden fear of (Judeo-)Christianity, which paralleled and inter-
twined with their fantastical theories regarding the power of Jews and 
Freemasons. And yet one could not eliminate millions of otherwise ‘Aryan’ 
Christians the way one might imprison, expel, or murder a relatively small 
cohort of Masons or racially ‘alien’ Jews. That is why the Nazi leadership 
planned to move against the Christian churches only after a victorious war.49

According to Himmler, the ‘two great world powers, the Catholic Church 
and the Jews’, were ‘striving for world leadership . . . united in their struggle 
against the Germanic people. We’ve already removed one of these powers [the 
Jews], at least from Germany; the time will come to settle accounts with the 
other after the war . . . Then we’ll unfrock these priests – neither their God nor 
their Virgin Mary will be able to do a thing for them then.’50 Despite their long-
term desire to eliminate Christianity, Rosenberg, Heydrich, and Bormann took 
a similar approach.51

According to Hitler’s secretary Christa Schroeder, the Führer too expressed 
a desire to move against the churches after the war, when this act would have 
‘symbolic meaning before the world – the end of one historical epoch and 
beginning of a new era’.52 Because National Socialism was an alternative ‘form 
of conversion, a new faith,’ Hitler explained, we ‘don’t need to raise the issue [of 
eradicating Christianity] . . . it will come of itself ’.53 Until then, he reasoned, one 
must let the churches ‘die a natural death’. A more aggressive course was 
dangerous politically.54

This leads to the second reason why the Nazis did not move more aggres-
sively against the churches: pragmatism. Hitler often closed ‘his speeches by 
invoking divine providence,’ Schroeder observed, in her view a cynical attempt 
to ‘win the sympathies of the Christian-inclined population’.55 In spite of the 
decline in traditional religion, for all the excitement about new, völkisch-esoteric 
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ideas, Germany was still a Christian country. Nazism’s conscious (and subcon-
scious) appropriation of Christian tropes was therefore, with rare exceptions, 
practical, part of their concerted efforts to attract voters before 1933 and 
manage public opinion, coordinating and competing with the Christian 
churches, thereafter.56

The early Nazi Party, we must remember, emerged in a Bavarian Catholic 
milieu which, while perhaps more völkisch and particularist than the rest of 
Catholic Germany, was still Christian.57 For these reasons, the Nazis invoked 
the concept of ‘positive Christianity’ in their 1920 party platform and employed 
vaguely Christian tropes in their propaganda.58 They made biblical allusions 
and talked frequently of God and the Devil, good and evil, providence and 
fate.59 They incorporated Christian ideas of millennialism, messianism, and 
apocalypticism as well, parroting certain heretical (Gnostic) traditions.60

This opportunistic invocation of Christianity should not distract us from 
the fact that the NSDAP celebrated the solstice and chose the pagan ‘sun-wheel’ 
of the swastika as its symbol.61 After the seizure of power, the NSDAP’s half-
hearted attempts to attract Christian voters shifted, logically, toward a desire to 
work out a modus vivendi with the churches, based on a mutual hatred of 
Communism, virulent nationalism, and latent anti-Semitism.62 Whatever the 
short- or medium-term necessity of mollifying the churches, however, most 
Nazis were unprepared to tolerate any religion ‘which transcended the Third 
Reich’, least of all Christianity.63 It might take time, Darré acknowledged, but 
the ‘age of the fish, which is the symbol of Christ, is coming to the end’.64

The Nazi Search for Alternatives

A number of contemporaries perceived Hitler as irreligious in temperament, 
hostile to any form of transcendental belief.65 Some of his most intimate 
associates, however, believed that he ‘was in his heart fundamentally a religious 
man – or at least someone who was seeking religious clarity’.66 Hitler was 
certainly convinced of the human necessity of faith and belief. People needed 
superstition, he remarked, ‘since the notion of divinity gives most men the 
opportunity to concretize the feeling they have supernatural realities. Why 
should we destroy this wonderful power they have incarnating the feeling for 
the divine that is within them?’67 Religion and superstition were necessary, 
Hitler added, in order for people to explain ‘unexpected events which they 
cannot possibly foresee and with which they cannot cope’.68

Whereas Hitler acknowledged the need for a Nazi-friendly religiosity, 
Himmler and Rosenberg actively contemplated what this new Germanic 
‘substitute religion’ might look like.69 Himmler’s ‘hostility towards Christianity,’ 
Felix Kersten reported in his Memoirs, ‘led him to take a systematic interest in 
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other religions’.70 With this exploration of alternative religions in mind, 
Himmler planned to set up observatories across Germany ‘to give the broadest 
range of people the opportunity of taking an interest in astronomy and by this 
means to discover a partial substitute for the Christianity we plan to tran-
scend’.71 Rosenberg agreed. National Socialism could never leave ‘the important 
realm of spiritual leadership . . . of the whole human being’ to the churches.72 
‘For it has not been lost on the churches,’ Rosenberg noted, ‘that with control 
over the soul’ one gains ‘the power to shape imagination’, thought, and action.73

That is, Hitler, Rosenberg, Himmler and Goebbels spoke often about the 
need to create an alternative religiosity by emulating the tactics of the churches.74 
Theologically, however, Catholicism and Protestantism could never provide a 
model for the Third Reich because Christianity represented the desacralization 
of nature and the blood. To assert its ‘authority over the earth’, Christianity had 
to ‘despiritualize nature, removing divinity from it through the establishment 
of a transcendental God’. National Socialism, in contrast, privileged the sanctity 
of nature – of blood, soil, and race.75

By eschewing a transcendental conception of divinity, the Nazis did not 
reject mysticism outright, but the ‘literal belief in some sort of deity above 
nature . . . characteristic of Judaeo-Christian thought’. The Nazis were, according 
to Robert Pois, ‘strong believers in a religion of nature’ that was ‘heavily mystical 
in content’.76 Or as the British folklorist and anthropologist Lewis Spence put it, 
while the ‘great and genuine mystic’ approached the ‘halfway house betwixt 
earth and heaven’ as ‘a place of divine rapture’, Hitler and his acolytes viewed 
‘the bridge betwixt the plains of the material and the terrestrial’ as ‘merely a 
series of pontoons for the march of his personal ambitions and hopes’. Instead 
of constituting ‘a heavenly isthmus’ approaching paradise, the divine was 
for the Nazis ‘the bridge Bifrost of Teutonic mythology’, connecting German 
religiosity to everyday social and political life.77

This brings us to the first element in the Nazi search for alternative reli-
gions: a pre- (or post-) Christian spirituality grounded in Germanic traditions 
of nature, blood and folk beliefs.78 Underneath the superficial edifice of German 
Christianity, Hitler argued, ‘hides an authentic faith that is rooted in nature and 
the blood’.79 Christianity ‘wants you to prepare for the beyond,’ Rosenberg 
added, which ‘is fundamentally false and short-sighted’.80 Ley made similar 
points, emphasizing the importance of seeking an alternative to Christianity 
that focused on ‘life energy, courage, joy of life’, spiritual experiences that ‘make 
life worth living for this world, no empty promises on a beyond’.81

In other words, the problem with Christianity – besides its Jewish prove-
nance – was its focus on the ‘hereafter (Jenseit) rather than on this world 
(Diesseit)’.82 Hence the Nazis sought to replace the transcendent or ‘trans-
worldly’ (überweltliche) religion of Judeo-Christianity with ‘inner-worldly’ 
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(innerweltliche) religious feeling ‘that find[s] the divine in the sub-contents of 
the world’, in the purity of blood and soil, Nordic mythology, and the rituals of 
völkisch community.83

A second aspect of Nazi religiosity was a relativistic view of good and evil, 
an ‘ethnotheism’, in the words of Samuel Koehne, that favoured the apotheosis 
of one’s own race over universal morality.84 The unfortunate consequence of 
displacing older magical traditions with monotheistic religions, Hitler under-
scored in his copy of Schertel’s book Magic, was ‘the establishment of an abso-
lute morality, which was seen as applicable for all people’. The more spiritually 
authentic pre-Christian epoch

knows no morality in this universal sense. Its rule of life is given by the 
folkish ‘custom’ and by the will of the tribal god, whose governing was 
utterly autocratic, and was giving orders at his discretion. These as well as 
the customs of the people can potentially be very violent and ‘immoral’, they 
can demand blood and destruction and have nothing to do with ‘humane-
ness’, ‘brotherly love’, or an abstract ‘good’ of some sort. The pertaining rule 
of life always stays limited to the individual nation and this nation conceives 
it as completely natural that other people again have other guidelines for 
their way of life.85

In other words, ethnoracial ‘egoism can be good, and [universal] altruism can 
be bad’.86 Indeed, if we rely on Hitler’s citations in Schertel, it is clear the future 
Führer envisioned ‘a new basic attitude toward existence’, a ‘completely irra-
tional, supra-moral, and supra-personal transformation’87

Hitler was hardly alone in this respect. Many Nazis repudiated the Christian 
idea of good and evil, in which Satan is the ‘rebel against divine authority’, as an 
Old Testament ‘Jewish’ invention.88 Instead they promoted a ‘religious rela-
tivism’, insisting, per Rosenberg, that ‘what we denote as good, others see as evil, 
what we call God, appears to others as the Devil’.89

The Third Reich might not initially attract all Christians to this moral and 
spiritual revolution. It would take time to cobble together the everyday rituals 
and liturgy – the marches and solstice festivals, the birth, marriage, and death 
rites – to dechristianize Germany and institutionalize a new morality.90 
Nevertheless, ‘for those millions who were unbound and searching for ‘new 
world view commitments” ’, notes the historian Irving Hexham, Nazism ‘offered 
a new faith based on a new mythology that would create a new type of human 
being’.91

Intrinsic to the idea of a völkisch revolution in morality was a third element of 
Nazi religiosity: the need for a ‘this-worldly’ prophet, a ‘sacred king incapable of 
wrongdoing’, who could stand opposed to the Christian God.92 In attempting to 
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build a new faith in the collective will and morality of the racial community, the 
Nazi movement transformed Hitler ‘into a holy medium for the salvific dictates 
of what became, by the early 1930s, an unimpeachable “Volkswille” [popular 
will]’.93 First the Nazis and later many Germans began to view Hitler as a Messiah 
at the centre of a moral and spiritual revolution.94 The Führer himself believed in 
a ‘providential God who had chosen him to lead the German nation in accord-
ance with the ancient Germanic principle of the leader and his followers’.95

A fourth aspect of Nazi religiosity was the cult of death and rebirth. Relying 
on a ‘widely available and intimately familiar set of symbols and concepts’, 
observes Monica Black, this death cult privileged ‘earthly immortality – Germanic 
faith and its incorporation in the racial tribe’.96 According to Bormann, there was 
‘no such thing as death’ since ‘every human being lives on for ever’ as part of the 
organic ethnoracial community. ‘Christians ought never to have represented the 
phenomenon they call Death as a fearsome, ghostlike, bone-rattling creature 
armed with a scythe,’ Bormann wrote to a friend, but ‘as the kindly gate-keeper 
to a better hereafter’. ‘A man’s physical extinction denotes neither death nor 
parting,’ he continued. It ‘lives in the other’s consciousness after the separation 
more intensely than ever before’.97

This cult of death and rebirth resonated particularly strongly in a martial 
context. Hitler referred to those who had fallen during the time of struggle as 
‘my apostles’ who, like the German Empire, had ‘risen from the dead’.98 In 
perishing for the fatherland, Ley explained, dead soldiers ‘found the road to 
eternity’.99 ‘Grieve no more!’ exclaimed a Nazi poet. ‘For they [the soldiers] have 
left their graves/And returned, in freedom/To the ranks/They march through 
the streets, and lanes, like life-giving suns.’100 In this mystical vision of soldierly 
comradeship the Nazis ‘guaranteed intense social life, security, and emotional 
warmth in the midst of the cold bleakness of mass death’.101

Fifth and finally, as suggested above, the Nazis embraced a religion of 
nature, a ‘this worldly’ blood and soil mysticism grounded in völkisch paganism 
and Eastern religions.102 In his copy of Schertel’s Magic, Hitler repeatedly 
underscored passages on the latent energies pervading all living things. These 
passages included the claim that man’s spiritual relationship to nature ‘was 
fostered in ancient times through gods and concrete ceremonies’, producing a 
‘whole cult with its temples and underground vaults, his idols, his sacred groves, 
gardens, lakes and mountains, his whole magic pomp and solemn ritual’.103 
Himmler and Darré also sought to resurrect an Ur-Germanic faith community 
of blood, soil, and nature that dispensed with the accoutrements of Christianity. 
A ‘cult of mother earth’, Darré explained, is in reality far more authentic than a 
‘divinely ordained’ faith. This ‘Ur-faith viewed the apparition of the mother in 
the earth, the effect of the father in the son, and the forces bringing both 
together in the moon’.104
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‘Anyone who feels himself to be a creature of this life,’ Bormann explained, 
‘in other words, by the will of All-Highest, of Omnipotence, of Nature’, anyone 
who ‘feels himself to be merely one of the countless meshes of the web we call 
a people – cannot be frightened by the hardships of this existence. He will really 
fare as in the old hymn: “No harm can ever touch me” . . . We are woven into the 
eternal pattern of all life, that is, the cycle of Nature, and it cannot be other-
wise.’105

Whether Hitler or Darré, Himmler or Bormann, Ley or Rosenberg, we find 
Nazi leaders portraying the soul in terms of a Buddhist-like ‘consubstantiality, 
a state in which the individual considers himself part of an overreaching, godly 
essence that is seeking to unfold itself ’.106 In negating the distinction between 
humanity and nature, the Nazis managed to refashion ‘an ancient repertoire of 
symbols, building on the centuries-old Christian ideal of transcendent death, 
romantic notions of an organic and harmonious union between humans and 
nature, and the powerful symbolic legacy of sacred blood’.107

After 1945 some disillusioned Nazis would claim that Hitler and Bormann, 
in contrast to Himmler and Darré, betrayed Nazism by eschewing its authentic 
‘spiritual-völkisch’ foundation and favouring a ‘materialist-racist’ approach to 
the world.108 Hitler and Bormann were certainly less preoccupied by ‘spiritual-
völkisch’ concerns – at least publicly – than Himmler or Rosenberg. As we have 
seen, however, they all agreed more broadly on the need to find an authentic 
Ario-Germanic substitute for Christianity, ‘a new syncretism that would bridge 
Germany’s confessional divide’.109

When the Nazis took power in 1933 the contours of this völkisch, Ario-
Germanic syncretism remained unclear. Central elements would nonetheless 
include a non-transcendental religion similar to occultism in its ‘this-worldly’ 
mysticism; a moral revolution based on power, race, and loyalty to the Führer; 
and a metaphysical emphasis on death and rebirth within the context of blood, 
soil, and race.110 If traditional Christianity was largely incompatible with this 
vision, there were plenty of alternative spiritual traditions within the German 
supernatural imaginary on which to draw.

Luciferianism, Irminism, and Völkisch-Esoteric Alternatives

In his 1940 book, Occult Causes of the Present War, Lewis Spence put forward a 
provocative argument – Nazism was ‘satanic’ in its religious and ideological 
roots.111 In Germany, Spence observed, witchcraft ‘possessed some of the 
attributes of a fertility cult, that of the great earth mother’, and had ‘stronger 
associations with the old religion of the soil than elsewhere’. In the Middle Ages 
this folk religion merged with ‘the first traces of the Eastern heresy of 
Luciferianism in Germany in the indictment and execution of a certain Cathari 
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at Goslar in 1051’. From that time, Spence averred, ‘heresy hunts and burning 
became a feature of life in the German cities. The countryside seems to have 
teemed with Satanists, and kings, governors, and bishops vied with each other’ 
in the extirpation of ‘these folk worshippers of Lucifer’.112

These Satanists ostensibly carried on their Luciferian traditions in secret in 
the Early Modern Period through an array of underground societies and pagan 
religious cults culminating in the late nineteenth-century occult revival.113 
Now, under the guise of preserving ‘positive Christianity’, the Nazis had resur-
rected the ‘German fertility goddess Holle, patroness of witches’ in order to 
‘attract Germans to a new paganism’.114 ‘Replacement of the Cross by the swas-
tika, the abrogation of the Sacrament in favor of a rite resembling that of the 
mysteries of Demeter, the persecution of the Christian Churches,’ Spence 
observed, ‘all this affords the clearest proof of Germany’s relapse’ into paganism 
and the Third Reich’s desire for the ‘destruction and extirpation of the Christian 
faith’.115

For all its bias and sensationalism, Spence’s argument is in many respects 
accurate. We have already discussed the efflorescence of neo-pagan move-
ments in the decades before the First World War, which ‘sought to restore 
supposedly Germanic cultural practices of the distant past’.116 Influenced by 
these völkisch-esoteric traditions and inspired by the research of border scien-
tific intellectuals, many Nazis appropriated elements of Luciferianism and the 
related tradition of ‘Irminism’ drawn from the Armanism of List and Lanz von 
Liebenfels.117 With the support of Himmler, Rosenberg, and other prominent 
leaders, these ‘theologians of the new German faith’ led expeditions in search of 
the Holy Grail, conducted excavations at pagan holy sites, and worked out 
strange theories about ley lines and the ‘black sun’, seeking to create a ‘system of 
folk belief and natural theology, as well as a moral code’.118

In attempting to resurrect ‘putatively ancient practices’ these Nazi leaders 
were not doing anything new. These efforts had been ongoing since at least the 
middle of the nineteenth century. After 1933, however, Ario-Germanic reli-
gious groups benefited from the backing of some powerful Nazi institutions 
and individuals in pursuit of their goals.119 If none of these practices became 
official doctrine, the depth and breadth of interest in Luciferianism, Irminism, 
and Indo/Ario-Germanic religious practices adds an important dimension to 
our understanding of Nazi religiosity.

Otto Rahn, Luciferianism, and the Holy Grail

A fascination with the Holy Grail is not unique to Nazism. From Christian 
apocrypha to the medieval Arthurian mythos; from the Knights Templar to the 
Freemasons, the belief in the existence of the Grail, the chalice used by Christ at 
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the last supper, has persisted in European culture. The Grail has taken many 
forms. It can be seen as the literal cup of Christ or a pagan Celtic kettle used for 
resuscitating the dead. It has also been interpreted by some as a metaphor for 
‘Lucifer’s Crown’ or the actual wife of Christ. All the while its mystical resonance 
has grown, finding new life among the late nineteenth–century pagans, völkisch-
esotericists, and German Christians that we surveyed in Chapter One.120

Among the locations where the Holy Grail is supposed to have been hidden, 
Montségur (‘secure mountain’ in Occitan) in the French Pyrenees is one of the 
most prominent. This region was home to the famous Cathar or Albigensian 
heresy, which was eradicated by the Catholic Church in the thirteenth century. 
Although nominally Christian, the Cathars propagated a Gnostic theology that 
insisted on the intrinsic connection between spiritual and material, good and 
evil, God and the Devil, which connected all living things. For these reasons 
they were deemed heretics – even ‘Luciferians’ – by the Church and tried before 
the Inquisition.121

Before the Cathars’ demise, some Grail experts speculated, they ostensibly 
managed to smuggle a number of holy relics, including the Holy Grail, down 
the back side of the mountain. By the early twentieth century, many völkisch-
esoteric thinkers had embraced and elaborated upon aspects of this mythos, 
including the link between the Cathars, Luciferianism, and the Grail.122 It was 
the above-mentioned philologist Otto Rahn, however, who brought this 
Luciferian interpretation of the Grail to the attention of the Third Reich.

Rahn was born in 1904 in the Austrian Tyrol. He studied German medieval 
literature and archaeology after the First World War, eventually developing a 
fascination for the Cathars. In 1928 he travelled to Paris to advance his studies 
of the Albigensian crusade, soon meeting the esotericist Maurice Magre, who 
advanced the theory of a connection between Tibetan Buddhism and Cathar 
religion, centring on the Grail. Through Magre, Rahn met his future sponsor in 
Grail Studies, Countess Miryane Pujol-Marat. Pujol-Marat was herself a member 
of the French theosophic group known as The Polar Society, which advocated 
Magre’s fanciful theories about the Grail, its link to the Ur-Aryan civilization of 
Atlantis, and World Ice Theory.123 With the support of Pujol-Marat and the 
Polar Society, Rahn began investigating Cathar sites in Languedoc, where he 
met the anthroposophist Déodat Roche and Cathar scholar Antonin Gadal. 
Gadal introduced Rahn to the idea that the Grail was hidden in the caves around 
Montségur, where the two searched for signs of the ‘Cathar-Grail-Shambala’ 
tradition, the last remnants of the Aryan civilization of the Thule.124

Assembling all these border scientific theories in a single book, Rahn’s 1933 
monograph, Crusade for the Grail, argued that the Albigensian heresy, Buddhist 
religion, and the Holy Grail were interconnected by an Indo-European Gnostic 
tradition. He postulated that Albigensianism (‘Luciferianism’) was brought to 
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the Germans via the Celts and Iberians who had earlier appropriated the reli-
gious traditions of northwest India and ancient Persia. The Grail, according to 
Rahn, came from the Indian mani, a magical jewel or divine relic that fell from 
the sky and bequeathed power to its possessor.125

Rahn’s work soon came to the attention of Himmler through his religious 
expert, Karl Maria Wiligut. Wiligut offered Rahn research support and work as 
a consultant in Darré’s Race and Settlement Office (RuSHA).126 Officially spon-
sored by the Ahnenerbe, Rahn was tasked with continuing his research on the 
Holy Grail and related attempts to recover an Ur-Germanic, Indo-Aryan 
religion – efforts that would eventually produce his second book, Lucifer’s 
Court (1937).127

Lucifer’s Court indicates that Rahn’s interpretation had evolved in a more 
explicitly ‘Luciferian’ direction.128 While Satan had still been nominally repre-
sentative of evil in Rahn’s earlier work, Lucifer was now the (Aryan) purveyor 
of light. Here the Cathars become Luciferians (‘light bearers’), who protected 
the Grail according to the old Indo-Aryan tradition of the Thule (Shambala) 
and were burned by the Dominicans as a result.129 More concretely, per Lewis 
Spence, Rahn’s book linked Nazi Ario-Germanic religion explicitly to the 
paganism and witchcraft practised across Germany in the Middle Ages, at 
places such as Brocken in the Harz mountains, the site of the Walpurgisnacht 
scene in Goethe’s Faust.130

Although dubious by any academic standard, Rahn’s ideas resonated with 
Nazi politicians and intellectuals.131 According to Wiligut, Rahn’s research 
confirmed Ario-Germanic, ‘Irminist’ theories – drawn from List and Liebenfels, 
among others – that Jesus Christ was an Indo-European Aryan akin to Baldur 
of Norse mythology.132 The SS ariosophs Gunter Kirchoff and Frenzolf Schmid 
welcomed Rahn’s work for affirming their mystical theories regarding the 
‘geomantic’ centre of Irminist religion.133

The SS researcher Rudolf Mund and other members of the SD witch divi-
sion eagerly embraced Rahn’s ideas as well. They found them particularly 
useful in validating their theory that the medieval Church attempted to elimi-
nate the Aryans (Luciferians) who survived the collapse of Atlantis.134 Rahn’s 
theories likewise reinforced Himmler’s spiritual predilections, from appropri-
ating the Grail mythos for his SS to justifying the importance of Tibetan 
Buddhism and World Ice Theory in the history and religion of the Indo-Aryan 
peoples.135 Even Rosenberg, though critical of many SS projects, embraced 
Rahn’s idea that the Cathars were martyrs to the Judeo-Catholic Church and 
ancestors of the Nazis.136

So ecstatic was Himmler about Rahn’s arguments in Lucifer’s Court that he 
ordered one hundred copies of the book for the SS. Ten would be bound in pig 
leather and ten more in luxurious Pergament. He even gave one to Hitler for his 
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birthday.137 Himmler subsequently encouraged Rahn to give lectures within 
the SS regarding Lucifer’s role as the bringer of enlightenment and enemy of 
the Jewish God.138 He also financed a number of expeditions to Iceland and 
paleolithic sites across Europe to help prove the connections between Rahn’s 
Luciferian thesis and the Thule (Atlantean) civilization.139 Although rumours 
circulated about Rahn’s sexual preferences and political unreliability, he was 
promoted to Oberscharführer in 1937 and continued to work closely with 
Himmler, Wiligut, and other SS researchers.140

Rahn did gradually fall out of favour with the Nazis due to persistent reports 
of alchoholism and homosexuality, eventually committing suicide in 1939.141 
Nevertheless, shortly after his death Rahn was rehabilitated by Himmler.142 
Lucifer’s Court was also still widely read. As late as November 1943 the SD 
Director and SS Brigadeführer Erich Naumann – Arthur Nebe’s successor as 
commander of the infamous Einsatzgruppe B – approved printing another 
10,000 copies of the book.143 Indeed, despite subsequent paper shortages, the 
D-Day landing, and a bomb attack destroying the publishing house that owned 
the rights to the book, Naumann was still willing to approve a print run of 
5,000 new copies in June 1944. According to his staff, Himmler ‘intended the 
greatest portion of the books for the units stationed in France’.144

Just as importantly, the SS continued to sponsor Grail research. Rahn’s 
Italian fascist counterpart, for example, Baron Julius Evola, was an unabashed 
paganist and esotericist who began collaborating directly with Walther Wüst 
from 1937. Over the next two years Evola gave a series of speeches in the Third 
Reich, which were distilled into a well-received book titled Grail Mystery and 
Conceptions of Empire.145 Evola’s idea for a bilingual (German-Italian) fascist 
journal focusing on esoteric research received support not only from Himmler 
but the normally more sober Göring. Because his esoteric research intersected 
with that of the SD Witch Division, Evola also began a scholarly collaboration 
with SS-Brigadeführer Franz Alfred Six, head of the RSHA’s Amt VII for ‘oppo-
sition research’, including witches.146 Finally, in the spring of 1939 the ‘research 
offices of the SD’ agreed to open its archives on ‘lodges and sects’ to Evola 
because of the Grail researcher’s desire to write an ambitious history of 
mythology and occult societies, urging him to make ‘the earliest results of his 
research available’ to the SD.147

Rahn’s mentor, Karl Maria Wiligut, provides another important link to 
Ario-Germanic religiosity in the Third Reich.148 Born in Vienna in 1866, 
Wiligut embarked on a military career as a young man. After joining a Masonic 
lodge in 1889, he became immersed in the ariosophic circles of List and 
Liebenfels, publishing an epic retelling of the Siegfried story in 1903 and an 
Irminist handbook in 1908. After serving on the Eastern Front during the First 
World War, he edited a völkisch-esoteric journal, The Iron Broom, aimed at 
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exposing conspiracies of the Jews, Masons, and Catholic Church.149 Due to a 
number of personal and psychological crises, Wiligut’s wife had him committed 
to a Salzburg asylum in 1924, the same year as Hitler’s imprisonment in 
Landsberg.150

Released in 1927, Wiligut renewed his contacts with the Edda Society 
and Lanz’s Ordo Novi Templar. Eventually he moved to Munich, where he 
taught classes on ariosophic topics. Having both participated in the founding 
of the German Faith Movement in June 1933 and impressed Himmler during 
an initial meeting in September, Wiligut received an invitation to join the SS. 
He rose quickly through the ranks, being appointed head of the Department 
for Pre-History in Darré’s RuSHA, joining Himmler’s personal staff and 
taking a central role in sponsoring border scientific research within the 
Ahnenerbe.151

In this capacity Wiligut, who called himself ‘Weisthor’ (Wise-Thor), had a 
hand in almost every aspect of SS attempts to construct an Ario-Germanic 
religion. Clearly inspired by ariosophy and World Ice Theory, Wiligut’s 
Irminism ‘blended the Teutonic archaism of List with the Ario-Christianity of 
Lanz, albeit in a novel form’.152 Like List, Wiligut believed he had spiritual 
powers derived from his God-like ancestors who were themselves descendants 
of the Aesir and Vanir of Norse mythology, including Thor, Wotan, and the 
ancient Germanic hero, Arminius.153 Wiligut’s ‘spirits’ instructed him that there 
were ‘nine commandments of God’, which originated from the ‘occult 
transmission of our Asa-Una clan Uilligotis’. He even claimed to be a medium 
who could contact his ancestors and gain occult knowledge through mystical 
means (which Himmler facilitated by providing Wiligut with ample drugs and 
alcohol).154

Wiligut argued that his religion was part of a superior Aryan civilization, 
which arose millennia before recorded history, ‘a time when giants, dwarves 
and mythical beasts moved about beneath a sky filled with three suns’.155 Wiligut 
and his supporters further claimed that the Irminist gods, the Asen, were 
divided into four classes – Odinist, Baldurist, Thorist, and Lokiist – all of whom 
could ‘control the thoughts’ of human beings. The white super race (‘light 
children’), which descended from the Asen, had stood above the lower racial 
forms – Neanderthals, blacks, and Jews – for thousands of years.156 Unfortunately, 
race-mixing and ‘demonism’ had produced a fatal war between Irminists and 
Wotanists, who differed over the divinity of a Germanic god named ‘Krist’ (the 
German Christ). As a result of this internecine conflict, the Irminic civilization 
collapsed. All that was left were ancient relics, such as the (putative) Irminist 
temple at the Externsteine (see below).157

Neither Wiligut nor his Irminist associates had any idea ‘how to evaluate 
evidence’. Their ‘dating was absurd’ and their ‘library contained many occult 
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works by List, Koerner, and Gorsleben but almost nothing relating to scholarly 
prehistorical research’.158 In fact, Wiligut and his Irminist and ariosophic 
colleagues – Emil Rüdiger, Wilhelm Teudt, and Günther Kirchoff, among 
others – posited the idea of a ‘black sun’, the core of a geomantic energy grid 
that could be tapped through yoga and whose centre lay somewhere in the 
Black Forest.159

Wiligut’s bizarre theological claims and scholarly incompetence did nothing 
to dissuade Himmler, Wirth, or Wüst, who granted him immense authority. 
Wiligut designed the ‘death’s head ring’ given to all new SS initiates. He deter-
mined how ritual objects should be used in SS birth, marriage, and burial cere-
monies. He also directed massive archaeological projects in search of religious 
relics, like those at the Externsteine. One of the most mysterious aspects of 
Wiligut’s research on resuscitating ancient Germanic rituals came in the form 
of the enigmatic Halgarita Charms, Irminist mantras intended to enhance 
ancestral memory and facilitate the re-emergence of Ario-Germanic faith.160 In 
pursuing these research efforts both mainstream academics like Wolfgang 
Krause and esotericists such as Karl Theodor Weigel sought Wiligut and Wirth’s 
sponsorship.161

This highly unscientific belief in runes stood at the core of Wirth’s attempts 
to reconstruct an ancient Ario-Germanic religion. Before being named chief of 
the Ahnenerbe, Wirth made a career investigating the Ur-religion and Ur-Aryan 
civilization of Atlantis or Thule through dubious runic and symbological 
studies, which were rejected by mainstream academia though embraced by 
Himmler and other völkisch-esotericists.162 Wirth saw the Ahnenerbe’s primary 
goal as the ‘renewal and strengthening of German spirituality’, highlighting the 
holy origins of the swastika and defining National Socialism ‘as a struggle for 
the German soul’.163 Hence Wirth’s ‘wild Atlantean Runomania’ and ‘Arcto-
Atlanticism’ dovetailed perfectly with Wiligut’s Irminism. Both were intent on 
proving the existence of a two-million-year-old Aryan civilization (Atlantis or 
Thule) destroyed by a cataclysm and preserved in ancient runes.164

Crucial in facilitating this process were Wiligut and Wirth’s efforts to exca-
vate and renovate ancient Germanic ‘holy places’. These sites included, notably, 
the Wewelsburg castle near Buren in Westphalia, the burial site of Henry I in 
Quedlinburg, and the Externsteine near Detmold.165

Wiligut was the first to suggest that Himmler purchase and refurbish the 
Wewelsburg castle as the religious and ideological ‘centre of the world’. As 
Himmler’s spiritus rector, Wiligut presided over its conversion from a museum 
and education institute to an Irminist church, inspired by List, Rahn, and 
Kirchoff. In redesigning the castle, there were numerous allusions to the Holy 
Grail and other esoteric and ‘geomantic’ features, including a ‘black sun’ emblem 
in the crypt.166
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Wiligut included a ‘Grail Salon’ as well, intended as a ritual space for cere-
monies particular to Himmler’s elite circle within the SS.167 In this fashion 
Wiligut shaped the Wewelsburg into a centre for the 3,000-year-old Irminist 
faith, an ‘Atlantean castle’ replete with pagan wedding services for SS officers 
and solstice festivals for local Germans.168

Two dozen miles northeast of Wewelsburg, near Detmold, were the 
Externsteine, another religio-cultural centre for the SS. Many völkisch thinkers, 
including Wiligut, Wirth, and Himmler, believed it to be a pagan Germanic 
religious centre, the ‘Irminsul’, the sanctuary of the Saxon chief killed by 
Charlemagne.169 In concert with Wirth, Wiligut led the SS excavations around 
the Externsteine in order to prove his theories, simultaneously preventing 
publications that contradicted the Externsteine’s archaeological and religious 
importance.170 In building the Externsteine into a ‘Neo-Germanic holy 
place’, Wiligut had no trouble finding support among border scientists with 
dubious reputations. These included Rosenberg’s favourite archaeologist, 
Hans Reinerth, head of the Reich Association of German Prehistory (Reichsbund 
für Deutsche Vorgeschichte), as well as ‘astro-archaeologists’ such as Wilhelm 
Teudt.171

These faith-based excavations, expeditions, and preoccupations with 
runology continued long after Rahn, Wiligut, and Wirth had fallen out of 
favour.172 Although Wiligut lost his official position in 1939 due to a variety of 
scandals, Himmler kept Wiligut’s death’s head ring in his personal vault and 
continued to consult him on military and spiritual matters.173 Himmler’s 
Rasputin may have retreated into the shadows. His Irminist religion, however, 
supplemented by Otto Rahn’s Luciferian musings, survived in the Nazi search 
for an authentic Ario-Germanic religiosity.174

Ario-Germanic Religion in the Third Reich

In the early 1920s the Völkischer Beobachter published a series of articles by the 
völkisch-esotericists Johannes Dingfelder and Franz Schrönghamer-Heimdal, 
exploring the roots of Ario-Germanic religion in the Edda and Nibelungen. 
Dingfelder was an associate of Fritsch’s ariosophic German Order and then the 
Thule Society, later helping Drexler and Hitler promote the DAP.175 Just as 
Wiligut insisted he was a descendant of Thor, and Himmler believed he was the 
reincarnation of the Saxon King Henry the Fowler, Schrönghammer saw 
himself as a descendent of the Norse god Heimdal.176

Dingfelder and Schrönghammer likewise praised the Aryan ‘racial soul’ and 
deemed the cross as ‘an ancient Aryan sacred symbol that derives its origin 
directly from the swastika’. And yet the two ariosophists did not abandon 
Christianity entirely. In hoping to resuscitate the ‘church of Wotan or the 
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Armanen’, they endorsed an amalgam of völkisch paganism and ‘Aryan 
Christianity’ along the lines of Lanz and Wiligut. They emphasized the ‘degen-
eration and bestialization’ of ‘Tschandalen’ while invoking the Irminist idea of 
an Aryan ‘Jesus Christ’, whom the Norse ‘called Frauja’ or ‘Froh’.177

What does this vignette suggest? First, it reminds us of the ideological 
continuities between the pre-war völkisch-religious movement and NSDAP. It 
also shows, in the words of Samuel Koehne, that we ‘cannot assume an inherent 
dichotomy within the Nazi Party between those adhering to paganism and 
those adhering to Aryan Christianity’. Nor can we assume that ‘references to 
Jesus Christ, Christianity, or the Bible necessarily excluded paganism’. To the 
contrary, Dingfelder, Schrönghammer, and many Nazi co-religionists compared 
Jesus Christ to Baldur or some form of ‘light-god’. They argued further that ‘the 
Bible might be seen as a corrupted version of the Edda’ and that the ‘cross could 
be viewed as a sun-wheel’.178

Following the traditions of Aryanism, some pro-Nazi religious thinkers 
highlighted the ‘eternal struggle between Ormuzd and Ahriman [divine 
Zoroastrianist spirits in pre-Islamic Persian], between light and darkness’, 
which has ‘once again ended in the victory of the sun, whose symbol is the 
ancient Aryan sign of salvation: the swastika’. Others, more immersed in the 
traditions of Nordic Germanentum, alluded to ‘battles of Thor’ with ice giants 
and recalled the ‘spirits of the Wild Hunt’ who ‘ride through the storms at the 
head of a ghostly army during the Twelve Nights of Yuletide’. The fact remains 
that early Nazi discussions of the 1920s featured ariosophic (Irminist) concepts 
‘derived from Madame Blavatsky and popularized by Theodor Fritsch’, supple-
mented by paganism, Germanic folklore, and Nordic mythology.179

This syncretic mélange of Ario-Germanic religiosity was never confined to 
obscure Nazi fellow travellers. Nor did it dissipate with the Nazi seizure of 
power.180 From its earliest days the Nazi Party was ‘immersed in the völkisch 
movement, including its pagan trends and traditions’. The religious ideas of 
Hitler, Himmler, and their colleagues were inspired by and ‘intermingled with 
the ideas of Guido von List and Jörg Lanz von Liebenfels, Theodor Fritsch, and 
Artur Dinter’.181

The progenitor of Nazi blood-and-soil ideology, Walther Darré, eagerly 
embraced the Ario-Germanic emphasis on a ‘religion of the blood’, the Nordic-
Germanic roots of Jesus and the Aryan race’s origins in Atlantis.182 Darré agreed 
with Wiligut that the Catholic Church had adopted the teachings of the Aryan 
Christ (Krist), but then distorted them from God’s true racial mission, which 
lay in blood and soil.183 In his daybook, Darré made religious observations 
about the signs of Thor’s hammer and proclaimed his own ‘heathenism’ 
(Heidentum), extolling a pantheistic religion based on a combination of Indo-
Aryan and Germanic pagan values.184
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Alfred Rosenberg advocated many elements of Ario-Germanic religiosity.185 
Drawing on German pagan and ariosophic traditions, Rosenberg’s goal was to 
awaken the ‘old Nordic myths and values symbolized by Gods’.186 His Myth of the 
Twentieth Century (1930) propagated the idea of a ‘racial soul’, which blended 
pagan Germanic ideas with the notion of a lost Indo-Aryan civilization of Thule 
or Atlantis.187 Rosenberg advocated ancestor worship, a cult of the dead, and 
pagan Germanic rituals that we see in Himmler’s own musings.188 He believed 
that the Third Reich’s research ‘in the field of Nordic religious history’ would 
‘form the yeast that will permeate the former Catholic and former Lutheran 
components of the German Church. Then the Nordic sagas and fairy tales will 
take the place of the Old Testament stories of pimps and cattle dealers.’189 
Through the Amt Rosenberg, he managed to sponsor hundreds of festivals, 
archaeological excavations, and publications extolling Germanic paganism.190

Although equally invested in the search for an Ario-Germanic religion, 
Himmler never tried to develop a particular religious catechism or specific 
articles of faith.191 Like most Nazi leaders, the Reichsführer was too much of a 
dilettante. He preferred an array of ‘symbols, insignias, myths and shrines, festi-
vals and rituals’, which might give ‘sensuous expression to his fantasy world’ and 
encourage the SS’s ‘elite character as keeper of the Holy Grail of Nazism’.192

With these goals in mind, Himmler sought ‘to replace the Christian rites 
with rituals he deemed more Aryan’. Because he believed ‘the sun played a 
central part for the primordial religion of the Nordic race’, for example, ‘he 
wanted to create an SS summer solstice festival to celebrate life and the winter 
solstice festival to remember the dead and honour ancestors’.193 Himmler also 
sought to reinstitute the so-called ‘Odal’ law ostensibly practised by ancient 
Nordic peoples. Finally, he gave SS leaders swords of honour, yule lights, and 
death’s-head rings designed by Wiligut, while SS women received runic 
brooches and life lights to honour motherhood.194

In the meantime, the Wewelsburg and Externsteine were chosen to (re)invent 
positive spaces that might substitute for Christian holy sites and churches.195 
Himmler created a ‘Saxon’s grove’ (Sachsenhain) near Derven to commemorate 
the supposed execution of 4,500 Saxons by Charlemagne in 782, which he and 
Rosenberg jointly inaugurated in 1935.196 Himmler even sent an Ahnenerbe 
expedition to Karelia in Finland (‘the land of witches and sorcerors’) to recover 
the Ur-Germanic religion drawn from the Edda.197 Based on this expedition and 
the SD’s witchcraft research, Himmler commissioned popular children’s litera-
ture as well as more adult-oriented ‘Witch novels in the form of a trilogy’.198 Such 
efforts were at least moderately successful in expanding popular interest in Ario-
Germanic religiosity.199

Beyond his pragmatic interest in sponsoring Ario-Germanic religiosity, 
Himmler seems to have believed in Germanic deities such as Wotan and 
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Thor.200 He asked Wüst to ‘research where in all of North-Germanic Aryan 
culture the concept of the lightning flash, the thunderbolt, Thor’s hammer, or 
the hammer thrown or flying through the air appears . . . [and] where there are 
sculptures of a god holding an axe and appearing in a flash of lightning’. All 
such evidence, ‘whether in pictures, sculptures, writing, or legend’, Himmler 
suggested, could be used to distinguish ‘between natural thunder and lightning 
. . . [and] earlier, highly developed weapons possessed by only a few, namely by 
the Aesir, the gods, and presuming an extraordinary knowledge of electricity’.201

Himmler continued to make rune studies virtually obligatory for SS officers. 
Evidence suggests he believed they held mystical power that might be used to 
place protective runes on uniforms and buildings.202 Himmler’s interest in the 
magical energies surrounding the Brocken mountains – the so-called ‘Devil’s 
Pulpit’, where German paganists celebrated Walpurgisnacht – is also well known.203

While Hitler didn’t share the passion of Darré, Rosenberg, or Himmler for 
Germanic prehistory, he was enthusiastic about many elements of Ario-
Germanic religiosity. In Schertel’s Magic, for example, Hitler underscored the 
passage: ‘Satan is the beginning . . . Satan is in everything that lives and appears 
. . . Out of this, which is unreasonable (irrational), reason in the true sense is 
born. Without this preceding gloom, creation would have no reality; darkness 
is its necessary heritage.’204 Hitler also highlighted Schertel’s statement regarding 
Satan’s ‘creative/destructive role’, without which the peaceful ‘Seraph’ could not 
exist.205 These passages, which at first glance appear remarkable, make sense in 
the context of Luciferian traditions.

Hitler’s interest in paganism and Gnosticism extended beyond Schertel. He 
approved Germanic solstice celebrations and invoked religious tropes drawn 
from Norse mythology.206 He identified with Siegfried, idealized Wotan (Odin), 
and spoke of honouring dead warriors who were going to Valhalla (following 
his passion for Wagner).207 Nordic myth, Hitler argued, could be used to bring 
German youth to nature, ‘to show them the powerful workings of divine crea-
tion . . . keeping youth out of salons and “airless dives” ’.208

In terms of Ario-Germanic paganism, Hitler accepted that the Externsteine 
were important to ancient Germanic tribes and showed interest in Wirth’s 
‘Germanomaniacal Gnostic symbol research’.209 Combining elements of arios-
ophy and World Ice Theory, Hitler moreover claimed that the ‘Aryan, during 
the ice age, engaged in building his spiritual and bodily strength in the hard 
fight with nature, arising quite differently than other races who lived without 
struggle in the midst of a bountiful world’.210 Following the Armanists/Irminists, 
Hitler likewise asserted that the historical Jesus was blond with blue eyes, prob-
ably a renegade from a lost Aryan tribe.211

According to Rauschning, Hitler claimed that ‘man’s solar period was coming 
to its end’, as foretold in ‘the imperishable prophecies of the old Nordic peoples’. 
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The ‘world has continually to renew itself,’ he added, ‘the old order perishing 
with its gods’.212 Rauschning’s possibly embellished appraisal is corroborated by 
Hitler’s claim in the early 1920s that the Aryans ‘held one sign in common: the 
symbol of the sun. All of their cults were built on light, and you can find this 
symbol, the means of the generation of fire, the Quirl, the cross. You can find this 
cross as a swastika not only here [in Germany], but also exactly the same 
[symbol] carved into temple posts in India and Japan. It is the swastika of the 
community (Gemeinwesen) once founded by Aryan culture (Kultur).’213

To argue that many prominent leaders of the Third Reich sympathized with 
Ario-Germanic religiosity is not to deny the heterogeneity of these ideas or 
efforts. These disparate strains included, for example, the officially sponsored 
German Christians. Led by the Nazi Bishop Ludwig Müller, German Christians 
were a völkisch branch of Protestantism that had eliminated the Old Testament, 
excluded non-Aryans, and incorporated pagan Nordic elements.214 The Third 
Reich also tolerated Mathilde Ludendorff ’s Society for the Knowledge of [a 
German] God, which rejected Christianity altogether.215

Competing with the German Christians and the Ludendorff movement was 
J. W. Hauer, Ernst Reventlow, and Herbert Grabert’s German Faith Movement 
(Deutsche Glaubensbewegung).216 Its supporters, who had strong roots in 
interwar völkisch-paganism, ‘wanted to shape the cultural milieu of politics, reli-
gion, theology, Indo-Aryan metaphysics, literature and Darwinian science into a 
new genuinely German faith-based political community’.217 Hess worked to 
ensure the movement’s legality after 1933, while Heydrich and Himmler deigned 
to meet with Hauer to discuss potential collaboration. For a few years the ideas 
of Hauer and his cohort were intermittently – if tepidly – sponsored by the SS.218

None of these groups managed to gain official recognition.219 But the 
predictable failure of any one Ario-German splinter movement to displace 
Christianity belies the popularity of broader concepts like the ‘ “Aryan-Nordic” 
or “German” blood races . . . [which were] sacralized and deified in the sense of 
a new religious belief ’ and arrayed against the ‘old faith’ of Christianity.220 Many, 
perhaps most, Nazis embraced and propagated religious views that ‘ranged 
from paganism to some kind of Aryan Christian belief ’, where the ‘concept of 
an Aryan Jesus intermingled with the ideas of Guido von List and Jörg Lanz 
von Liebenfels, Theodor Fritsch, and Artur Dinter’.221 Not surprisingly, these 
views incorporated Middle Eastern and East Asian religious doctrines that 
reflect longer-term trends in the Austro-German supernatural imaginary.

Indo-Aryan Spirituality and Eastern Religions

In 2007 an ancient Buddha statue bearing a swastika on its belly was sold at 
auction and later analysed by scientists at the University of Stuttgart. Carved 
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from a 15,000-year-old meteorite, the statue depicts the god Vaisravana, the 
Buddhist King of the North, apparently brought back to Germany in the late 
1930s as part of Ernst Schäfer’s famous Nazi expedition to Tibet.222 Taken on its 
own, this curious find might be viewed as any other ‘oriental’ relic stolen by 
Europeans in the age of imperialism. Except, unlike the Egyptian obelisks and 
mummies stored in the Louvre or British Museum, the statue carried much the 
same religious and spiritual meaning for the Nazis as it did for the Tibetans 
themselves.

The Nazi Tibet expedition – and the religio-esoteric reasons behind it – 
have garnered a now legendary reputation, a mix of myth and reality.223 In 
terms of myth, there is no evidence of Nazism being sponsored by a shadowy, 
Tibet-inspired ‘Vril Society’, a favourite shibboleth of crypto-historians. Nor do 
we have any reason to believe Hitler was guided by a group of Tibetan sages, 
the ‘Agarthii’, connected to the Russian mystic George Gurdieff.224

There are nonetheless elements of truth in these mythologies.225 From 
Hitler, Hess, and Himmler to Rosenberg and Darré, most Nazi leaders shared a 
profound interest in South and East Asian religion, spiritualism, and esoteri-
cism. When Rauschning claimed that every German has one foot in Atlantis 
and one in Tibet, he was referring precisely to this belief in the ethno-religious 
connections between the lost Ario-Germanic civilization of the Thule (Atlantis) 
and an Indo-Aryan civilization centred in northern India.226 Many Nazis 
believed that Tibet ‘was a refuge, in which important elements of an “Aryan-
Nordic-Atlantean Ur-culture” had survived’. Others embraced ‘Buddhist-
lamaist elements of faith with supposedly “Ur-Aryan” or “Ur-Germanic” roots 
(such as the doctrines of reincarnation and karma)’, which they integrated into 
‘a Nazi substitute religion’.227

In selectively appropriating these Indo-Aryan traditions, of course, the 
Nazis were following a longer völkisch religious tradition. They were seeking, in 
the words of one völkisch-esotericist, an alternative to the ‘all powerful, all-
knowing God of Christian theology, which neither the Indians nor Chinese, 
neither Buddhism nor Taoism recognize’.228 For despite their talk of Nordic 
racial purity, the Nazis were equally preoccupied by Indo-Aryan religion and 
spirituality.

From Buddha to Hitler

Nazism’s fascination with Buddhism, Hinduism, and Tibet has many roots. As 
we have seen, theories of a lost Thulean civilization drawn from Blavatsky, 
Lanz, and Hörbiger inspired the völkisch-esoteric belief that Tibet was the 
last refuge of the Aryans, who had fled Atlantis after a great flood.229 A genera-
tion of völkisch thinkers were likewise influenced by H. K. Günther, whose 
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Indo-Aryan racial theories were cited with equal authority by Hitler and 
Himmler.230 Günther put forward the thesis that Nordic tribes had at some 
point swept into East and South Asia, most likely after a natural catastrophe. 
The Nordic interlopers had then bred with Asian peoples, providing the ruling 
Brahmin caste of India, inspiring Buddhism, and forming the core of the 
ancient Japanese samurai.231

Most important in understanding the Indo-Aryan religious traditions that 
pervaded the Nazi supernatural imaginary is the work of Jakob Wilhelm Hauer 
and Walther Wüst. Before the Nazi seizure of power, Hauer had been an anthro-
posophist and prominent scholar of Indian religion who maintained ties to 
numerous South Asian intellectuals and religious leaders. In this capacity 
Hauer became one of Weimar Germany’s greatest proponents of Indo-Aryan, 
neo-pagan religious thinking, connecting the blood-and-soil theories of 
National Socialism with an Ur-Aryan religion centred in northern India. After 
1933, Hauer employed his position as head of the German Faith Movement 
and member of the SS to spread these ideas more widely.232

When it became clear that the Third Reich was not about to make Hauer’s 
‘German Faith’ the state religion, he stepped down as leader of the movement 
in 1936. Hauer’s obsession with institutionalizing his own particular religious 
doctrine was typical of völkisch-esotericists criticized by Hitler and Goebbels, 
including Sebottendorff and Dinter. Once Hauer put his theories in the service 
of the Third Reich, however, his reputation soared.233 In fact, after joining the 
NSDAP in 1937, Hauer received a prestigious professorship at the University of 
Tübingen, where he continued to work with Himmler and the SS.234

No longer saddled with running a religious movement, Hauer redoubled 
his efforts to outline the Indo-Aryan foundations of an NS-religion. ‘Buddha 
did not belong to the native born of India, but to a royal race of Aryan-Indian 
racial origin,’ Hauer argued, making the teachings of Buddha intrinsic to 
‘German faith’.235 Piecing together ideas taken from the ‘Vedas, Upanishads, 
Mahabharata (Bhagavadgita) and Pali-canon (the teachings of Buddha)’, 
Hauer made accessible ‘a gigantic arsenal of Indian gods and demons for 
NS-debates on religion . . . [connecting] racist blood mysticism and Indian 
metaphysics’.236

Hauer further advocated the sacral techniques of the eastern Yogis as 
‘Aryan-Nordic’ teachings. Yoga had been established by Indo-Germans in 
Europe and then travelled back east to the Asian subcontinent, Hauer argued 
– giving credit to theosophy and other occult philosophies for bringing these 
teachings back to Europe.237 The SD acknowledged that Hauer’s ‘Indian philos-
ophy and eastern ways of thinking . . . [stood] very near to theosophy and 
anthroposophy’.238 Yet his influence would only increase during the war, as he 
founded an ‘Aryan Seminar’ at Tübingen to promote his religious views.239
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Walther Wüst, president of Heinrich Himmler’s Ahnenerbe from 1937 to 
1945 and rector of the University of Munich between 1941 and 1945, had 
significant influence over academic and public opinion as well.240 Wüst saw the 
Germans as descendants of Atlantis, an ancient Indo-Germanic Empire whose 
religious teachings survived in South Asian Buddhism, preserved by the monks 
of Tibet.241 In a 1936 lecture entitled ‘The Führer’s Book “Mein Kampf” as 
Mirror of an Indo-Germanic Worldview’, Wüst argued that the ‘Indo-Germanic 
worldview’ stood at the centre of Hitler’s ideology.242 Wüst further compared 
Hitler to Buddha insofar as the Führer had inherited Buddha’s holy mission to 
preserve the Indo-Aryan race and religion.243

Citing the myth of Atlantis and German fairy tales, Wüst argued that 
elements of this once transcendent Indo-Aryan civilization still flourished 
across Europe.244 Moreover, thanks to anthroposophy (and other esoteric 
doctrines), Hinduism, Buddhism, Yoga, and other South Asian spiritual tradi-
tions had crept back into German cultural and religious life. From these 
surviving religio-racial traditions, Wüst suggested, one could (re)construct a 
religion that combined Nordic and Hindu-Buddhist traditions.245

The remarkable convergence between academic Indologists such as Hauer 
and Wüst, Nordicists like Günther and Wirth, and Irminists and Luciferians 
such as Wiligut and Rahn is indicative of the syncretic nature of Nazi religious 
thinking.246 Rahn argued that the Cathars practised a variation on Tibetan-
Buddhist religion originally invented in Nordic Atlantis and transferred to 
Tibet after the flood, only to return to the Germanic peoples via northern India 
and Persia. Günther, one of the strongest proponents of Nordic Germanentum, 
agreed.247 So did the ‘Atlantomaniacal’ Wirth, who insisted on the commonali-
ties in race and culture between Nordic ‘Hyperboreans’, who lived in the city 
state of Ultima Thule, and the Indo-Aryan peoples of the Veda, Brahmana, and 
Mahābhārata.248 Wiligut too was fascinated by the idea of a shared Indo-Aryan 
religion. He studied Tibetan legends, practised yoga, and vividly described an 
out-of-body experience in which he passed a test by Tibetan priests.249 Wiligut 
furthermore claimed, with no scientific evidence, that German runes derived 
from a common Indo-European language that appeared in Tibetan as well as 
Central Asian and Chinese script.250

One of the reasons that Wiligut recruited Gaston de Mengel, one of Rahn’s 
colleagues from the esoteric Polar Society, was to instruct Ahnenerbe 
researchers on the links between pre-Christian Indian, Persian, and Chinese 
literature and the Edda, Vedas, and Kabbalah. Impressed, Wiligut urged Rahn 
to translate into German de Mengel’s work on the legendary Tibetan city of 
Agartha and kingdom of Shambala.251 Wiligut then forwarded Rahn’s 
translations to SS-Obersturmführer and ariosophist, Frenzolf Schmid, who 
two decades earlier had published a novel expressing the idea of a shared 
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Indo-Aryan religion, The Last Ramadan.252 Employing de Mengel’s transla-
tions, Schmid sought to prove the existence of an ‘Atlantean-Aryan’ world 
triangle or ‘geomantic axis’ that connected the Nordic countries with France, 
South Asia, and Tibet.253

Such Indo-Aryan musings were rampant across the SS. Wiligut’s Irminist 
protégé, Günther Kirchhoff, argued that the geomantic points of Urga (the 
Buddhist monastic city of Ulaanbataar) and Lhasa were the world’s ‘two impor-
tant Lama-centres’.254 Similarly, Friedrich Hielscher, an SS paganist close to the 
Ahnenerbe’s managing director, Wolfram Sievers, advocated a theocracy based 
on Indian and Japanese traditions of ethno-religious purity. There was an 
organic relationship, Hielscher argued, between ‘state and sacrality, rule and 
priestly caste’. Hielscher also invoked parallels that many Indian and German 
religious scholars had noted between the Vedas and Bhagavad Gita on the one 
hand and Nordic mythology on the other. Sievers and the World Ice Theorist 
Edmund Kiss embraced these theories as well.255

Fuelled by these ideas Himmler himself became convinced that an ‘advanced 
civilization’ had once existed ‘in the mountains of Tibet’, possibly ‘the product 
of an original, sophisticated race that had sought refuge there from a global 
catastrophe’. The civilization in question must have been connected to the 
legend of ‘Atlantis’. After some kind of natural catastrophe ‘the stranded ruling 
class of Atlantis’, Himmler reasoned, ‘spread out from there to Europe and East 
Asia’.256 He further confided to Schäfer ‘that the Nordic race did not evolve, but 
came directly down from heaven to settle on the Atlantic continent’, citing the 
Japanese General Oshima’s belief ‘in a similar theory concerning the origin of 
the noble castes in Japan’ (which Oshima personally explained to Hitler as 
well).257

Although the roots of many Nazi religious theories clearly lay in Tibet, the 
opportunity for an official expedition only arose in 1938.258 The impetus was 
an invitation from the Tibetan government to participate in the Losar Year 
celebrations. The invitation had little to do with Tibet’s interest in abetting Nazi 
theories on Indo-Aryan religion. With the Sino-Japanese War having broken 
out in 1937, Tibet was profoundly interested in garnering Axis support against 
China.259 Himmler took advantage of Tibet’s interest in a military alliance to 
get Hitler’s approval for an expedition that touched on diplomacy but focused 
on border science and religion.260

The bookish, unassuming Rahn is sometimes viewed as the ‘real Indiana 
Jones’ because of his search for the Holy Grail on behalf of the SS. And yet the 
handsome, dashing scientist and adventurer Ernst Schäfer – whom Goebbels 
referred to as ‘an example of true German manhood’ – comes closer to Steven 
Spielberg’s inspiration.261 Not only had Schäfer participated in two previous 
Tibet expeditions, but he completed a doctoral degree in zoology in 1937, at the 
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ripe young age of twenty-seven. Because Schäfer combined youthful energy, 
scientific respectability, and political-ideological reliability, Himmler felt he 
was the perfect individual to lead the expedition.262

The Reichsführer’s expectations were ambitious. In addition to conducting 
geological research to confirm World Ice Theory, Schäfer was to collect archae-
ological and anthropological evidence that Tibet was the mystic refuge of the 
Aryans. For professional and interpersonal reasons Schäfer balked at the idea 
of including the World Ice Theorist Edmund Kiss on the expedition.263 Still, 
Schäfer was no hard-nosed empiricist. He agree to get advice from Wiligut – 
and reported that Wiligut was reading his mind during their meeting, per the 
‘telemetry’ of Tibetan lamas!264 Schäfer also included Bruno Beger, a student of 
H. K. Günther’s, who later conducted border scientific experiments on human 
beings for the SS. The young geologist Karl Wienert, a discipline of the Nazi 
geophysicist Wilhelm Filchner, accompanied Schäfer as well, receiving a crash 
course in geomancy, ley lines, and occult theories about Tibet.265

Over the course of their travels Schäfer and his companions proved to be 
remarkably effective sponsors of Nazi ideology and religious preoccupations. 
Referring to the expedition as a ‘meeting between western and eastern swas-
tika’, Schäfer observed that ‘we opened during our two-month visit in the 
Tibetan capital the secret chambers of the Tibetan palaces and temples, not to 
mention the Tibetan racial soul (Volksseele)’.266 When he arrived in Tibet, 
Schäfer made a point of celebrating the pagan ‘Yule fest’ during the winter 
solstice. On another occasion he offered pagan prayers to celebrate the martyrs 
of 9 November 1923.267

These actions cannot be dismissed as propaganda. After meeting the 
Tibetan leader Pinpoches, Schäfer suggested that he was a supernatural figure 
akin to Hitler. He then compared the Tibetan leader’s swastika-adorned throne 
to the Norse ‘thunderbolt’.268 Schäfer further claimed that the lamas had access 
to a ‘magical mystical world’ and ‘were privy to an esoteric Ur-knowledge’, such 
as reading minds, that could be mastered by the SS.269 For his part Beger sought 
to collect stories from the ‘ancient Tibetan epic, the Gesar; pictures and draw-
ings of the Tibetan gods; copies of the Tibetan astrological tables and calen-
dars; and detailed information on the old holy places of the ancient shamanistic 
religion of Tibet, known as the Bon, which pre-dated Buddhism’.270 Lastly, 
Schäfer and Beger studied the magical rites that Tibetans used to honour the 
dead, suggesting that the macabre place of death and rebirth, terror, and the 
death’s head were similar to Germanic paganism.271

Upon returning to Germany, Schäfer’s expedition provided a windfall for 
Nazi esotericists, orientalists, and rune occultists alike.272 His ‘research’ likewise 
found its way into an updated addition of Schäfer’s popular 1933 book, 
Mountains, Buddhas, and Bears, as well as a new volume on the ‘New Year’s 
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celebration in Lhasa’.273 Schäfer thanked Wüst for his support by giving the 
Ahnenerbe chief one of the only existing copies of the ‘Encyclopedia on 
Lamaism from Kandschur’.274

In order to bring all this material together for the public, Schäfer produced 
a live action documentary entitled Secret Tibet, the culmination of a series of 
so-called ‘Himalayan’ films celebrating Tibetan religion and the ‘triumph of the 
will’ in Tibetan Buddhist philosophy.275 Schäfer took the occasion of the movie’s 
premiere to present personal gift from Pinpoches to ‘his Majesty Herr Hitler’, a 
piece of clothing from the last Dalai Lama.276 Impressed by Schäfer’s success, 
Himmler decided to open a Tibetan Institute for Central Asian Research – 
eventually renamed the Sven Hedin Institute, after Hitler’s favourite Tibet 
explorer. He appointed Schäfer as the director.277

National Socialism and the Religions of the East

When it comes to promoting the ‘Buddhist-Lamaist’ ties between Nordic and 
Asian religions, the Nazi fascination with Tibet was merely the tip of the 
iceberg.278 Hitler’s interest in Eastern religions is evident from a variety of 
sources.279 According to Dietrich Eckart, Hitler lamented the murder (by Jews) 
of ‘75000 Persians’ and ‘hundreds of thousands of non-Jews of noblest blood in 
Babylon, Kyrene, and Egypt’.280 In his table talk Hitler pointed out that ‘fasting 
and many teachings of natural healing are useful’. It was ‘no accident that the 
Egyptian priesthood was simultaneously the medical profession,’ Hitler 
observed, for ‘if modern science does nothing more than to eliminate [ancient 
healing practices] then it causes damage’.281 From his perspective, there was 
much that was attractive in Hinduism as well, from vegetarianism to a shared 
belief in racial purity.282 Hitler underlined passages in Schertel that emphasized 
ritual prayer, yoga, reincarnation, meditation, homeopathic medicine, and 
other practices drawn from Buddhism and Hinduism.283

Hitler was not as invested in Tibetan Buddhism or Atlantean mythologies 
as Hess or Himmler. But he shared the quasi-mystical fascination of many 
other Nazis with Tibet, following European expeditions carefully.284 Hitler’s 
admiration for Japanese Shinto comes up repeatedly as well.285 God reserved 
his ‘mercies for the heroes of Japan’, Hitler suggested during the war, because 
the ‘religion of the Japanese is above all a cult of heroism, and its heroes are 
those who do not hesitate to sacrifice their lives for the glory and safety of their 
country’. ‘The Japanese religion,’ Hitler continued, ‘rouses men to enthusiasm 
by the promise it holds of the rewards in the Hereafter, while the unfortunate 
Christian has no prospect before him but the torments of Hell.’286

Here we might recall Hitler’s assertion above that, as in Shinto, ‘there is no 
kind of terrorism’ in Islam, only ‘a promise of happiness’.287 Hitler supported 
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general propaganda efforts in drawing parallels between German and 
Islamic civilization, because the latter possessed a ‘superior religion’.288 In fact, 
contemporary observers as disparate as Lewis Spence and Carl Jung compared 
Hitler to a ‘new Mohammed’.289 National Socialist religion was ‘nearest 
Mohammedanism’, Jung argued, insofar as it was ‘realistic, earthy, promising 
the maximum of rewards in this life, but with a Moslem-like Valhalla into 
which worthy Germans may enter and continue to enjoy themselves. Like 
Mohammedanism, it teaches the virtue of the sword.’290

As the Third Reich’s foremost ‘theologian’, Alfred Rosenberg was perhaps 
less convinced than Hitler, Hess, Darré, or Himmler regarding Hinduism, 
Shintoism or for that matter Islam’s central role in Ario-Germanic religious 
traditions. Rosenberg nevertheless sympathized with the idea of an Ur-religious 
commonality between Buddhism and Germanic religion as well as the Indo-
Aryan premises of the ‘Shambhala theory’.291 He seems moreover to have 
accepted that an ancient race of Ario-Atlanteans had taken refuge in South 
Asia, where they created a dominant civilization based on a religion of castes 
and blood purity (Brahminism). Before this civilization disintegrated through 
interbreeding, Rosenberg argued, a branch of the Aryans immigrated to Iran 
where they developed a Persian variant of Indo-Aryan religion, which preached 
the eternal Gnostic struggle between light and darkness.292 Hence Rosenberg’s 
neo-Nordic religion incorporated the same Indo-Aryan elements as Rahn, 
Günther, Himmler, and others. More practically for Rosenberg, the Indian caste 
system and Asian concepts of self-sacrifice and spirituality provided a basis on 
which to justify National Socialist visions of racial and religious community.293

Interestingly Bormann – though enormously sceptical of Christianity – 
shared a fascination with Eastern religions. Bormann believed that Eastern-
style mysticism surmounted the narrow materialism of birth and death in ways 
that Judeo-Christian theology did not.294 Bormann’s wife, Gerda, likewise 
reported to her husband how much she enjoyed a lecture she attended that 
divided humanity into three groups, ‘virtuous, cultured peasants like the 
Germans and the Japanese, shifting nomads like the Russians, and “commer-
cially minded parasites” like the British, Americans, and Jews’.295

The Bormanns discussed Islam in favourable terms as well. Mohammed 
‘really was a very clever man,’ Gerda wrote, ‘what wonderful fellows those 
Mohammedans were in the scientific field – they put the whole Roman Church 
to shame with their astronomy and geometry’. ‘For Mahomet, who let his faith 
be spread by fire and the sword,’ she continued, ‘the introduction of polygamy 
was an absolute necessity. How else could he always have raised enough 
soldiers? It is just another proof of the miserable pettiness of both the Christian 
churches that these points were always interpreted as symptoms of the utmost 
backwardness and barbarism’.296
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In party circles many referred to Hess as ‘The Yogi from Egypt’, due not only 
to his exotic birthplace, but a fascination with Asian religions picked up through 
his mentor, the Japanologist Karl Haushofer.297 Hess shared Haushofer’s desire 
to strengthen Germany’s ties to Asia through emulating Shinto’s ‘mystical unity 
with nature, ancestors and rulers, surrounded by a reverence for the divine and 
unconditional obedience’ toward the Emperor, ‘who was seen as a direct 
descendant of the sun king’.298 Hess apparently read the Koran, which he recom-
mended to Himmler, and was broadly immersed in ideas drawn from Hinduism 
and Buddhism via anthroposophy.299 According to the SD, Hess promoted the 
Nazi esotericist Edgar Dacqué to a high-ranking position in the Ministry of 
Education due to his extensive knowledge of ‘Indian philosophy and Eastern 
ideas’ derived from ‘theosophy and anthroposophy’.300

Darré was equally enamoured of East Asian religions.301 Like Himmler, 
Darré was invested in Eastern ideas of reincarnation and ancestor worship, 
citing Confucius and Steiner on the importance of ‘oriental wisdom’.302 He 
observed with admiration the ‘holy trinity’ that undergirded Chinese religion: 
the ‘peasantry, the cult of ancestor, and the duty to produce masculine progeny 
that at some point are supposed to serve at the gravesite of the ancestor’. This 
latter tradition preserved the ‘long-lasting, völkisch life of the Chinese people in 
this world’.303 In language typical of Buddhism, Darré also talked about human-
ity’s goal of obtaining spiritual harmony with the ‘divine world’.304 In regard to 
Japanese Shinto, Darré speculated in his diary that the ‘noble class of the 
Japanese [were of] Aryan origin’. ‘The Shinto religion,’ Darré continued, 
parroting Günther, Wüst, and Hauer, ‘is likely the still authentic old heathen 
religion of the Germans. Remarkable similarities for example between the 
Japanese pagoda and a traditional Norwegian church’.305

Of course, Himmler was among the most ardent if eclectic consumers of 
Eastern religions. He frequently invoked ‘the wisdom of Indian religious 
figures’,306 citing the Hindu Arthasastra (Manual of Politics) and claiming that 
Hinduism was instructive in learning to balance pleasure (kama) with moral 
(dharma) and practical (artha) concerns.307 The Reichsführer walked around 
with his own copy of the Bhagavad Gita as well, remarking on parallels between 
Hitler and Krishna in the Gita.308 Following a decades’ old tradition in German 
Indology, Himmler compared the heroic racial consciousness of the Aryan-
Hindu and Kshatriya warrior caste in the Gita and Mahābhārata to the tradi-
tions of the Edda and Nibelungenlied. Just as Rome had eliminated the Cathars, 
who preserved the traditions of Indo-Aryan religion, Himmler believed that 
the Kshatriya’s ‘degradation was an act of revenge of the Brahman priests, in 
order to eliminate the “warrior yogis” as dangerous rivals’.309

Hindu ideas of karma and reincarnation were also favourite themes, which 
Himmler, Rahn, and others saw represented in Cathar Luciferianism.310 By 
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emulating Eastern religious practices, Himmler thought ‘he could penetrate 
directly to the world of the Germanic ancestors’ and ‘be reincarnated’.311 ‘The 
Indo-Germanic peoples,’, he explained, ‘believe in rebirth. Life doesn’t come to 
an end with one experience of it. The good and evil deeds which man does on 
this earth affect his next life in the form of his Karma, which is not an inexo-
rable fate.’ Indo-Germanic beliefs, Himmler continued, entail ‘no surrender to 
divine grace, but the knowledge that what you have done on this earth will 
witness for you or against you, inescapably. But you have a chance to alter your 
fate by your own efforts in a new life.’312

Himmler’s religious preoccupations included Buddhism as well. Although 
not a practising Buddhist, Himmler followed some of its tenets, including vege-
tarianism. He also admired his astrologer Wilhelm Wulff ’s more serious adher-
ence to Buddhist principles.313 For similar reasons Himmler lauded his 
homoeopathic massage therapist, Felix Kersten, as his ‘magic Buddha’, because 
he was trained in Chinese manual therapy.314

Inspired by Chinese Taoism, Buddhism, and Confucianism, Himmler 
meanwhile attempted to build a cult of ancestor worship within the SS, of 
‘earthly immortality’, which he equated with the perpetuation of the Volk. ‘I 
must say that this belief has as much in its favour as many other beliefs,’ Himmler 
wrote. ‘This belief can no more be proved by the methods of exact science than 
Christianity, the teachings of Zarathustra, Confucius, and so on. But it has a big 
plus: a nation that has this belief in reincarnation, and reveres its ancestors and 
thus itself, always has children, and such a nation has eternal life.’315 For these 
reasons Himmler encouraged his Tibet specialists to research the lost civiliza-
tion of Shambala and ordered Heydrich’s successor as SD and Gestapo (RSHA) 
chief, Ernst Kaltenbrunner, to export Buddhism to occupied territories.316

Like Hitler, Darré, and others, Himmler’s Indo-Aryan religious affinities 
included Japanese Shinto. He wanted the SS to inculcate the values of the 
Japanese samurai, contributing the foreword to Heinz Corazza’s book, The 
Samurai: Honourable and Loyal Imperial Knights. In ‘distant times the people in 
the Far East had the same code of honour as our fathers had long ago in a past 
all too soon destroyed,’ Himmler wrote, concluding that it is ‘frequently minor-
ities of the highest calibre [such as the SS and samurai] who give a nation 
eternal life in earthly terms’.317 In short, Himmler came to believe, as had Wüst, 
‘that the elites of Asia – the Brahman priests, the Mongolian chiefs, and the 
Japanese samurai – all descended from ancient European conquerors’.318 Finally, 
Himmler saw Islam as a noble religion with admirable racial and martial 
virtues.319 He ordered the SS to make a sincere effort to draw parallels between 
ancient Germanic texts such as the Edda and the Koran, which the Reichsführer 
read with interest, in order to propagate the idea of a common Indo-Aryan 
racial and spiritual heritage between Germans, Arabs, and Persians.320 In a 
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speech to a volunteer division of Islamic troops recruited to the Waffen-SS, 
Himmler declared that Germans ‘were friends of Islam on the basis of convic-
tions’. ‘We Germans’ and ‘you Muslims,’ Himmler added, ‘share the feeling of 
thankfulness to destiny that almighty God – you say Allah, it is of course the 
same thing – sent the Führer to the tortured and suffering people of Europe’.321

By ignoring the obviously ‘Semitic’ roots of Arab religion and civilization, 
Himmler was on solid border scientific ground. After all, we began this section 
with the ariosophic speculations of Dingfelder and Schrönghamer-Heimdal, of 
List, Fritsch, and Dinter – even of Hitler himself – all of whom insisted that 
Jesus was in fact an Aryan, part of a proto-Aryan Canaanite or Aramaic people 
who preceded the Jews.322

In German Orientalism in the Age of Empire, the historian Suzanne 
Marchand suggests that German intellectuals were more sensitive to Asian and 
Middle Eastern cultures than their British and French counterparts. Through 
their study of the East, Marchand contends, German orientalists began to ques-
tion the superiority of their own Eurocentric and Christian worldviews, leading 
to a form of ‘multicultural thinking’.323

At the end of this chapter we should have little doubt that Marchand is 
right, except for the caveat that even the Nazis need to be included in that 
group. Nazi leaders were as invested in Indo-Aryan religions as their orientalist 
forebears. From the Vedas, Bhagavadgita, and Hindu tantrism to the teachings 
of Tibetan lamism, from Japanese Shinto to Zen-Buddhism and Bushhido, a 
remarkable array of Asian religious influences were appropriated by the Third 
Reich ‘as expressive forms of ‘Aryan-spirit’.324 By letting themselves be ‘inspired 
by Asiatic mythologies, philosophies and religious practices such as Vedism, 
yoga, Buddhism, and Zen’, moreover, the Nazis helped create ‘the ideological 
and religious foundation for a Greater Empire’, a topic we will take up in 
Chapter Seven.325

***

According to Himmler’s biographer, Peter Longerich, the main outline of the 
Reichsführer’s religious and ideological picture was clear: ‘the restoration of a 
de-Christianized, Germanic’ spirituality through the ‘myths of Atlantis and 
Tibet’ and ‘via Cosmic Ice Theory/astrology/astronomy’. Through this mélange 
of history and myth, Germanic paganism, reincarnation, and occultism, 
combined with esoteric theories of creation, ‘a real substitute religion was 
created’.326 Certainly Himmler was more invested in this particular conception 
of a ‘substitute religion’ than Hitler, Goebbels, or even Rosenberg. As the 
evidence in this chapter suggests, however, many, perhaps most Nazi leaders 
shared some or all the elements described by Longerich.
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Nazi religious thinking included a fundamental anti-Christianity, which 
separated Nazism from other fascist movements. Whether Mussolini’s 
Blackshirts, the Action Française, or Franco’s Falange, most fascist movements, 
while focused on subordinating Christianity to the state, were ideologically 
ambivalent, even sympathetic, in their attitudes to the Church.327 The same 
cannot be said of the Third Reich and certainly not Nazism as a movement. 
The Nazis’ inherent hostility to Christianity as both an ideological and socio-
political rival is what spurred their attempts to find a suitably Ario-Germanic 
alternative.

The Ario-Germanic alternative to Christianity was never meant to become 
a state religion. As Rosenberg put it, ‘National Socialism is above all denomina-
tions and encompasses them all through [incorporating] them into the essence 
of Germanness.’328 That is why Rosenberg, Hitler, and Himmler were careful 
not to become too prescriptive. So long as such religious and spiritual alterna-
tives might ‘guarantee the stability of German will formation and therefore 
political leadership’, there was no need to meddle in everyday superstition and 
belief.329 The introduction of numerous pagan and National Socialist holidays 
indicates less the desire to create a new religion than to revive and exploit 
existing Ario-Germanic and Indo-Aryan traditions within the Nazi supernat-
ural imaginary.330

To be sure, the Third Reich never managed, in its twelve short years, to 
displace Christianity as Germany’s preeminent belief system. The Nazis made 
substantial inroads, but the vast majority of Germans remained Protestant or 
Catholic in 1945, at least nominally.331 Nor could the Nazis themselves agree on 
the precise admixture of liturgical or theological elements in their search for 
alternatives to Christianity, whether Irminism or Luciferianism, anthropos-
ophy-inspired Hinduism or the Nazis’ received views of Tibetan Buddhism.

Nevertheless, this religious eclecticism, characteristic both of Nazism and 
the völkisch-esoteric milieu on which it drew, masks a larger, more important 
consensus.332 A surprising number of Nazis agreed after all as to the ‘holy bond 
between Führer and his followers’, to ‘hero and ancestor worship, animistic 
communication with nature (animals, trees, water sources), archaic cult cele-
brations’, and ‘male warrior bands’. An almost equal number worked to estab-
lish ‘an Indo-Aryan codex of symbols (Swastika, Irminsul)’, which included the 
‘resacralization of holy places (geomancy), initiation rites and creating 
pilgrimage sites’.333 If many of these religious and mythological traditions 
‘seemed to be going in different directions,’ George Williamson observes, they 
all served ‘the purpose of forging a national religiosity that the Nazi regime 
wanted’.334
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‘We consider folklore to be of assistance in our struggle for the preservation 
of our own nationality . . . It should eliminate the outdated and harmful way 
of thinking according to sub-regions . . . It should show . . . how current 
German life and German character poured through . . . to the east . . . that 
these tribal groups are the blood of his blood. It will hammer home to the 
Silesians that their tribal brothers are at home in all three regions of Poland.’

SS folklorist, Alfred Karasek (1935)1

‘Early to bed. Spent a long time reading. Nostradamus prophecies. Very 
interesting for those of us today. Hopefully the daring commentary is right. 
Then England will have nothing to laugh about . . . I tell [Hitler] about the 
prophecies. Given the times we’re in they are astounding . . . The Führer is 
very interested.’2

Joseph Goebbels, diary entry (23 November 1939)

In March 1940, Hans Bender, now Germany’s leading parapsychologist, wrote 
a pessimistic letter to Karl Krafft. Since 1937 they had both witnessed growing 
restrictions against occultism. This escalating repression, Bender feared, would 
be exacerbated by the outbreak of war.3 ‘About the prospects of border sciences 
in our generation,’ Krafft reassured his colleague in reply, ‘I’m not as pessimistic 
as you. ‘Especially in government circles,’ he insisted, ‘they are seeking people’ 
who ‘have something to say’ in terms of border scientific research.4

Krafft knew what he was talking about. By March 1940 he was working 
closely with Goebbels’ propaganda ministry and the Reich intelligence services 
to produce propaganda and wage psychological warfare against the Allies. 
Many of Krafft’s fellow experts in astrology and divining would soon be 
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recruited as well. Bender’s own border scientific research, as we saw in Chapter 
Five, began to receive official sponsorship only during the war. For just as the 
conflict released previously bottled-up economic energies, it also led to a 
greater Nazi willingness to experiment with and exploit border sciences in the 
interests of foreign policy, propaganda, and military science.5

On the one hand, the genesis and course of the Second World War has little 
to do with supernatural thinking. The war was a consequence of the Third 
Reich’s aggressive efforts at revising the Versailles Treaty, obtaining resources, 
and garnering living space (Lebensraum) in eastern Europe.6 When one looks 
closely at the ideological justifications and deployment of those goals, however, 
one finds many ways in which folklore and border science influenced Nazi 
foreign policy.7

As George Mosse reminds us, folklore and mythology helped to provide a 
‘dream of the Reich’ that was yet to be achieved.8 This supernaturally inspired 
dream gradually became a reality after 1933, as the Third Reich deliberately 
appropriated folklore and border science to justify military aggression and 
territorial expansion.9 Elements of Indo-Aryan religion and mythology, drawn 
from the supernatural imaginary, also informed Nazi conceptions of geopoli-
tics and efforts to cultivate alliances with Asian and Middle Eastern powers.10

Rather than rely on a practical evaluation of risks and rewards, Hitler 
frequently tapped into his own intuition in making foreign-policy decisions 
and appealed to the German people’s collective unconscious in selling his 
aggressive policies.11 Abetting Hitler’s faith-based foreign policy, the Propaganda 
Ministry and Foreign Office employed professional astrologers and diviners to 
produce wartime propaganda aimed at both the Allies and the German public. 
Finally, the Third Reich utilized occultism and border science to gather mili-
tary intelligence, search for enemy battleships, and train Nazi soldiers. The 
Second World War was neither caused nor directed primarily by occult designs. 
But many aspects of the war were influenced or determined by folklore, border 
science, and the broader Nazi supernatural imaginary.

Folklore, Border Science, and Geopolitics 1933–9

In 1930 the future SS folklorist, Alfred Karasek, published an article in the 
popular völkisch journal, People and Race, entitled ‘On the Folklore of the 
Carpathian Germans’. He observed that folklore might serve as a kind of 
cultural genetics, indicating the ethnic origins and territorial claims of a 
particular nationality.12 The folkloric tradition of ‘wild hunters’, who emerge 
at night to seek revenge on their oppressors (probably the inspiration for 
Washington Irving’s headless Hessian horseman), occurred across German-
speaking central Europe.13 The tradition of wild hunters was nonetheless 
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strongest, Karasek suggested, in unsecured regions where Germans had expe-
rienced centuries of violence from Slavic neighbours.14 No matter the vicissi-
tudes of history, he explained, a ‘typical immutability in ethnocultural tradition’ 
remained.15

For Germans in the interwar period folklore was not a mere collection of 
children’s stories. As the left-wing philosopher Ernst Bloch observed in the 
early 1930s, the allegorical meaning of sagas had been set in motion by völkisch 
thinkers in order to ‘infer petty bourgeois visions of great style and then to 
wield the folk tales, lacking real proof, in “natural scientific” fashion’. These tales 
became the ‘ “world-historical events” for the half-educated’, fomenting ‘apoca-
lyptic opinions in the petty bourgeoisie – a philistine fantasy’. Magical thinking 
bloomed ‘over town and country in mythical fashion’ sowing ‘utter confusion’.16

Born in the Sudetenland, Karasek may have been especially keen on 
deploying folk tales to justify the reincorporation of ethnic Germans into the 
Reich.17 And yet he was typical of thousands of völkisch anthropologists, histo-
rians, and geopoliticians who, as Bloch suggests, utilized folklore and Indo-
Aryan border science as a means to ‘show the world the mission of the German 
folk’, anticipating ‘the path of destruction, even before folklorists became 
instruments for the scholarly legitimization’ of the Nazi imperial project.18 If 
virtually all social and human sciences were enlisted in this project, no academic 
discipline became as interwoven with Nazi dreams of empire as ethnology and 
folklore studies (Volkskunde).19

Folklore and Empire

The practical exploitation of folklore and border science in foreign policy was 
laid out in the last decades of the Wilhelmine Empire and early years of the 
Weimar Republic. The quasi-mystical belief in Lebensraum, as we saw in 
Chapter One, was drawn from Nazi geopoliticians such as Karl Haushofer, 
through his mentor Friedrich Ratzel.20 In its border scientific premises and 
geopolitical malleability, Lebensraum justified virtually any German interven-
tion into central and eastern Europe, simultaneously providing an important 
‘scientific’ basis for the resurgence of anthropological interest in German folk-
lore.21 So too did late Wilhelmine movements such as anthroposophy and ario-
sophy, which offered an Indo-Aryan view of race and space that helped fuel 
post-war conceptions of empire.22 After the First World War these border 
scientific traditions dovetailed perfectly with Hans Günther’s Nordic racialism 
and the ‘imperialistic deliberations of the new experts on the East’.23

In the interwar period a number of folklorists made the case that Weimar’s 
borders were not the natural limit of German territory.24 Instead, in their 
studies they focused on highlighting a ‘network of localities’ and German 
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‘speech islands’ (Sprachinseln) that lay outside the Reich. The unification of all 
these ethnic Germans and territories with the Reich carried ‘eminent political 
importance’.25 These studies were supplemented by the ‘fighting folklorism’ of 
paramilitary groups such as the Werewolves, Schutz- und Trutz Bund, and 
Artamanen, to which many Nazis belonged. Employing slogans such as a 
‘people without space’ (Volk ohne Raum]) and ‘warrior peasants’ (Wehrbauern), 
these groups inspired a generation of Nazi imperialists, including Himmler, 
Darré, and Wolfram Sievers, managing director of the Ahnenerbe.26

After 1933, a number of Nazi leaders enlisted, encouraged, and rewarded 
anthropologists, geopoliticians, and historians who promoted these views of 
race and space.27 Hermann Göring’s Reich Forest Office, for example, charged 
its employees with studying ‘all manner of “Ario-Germanic” traditions’ that 
might facilitate eastern expansion and ‘inner colonization’.28 For similar reasons 
Hess promoted the Nazi esotericist Edgar Dacqué to a Chair at the University 
of Munich and to Divisional Head in the Reich Ministry for Science, Education, 
and Popular Education.29 As a ‘mythologist, folklore interpreter, and researcher’, 
the normally sceptical SD reported, Dacqué had ‘made remarkable contribu-
tions’ transforming ‘folklore and myths’ into a ‘historical source . . . of equal 
value to paleontology and geology’. Dacqué’s research was particularly 
convincing, the report continued, in revealing ‘real memories . . . magical 
insights into nature . . . passed down over millions of years’.30 That the scientific 
absurdity of such observations was lost on the most anti-sectarian organization 
in the Third Reich indicates the power of border scientific thinking in Nazi 
conceptions of race and space.

If Göring and Hess remained enthusiastic about the geopolitical uses of 
folklore and border science, it was Himmler and Rosenberg who sponsored 
these ideas most vigorously. The Third Reich’s ‘black’ (SS) and ‘brown’ (NSDAP) 
folklore industries were led respectively by Himmler’s Ahnenerbe and 
Rosenberg’s Office of Folklore Research.31 Like the Ahnenerbe, the Office of 
Folklore Research evolved from a pre-1933 Nazi organization, in this case the 
Militant League for German Culture (Kampfbund für deutsche Kultur). After 
1933, Rosenberg established nine different folklore-oriented institutes, 
from the Bavarian Institute for Folklore to the Berlin Institute for German 
Folklore and Office for Folklore and Celebration Planning. All these offices 
intended to deploy folklore studies in domestic and foreign policy.32 Rosenberg 
was assisted in his efforts by the archaeologist Hans Reinerth, head of the Reich 
Association for German Pre-History (Reichsbundes für Deutsche Vorgeschichte 
or RDVG).33

Himmler had started the SS Race and Settlement Office (RuSHA) in 1931, 
appointing Darré as head. Its pre-1933 mission, inspired by the Artamanen, was 
to help produce a yeoman Nordic peasantry that could reclaim and repopulate 
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German territory to the east. After 1935, now supported by the Ahnenerbe, the 
RuSHA’s mission expanded to include ransacking ‘the German past’ in search of 
ancient lore that could be used to justify Europe’s subjugation under their new 
‘Aryan lords’.34 ‘It is all the same to me whether this or some other one is the real 
truth about the prehistory of the Germanic tribes,’ Himmler wrote. ‘The only 
fact that is of importance, and for this these people are being paid, is to have the 
kinds of thoughts about history that will strengthen our people in their much 
needed national pride.’35 In pursuing this border scientific mission, the 
Ahnenerbe received funding from respected academic agencies and private 
donors as well as Himmler’s vast resources as head of the German police.36

The long-running ideological and organizational rivalry between Rosenberg 
and Himmler played out in the competition between Rosenberg’s Office of 
Folklore Research and Himmler’s Ahnenerbe. The Office of Folklore Research 
was arguably more focused on propagating the Nordic, Germanentum angle 
than the Indo-European Ariertum of Himmler and Walther Wüst.37 Some 
members of Rosenberg’s organization attacked Himmler’s Ahnenerbe for its 
overly esoteric approach.38 SS folklorists accused Rosenberg in turn of fraudu-
lent academic work that undermined the ‘holy mission’ of folklore studies.39

Both Rosenberg and Himmler, however, were invested in the ‘business of 
myth-making’.40 Both dismissed academic history in favour of irrational myths 
that propagated pagan, völkisch ideology.41 And both wanted to nurture the 
‘German folk soul in its totality’ through an emphasis on homeland (Heimat), 
ancestral worship, blood, and soil.42 Hence their most prominent researchers 
‘devoted themselves to distorting the truth . . . churning out carefully tailored 
evidence to support the racial ideas of Adolf Hitler’. Some ‘twisted their find-
ings consciously’ whereas others ‘warped them without thought, unaware that 
their political views drastically shaped their research’.43 Whatever the justifica-
tion, both Rosenberg and Himmler’s institutes drew on folklore studies and 
settlement archaeology to justify claims to territory in eastern Europe that had 
little basis in scientific reality and no legal justification.44

Before 1939 these efforts focused on building a sense of racial community 
at home. Rosenberg and Himmler worked closely with the Hitler Youth leader 
Baldur von Schirach, the Labour leader Willy Ley, and the Minister of 
Agriculture and Settlement, Walther Darré, to promote the idea of völkisch-
organic unity. By the spring of 1934 there were already ten thousand politically 
coordinated societies and four million people under the Reich Union for Folk-
Nation and Homeland, which inculcated the idea of an organic ‘racial soul’ into 
the Hitler Youth, Union of German Girls, Reich Work Service, and even folk 
art.45 Such groups also helped propagate the importance of living space, 
including the assumption that ‘ancient Germanic settlements in eastern Europe 
validated German claims for sovereignty over Slav-populated regions’.46
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In the late-1930s, as the Third Reich prepared for war, these efforts became 
both more deliberate and more aggressive.47 In 1937, for example, Himmler 
unleashed a propaganda assault on Slavic archaeologists for ostensibly covering 
up and misrepresenting ‘ancient German remains’.48 In July 1939 the editor of 
the Ahnenerbe-sponsored journal Germania, Otto Plassmann, argued that the 
‘eastern policy’ of the medieval Saxon King Henry I (‘the Fowler’) provided a 
historical model for ‘the creation and reconquest of German racial living space’ 
in eastern Europe.49 Wüst, as president of the Ahnenerbe, made a similar case. 
Germany had a right to invade the Low Countries, Poland, France, and 
Yugoslavia based not on ‘material interests’ but the ‘eternal laws recorded in the 
holy scriptures of the Aryans for thousands of years’.50

With the German invasion of Poland in 1939, many of these folklore-
inspired ideas took on ‘new and more urgent meaning’.51 Himmler and 
Rosenberg gave their folklorists and historians ‘archaeological shopping lists’ 
meant to legitimize border scientific ideas of race and space through the ‘orga-
nized looting of eastern European antiquarian collections’.52 Leading border 
scientists such as Wüst, Reinerth, Günther, and Teudt were instrumental in this 
regard.53 So too was a larger group of professional archaeologists, including 
respected scholars such as Heinrich Harmjanz and Eugen Fehrle.54

A professor of ethnology at the University of Frankfurt, Harmjanz came to 
lead the Folk Research and Anthropology division of the Ahnenerbe, which 
created highly aspirational maps justifying the widest stretch of German 
expansion.55 Fehrle, a professor of ethnology and philology at Heidelberg 
University, employed Günther’s border scientific racial theories to justify 
eastern expansion and the racial regeneration of the German peasantry.56

While Harmjanz and Fehrle established a broad ideological consensus 
regarding the geopolitical implications of folklore-inspired border science, 
other scholars pursued empirical research to justify expansion into particular 
regions. The so-called Nordmark (Scandinavia) was one such region.57 Jürgen 
Hansen, a professor of folklore and ethnology at Kiel in Scheswig-Holstein, 
argued that the ‘tribal homeland, the habitat of a tribe that settled here since 
time immemorial’ was connected to the Nordic people ‘by race and history’. 
Germans roots in the northern homeland (Heimat) were ‘not just purely phys-
ical’ but ‘spiritual and emotional’.58 Hansen further lauded Nordic folk belief ‘in 
demons and magic’ as examples of a pan-Germanic Ur-religion, which helped 
justify incorporating Scandinavia into the Reich.59

Himmler and Rosenberg pursued such theories with alacrity. Through 
Reinerth, Wirth, and Wüst – not to mention Rahn, Wiligut, and Fehrle – the 
Ahnenerbe and Office of Folklore Research sponsored multiple expeditions 
across Scandinavia.60 They explored the once Danish (later British) Helgoland 
to determine whether the island was a remnant of Atlantis – undergirding 
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attempts to reclaim the strategic territory for the Third Reich.61 The trips by the 
Finn Yrjö von Grönhagen between 1936 and 1938 to investigate magical rites 
in his homeland helped insinuate the extension of the German Empire to the 
north.62 SS-sponsored research on Ario-Germanic paganism and esoterica 
likewise provided a bridge to the collaborationist movement in Norway, where 
in 1942 Vidkun Quisling became minister-president.63 In 1942, Himmler set up 
the German Scientific Task Force (Germanischer Wissenschaftseinsatz) explic-
itly to ‘strengthen ideological unity with Nordic nations’, opening branch offices 
across Scandinavia and the Low Countries.64

Folklore studies and settlement archaeology proved instrumental in the 
project of expanding into the Westmark as well, namely Alsace, the Netherlands, 
and parts of France. Herman Wirth’s occult-inspired interpretation of the 
fraudulent Ura Linda chronicle located the source of Ur-German religion in 
the Netherlands.65 The SS esotericist and Dean of Humanities at the Reich 
University of Strasbourg, Ernst Anrich, assumed that his faculty’s border scien-
tific ‘west-research’ (Westforschung) would help justify the integration of Alsace, 
Lorraine, Luxembourg, and Holland into a Greater Germanic Empire.66 Assien 
Bohmers’ work on the putatively Nordic character of the Cro-Magnon cave 
drawings helped justify Nazi expansion into the region of southern France that 
Otto Rahn claimed was the home of an Ario-Germanic Cathar religion.67 

Meanwhile, the contributions of these border scientists resonated beyond 
the SS.68 Goebbels even recruited the Ahnenerbe historian Plassmann to work 
on his Holland Plan aimed at ‘Germanizing’ the Low Countries.69

Himmler, Rosenberg, and Göring also funded ‘pre-history’ trips to Italy and 
Greece. The SS-affiliated archaeologists Franz Altheim and Erika Trautmann, 
sponsored by Göring, collected various glyphs to legitimize their theory that 
the wars of the Roman Empire were defined by a struggle between ‘Indo-
Germanic peoples of the north’ and ‘the Semites of the Orient’.70 The Silesian art 
historian Josef Strzygowski and the Nazi classicist Hans Schleif worked crea-
tively to establish religio-cultural and racial links between the Greco-Roman 
and Nordic German Empire.71 Not to be outdone, Rosenberg sent Reinerth to 
southern Europe to find proof of Aryan settlements preceding Greek and 
Roman civilization.72

Nazi scholars invoked mythical legend and the ‘ecstatic cult’ of folklore to 
justify incorporating much of the former Habsburg Empire (Sudostmark).73 
Altheim and Trautmann used their expeditions to develop ties with Romanian 
fascists and to pave the way for potential Nazi incursions into Greece and 
Turkey as well.74 This project was assisted by the propaganda efforts of fascist 
mystics such as Julius Evola, whose ‘Aryan doctrine of holy war’ against 
Bolshevism, Jewry, and other subhuman races was aimed directly at fascists in 
Italy and Romania.75 By the time the Nazis bailed out the Italians in Greece 
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militarily in the spring of 1941, they had developed border scientific arguments 
for the extension of the German Empire into southeastern Europe.

What mainstream academics said of Altheim’s research – that it was based 
on insufficient evidence and fuelled by a mystical faith in German racial 
superiority – applied doubly so to Nazi academics working in eastern Europe.76 
The Greifswald folklorist Lutz Mackensen connected the world of spirits and 
revenants to German border politics in the Polish Wartheland, whence 
Himmler planned to displace Slavs and settle Germans.77 Harmjanz’s prehis-
torical research between November 1939 and October 1940 further justified 
population exchanges between the Polish Wartheland and Baltic countries.78

The same could be said of much of Karasek’s folklore ‘research’. Taking the 
allegedly haunted Carpathian mountains as his case study, he observed that 
long-separated German splinter groups never relinquished their ethnoracial 
purity, which could be construed through comparison with the ethnically ‘alien’ 
folk tales of the Slavs. Recovering and preserving Germanic folklore would 
help reconstitute the German race and empire in eastern and central Europe.79

Following Karasek, Gustav Jungbauer’s Sudeten German Journal for Folklore 
Studies (Sudetendeutschen Zeitschrift für Volkskunde) and Contributions to 
Sudeten German Folklore Studies (Beiträge zur Sudetendeutschen Volkskunde) 
promoted the idea that the German-speaking region of Czechoslovakia, the 
Sudetenland, belonged to the Reich.80 The study of Sudeten German folklore, 
Jungbauer argued, served the mission of acquiring territory for a German 
‘people without space’ (Volk ohne Raum).81 Himmler and Rosenberg sponsored 
similar research as far afield as Bulgaria, Serbia, Croatia, southern Russia, and 
even the Caucasus.82

Promoting esoteric prehistory in the interests of imperial expansion and 
eastern colonization was never confined to academic folklorists. Behind the 
scenes we find Himmler, Rosenberg, and the General Governor of Poland, 
Hans Frank (a former Thulist), eagerly discussing the provenance of the 
obscure ‘spearhead of Kovel’ with the SS runologist Wolfgang Krause. 
Discovered in what is now northwestern Ukraine in the nineteenth century, the 
spearhead of Kovel was looted from its Polish owner by the Nazis in 1939. In 
the midst of the Spring Offensive of 1942 against the Soviet Union all four 
Nazis agreed that the spearhead provided evidence of Ur-Germanic settle-
ments in Volhynia – the German Wartheland – and therefore justified German 
resettlement in and the expulsion of Jews and Slavs from the same region.83

The Third Reich’s imperialist motives were also exceedingly public and 
overtly didactic. While Himmler, Frank, and Rosenberg carried out their border 
scientific discussion about the spearhead of Kovel, for example, Rosenberg’s 
head archaeologist was invited to contribute an article summarizing these 
efforts to the Third Reich’s flagship journal, the Völkischer Beobachter (‘Research 
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Assignment for Professor Reinerth: Pre- and Early Historical Research in the 
Occupied Eastern Territory’).84 Karasek, for his part, was accused of espionage 
during his ‘research’ trips across eastern Europe and was eventually expelled 
from Poland.85 With the outbreak of war, Reinerth, Karasek, and others had to 
literally force their way back into eastern European archives and onto archaeo-
logical sites.86 The consequences of this ‘research’ in terms of race and space, as 
we shall see in Chapter Eight, were significant. But Nazi dreams of empire did 
not stop at the borders of eastern Europe. They extended into the Orient.

Indo-Aryanism and Geopolitics

According to the ‘current state of our entire prehistorical knowledge,’ wrote 
Walther Wüst, the Ahnenerbe president, ‘the Indo-Germans were racial tribes’ 
of ‘Indo-Germanic language and primarily Nordic race’ who ‘forced themselves 
into power belts beyond the great mountain ranges – the Alps, Carpathians, 
Caucasus, Urals, Himalayas – and split off into individual ethnic groups’. 
Perhaps, he conceded, they did not possess ‘what we today call an Empire’.87 
One could nonetheless perceive the ‘elementary relation’ between all Indo-
Germans over time, which proved they were natural ‘rulers of the World’ 
(Welthersscher).88 Citing Jakob Wilhelm Hauer, Wüst explained that this new 
Indo-Germanic Reich was not ‘a kingdom, not a state’ but ‘a life-supporting and 
life-giving unit, a perfected spiritualization of a community of blood and 
culture . . . anchored in reality’ and at the same time ‘not of this world!’89

Wüst’s imagined empire of ‘old Aryans’ extended from Iceland in the north-
west to Persia and northern India in the southeast. It then ostensibly declined 
through racial miscegenation with ‘Semites’ and ‘Africans’, who ‘undermined 
the state of the ruling race and its fundamental principles, blood and soil’.90 
Although divided for centuries, however, the Indo-Germanic people could one 
day reunite to restore the old ‘Imperium’.91 Albeit highly fanciful, Wüst’s account 
of the ‘Aryan cosmocracies of India and Persia’ helped fuel the Nazi imperial 
project. If the ancient Indo-Aryans were natural colonizers whose racial and 
spiritual footprint extended beyond the European continent, so too should the 
Third Reich’s.92

Drawing on this affinity with once great Indo-Aryan empires, völkisch-
esoteric thinkers saw Germans as a ‘colonized’ people fighting the same struggle 
as India and Persia against France, Great Britain, and Soviet Russia. Many 
German orientalists, occultists, and eventually the Nazis viewed their Indo-
Aryan brethren as important allies in opposing the liberal imperialist and 
Communist states.93 ‘Nationalist thinkers in Germany and India,’ writes Kris 
Manjapra, viewed each other as ‘visionary holistic representatives’ of a ‘new 
world order’.94 Ernst Bloch likewise recognized this kinship between Nazis and 
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anti-colonialists in terms of their mutual ‘pursuit of false utopias’. As opposition 
to British and French colonialism ‘brought “underdog” nationalist thinkers 
together,’ Manjapra concludes, ‘Germans and Indians generated potentials for 
liberation, for solidarity building, for retaliation, for jingoism, and even for 
genocide.’95

Hitler was clearly influenced by these Indo-Aryan conceptions of geopoli-
tics. In the early 1920s, Karl Haushofer first introduced him to such ideas.96 A 
decade later Hitler attended lectures by Hans Günther during which he claimed 
that the Aryans had launched their first assault into Asia more than two 
millennia before Christ. Some made it to Japan and China, becoming nobles, 
which is why the Chinese and Japanese aristocracy had Nordic traits such as ‘a 
decidedly long skull and an almost white skin, sometimes combined with 
handsome European features’. The rest of the Aryans swept through the 
Caucasus and pushed into India. There they made a caste system to protect 
their bloodline and ‘a wealthy young Nordic couple gave birth to a prince – 
Buddha’.97 These Indo-Aryan conceptions undergirded Hitler’s alliance with 
Japan and helps explain his talk of creating a world empire, including a railway 
from the French coast all the way to Manchuria.98

Fantastical claims about the Nordic origins of Asian civilization made a 
deep impression on Himmler as well, who was ‘keen to unearth hard archaeo-
logical proof of these “gold-haired” conquerors’.99 Himmler believed that 
ancient emigrants from Atlantis founded a great civilization in central Asia, 
with a capital called Obo, citing the Japanese nationalist Oshima’s belief in a 
similar theory.100 According to Himmler, the ‘elites of Asia – the Brahman 
priests, the Mongolian chiefs, and the Japanese samurai . . . descended from 
ancient European conquerors’.101 These border scientific conceptions of Indo-
Aryan civilization clearly influenced Himmler’s desire to create a ‘Germanic 
world empire’ united by ‘Aryan Germanness’.102

A number of mid-level party functionaries and SS researchers drew similar 
connections.103 In an article entitled ‘The Mystery of the Grail and the Idea of 
Empire’ the SS-sponsored Italian mystic Julius Evola invoked a combination of 
Indo-Aryan border science and Grail occultism in making the case for Axis 
domination of the globe.104 Sievers, Himmler, and Wüst showed an interest in 
Evola’s arguments, including his suggestion that the Holy Grail represented a 
‘weapon’ in a ‘secret war’ against Jewish ‘agents of darkness’.105 Wüst in partic-
ular found his ‘metaphysical justification of imperialistic warfare’ on Indo-
Aryan grounds exemplary.106

In fact, the SS contemplated a German-dominated global empire divided 
into Indo-Aryan tribes.107 Himmler sponsored Edmund Kiss’s research on the 
possibilities of Ur-Aryan colonization of South America and Africa for similar 
reasons.108 Meanwhile Otto Huth, a specialist in theology for the Ahnenerbe, 
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even argued that Canary Islanders were a pure line of the Nordic race who had 
preserved Aryan religious practices until forcibly converted by Judeified 
Spaniards. His dubious claims were based on mummified remains that showed 
Canary Islanders had blond – obviously bleached – hair. But the Ahnenerbe 
was slow to reject his findings.109

Even more fantastically, the SS researchers Frenzolf Schmid and Günther 
Kirchoff justified global empire based on the assumption that Germany and 
Austria sat at the centre of a vast geomantic network of ‘reference points’. These 
reference points, they argued, which carried substantial underground energies, 
once united ancient Indo-Aryan civilizations. Were the SS not able to win the 
magical arms race, learning to harness these energies, then the Third Reich 
would cede the field to the Allied powers, led by Jews, Bolshevists, and Jesuits.110

The most powerful of these theories centred on India. From Hartmann and 
Hübbe-Schleiden to Steiner and Lanz von Liebenfels, from Lagarde and 
Chamberlain to Günther, Hauer, and Wüst, a fascination with India and the 
Orient defined völkisch-esoteric views on race and geopolitics.111 Günther, 
Wüst, and Hauer all saw India as an ‘Indo-Germanic colonial land’ settled by 
Indo-Aryan people who supposedly ‘originated in the Arctic as well as central 
Europe’.112 India, according to Wüst, was a ‘wonderland’ above which streams 
‘the solar symbol of the swastika’.113 Hauer’s 1932 book, India’s Struggle for the 
Empire, argued further that ‘East and West’ had as their ‘spiritual centre of the 
storm . . . India and Germany’. Himmler too embraced this point of view, 
insisting ‘We Germans must already out of feeling of justice have the highest 
sympathy for the emancipatory struggle of the Indians.’114

As international tensions mounted in the 1930s, India played an increas-
ingly strategic role in Nazi diplomatic and military preparations.115 The Nazis 
supported the Indian freedom fighter Subhas Chandra Bose, for example, who 
sponsored the idea of a ‘synthesis between Socialism and Fascism’. When Bose 
was sent back to India on a U-boat in 1943 to work for the Indian freedom 
movement, he wrote to Himmler ‘in the name of the national Indian freedom 
movement’, expressing a ‘sense of true association in common struggle for 
freedom and victory’. Himmler replied that he shared ‘this wish in the same way 
for you and your freedom struggle, which you lead for the Indian people’.116

For Tibetans, meanwhile, the positive relationship with the Third Reich 
emerged out of a largely pragmatic search for a powerful European ally against 
China. On the German side this relationship was fuelled at least as much by 
Indo-Aryan esotericism.117 The Third Reich portrayed Ernst Schäfer’s Tibet 
expedition not as a typical European colonialist exploring an exotic country. It 
was rather an occasion for the Germans to restore ties with their racial and 
spiritual cousins, for whom ‘the old Indo-Aryan symbol of the swastika’ was 
‘the highest symbol of happiness’.118 Germany’s own consul-general in Calcutta 
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cited this odd mix of science, religion, and politics in explaining to Himmler 
why Schäfer and his men were having trouble obtaining entry visas from the 
British.119

Sure enough, after war broke out Himmler charged Schäfer with a secret 
diplomatic and military mission to help build Germany’s Far Eastern alliances 
– a so-called ‘continental block’ – via Germany’s then ally Russia.120 Himmler 
wanted Schäfer and a small platoon of armed SS troops to stir up unrest against 
the British in Tibet as well.121 For his part Schäfer insisted that his documen-
tary, Secret Tibet, would ‘not be just any film . . . [It] would reflect precisely what 
I have considered my ideal goal for more than ten years . . . [acquiring the] 
central Asian living space that is so essential to us’, based on the laws of nature 
and the Indo-Aryan racial struggle.122

This fascination with Tibet brings us to the Nazis’ more general pan-
Asianism. Himmler and his rune occultists were attracted to Tibet due to its 
‘position between the mongolian and European racial groups’. This meant that 
Tibet might play a ‘meaningful role in a pan-Mongolian federation of states’ 
under the aegis of Germany and Japan.123 The ease of negotiations between the 
Third Reich and Tibet, Schäfer observed, was facilitated by the fact that ‘we 
Germans were the first white nation that have reached out our hand to an 
Asian people, namely the Japanese’.124

Wüst explained that the Japanese were racial ‘comrades in suffering’ with 
whom one could develop an alliance against the ‘Anglo-Saxon exploiter democ-
racies’ and ‘Jewish world capitalism’.125 Gerda and Martin Bormann discussed 
the Axis alliance with Japan in similar terms, in the context of mutual Indo-
Aryan ancestry and racial superiority.126 The SD’s foreign office opened an East 
Asian Institute (as well as an ‘Indian Working Community’) to build such 
connections with Japan.127 It should hardly come as a surprise that the 
Nuremberg Race Laws were modified in the late-1930s so as not to implicate 
East Asians.128

Of course, Hitler and Hess’s mentor, Karl Haushofer, had argued that 
Germany and Japan had a mutual right to expand their living space at the 
expense of existing Western empires, and at the cost of war if necessary.129 The 
Japanese were an ‘elite race’ according to Haushofer, who valued proper breeding 
and martial values.130 The empire of Japan therefore constituted the perfect 
‘middle man between East and West’.131 Haushofer also proclaimed that ‘the 
greatest and most important geopolitical turning point of our time is building 
a powerful Europe as part of a continental bloc containing North- and East 
Asia’.132 Haushofer’s influence may explain why Hitler modified his lukewarm 
feelings toward the Japanese, as initially expressed in Mein Kampf (where he 
referred to the Japanese as ‘culture bearers’ instead of ‘culture creators’ like the 
Germans). By the time of the Second World War, Hitler deemed the Japanese a 
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‘highly cultivated’ Indo-Aryan race that had preserved its purity in a ‘bloody 
struggle against Mongolian Asians’.133

According to many Nazis, the Japanese and Germans shared the same 
‘highly developed soldierly spirit of the front experience and comradeship’ that 
culminated in an ‘increasingly powerful movement of renewal’ whose highest 
goal, to quote the Japanese General Oshima, was ‘a world order of justice’.134 The 
Japanese invasion of China in 1937 and attack on Pearl Harbor in December 
1941 merely reinforced these border scientific justifications for an Axis empire 
in the East and West.135 That this geopolitical alliance was never firmly forged 
lies in the fact that the tide turned quickly against both Axis powers in 1942, 
leading to mistrust and pessimism on both sides.136

The Third Reich drew on Indo-Aryan esotericism in pursuing German 
interests in the Middle East as well.137 Wüst’s esoteric research on ancient Persia 
helped sponsor religio-political and diplomatic ties with Iran.138 At the same 
time Altheim and Trautmann’s border scientific study of ancient racial conflicts 
between Aryans and Semites, The Soldier Emperors (Die Soldatenkaiser), osten-
sibly affirmed the Aryan heritage of Germany’s Arab allies.139 During their 
research expedition to the Middle East, Altheim and Trautmann were ordered 
by Himmler to discuss an alliance with the Bedouin Sheikh Adjil el Yawar and 
the Iraqi nationalist leader Rashid Ali al-Gaylani.140

After 1939, this research informed appeals by Hitler, Himmler, and Goebbels 
to seek an Arab alliance against ‘Anglo-Bolshevik Imperialism’, ‘American mate-
rialism’, and Jewish hegemony in Palestine.141 Hitler proposed a Berlin-based 
council of Arabs, while Goebbels and the German Foreign Office courted Arab 
celebrities such as Iraq’s Rashid al-Khilani and Palestine’s Grand Mufti. In fact, 
the Third Reich made thousands of Arabic broadcasts between 1940 and 1944, 
aimed at Egypt, Afghanistan, Saudi Arabia, Palestine, Syria, Turkey, India, Iran, 
Sudan, and Ceylon.142

Some historians claim the Nazis were playing fast and loose with the 
‘doctrine of the Aryan master race in order to appeal to Arabs and Muslims’, 
cynically ignoring their racial doctrine.143 The reality is that pre-existing Indo-
Aryan racial theories pervading the Nazi supernatural imaginary made such 
geopolitical arguments and diplomatic alliances plausible. Based on Schäfer 
and Beger’s extensive research on race and space in central Asia, the Sven Hedin 
Institute and Ahenenerbe supported an alliance with the peoples of Turkestan, 
mostly Islamic in confession, while the RSHA founded a Turkestan institute in 
Dresden to promote such measures.144

Appealing to Islamic fundamentalism, nationalism, communitarianism, 
and anti-Semitism, Nazi officials encouraged Arabs and Persians in their para-
noid, conspiracy-driven thinking against Jews and the British.145 The Third 
Reich even distributed pamphlets portraying Hitler as a prophet fighting 
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against Jewish demons, with Koranic verses representing war as an apocalyptic 
conflict against infidels. In this fashion the Third Reich created a ‘political and 
ideological fusion between National Socialist ideology, radical Arab nation-
alism, and equally radical and militant Islam’.146 Remarkably, this propaganda 
was taken seriously – and had a significant effect – on both sides.147 The Iraq 
Baath Party, the Arab Committee, and the Grand Mufti of Jerusalem all showed 
wartime interest in Nazi diplomatic and military overtures.148

This largely border scientific Indo-Aryanism facilitated a highly malleable 
conception of geopolitics that made ‘no attempt to differentiate between wish 
and reality, but merely indicated every one of [the Third Reich’s] favourite 
stretches of land’. These included Italy, Dalmatia, Sweden, Norway, Holland, 
Belgium, France, England, the Balkans, the Near East, and Greece. For Asia, 
Africa, and overseas they favoured Columbia, Bolivia, Peru, the Canary Islands, 
Libya, Persia, and Tibet – ‘altogether 122 domestic and foreign places appear as 
prospective sites for the research community’, and by extension the Indo-Aryan 
confederation or German Empire.149 The Nazis may not have been primarily 
interested in global empire, ceding much of East and South Asia to their 
Japanese allies.150 And yet, insofar as Nazi folklore and esotericism helped 
sponsor a war for Axis ‘living space’, the Third Reich proved surprisingly opti-
mistic about the prospects of resuscitating an Indo-Aryan Empire from the 
English Channel to the East China Sea.151

Foreign Policy, Wartime Propaganda, and the German Public

In a series of interviews with Western journalists in the immediate pre-war 
years, Carl Jung was asked to ‘diagnose the dictators’: Mussolini, Stalin, and 
Hitler. Jung suggested that Mussolini and Stalin were cynical strongmen who 
fit their country’s respective national traditions. But Hitler was different. In 
conducting foreign policy no European leader relied as much on his own intu-
ition fuelled by the collective unconscious of his audience. Hitler, Jung argued, 
would have been helpless in a room negotiating with an imposing physical 
presence such as Mussolini or a Machiavellian pragmatist like Stalin. For Hitler 
possessed ‘little or no physical power’ of his own. Only when surrounded by the 
‘power which the people projected into him’ as ‘seer’ or ‘medicine man’ did 
Hitler become omnipotent. Indeed, Hitler’s ‘actual power’ surpassed that of 
Stalin and Mussolini because the ‘people agreed that he possessed magic – that 
is, supernatural ability’.152

Hitler’s foreign policy could not have been sustained without a receptive 
public, including millions of Germans who viewed foreign policy in cosmic 
and metaphysical terms.153 During the First World War, many völkisch esoteri-
cists had publicly welcomed the war as a prerequisite for ‘the rebirth of our 
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German people’. War was ‘cosmically necessary’, a conflict ‘anchored in the 
karma of the nations’ which ‘must happen for the salvation of all humankind’. 
According to Rudolf Steiner, war was the ‘earthly manifestation of processes 
playing out among “the beings of the spirit world” ’, a ‘world of demons and 
spirits which works through humankind when nations battle one another’.154

Many völkisch thinkers viewed war in similarly mystical terms. Since the 
goals of Germany’s foreign policy could not be fulfilled immediately, they were 
transferred to the realm of ‘dreams, hallucination, and fantasy’.155 These fantasy 
worlds had their antecedents in völkisch-nationalism, esotericism, and the 
‘science fiction and war prophecies of the Wilhelmine era’, but they manifested 
themselves with particular power in the 1930s, through the foreign policy of 
Hitler and the Nazi Party.156

In this section we will be looking at Nazi foreign policy, propaganda, and 
public opinion through the lens of the supernatural imaginary. First, we 
consider the esoteric elements in Hitler’s approach to foreign policy, including 
his reliance on intuition and his ability to transcend Germany’s precarious 
geopolitical reality by appealing to the collective unconscious.157 Similarly, 
there is Joseph Goebbels’ use of astrology in order to manipulate public opinion, 
producing both domestic and foreign wartime propaganda. Goebbels began 
employing astrologers, with Hitler’s approval, only weeks after the outbreak of 
war, and he continued doing so – with little evidence of their efficacy. These 
case studies are not meant to suggest that German foreign policy can only be 
understood through a supernatural lens. But they do add an interesting and 
oft-neglected angle to our knowledge of Nazi foreign policy and wartime prop-
aganda.

Prophecy, Fantasy, and Hitler’s Foreign Policy

Hitler and Goebbels did not have to work hard to generate feelings of popular 
resentment or revenge. The devastating losses of the First World War and 
unpopular demands of the Versailles Treaty did the work for them. Geopolitical 
fantasies of imperial rebirth and military revenge ‘reflected a need to overcome 
feelings of humiliation and a sense that all prospects for individual and collec-
tive fulfilment had vanished’. Eager for ‘some form of immediate relief from a 
depressing reality’, völkisch nationalists ‘forecast imminent wars that always end 
with a triumphant Germany’.158 Military defeat, economic crisis, and the occu-
pation of German territory by French North African troops were thus ‘trans-
posed to a conceptual realm framed by notions of heaven-inspired retribution 
and miracles, of collective crucifixion and resurrection’.159

Frantz Fanon’s description of the interwar resentments of North Africans 
against French colonialism applies to Germans in the Weimar Republic, equally 
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frustrated as they were by French occupation.160 For colonized people, Fanon 
observed, an ‘atmosphere of myth and magic’ integrated individuals in ‘the 
traditions and the history’ of their nation. In colonized countries, ‘the occult 
sphere is a sphere belonging to the community which is entirely under magical 
jurisdiction . . . supernatural, magical powers reveal themselves as essentially 
personal’.161 The ‘settler’s powers’ – the French, British, Jews, and Communists 
in the Nazi supernatural imaginary – became ‘infinitely shrunken, stamped 
with their alien origin . . . [a] frightening enemy created by myths’. Before 1933, 
devoid of weapons and opportunity, the fight against this enemy would be 
waged ‘on the phantasmic plane’, that is, within the supernatural imaginary.162

Much like Algerian nationalists subjected to French rule, völkisch-national-
ists perceived the interwar period as ‘a state of flux ultimately determined by 
the supernatural’. ‘Unsuccessful in war and unable to adjust to a troubled peace,’ 
Peter Fisher argues, nationalist thinkers ‘dismissed what was for them an overly 
complex, difficult, and demoralizing reality and indulged in elaborating fanta-
sies of a victorious war of revenge.’163 The hard work of multilateral diplomacy 
and economic recovery was displaced by concerns and anxieties about ‘a deadly 
struggle between enemy nations, races, or parties’.164

At the same time Germany’s ‘anxiety-ridden public’ became ‘susceptible to 
the messages and psychological manipulation’ of nationalist literature. They 
read works such as Hans Martin’s Attention! East Mark Radio! Polish Troops 
Crossed the East Prussian Border Last Night (1932), a war prophecy that falls into 
the subgenre of ‘defense alarmism’ (as opposed to ‘revenge and renewal’). The 
book sold thousands of copies in East Prussia and caused feverish gatherings of 
locals who actually believed the Poles were attacking, creating ‘psychosis through 
a book’.165 The German public also read The Psychological Field General: A 
Search for the Leader of the German Future (1922) by the Nazi army officer Kurt 
Hesse, which argued that Germany needed to find a leader who might tap into 
the Reich’s ‘still not fully exploited reservoir of spiritual and military strength’.166

In the Weimar Republic liberal, Catholic, and Socialist leaders did their best 
to combat such fantasies by injecting a healthy dose of pragmatism into public 
discourse and foreign policy. But it has ‘always happened in the struggle for 
freedom,’ Fanon observes, that people who are ‘lost in an imaginary maze, a 
prey to unspeakable terrors yet happy to lose themselves in a dreamlike 
torment’, might become ‘unhinged . . . [and] in blood and tears’ seek out ‘real 
and immediate action’. For many years such imaginary sentiments fed 
Germany’s ‘moudjahidines’ (in Fanon’s words) – millions of völkisch national-
ists and paramilitary, who fantasized about eliminating the Socialists, 
Communists, and Jews, and dreamed of restoring a Greater German Empire.167

The Nazi seizure of power let this foreign-policy genie, previously 
confined to the realm of fantasy, out of the bottle. Hitler promised nationalist 
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‘moudjahidines’ across German-speaking Europe that he would restore a 
Reich ‘believed to be invincible’ that had been ‘crushed and broken, bereaved 
of the fruits of her previous victories, of her colonies, of her honour’ by a 
shameful peace.168 The Nazis’ fantastical vision of Germany’s internal and 
external situation – of being surrounded and infiltrated by a secret cabal of 
Jews, Masons, and Communists – found a receptive audience.169 As we have 
seen, millions of Germans and Nazis were convinced that the ‘course of world 
history was the sinister result of the ministrations of ancient secret societies, 
such as those of the Masons, the Jews, and the Jesuits’.170 The Führer could 
turn these supernaturally infused, conspiracy-driven resentments into polit-
ical, geopolitical, and institutional reality.171

Hitler could also exploit the popular desire, at least on the völkisch right, for 
a strong Führer. Interwar Germany was awash with hopes for a ‘national savior’. 
Popular literature and the press extolled the virtues of generals, charismatic 
dictators, and ‘fictive superhumans’ who could ‘foreshadow the materialization 
of a powerful and real savior’.172 ‘Since their defeat in the World War,’ Jung 
observed, the Germans ‘have awaited a Messiah, a Savior . . . characteristic of 
people with an inferiority complex’.173 Citing fate and destiny, good and evil, 
German nationalists looked to the coming of a ‘magical priest’ (Zauberpriester) 
who might act as a translator of powerful forces the ordinary person could not 
understand.174 Although no friend of the occult, Alfred Rosenberg declared 
point blank that the Weimar renaissance in astrology and clairvoyance had 
paved the way for ‘would-be prophets’ such as Hitler.175

No wonder that the völkisch prophets of the 1920s, Hitler included, 
portrayed themselves as messiahs, ‘miracle makers’ sent to rescue the Germans 
from the disaster of 1918.176 None were more effective than Hitler, viewed by 
his followers as an Old Testament prophet whose mission it was to unite the 
German people and lead them to the Promised Land.177 In his role as Führer he 
could, for example, ‘assist or obstruct the way to a happy life after death, put a 
ban upon an individual, a community or a whole nation, and by excommunica-
tion cause people great discomfort or pain’.178 ‘It is as if he possesses nervous 
tentacles stretching out in every direction,’ Jung averred. Like the ‘medicine 
man, the mystic, the seer’, Hitler appeared ‘sensitive to all his nation is feeling’. 
By telling Germans ‘simply what they want to hear’, he became ‘the mirror of 
that inferiority complex’ characterizing German foreign policy in the interwar 
period.179

Nazi propaganda proved effective at integrating the ‘popular will with that 
of an anticipated Führer’, creating the image of ‘a single prophet’ who would 
both serve and preserve Germany against all odds.180 ‘Once I heard Hitler talk 
about the coming German war of revenge and liberation,’ Heiden recalls, and 
‘I could only think, “When will he stop spouting this nonsense?” ’ Yet the 
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First World War’s greatest hero ‘General Ludendorff ’s voice trembled with 
emotion when he rose and modestly, almost respectfully, thanked the speaker’ 
for his ‘wonderful’ words.181 Similarly, the DGWO leader Fritz Quade 
proclaimed in 1933 that Hitler’s superhuman ability to see into the ‘beyond’ 
(Jenseits) would give him insights into foreign policy that other politicians 
didn’t have.182

Hitler’s ability to convince Germans of the infallibility of his foreign policy 
would have been dangerous under any circumstances. It was all the more 
dangerous, however, because he appeared to believe it. In conducting foreign 
policy, Jung suggested, Hitler was ‘a man acting under compulsion’, like a patient 
who cannot disobey his inner voice.183 He ‘listens intently to a stream of sugges-
tions in a whispered voice from a mysterious source and then acts upon them’.184 
Hitler could not honour a treaty or promise made to a foreign power, Jung 
observed, because there ‘is no person there to give the promise! He is the mega-
phone which voices the mood or the psychology of the eighty million German 
people.’185 Because Hitler’s ‘magical solutions also seemed to be successful,’ 
writes the historian Raymond Sickinger, they ‘confirmed to him the genuine-
ness of his approach. As a result, Hitler learned not to question his way of 
thinking, but rather to blame those who were unfaithful to following it 
precisely.’186

Until 1939 this magical mode of conducting foreign policy, based on faith 
and intuition, appeared successful. It facilitated the Third Reich’s three greatest 
foreign-policy victories, ‘each of which involved the acute danger of war: when 
he marched into the Rhineland in March, 1936, and into Austria in March, 
1938, and when he mobilized and forced the Allies to abandon Czechoslovakia.’187 
That does not mean that Germans accepted Hitler’s faith-based approach to 
foreign policy uncritically. His decision to remilitarize the Rhineland was 
initially received with scepticism and even unofficial resistance by many mili-
tary leaders, who ‘feared that the army was not ready for any retaliation from 
the French and British’. But Hitler, believing ‘that his instincts were superior’, 
went forward, which convinced him that his insight into the future outcome of 
present actions was sound: ‘You can serve God only as a hero . . . I go the way 
that Providence dictates with the assurance of a sleepwalker.’188

In the lead-up to the Munich Crisis of 1938, many of Hitler’s most influen-
tial military advisers warned him against annexing the Sudetenland, which 
they believed the Allies would resist. But Hitler, according to Jung, ‘was able to 
judge his opponents better than anyone else’. Although it appeared inevitable 
that his actions would lead to war, Hitler somehow ‘knew his opponents would 
give in without fighting’, as he seemed to believe when Neville Chamberlain 
came to Berchtesgaden.189 Confident in ‘providence’ and intuition, Hitler took 
risks that few other statesmen would take in a modern industrial country, 
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supported by millions of Germans who recognized those risks but retained 
faith in the Führer’s judgement.190

In the case of Czechoslovakia, Hitler’s ‘voice was correct’.191 By March 1939, 
in fact, he had obtained many of the foreign-policy objectives he had proposed 
as early as the 1920s. But what would happen should his voice prove incorrect? 
Hitler was not content to stop with these immense and mostly bloodless gains. 
His repeated success ‘reinforced Hitler’s belief in himself – that he had a special 
“intuition” and could predict the future’. ‘I am convinced,’ he declared, that the 
‘greatest successes in history’ were based not on logic ‘but on inspirations of the 
moment’. It was ‘intuition’, Hitler continued, that played the greatest part in 
‘politics, statecraft, and military strategy’.192

On 24 August 1939, a day after signing the Non-Aggression Pact with the 
Soviet Union, Hitler met with his inner circle at the Eagle’s Nest above 
Berchtesgaden. Watching a display of northern lights, he ostensibly ‘saw an 
omen in the predominantly red light cast on him and his friends’. Hitler told his 
aide that ‘the omen clearly meant that without force, Germany would not make 
it this time’.193 This omen confirmed Hitler in his decision, according to some 
witnesses, to go forward with the invasion of Poland a week later. He would not 
look back, taking a ‘magical’ approach to wartime operations for the duration 
of the war. Nor would Hitler allow retreat. For retreat could only be the outcome 
of a nuanced calculation of real world military situations and might ‘indicate 
that his insights and his magic formula for Germany were not infallible. Any 
deviation from his plans, like the deviation from a precise set of magic rituals, 
would spell disaster.’194

Astrological Propaganda and Psychological Warfare

Before September 1939 the Third Reich had been ambivalent about sponsoring 
astrology in an official capacity. With the outbreak of war, any lingering reser-
vations about enlisting border science for the benefit of the regime dissipated. 
Only four days into the war, Rosenberg’s attack dog in occult matters, Kurd 
Kisshauer, produced a policy paper entitled ‘Astrology as a Means to Influence 
Public Opinion’. The report indicated that the British had used fake horoscopes 
to good effect in Germany. If the Germans were susceptible to occult thinking, 
why not employ similar astrological propaganda against the Allies?195

On 30 October 1939, Goebbels reported on a ministerial conference during 
which he announced that he was examining astrological writing ‘to determine 
himself whether there were any inherent dangers’.196 Two weeks later he 
brought Karl Krafft’s letter of 2 November to a lunch meeting with the Führer; 
the letter had predicted Johann Georg Elser’s assassination attempt on Hitler 
on 8 November at the Bürgerbräukeller in Munich. Hitler was fascinated and 
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asked Goebbels to explain the details. Himmler, at the time soliciting astro-
logical materials for his own occult library, took great interest as well, agreeing 
that the letter and its ‘prediction’ were genuine. Goebbels was clearly encour-
aged by Hitler and Himmler’s response.197 As he reported in his diary two days 
later, ‘I broached the idea of Nostradamus [to his colleague in the Propaganda 
Ministry, Herwarth von Bittenfeld] for the first time. The whole world is full 
of mystical superstition. Why shouldn’t we exploit that in order to undermine 
the enemy front?’198

Now committed to sponsoring astrological propaganda, Goebbels passed a 
ban on German civilians employing astrological predictions. The mephisto-
telean Minister of Propaganda wanted to make sure that he controlled the 
message.199 But that did not mean he rejected scientific astrology out of hand. 
In December 1939 he remarked that the brochures produced by the RMVP 
‘should have propagandistic not scientific character’, suggesting that he believed 
‘scientific’ astrology was indeed possible.200

In building his team of crack astrologers, Goebbels first paid a visit to Hans-
Hermann Kritzinger, who said he was too busy to get involved, but recom-
mended Krafft.201 Krafft was already dabbling in high-level diplomacy, notably 
in advising the Romanian ambassador to Britain, Virgil Tilea. The ambassador 
gained trust in Krafft’s clairvoyant abilities when the astrologer did his horo-
scope and seemed to read it effectively.202 After Tilea leaked German demands 
on Romania to the British in 1939, Krafft took it upon himself to convince the 
diplomat to adopt German policies in the east, including the concept of 
Lebensraum.203 By early 1940 these dilettantish political interventions – including 
Krafft’s prediction of the Elser assassination attempt – had raised the hackles of 
Heydrich’s RSHA.204 But Krafft’s predictive abilities impressed Goebbels enough 
to invite him to join the RMVP’s ‘expert committee’ of astrologers.205

Goebbels was so anxious to try out his new propaganda strategy that he 
began producing Nostradamus prophecies even before hiring Krafft. In late-
November 1939, Goebbels charged two officials in the Propaganda Ministry, 
Bittenfeld and Leopold Gutterer, to draft a propaganda pamphlet deriving pro-
German prophecies from Nostradamus’ Centuries.206 Hardly experts in 
astrology, Bittenfeld and Gutterer decided to employ Nostradamus’ thirty-
second ‘Century’ (‘The great empire, dismembered early/Will grow from the 
inside out/From a small country./In his lap the sceptre shall rest’) to justify 
Hitler’s systematic revision of the Versailles Treaty. Useful for the pending inva-
sion of France was the thirty-third ‘Century’, in which Nostradamus observed 
that ‘Brabant, Flanders, Ghent, Bruges and Boulogne/Are temporarily united 
with greater Germany.’207

According to Goebbels, the brochure’s talking points would include the recon-
struction of Europe, temporary occupation of France, and coming thousand-year 
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Reich. The material about the ‘great Prince of Armenia’, however, would be ‘put 
on ice until the Lord Stalin from Georgia declares war on us – or we on him’. 
‘Caution! Show nobody Nostradamus,’ Goebbels concluded, reminding everyone 
of the dangers of publishing astrological predictions without RMVP approval.208 
After producing an ‘outstanding’ cluster of brochures predicting German victory, 
Herwarth and Gutterer were instructed to develop horoscopes of leading men 
of the Western powers, along with astrological crossword puzzles, to be spread 
within France and the Low Countries.209

By late February 1940, bolstered by the arrival of Krafft and another ‘scien-
tific’ astrologer, Georg Lucht, the ‘Nostradamus’ division began preparing for 
the invasion of Denmark, Norway, the Low Countries, and France.210 According 
to Goebbels, Krafft and Lucht produced a ‘glowing brochure’ to be distributed 
in Sweden and neutral countries.211 In late April, Goebbels ordered brochures 
to be distributed to Denmark, Holland, and Switzerland.212

Two weeks later, with the invasion of the Low Countries and France, 
Goebbels’ astrological propaganda efforts shifted south and west.213 Between 24 
April and 27 May he enthused multiple times about his Nostradamus pamphlets, 
citing radio reports claiming, with only anecdotal evidence, that they were 
having a significant effect: ‘Our panic propaganda in France is very successful. 
Over there Nostradamus-followers represent a fifth column. We’re increasing 
our efforts in that respect. Most of the day is spent on this project.’214 On 26 and 
27 May, as it became clear the tide was turning in Germany’s favour, Goebbels 
suggested ratcheting down the prophecies in order not to ‘undermine their 
diplomatic efforts’ – as if the military situation had actually been influenced by 
his Nostradamus pamphlets!215

Because of their great ‘success’, Krafft and his colleagues were made full 
partners of the regime.216 Krafft spent much of the spring of 1940 attending 
lavish parties and high-society events where he met – and impressed – leading 
Nazis. These occult-friendly Nazi notables included Hans Frank, Robert Ley, 
and Hitler’s favourite sculptor, Arno Breker.217 Under the circumstances we can 
understand why Krafft had written to Bender so enthusiastically in March 
1940 ‘about the prospects of the border sciences in our generation’.

Nevertheless, privately, Krafft and Lucht were beginning to have serious 
qualms about Goebbels’ unscientific misreading and manipulation of the 
prophecies. Lucht simply quit on 2 April 1940. Goebbels subsequently brought 
in the more politically reliable Kritzinger to work with Krafft. But Krafft and 
Kritzinger could not agree on a reading of the Nostradamus quatrains that 
suited Goebbels’ purposes.218 As a scientific astrologer, Krafft simply wasn’t 
interested in following the party line. He was openly insubordinate as well, 
refusing to acknowledge any wrongdoing in the Tilea Affair even after Krafft’s 
incriminating letters and Tilea’s pro-British attitude came to light. Finding the 
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conditions under which he was working intolerable, Krafft resigned from the 
RMVP and returned to ‘private practice’.219

Despite Krafft resigning from the RMVP, the astrologer’s publications 
continued to receive approval. In fact, Goebbels employed Krafft’s pamphlets 
and books intermittently through October 1940, when Hitler shifted his atten-
tion to the Soviet Union.220 That Krafft was determined to lecture on foreign 
policy and make public remarks about ‘impending military operations in the 
east’ did nothing to endear him to the Gestapo. And yet for nearly a year after 
his resignation he managed to ignore the regime, repeatedly breaking the 
RMVP’s law against making unofficial astrological predictions. Only in June 
1941, with the Hess Action, did Krafft pay the price for his lack of party disci-
pline.221

Krafft’s fall from favour and subsequent arrest did nothing to discourage 
Goebbels.222 With Krafft gone and France subdued, Goebbels simply shifted his 
propaganda emphasis to support the invasion of Britain and Hitler’s perco-
lating war aims in eastern Europe.223 On 22 July, as the Battle of Britain 
commenced, Goebbels reported on a detailed debate regarding the best way to 
promulgate Nostradamus propaganda in English circles. He settled on the 
covert radio stations run by the RMVP’s Adolf Raskin because they could reach 
the greatest number of people. The carefully orchestrated astrological propa-
ganda worked ‘in stages, first illustrating what Nostradamus prophesied 
correctly for earlier times, and then gradually introducing prophesizing that 
would show the destruction of London in the year 1940’.224

Although Britain showed no signs of surrender, Goebbels insisted that his 
brochures were having the desired effect. Remarkably, the German Foreign 
Office and Heydrich’s SD agreed.225 Walter Schellenberg, who would succeed 
Heydrich as head of the SD in 1942, claimed that the prophecies were particu-
larly helpful in countering British intelligence’s distribution of fake horoscopes 
and counterfeit copies of the astrological journal Zenit across Germany.226

The difference, of course, is that the British put no credence on the impact 
of astrology on domestic opinion.227 Goebbels, Schellenberg, and Raskin, on 
the other hand, truly believed that astrology was a concrete factor in influ-
encing opinion at home and abroad.228 In line with this thinking, Goebbels 
even loosened the restrictions on promulgating astrological works within 
Germany in the summer of 1940. The only caveat was that they toe the party 
line.229

By September 1940 it had become clear that Göring’s Luftwaffe was not 
going to be able to defeat the RAF. Yet Goebbels, seemingly oblivious, held out 
hope that his Nostradamus project would somehow turn the tide: ‘Lord 
Haw-Haw [the pro-Nazi British radio broadcaster, William Joyce] is supposed 
to indicate the prophecies of Nostradamus today, which should now come to 
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be fulfilled.’230 With Lucht and Krafft having quit the RMVP and Kritzinger 
occupied by his ballistics work, Goebbels decided to rely on the more politi-
cally compliant (if hardly ‘scientific’) astrologer, Alexander Centgraf.231 The 
rabid Nazi’s prophecies, in contrast to Krafft and Lucht’s, fell perfectly in line 
with Goebbels’ new propaganda efforts, which focused on Hitler’s plan to attack 
the ‘Jewish-Bolshevik Soviet Union’.232

With the Eastern campaign on his mind, Goebbels charged the RMVP to 
begin working on the famous Nostradamus passage regarding the ‘great Prince 
of Armenia’. Due to changing circumstances, Goebbels now wanted the 
prophecy to refer to Hitler and not to Stalin. Instead of the ‘Armenian’ Stalin 
attacking Germany, as Goebbels anticipated a year earlier, it would be Hitler 
who planned to break the mutual Non-Aggression Pact by carrying out a 
surprise attack on the Soviet Union.233 The ‘great Prince of Armenia [Stalin]’ 
was therefore changed in official propaganda to the ‘great Prince from Arminius 
[Hitler]’, a reference to the Germanic chieftain Arminius, who led the Germanic 
tribes in their victorious onslaught on Rome.234

Goebbels and his colleagues produced many hundreds of books, pamphlets, 
and radio programmes, in multiple languages, between November 1939 and 
1943. While utterly ineffective, these efforts show how important Goebbels, 
Schellenberg, and a few members of the Foreign Office thought astrology 
might be for the purposes of propaganda and psychological warfare.235 In the 
spring of 1942, as the tide turned in North Africa, Goebbels was still hanging 
his hopes on a new slate of ‘occult propaganda’ aimed at the Allies. Because ‘the 
Americans and English fall so easily for that kind of propaganda,’ Goebbels 
explained, we’re ‘employing in every way possible the crown jewels of occult 
soothsaying. Nostradamus must be believed in again.’236

This raises the question as to why the Allies ‘confined themselves to using 
almost exclusively classical methods of psychological warfare’, with ‘propa-
ganda activities in the “occult” sphere worth only tangential attention’.237 The 
answer, perhaps, is that the British simply did not believe the mass of the popu-
lation could possibly be susceptible to Nostradamus quatrains.238 The Germans, 
on the other hand, were ‘well-informed in occult matters’. Which is why, 
Schellenberg recalled, they remained susceptible to ‘occult propaganda’.239

Waging War with Border Science

On 12 September 1943 the SS captain Otto Skorzeny conducted a daring raid 
on the Campo Imperatore hotel in Italy’s Gran Sasso mountains. His mission 
was to liberate Il Duce, Benito Mussolini, whom the Italian people had deposed 
and arrested in the wake of the Allied landings in Sicily during July and August. 
For weeks the Italians had been moving Mussolini from one obscure site to 
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another in order to prevent just this kind of rescue operation. But somehow 
Skorzeny found the dictator’s location. In a matter of hours his airborne troops 
swooped in on their DFS 230 gliders and defeated Mussolini’s captors without 
firing a shot.

Whisked off to Vienna, Mussolini was named leader of the new Italian 
Social Republic, a German-dominated rump state desperate to hold off the 
Allied advance. In the midst of Germany’s last offensive in the east, Operation 
Citadel, which had been halted by Soviet forces only weeks earlier at the battle 
of Kursk, the Mussolini Raid, codenamed Operation Oak, constituted one of 
the Third Reich’s last public-relations victories.240

Nevertheless, the most remarkable aspect of the raid was not Operation 
Oak. It was Operation Mars, the intelligence operation that ostensibly located 
Mussolini. Evidence suggests that the information on Mussolini’s whereabouts 
was pieced together by conventional intelligence operations aimed at breaking 
Allied radio codes. But Himmler and Schellenberg insisted they had garnered 
this information from an expert team of occultists assembled in a villa under 
SS administration.

Operation Mars was hardly the only time that astrologers, clairvoyants, or 
diviners would be recruited to help the regime. For four years after the Hess 
Action, the SS employed border scientists in military technology and research, 
seeking ways to improve morale, extract intelligence, and exert mind control.241 
Even the German Navy joined in, assembling a group of diviners and astrolo-
gers to locate Allied battleships.242 In this final section, we will examine these 
two quintessential case studies of border science in military intelligence, 
concluding with some of the less systematic though equally interesting military 
applications of border science initiated by the war.

The Navy Pendulum Institute and Operation Mars

After World Ice Theory, no area of border science was deemed more valuable in 
the Third Reich than radiesthesia.243 We will recall that many Nazi leaders, most 
notably Himmler and Hess, believed in the existence of cosmic forces or earth 
rays (radiation) that could be detected and harnessed with the proper training. 
Hitler had ordered one of Germany’s most famous diviners to check the Reich 
Chancellery for malignant forms of the latter. Goebbels also hired dowsers like 
Kritzinger to assist with Nostradamus propaganda. Perhaps the strangest and 
most telling experiment in radiesthesia was initiated not by the Nazi Party, 
however, but by the German Navy.244 By the summer of 1942 the British had 
begun to turn the tide in the battle of the Atlantic, sinking a much higher 
percentage of German U-boats. Their success had nothing to do with dowsing. 
To locate enemy submarines the British employed quite natural scientific 
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methods, namely Radar (ASDIC) and Sonar. They were aided in these efforts by 
sophisticated code-breaking and the extensive use of American convoys.245

Among the German Navy officials who were puzzled about this sudden 
shift in the battle of the Atlantic was the U-boat captain Hans Roeder, a science 
expert in the Navy Patent Office. An amateur pendulum dowser himself, 
Roeder was convinced the British were employing such means to locate 
German ships. As a countermeasure, Roeder suggested that the navy begin 
employing border scientific methods.246 Were Roeder operating in the Royal 
Navy, his suggestion to set up an officially sponsored Pendulum Institute would 
likely have been dismissed as outrageous. And yet Roeder was operating in the 
Third Reich, where many ranking party officials and military men were open 
to border scientific doctrines.247

According to the emigré rocket scientist Willy Ley, some German naval 
officers already accepted the bizarre ‘hollow Earth theory,’ which posited that 
one could locate the British fleet through infrared rays ‘because the curvature 
of the Earth would not obstruct observation’. A group of navy-affiliated scien-
tists under the leadership of Dr Heinz Fischer, Ley reported, ‘was sent out 
from Berlin to the Isle of Rügen to photograph the British fleet with infrared 
equipment at an upward angle of some forty-five degrees’.248 Navy officers also 
conducted test experiments with Ludwig Straniak prior to the war.249

Given the context it comes as no surprise that, in September 1942, Roeder 
received approval from the Navy Intelligence Service (Marine Nachrichten 
Dienst or MND) for his Pendulum Institute. Its purpose was ‘to pinpoint the 
position of enemy convoys at sea by means of pendulums and other supernat-
ural devices, so that the German submarine flotillas could be certain of sinking 
them’.250 As Rear Admiral Gerhard Wagner, Chief of the Navy’s Operational 
Department, admitted, Roeder, ‘the pendulum user, was well known to all of us. 
From the point of view of those days his work was not that unusual. After all, 
one was constantly thinking about new techniques, and if someone came and 
claimed to be able to achieve something by way of a certain method, it was a 
matter of course that he was given the opportunity.’251

Now that he had gained official approval and financing, Roeder set out 
convening a ‘strange band’ of psychics, pendulum users, Tattwa researchers, 
astrologers, astronomers, ballisticians, and mathematicians.252 These individ-
uals included the Luftwaffe astronomer/astrologer Wilhelm Hartmann, 
Wilhelm Wulff, and Straniak – the first dowser to claim he could teach lay 
people how to employ a pendulum to locate large metal objects hundreds of 
miles away.253 Roeder also tapped the prominent astrologers Kritzinger and 
Krafft, the latter recruited directly from prison, where he had languished for a 
time since the Hess Aktion. Gerda Walther, a parapsychologist who weaved in 
and out of Heydrich’s crosshairs over the years, was invited to join the group as 
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well.254 That the group included Fritz Quade and Konrad Schuppe from the 
German Society for Scientific Occultism (DGWO) further confirms the 
regime’s desire to coordinate and exploit border scientific thinking. For while 
the DGWO’s last remnants of independence had dissipated in the wake of the 
Hess Affair, its members’ expertise in earth rays and divining rods became all 
the more interesting to the regime.255

The activities and location of the Pendulum Institute in Berlin were 
supposed to be secret. Within weeks of the department opening, however, it 
became widely known that the regime had enlisted the help of occultists in the 
war effort.256 The primary method employed at the headquarters was radi-
esthesia, meaning that a ‘large map of the Atlantic was spread out horizontally, 
with a one-inch toy battleship as test object’. Then a ‘pendulum, consisting of a 
cube of metal about one cubic centimetre and a short string, was swung above 
the battleship. If the pendulum reacted, it proved the presence of a true battle-
ship at that location.’257

The institute employed a wide range of ‘occult groups and individuals with 
different tasks and using different techniques’. Serious border scientists such as 
Roeder and Straniak insisted on the physical laws behind the pendulum, 
whereas less rigorous occultists such as Gerda Walther cited paranormal 
phenomena in explaining their results. Day after day dowsers were forced by 
the SS to stand ‘with their arms stretched out across the nautical charts’ just in 
case the pendulum made the slightest movement. In order to increase their 
likelihood of making predictions a number of clairvoyants, according to Wulff, 
were ‘constantly in a trance’. Despite the chaotic nature of the proceedings, most 
participants attested to the regime’s seriousness, including multiple tests to 
ensure their ‘scientific’ talents.258

According to a number of navy officers, the institute produced no mean-
ingful results.259 Nevertheless, the Pendulum Institute indicates that the Third 
Reich, fuelled by wartime necessity, had moved into a new, more open phase of 
border scientific experimentation. Certainly not all naval officers were ‘driven 
by an esoteric belief in miracles’. It is noteworthy, however, that the ‘Sideric 
Pendulum was deemed a possible practical-technological tool of warfare’ in the 
first place. For well after the navy gave up on the Pendulum Institute, the SS and 
Nazi leadership made increasing efforts to master the technological ‘founda-
tions and possibilities’ of radiesthesia.260

The search for Benito Mussolini is emblematic of these continuing efforts.261 
The inspiration for Operation Mars most likely grew out of the Pendulum 
Institute, which brought the SS into closer contact with a number of prominent 
border scientists, including Wilhelm Wulff. Himmler’s masseur and confidant 
Felix Kersten claims to have facilitated Wulff ’s rise by soliciting a horoscope of 
Hitler, which was forwarded to Arthur Nebe and the Kripo police. It is more 
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likely that Wulff ’s yeoman work for the Pendulum Institute brought him to the 
attention of Nebe, Schellenberg, and eventually Himmler.262 Whatever the 
reason, on 28 July 1943 Himmler ordered the Gestapo to bring Wulff to Berlin. 
There he met Nebe, who instructed him as to the particulars of his mission: 
Mussolini had been kidnapped and Himmler wanted Wulff to locate il Duce by 
astrological means.263

Wulff was the first of many occultists contacted. A few days after Wulff ’s 
interview with Nebe, the seer Curt Münch reported being taken from 
Sachsenhausen to Berlin where he was asked to locate Mussolini.264 Over the 
next few days nearly forty more representatives of the occult sciences were 
assembled in a comfortable villa in Wannsee, probably Nebe’s International 
Criminal Police Headquarters. Upon arrival they demanded – and were 
proffered – copious amounts of food, alcohol, and cigarettes. Schellenberg 
would in fact complain that these ‘séances cost us much money, as these “scien-
tists” need of good food, drink and tobacco was quite enormous’.265 Schellenberg’s 
RSHA colleague, Wilhelm Höttl, was more sympathetic to their ‘seemingly 
epicurean requests’. No wonder that the ‘poor devils’, having lived ‘on the starva-
tion rations of the concentration camps for years, exploited the opportunity to 
enjoy honeypots, cigarettes and alcohol’.266

All this food and drink did nothing to dull the preternatural senses of 
Wulff ’s border scientific colleagues. Wulff argued that his own calculations, 
which took most of August and early September to complete, were instru-
mental in locating Mussolini. So too did Münch, who claimed that the SS 
produced an ersatz pendulum and a map of Italy, on which Münch identified a 
‘dead spot’ in the Abruzzo mountains.267

Most documentation indicates that it was the conventional intelligence of 
the SD and SS, assisted by the captain of a German seaplane squadron, that 
pieced together Mussolini’s location.268 Years later Höttl himself admitted that 
it was conventional intelligence that located il Duce. The whole operation, he 
suggested, had been organized to placate Himmler, whose belief in the occult 
sciences were well known.269

It is nonetheless interesting to note that Höttl’s earliest memoir of the expe-
rience – written before the negative post-war connotation associated with the 
Nazi occult – claimed that the astrologers and dowsers had indeed been 
successful.270 Equally significant is Schellenberg’s account, which asserted that 
the astrologers and diviners somehow located Mussolini despite having ‘no 
contact to the outside world’.271 Skorzeny himself reported after the war that the 
SS had relied on ‘seers and astrologers to glean Mussolini’s whereabouts’.272

Such accounts indicate that many Nazis – and not only Himmler – took 
Operation Mars seriously. So does the fact that Himmler, Nebe, and Schellenberg 
extracted more than forty occultists from all over Germany, including the 
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concentration camps, and moved them to a luxurious villa in Wannsee.273 
Himmler even followed through on his promise to grant occultists ‘their 
freedom as well as one hundred thousand Reichsmarks’ if were they successful.274 
When Münch submitted his petition for release from Sachsenhausen, the camp 
commander, no doubt nonplussed by the request, countered with the option of 
a cushier position as camp elder. The astrologer nevertheless insisted on his full 
release, citing his work on behalf of ‘the liberation of Mussolini’. After the 
commander contacted the SS leadership, Münch was freed.275 Wulff received 
amnesty as well. But the astrologer followed up with a request that the SS return 
the books and other occult materials the Gestapo had confiscated in the Hess 
Action more than two years before. In late 1943 Nebe ordered the return of 
Wulff ’s entire library. A few months later Wulff became Himmler’s personal 
astrologer.276

The Military Applications of Border Science

Well before the Nazis took power, there was interest in miracle technologies 
and a faith-based conviction in the superiority of the German Army. Völkisch-
esotericists and nationalist army officers, fantasy writers, and right-wing politi-
cians shared a quasi-religious belief in the German military’s efficacy and 
invincibility.277 Invoking the mythical struggle between Thor and the 
Nibelungen, Germans and Jews, Aryan civilization and Bolshevism, a mélange 
of militarism and apocalyptic mysticism was adopted by völkisch nationalists 
in the interwar period. To help civilians ‘share the soldier’s quasi-religious 
experiences of transcendence and eternity’,278 erstwhile combatants further-
more interpreted ‘battlefield bloodshed as a form of holy communion that had 
transformed them into the apostles of “the nation” ’.279

Without an abiding faith in Ur-Germanic religion and folklore, argued the 
SS folklorist Richard Wolfram, ‘what could be given as a Weltanschaaung to the 
soldiers in the trenches’.280 Many Nazis had appropriated the Artamanen 
concept of ‘warrior peasants’, for example, who would occupy the East through 
violence.281 The SS took the Artamenen model of a black-clad knightly elite 
fighting in the name of ‘death and the devil’ as inspiration.282 The SS death’s 
head, skull, and crossbones were inspired by the wild hunters who garnered so 
much attention from Nazi folklorists.283 The Nazis insisted on the ‘regenerative 
and creative powers of an expressly masculine and unflinchingly heroic death’, 
apotheosizing the Norse berserker as a hero and those who died, including 
women, as warriors in Valhalla.284 As a subordinate in the Amt Rosenberg 
wrote in a dissertation on the German werewolf, Odin’s berserker warriors 
frequently turned into wild dogs or wolves to devour their prey.285 This idea of 
Odin’s berserkers was supplemented by Hermann Löns’ concept of partisan 
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werewolves, warrior peasants who emerged to defend their Heimat with 
ferocity in times of war.286

Ario-Germanic fantasies of wild hunters, werewolves, and berserker heroes 
were supplemented by Indo-Aryan martial traditions. Prominent among these 
was the idea of the Kshatriya warrior caste, drawn from the Hindu Vedas. From 
the late nineteenth century, German Indologists had insisted on the ethnocul-
tural parallels between ancient German warrior castes and the Vedic Kshatriya, 
analysing the epic Hindu Gita and Nordic Edda for similarities.287 Nazi 
Indologists such as Hauer and Wüst took up these arguments in the Third 
Reich. In his 1939 book The Aryan Warrior God, Hauer portrayed the Vedic 
god Indra as a model for Nazi soldiers, embodying ‘discipline, control of feel-
ings, readiness to sacrifice, obedience’. Hauer even represented Indra with red 
hair and ‘a lightning sling in his hand’ in order to claim that this ‘divine arche-
type of the ur-Aryan religion [had] many common characteristics with the 
Germanic gods Thor and Odin/Wotan’.288

Elsewhere Hauer construed the yogi as a warrior (‘warrior yogi’) and 
Buddha as a ‘passive hero’ who operated through the ‘Aryan discipline of the 
spirit’.289 Wüst likewise emphasized the ‘solar’, ‘cosmic’, and ‘microcosmic’ powers 
of the Buddhist Chakravartin, or ‘sacral world ruler’, whom Hitler represented 
as ‘warrior master’.290 The SS-affiliated religious theorist Friedrich Hielscher 
agreed that Buddha was not a pacifist but a ‘wise warrior’. ‘If militarism and 
wisdom are contradictions, if warriors stand below the wise,’ Hielscher 
reasoned, ‘then reality cannot perfect itself, for it is militarist.’291

Picking up on this idea of the ‘warrior yogi’, the Reichsführer promoted 
Ernst Schäfer’s film Secret Tibet as a way of encouraging martial values and 
rituals across the SS and the Wehrmacht. Schäfer interpreted the Tibetan 
Buddhist lamas, ‘magic, incantation, and meditation’, as well as ‘ritual dances for 
the invocation of the war gods’, as a model of education for the German 
troops.292 Himmler gave a propaganda speech in which he cited the ‘military 
tradition of the lamas’ in order to inspire German morale and willingness to 
sacrifice.293 To spread Indo-Aryan martial values within the SS Himmler 
further advocated regular meditation sessions according to ‘Indian religious 
leaders’.294 He also rationalized the Night of the Long Knives and other terrible 
SS crimes by citing ‘the sacralization of terror’ embodied in the Kshatriya code 
and Bhagavad Gita.295

Such fantasies about resuscitating an Indo-Aryan martial spirit extended to 
Persia and the Middle East. Citing the Iranian doctrine of Mithra, the fascist 
mystic Julius Evola supplemented the SS’s bizarre theories on the Kshatriya 
warrior caste and Buddha as a warrior yogi with the idea of ‘the warrior without 
sleep’ who leads his allies against the ‘satanic enemies of the Aryans’. Evola envi-
sioned a small elite of Indo-Aryan heroes, similar to the SS, who could wage a 
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‘Holy War’ against lesser races. This heroic fighting spirit might be achieved 
through ‘objective spiritual techniques’ that tapped into one’s ‘divine potency’.296 
To a volunteer division of Muslims within the Waffen-SS, Himmler likewise 
praised Islam as ‘a religion that is both practical and appealing to soldiers’, for it 
‘promises them heaven if they have fought and fallen in battle’.297 In Himmler’s 
reading of Islamic ‘traditions and myths’ Hitler was ‘an avenging prophet’ who 
would help liberate the Arabs from the imperialist British and Jews.298

Meanwhile Hitler and Himmler extolled the Japanese as a warrior race, 
with Himmler speculating that the SS ‘should become the German samurai’.299 
Excerpts from the Reichsführer’s glowing foreword to Heinz Corazza’s book 
The Samurai: Honourable and Loyal Imperial Knights (1937) were published in 
the SS paper, Die Schwarze Korps.300 Wüst also compared the martial traditions 
of the samurai to the Teutonic knights, which needed to be resuscitated.301 
Wartime publications made similar arguments about the Japanese people’s 
‘courageous willingness to sacrifice one’s life’ embedded in the ‘deeper’ religious 
feeling of ‘Zen education’.302 As one SD report put it, the situation in Japan, in 
which ‘life, politics, and military engagement’ are based on ‘a non-Christian 
religious-ideological foundation’, provided a model for the German people.303 
Unfortunately, the SD worried that constant celebration of Japanese racial and 
warrior virtues in the press and propaganda was leading to a German ‘inferi-
ority complex’.304

These Indo-Aryan fantasies had military consequences. The SS put together 
an Indian legion of putatively Aryan soldiers drawn from the subcontinent.305 
Himmler wanted to create an SS division of Bosnian Muslims as well, seeking 
to enlist additional Muslim soldiers from across Europe and the Middle East.306 
As many as 100,000 ‘Turkestaner’ were recruited for a ‘Turkestan Legion’ under 
the ‘flag of Islam’.307 Bruno Beger also convinced Himmler to create a cavalry 
division of Mongolian Kalmyen because they were putatively Indo-Aryans 
who worshipped the Dalai Lama.308

Ariosophists such as Guido von List, Lanz von Liebenfels, and Rudolf 
Gorsleben had believed that the ancient Aryans possessed superhuman mental 
and physical abilities, which might be recovered by studying ancient texts and 
experimenting with their rituals.309 No surprise that the SS researchers Günther 
Kirchoff and Karl Wiligut, both schooled in ariosophic traditions, insisted that 
they might harness ‘streams of power’ located in the Ur-Aryan ‘Arcto-Atlanticist’ 
region between Greenland and the North Pole.310 Himmler instructed Wulff to 
experiment with ‘human wave’ methods drawn from Indo-Aryan esotericism 
as well.311

As the Ahnenerbe’s focus shifted toward ‘military science’ in the late 1930s, 
SS border scientists began to explore new technologies.312 Himmler instructed 
Wüst, for example, to ‘research where in all of North-Germanic Aryan culture 
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the concept of the lightning flash, the thunderbolt, Thor’s hammer, or the 
hammer thrown or flying through the air appears. Also, where there are sculp-
tures of a god holding an axe and appearing in a flash of lightning.’313 The 
Reichsführer requested all such evidence, ‘whether in pictures, sculpture, 
writing or legend’, because he was convinced that it represented not ‘natural 
thunder and lightning [but] an earlier, highly developed weapon’ possessed 
by the ‘Aesir, the gods, and presuming an extraordinary understanding of 
electricity’.314

Himmler further recommended sending the border scientist, Ludwig 
Ferdinand Clauss, to collaborate with Beger in conducting ‘phenomenological’ 
research on the ‘racial soul of Central Asians’.315 Of particular interest to Beger 
and Clauss was the difference ‘in the actions of races in battle’, including the 
SS-sponsored Bosnian Muslim divisions, and what practical consequences that 
might have in the struggle against an opponent of foreign race.316 For similar 
reasons the esotericist Dr Kurt Wessely was tasked with examining ‘so-called 
military borders’ and motivating partisan forces.317

The natural outgrowth of the Ahnenerbe’s growing investment in military 
science was the Institute for Military Scientific Practical Research (Institut für 
Wehrwissenschaftliche Zweckforschung or IWZ).318 Directed by Wolfram 
Sievers, head of the Ahnenerbe, the IWZ was founded in the summer of 1942 
and funded by Oswald Pohl, head of the concentration-camp system. It brought 
together many ‘scientific’ institutes and some branches of the military for the 
express purpose of conducting practical research helpful to the war effort.319 
Wüst himself worked with the Military Humanities Unit (Kriegseinsatz der 
Geisteswissenschaften), a complement to the IWZ, to apply humanities 
research in ideological warfare.320 After Operation Mars, Wulff found himself 
employed by the IWZ-affiliated Institute for Occult Warfare, where Hartmann, 
Straniak, Gutberlet, and others worked on military applications of border 
science.321

In concert with Franz Alfred Six’s Ideological Research Division, Wulff and 
his colleagues explored brainwashing techniques and psychic warfare.322 
Another project sought to determine whether there was an astrological way to 
calculate the weather (a question that the SS had World Ice Theorists explore as 
well).323 The IWZ also sponsored projects seeking practical military applica-
tions of the dowsing rod.324 Finally, there were divisions within the Ahnenerbe, 
with links to the IWZ, that dealt with ‘military geology’ and human experi-
ments (see Chapter Eight).325

The Nazi proclivity for border scientific experimentation in military 
matters did not begin or end with the IWZ.326 In the summer of 1940 Hans 
Bender began collaborating with Hermann Göring’s cousin, the prominent 
psychologist Matthias Göring, in employing (para)psychological techniques in 
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military training.327 Bender also worked with the regime on experiments 
testing the validity of graphology. As Bender enthused in early August 1940, ‘it 
was exciting that these experiments were carried out and will continue to be 
carried out with the help of a Reich administrative office’.328

Eventually, Bender came into contact with members of the Officer Corps 
and navy officials associated with the Pendulum Institute. According to him, 
the experiments had failed because they employed ‘people who had not been 
properly vetted’.329 In order to avoid these problems in future pendulum 
experiments, Bender’s SS sponsor Friedrich Spieser suggested that it ‘might be 
practical to ask the SS for the instruments that were commandeered by the SS 
[including] a great collection of divining rods in various form named after 
elements; hence apparatuses whose economic utility it seems worth investi-
gating.’330 With these experiments in mind, Spieser urged Bender to travel to 
Berlin as soon as possible, together with Ernst Anrich, Dean of the Humanities 
at the University of Strasbourg. There, Spieser suggested, Bender might brief 
‘the responsible SS-men in the main office (Spengler, Brandt usw.) in confi-
dence about our experiments, and do everything possible to obtain what we 
need for free research’.331 Not only did Bender receive SS support as a result, 
but his institute subsequently developed close ties to notorious Nazi doctors 
with border scientific proclivities, including Sigmund Rascher and the Reich 
University’s president, August Hirt.332

Before concluding, it is important to touch on Hitler’s own investment in 
supernaturally inspired military science. The concept of the Thule, the icy 
homeland of Nordic Atlanteans, persisted in Hitler’s supernatural imaginary. In 
August 1942 he personally christened a new tank regiment, the ‘Thule’, within 
the SS-Death’s Head Division and asked that a ‘celebratory naming ceremony’ 
should follow.333 Himmler ordered the division to be given 6,000 new SS volun-
teers in preparation for brutal fighting on the Eastern Front over the winter of 
1942–3.334 Hitler’s strategic choice of military headquarters, ‘The Wolf ’s Lair’, 
may have been based on the ‘sacred geography’ promoted by Josef Heinsch, 
Wilhelm Teudt, and other Nazi geomancers.335

Finally, we cannot ignore the possibility that World Ice Theory influenced 
major military decisions and operations.336 Hitler seemingly believed that 
Operation Barbarossa had a better chance of success because World Ice 
Theorists in Himmler’s meteorological institute had predicted a mild winter. 
Based on Welteislehre, Hitler and Himmler also conjectured that Nordic 
soldiers were better prepared than Slavs for fighting in cold weather and conse-
quently did not equip them properly for war on the Eastern Front, resulting, for 
example, in the terrible loss of life at Stalingrad.337

Indeed, ‘Hitler’s grotesquely justified commitment to World Ice Theory,’ 
writes Christina Wessely, indicates the border science’s ‘unbroken potential to 
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combine random, everyday experiences with supercharged, prognistication-
prone intuition and label it scientific method’.338 Dangerous as these border 
scientific methods might have been in influencing Nazi foreign policy and 
military science, they proved all the more monstrous when it came to questions 
of race, space, and eugenics.

***

As the stakes rose during the Second World War, so too did the Third Reich’s 
investment in border science. The Nazi obsession with folklore and border 
scientific conceptions of geopolitics constituted an important prelude to 
wartime expansion, directed toward the ‘extremely important midpoints of the 
Aryan-Nordic belt of cultures that span the entire earth’.339 Hitler himself took 
a magical approach to wartime operations. In attracting popular support and 
making decisions, he relied at least as much on intuition and faith as he did on 
a practical assessment of the military circumstances, secure in his belief that ‘he 
merely had to will what he wanted to happen and it would happen’.340

The centrality of border science in propaganda and intelligence gathering is 
equally remarkable. From Krafft and Kritzinger’s work for Goebbels to Wulff ’s 
efforts in the Navy Pendulum Insitute, border scientists were extremely active 
during the war. Due to his occult talents, Wulff went from being imprisoned in 
the summer of 1941 to becoming personal advisor to the second most powerful 
Nazi in the Third Reich.341 That Himmler and Schellenberg wined and dined 
three dozen occultists gathered in the Berlin suburb of Wannsee, only streets 
away from the villa in which their colleagues Heydrich and Adolf Eichmann 
planned the Holocaust, is further evidence that the trajectory of occultism and 
border science in the Third Reich was in many ways the opposite of that expe-
rienced by Jews, gypsies, or the disabled.342

Some scholars have viewed this ‘zig-zag’ course in the Third Reich’s 
attitude toward ‘occult-scientific practices, doctrines and research projects’ as a 
blatant contradiction, defined by ‘ambiguities and duplicities’. The wartime 
investment in border science, however, was hardly contradictory. Nor was it 
simply a matter of the Nazis being flexible, as one scholar puts it, in ‘balancing 
their practical military objectives with their putatively anti-occultist ideolog-
ical convictions’.343

To the contrary, the Third Reich’s wartime exploitation of folklore and 
border scientific doctrines epitomizes a pattern we have seen from the early 
days of the movement: criticizing sectarian tendencies deemed ideologically 
untenable while selectively embracing border scientific doctrines with long 
traditions in völkisch-esoteric circles – especially when these doctrines proved 
politically or ideologically advantageous.344 In short, so long as ‘their politics or 
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practices did not all too blatantly contradict official National Socialist ideology’, 
occultists could find opportunities to collaborate with the Third Reich.345 As 
we shall see in the last two chapters, these border scientific practices would 
continue, helping to define both Nazi racial policies and the desperate pursuit 
of miracle weapons and technologies during the final years of the war.346



‘Occultists rightly feel drawn towards childishly monstrous scientific 
fantasies.’

Theodor Adorno, ‘Theses Against Occultism’, Minima Moralia (1951)1

‘Since [the Jew] himself never cultivates the soil but regards it only as a 
property to be exploited . . . His blood-sucking tyranny becomes so great 
that excesses against him occur . . . The end is not only the end of the 
freedom of the peoples oppressed by the Jew, but also the end of this para-
site upon the nations. After the death of his victim, the vampire sooner or 
later dies too.’

Adolf Hitler, Mein Kampf (1925)2

The biologist Hanns Rascher was fascinated by the scientific applications of 
occultism. After studying theosophy and anthroposophy before the First World 
War, he developed an expertise in occult physiology, natural healing methods, 
and holistic medicine. While studying homoeopathy after the war, Rascher met 
the Thule Society’s co-founder, Rudolf von Sebottendorff, with whom he 
discussed ways of promoting border scientific ideas among the German public. 
In 1931, Rascher joined the NSDAP and subsequently worked to sponsor 
Rudolf Steiner’s teachings, including natural healing and biodynamic agricul-
ture, in the Third Reich.3

An interest in holism, natural healing, and alternative spirituality spanned 
the Weimar political spectrum, yet Rascher’s border scientific theories were far 
from innocuous. As we shall see, they helped to inspire the racial hygienic prac-
tices of a ‘regime that murdered millions’.4 There is a more direct link between 
Hanns Rascher and the victims of Nazism, however: his son, the SS doctor 
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Sigmund Rascher. Rascher the younger became one of Himmler’s most noto-
rious acolytes, conducting appalling human experiments at Dachau – the same 
place that concentration-camp prisoners experimented with his father’s teach-
ings to improve German peasant farming in the East.

The Raschers epitomize the border scientific nexus between supernatural 
thinking and Nazi racial science, which together produced some of the worst 
crimes of the twentieth century. This is not to deny Nazi Germany’s recourse 
to eminently modern, technocratic means to eliminate ‘life unworthy of life’ 
or commit mass murder.5 Nor is our emphasis on supernatural thinking 
incompatible with arguments that highlight the inherent irrationality of 
modernity. Nazi eugenical thinking was certainly part of a broader, European 
project to reshape the world through applied biology, capitalism, and coloni-
alism.

Nevertheless, a general European penchant for biopolitical rhetoric and 
imperialism cannot explain the extreme nature and unprecedented scope of 
Nazi racial policies.6 We still need to understand how ‘vicious little social 
programs of dubious scientific value’ in Britain or the United States ‘became 
elevated to the level of literally cosmic importance in Nazi Germany’.7 To 
understand the divergence of Nazi policies from the already fraught 
European norm, the ‘cranky theories, superstitions and occult flummery of 
the SS need to be taken seriously’.8 The Third Reich’s crimes took on 
monumental dimensions because the Nazis drew both on border scientific 
theories peculiar to the Austro-German supernatural imaginary as well as a 
broader European mix of eugenics, racism, and colonialism.9 This chapter 
examines the role of supernatural thinking in facilitating the Third Reich’s 
monstrous project of racial resettlement, human experimentation, and Jewish 
genocide.

Border Science, War, and Racial Resettlement

In the introduction to his 1943 book Indogermanisches Bekenntnis (Indo-
Germanic Confessions), Walter Wüst touched on the importance of the ancient 
Germanic site of Detmold, a place of religio-racial transcendence, but also a 
‘shocking example’ of Germany being divided and subjugated for centuries by 
‘the hatred of the alien race’.10 Just as the Judeified Vatican had once attempted 
to extirpate the ‘Germanic-Nordic’ community represented by Detmold, the 
Second World War constituted another ‘exterminatory attack of racially alien 
hate against the foundation’ of Germanness.11 In reviving the medieval tradi-
tion of Teutonic knights flooding east, the Third Reich could reclaim the 
‘fundamental building blocks’ of German race ‘anchored in culture and history’ 
and secure a return of its ‘heroic blood’.12
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Through the lens of the supernatural imaginary, Wüst and his Nazi 
colleagues funnelled a ‘gooey fusion of religion, worldview, art, architecture, 
music, sculpture, poetics, sagas, ethnology, Indology, orientalism, and just about 
every other humanistic discipline’ into their justifications for racial expansion 
and resettlement.13 Before the war, folklore and mythology were used by Wüst 
and others for the mythical demonization of foreign and domestic enemies.14 
After 1939 these theoretical conceptions of race war, mass violence, and ethnic 
cleansing became reality.15 As the war unfolded, millions of German soldiers 
‘were reconceived as instruments of colonization, through which foreign lands 
would be remade as homeland, or Heimat’. This ‘reconfiguration of space had 
as its direct counterpart the simultaneous destruction of Jews, Poles, and other 
racial outsiders’.16

Because the Second World War was, in the Nazi mind, a colonial war, at least 
on the Eastern Front, the Nazis could legitimize techniques, as George Steinmetz 
reminds us, that would be disdained in ‘civilized’ warfare.17 In comparison to 
European colonial policies in Africa or Asia, Nazi empire-building in eastern 
Europe was both more focused on biopolitical engineering inspired by border 
scientific racial theories and more explicitly motivated by fantasies of recov-
ering a lost Indo-Aryan utopia.18 If the Nazi imperial project incorporated 
European-wide colonial practices, these were informed and radicalized by 
supernatural conceptions of race and space drawn from folklore, border 
science, and völkisch esotericism.19

Blood, Soil, and Resettlement Fantasies before 1939

Friedrich Ratzel, Gustaf Kossina, and Alfred Ploetz; Hans Günther, Fritz Lenz, 
and Jakob Wilhelm Hauer – these early twentieth-century doyens of race and 
space produced an entire body of blood-and-soil theories that were assimilated 
by the völkisch right during the interwar period.20 By the 1930s the focus of 
these individuals on racial hygiene and the Germanic past fed straight into the 
conceptualization of blood, soil, and living space propounded by Darré, 
Himmler, and other Nazi leaders; this included the ‘idea that ancient Germanic 
settlements in eastern Europe validated German claims for sovereignty over 
Slav-populated regions’.21

In a 1937 speech to the SS entitled ‘The SS as Anti-Bolshevistic Battle 
Organization’, Himmler laid out his case. Based on ancient wisdom and teach-
ings, he began, the ‘German people were convinced by the divine order of this 
entire earth, the entire plant and animal world . . . [that] blood is regarded as an 
obligation as a sacred legacy’. A ‘race and a people have eternal life’.22 The 
‘whence and whereto of our existence cannot stop with Germanic sources,’ 
Himmler argued elsewhere, ‘but must reach backward in time to the original 
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connection of all peoples of Nordic blood within the broad Indo-Germanic 
culture’.23

The research methods articulated here correspond to Himmler’s ‘peculiar 
view of Germanic history . . . [which] was not to be differentiated on the basis 
of myth or reality’.24 His ideology, observes Peter Longerich, was a ‘construct of 
the imagination dependent on a capriciously applied concept of race, and the 
hated enemies . . . [in the East] described so imprecisely . . . they were practi-
cally interchangeable and could be blamed for anything’.25 No wonder that 
scholars have identified parallels between the SS preoccupation with witches 
and Nazi attitudes toward policing race and space in the East.26

Esoteric racial theories served to confirm that the Third Reich was entitled 
to (re)construct an ‘Indo-Aryan’ Empire in eastern Europe and subjugate or 
eliminate its peoples.27 After resettling ethnic Germans, Himmler was deter-
mined to recover any remaining ‘superhuman’ blood from mixed-race peoples. 
The rest of the population would be left to ‘vegetate in a primitive way of life’.28 
To be sure, völkisch folklorists, archaeologists, and historians employed such 
arguments to justify reintegrating ethnic German populations in the Ostmark 
(Austria) and Bohemia as well as in Alsace and the Low Countries.29 Still, the 
primary focus was always on the East, where peasant farmers would settle after 
a cull of the local Slavic and Jewish populations.30

The SS Race and Settlement Main Office (RuSHA), first led by Darré, 
became the centrepiece of this racial and imperial mission.31 As members of 
the Artamanen in the 1920s, Himmler and Darré had developed a template for 
‘settler schools’ based on blood-and-soil mythology.32 After 1933, they built a 
model SS colony east of Berlin, where inhabitants were encouraged to hold 
pagan winter and summer solstice celebrations modelled on the Artamanen. 
The Ahnenerbe also wanted to bring back ancient Germanic building styles 
and language – even prehistoric breeds of animals (!). In turn periodicals such 
as the Völkischer Beobachter and Germania publicized this border scientific 
‘research’ to the German public.33 Once resettled, these so-called ‘armed farmers’ 
(Wehrbauern) would live in medieval-style houses, heal the sick with natural 
remedies, and recreate an ancient Germanic pagan culture and religion.34

The utopian promotion of German settlement, however, was merely the 
positive foil to the ‘almost overwhelming negativity of National Socialist 
thought . . . demonizing and extermination’.35 Hence the SS planned to establish 
‘outposts’ or armed peasants, ‘border fighters’ in the spirit of the Artamanen, 
who would lead the ‘border struggle against other races’ in order to create new 
living space.36 These peasants could only continue their farming in a more 
‘German’ setting by subordinating or eliminating Poles and Jews.37

Some blood-and-soil activists, such as Darré, were more focused on 
restructuring society through ‘an organic link between soil and the Volk’ than 
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preoccupied by imperial expansion. But Himmler was very much a völkisch 
imperialist, agreeing with Hitler that their goal was a racially pure empire 
devoid of ‘alien and treacherous elements’.38 Himmler and the young anthro-
pologist Bruno Beger were convinced that an admixture of Mongol and Slavic 
blood was what made the Bolsheviks so dangerous.39

Wüst too characterized the history of the Germanic race and religion as one 
of warding off ‘genocidal efforts’ by foreigners, which would in his mind be the 
‘basis of the next war’.40 According to Wüst, Indo-Germans had the historical 
duty to ‘eliminate everything ill and alien to the völkisch community with 
deadly hatred’.41 Echoing the Italian fascist mystic Julius Evola,42 Wüst (and 
Hauer) invoked an ‘arsenal of Indian Gods and Demons’ in order to propagate 
an imperialist ideology fuelled by ‘racist blood mysticism’.43 The coming battle 
would be a continuation of the millennia-long struggle between the Aryan 
light races and monstrous ‘lower racial forms’ such as Neanderthals, Africans, 
and Jews, who propagated ‘fanatical persecution’ (Verfolgungswahn) and the 
‘unleashing of demonism’.44 Propelled by these ‘historical legends’, the Nazi 
imagination gave birth to ‘wolves, murderers, and all kinds of monsters’ that 
peopled the wild Bolshevik East.45

Folklore and border science even suggested the methods and rationale for 
eliminating the racial other. ‘It is the burden of a great man,’ Himmler argued, 
‘that he must step over corpses in order to create new life . . . the space must be 
free of weeds, or nothing can grow on it.’ ‘A ruling people,’ he added, ‘must be in 
the situation to eliminate from the community a human being who is harmful 
for the community without Christian mercy.’46 We will recall that Himmler 
cited the salvific nature of the Kshatriya warrior caste’s willingness to sacrifice 
others for a greater purpose.47 In order to protect Germany’s racial core and 
promote its increased purity, Himmler argued, the SD and Gestapo need not 
worry about being loved by the Germans, nor even being feared by them. Their 
only purpose was to embody ‘a merciless executioner’s sword’ against Jewish-
Bolshevism in order to give the German people ‘eternal life’.48 For Himmler, 
validating racial resettlement and murder ‘with fairy tales’ and glorifying ‘grue-
some death as honourable’ conformed with the ‘elite consciousness of the SS’.49

The purpose of the SS for Himmler had always been to carry out this 
mission, to prove the superiority of ‘Aryan humanity’ and the ‘intellectual world 
domination of Aryan Germanness’ as a precondition for racial resettlement 
and ethnic cleansing in the East.50 In these settlement fantasies the character 
Hagen from the Nibelungen mythology became a hero who may have ‘operated 
from inhuman motives, but as executioner of the law of honour and loyalty’ he 
took a ‘heinous deed on himself ’.51 Both Himmler and Rosenberg invoked the 
ravages that the Teutonic Knights had visited on local Slavic and Jewish popu-
lations. In their religio-racial mission to settle the eastern territories, the Nazis 
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would once again ride eastwards as dark knights confident in their ‘invinci-
bility’.52 The Führer too was certain that might and divine right justified the 
‘ice-cold decisions’ that would ‘probably be condemned by the human rights 
currently in practice’.53

The Ahnenerbe and Amt Rosenberg consequently recruited border scien-
tists that ‘subordinated their research methods, topics, disciplines, and affilia-
tions’ to battle against the racial enemy.54 Joseph Otto Plassmann, editor of 
Germania, employed his role as chief Ahnenerbe historian to advocate a range 
of policies justifying race and conquest, advocating a war of ‘struggle, death, 
and blood’ against ‘Jewish instrument peddlers’.55

Meanwhile the political scientist Franz Six and historian Günther Franz 
parlayed their witchcraft investigations into opposition research on Jews, 
Communists, and Freemasons.56 Through these efforts virtually all scientific 
disciplines – biology and anthropology, history and political science, even 
‘Indo-Germanic-Aryan language studies’ – become camouflage for racial reset-
tlement and mass murder.57

Racial Resettlement after 1939

This mostly theoretical relationship between border science and racial empire 
became real in September 1939.58 The German invasion of Poland ‘formed a 
turning point in mentalities of death,’ observes Monica Black, as many existing 
racist and imperialist ideas ‘took on new and more urgent meaning’.59 The 
‘aggressive war of conquest was transfigured; Germans set forth to win new 
land for light and life in the land of the demons [Utgard], the dark Empire of 
Bolshevism and world Jewry’.60 Nearly every Nazi leader, from Rosenberg 
and Darré to Göring and Hans Frank, joined in this border scientific project 
to remake race and space in the East. And yet Himmler and the SS’s central role 
in policing and resettlement, not to mention racial border science, gave them 
pride of place.61

As early as October 1939 Himmler’s subordinate, the classical archaeologist 
Hans Schleif, became trustee for all SS-Ahnenerbe activities in Poland. In this 
capacity he worked with Göring’s Main Trustee Office (Haupttreuhandstelle 
Ost or HTO) to obtain control over Polish and Jewish property. In November, 
Himmler, as Reich Commisar for Securing German Nationality (Reichskomissar 
für die Festigung deutschen Volkstums or RKF), began to take a personal role in 
the process. In December he instructed the Ahnenerbe to plunder private 
houses as well as Polish and Jewish museums and archives in search of histor-
ical and prehistoric sources that were important for ‘cultural historical purposes’, 
and to reconstruct the Germans’ role in the ‘historical, cultural, and economic 
build-up of the country’.62
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Folklore and border science now merged seamlessly with Nazi policies of 
race and resettlement.63 The Nazi professor of Nordic religion and folklore, 
Bernhard Kummer, for example, gave a series of lectures in 1940 that made use 
of an old German folk song used by the Artamanen to sponsor eastern coloni-
zation.64 Beger was charged with studying the ‘life of the soul of the Central 
Asian race’ in order to differentiate ‘the borders of Germanic essence . . . thereby 
to purify’ the Aryans of Central Asian elements.65 And Himmler named the 
folklorist and historian, Heinrich Harmjanz, General Trustee in ‘recording and 
processing the entire material heritage of all resettled ethnic Germans . . . [and] 
all prehistoric and early historic and ethnographic issues in the new East’.66

In a September 1942 speech to the SS, Himmler explained that the great 
Central Asian leaders such as Atilla, Genghis Khan, Tamerlane, and Stalin were 
produced by mixing lost traces of Nordic blood with Turkic and Asiatic blood. 
This racial mixture made Central Asian peoples both exceedingly powerful 
and dangerous. In order to reclaim the ‘good blood’ and prevent Europe being 
overrun by Asiatics, Himmler concluded, these mixed-race ‘subhumans’ needed 
to be destroyed.67 Every individual had to go through racial assessment to 
prevent new ‘mongrel types from emerging in the territories that are to be 
newly settled’.68

One of the focal points for this border scientific policy of racial resettle-
ment was the Polish Wartheland (Wolhynia), home of the prized spearhead of 
Kovel (discussed in Chapter Seven). As part of the process of building a model 
colony in German-occupied Poland, the Nazi classicist Hans Schleif had 
wagons of Germanic artefacts confiscated from Jews and Poles and shipped to 
Wolhynia.69 Wolfgang Krause, head of the Ahnenerbe’s ‘Rune’ division, simulta-
neously carried out excavations of prehistoric sites in the region. Such archaeo-
logical efforts would help justify German resettlement as well as the relocation 
– and eventual mass murder – of Poles and Jews.70

Shortly after the invasion of Poland, none other than the völkisch folklorist 
Alfred Karasek was appointed chief of the ‘Resettlement Kommando 
Wolhynien’. The Kommando worked with the Wehrmacht and Volksdeutsche 
Mittelstelle in overseeing the resettlement of 34,000 ethnic Germans 
(Volksdeutschen) to the Wartheland. In August 1941, as the SS Einsatzgruppen 
ramped up their murder of eastern European Jews, Karasek was assigned to the 
SS Death’s Head unit Oranienburg in the Ukraine. There he organized the reset-
tlement of another 27,000 Bessarabian Germans. Shortly afterwards Karasek 
was named ‘Special Leader Z’ of the Sonderkommando Künsberg under Army 
Group Middle, becoming more directly engaged in the process of resettlement. 
Karasek next took a position in the Crimea as SS Sonderführer with a rank of 
Untersturmführer in the Waffen-SS. In 1942 he was appointed ‘Expert for 
Landeskunde’ with Einsatzgruppen B at Stalingrad. While presiding over the 
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fate of tens of thousands of ethnic Germans (and by extension Jews and Poles), 
Karasek still found the time to plunder archives, libraries, and museums across 
the Ukraine – until finally forced to retreat from Stalingrad with the rest of 
Einsatzgruppen B in October 1942.71

Lutz Mackensen, Professor of German Studies at the new Reich University 
of the region, employed folk tales of the living dead, revenants, and 
spirits as evidence for the Germanic nature of the Wartheland.72 Germans 
on the borders of the Reich were preoccupied by the idea of the ‘wild 
hunt’, Mackensen contended, because they recalled a time when Germans 
were surrounded by alien Slavs against whom these ‘wild riders’, residing in 
the surrounding mountains, might defend them.73 For Mackensen the 
German invasion – and resettlement of Poles, Jews, and Germans – represented 
both a physical and spiritual homecoming, like dead spirits returning from 
their mountain hiding places to admonish Germans not to forget their 
heritage.74 Mackensen was an expert in folklore and supernatural speculation, 
not biology or genetics. But he was nonetheless charged by the SD with 
evaluating refugees arriving from the Baltic, Bessarabia, and Bukovina to deter-
mine whether they might provide a ‘new settler racial branch’ for ‘borderland 
peasantry’.75

This pattern of folklorists and border scientists taking active roles in the 
process of plunder, colonization, and racial resettlement occurred throughout 
Europe.76 In direct contradiction of the Hague conventions, Sievers and 
the Waffen-SS archaeologist, Herbert Jankuhn, worked with the SD 
Sonderkommando to have dozens of crates of historical, ethnological, and 
religious materials confiscated from the Caucasus, Baltic countries, and 
southern Russia. Jankuhn used the materials to back up his own thesis about 
the historically Germanic nature of these territories.77 In southeastern Europe 
the repression and elimination of racial inferiors went hand in hand with a 
battle to plunder putatively Germanic artefacts and conduct border scientific 
research on people and settlements.78 In northern Europe the SS and 
Ahnenerbe carried out these efforts under the imprimatur of the Germanic 
Scientific Unit (Germanische Wissenschaftseinsatz or GWE), tasked with 
developing a Greater Space policy (Grossraumpolitik) in Scandinavia and the 
Low Countries.79

Through the GWE, Himmler formalized the cooperation between the 
Military and Waffen-SS service and the Ahnenerbe, attaching SS border scien-
tists and folklore experts to commandos in the field.80 In February 1942, for 
example, the SS-Oberscharführer, RMVP propagandist, and esotericist Dr Kurt 
Wessely was charged with studying ‘so-called military borders’ to determine 
the extent of ‘central European German living space’.81 Beger, inspired by his 
studies of Tibetan skeletons, accompanied the Wehrmacht in order to assess 
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which ‘Nordic types’ among the Soviet population to Germanize and which to 
send to Siberia.82 Odilo Globocnik, the SS leader in charge of the Final Solution 
(‘Operation Reinhard’) across much of eastern Europe, employed the super-
natural code name ‘Werewolf ’ for his own racial resettlement operations aimed 
at reintroducing ‘the Volksdeutsche and people of German racial origin’.83 
Finally, Rudolf Levin and Günther Franz of the infamous Witch Division cited 
the lessons of their ‘opposition research’ on Jews and the Catholic Church in 
justifying clearing and purifying a Greater Germanic Space.84

The faith-based science of race and space facilitated the recruitment of 
putative Indo-Aryans, such as Balts, Indians, and even Arabs, into mobile 
killing units and the Waffen-SS. In this way Nazi border science buttressed the 
cynical necessities of SS-commandos in the field, who needed non-Germans 
for military, administrative, and ethnic-cleansing purposes.85 Folklore 
researchers and border scientists who couldn’t take direct part in the process of 
racial resettlement or military operations due to age or injury joined the War 
Division of the Humanities, Indo-Germanic Culture and Intellectual History. 
The division organized local folk music and festivals in order to encourage 
the development of ethnic German racial identity once the Jews and Slavs 
had been ‘evacuated’.86 Obviously, in the words of Michael Kater, these efforts 
had less to do with authentic scientific research than the implementation of 
‘practical measures in the sphere of ethnic policy’.87

The border scientific foundations of racial resettlement and eastern coloni-
zation are also evident in the implementation of biodynamical agricultural 
methods (Biodynamische Wirtschaftsweise or BDW) after September 1939. 
From the outbreak of the war, Himmler enlisted biodynamic growers to collab-
orate with the SS on ‘various projects, including plans for agricultural settle-
ment and colonization in the occupied East’.88 A few weeks after the invasion of 
Poland, Himmler charged the SS economics czar Oswald Pohl and Günther 
Pancke, Darré’s replacement as head of the RuSHA, with thinking about 
reshaping the East ‘along organic lines’. Slavic populations would be removed in 
favour of ‘ethnic German farmers’ who would build an ‘agrarian empire’ fuelled 
by biodynamic plantations.89 Hess, Darré, Rosenberg, and Ley visited Erhard 
Bartsch’s biodynamic farm in Marienhöhe, indicating widespread enthusiasm 
for Pohl and Pancke’s project.90

Encouraged by these experiments, Himmler, Hess, Darré, Pancke, and 
Pohl called independently for greater state investment in BDW to help foster 
settlements of German ‘soldier-farmers’ in the East.91 In October 1939, 
only weeks into the invasion or Poland, the SS ‘requisitioned a large estate in 
the occupied province of Posen to turn it into an agricultural training facility 
based on biodynamic principles, with the active cooperation of the Reich 
League for Biodynamic Agriculture’.92 Sponsored by the German Research 
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Facility for Food and Nutrition (Deutsche Versuchsanstalt für Ernährung und 
Verpflegung or DVA), Pancke, Pohl, and Hans Merkel established additional 
biodynamic plantations across the eastern territories as well as Dachau, 
Ravensbrück, and Auschwitz concentration camps. Many were staffed by 
anthroposophists.93

To be sure, Heydrich and Bormann initially protested over the use of known 
occultists at the core of the SS racial, imperial, and economic system: the 
concentration camps. But Pohl, who was in charge of the camps, and Heinrich 
Vogel, the head of the DVA’s agricultural section, prevailed. In July 1941, 
Heydrich acquiesced to the policy of permitting former members of the Reich 
League for Biodynamic Agriculture to sponsor their teachings across the 
concentration-camp system and eastern territories.94

The anthroposophist Franz Löffler, whose Berlin Natural Healing Institute 
cultivated sixty acres employing BDW methods, regularly supplied products to 
high-ranking party personalities.95 Dachau’s operations were likewise overseen 
by the prominent SS anthroposophist Franz Lippert. A head gardener at 
Steiner’s Weleda since the mid-1920s, Lippert employed former anthroposo-
phists and BDW proponents with impunity. He also worked closely with Rudi 
Peuckert, Commissar for the Peasantry and Eastern Territories, and the SS 
officer Carl Grund, charged with developing biodynamic plantations in the 
East. Himmler even entrusted Lippert with the important task of training 
settlers as ‘part of SS plans to use biodynamic cultivation in the environmental 
and ethnic reordering of the East’.96

When the number of workers available for conventional military production 
became scarce, Peuckert relied on his connections to the General Plenipotentiary 
for Labour Deployment, Fritz Sauckel, to ensure that BDW plantations received 
sufficient slave labour.97 In addition to Merkel, who pushed BDW from his posi-
tion in the RuSHA, Darré’s protegé Georg Halbe was appointed to the Ministry 
of the Occupied Eastern Territories, where he cited BDW as an important 
component of German resettlement and occupation policies.98

In 1943, more than two years after the Hess Action, Himmler continued to 
employ (former) members of the Reich League for Biodynamic Agriculture 
in helping the SS and Wehrmacht settle the East.99 These border scientific 
and slave labour-fuelled efforts at agricultural cultivation and racial resettle-
ment, including experiments with ostensibly superior grain from Tibet, 
continued until January 1945, ending only with the liberation of the camps.100 
Indeed, the concentration-camp system represents the border scientific nexus 
between SS race and resettlement policy, human experiments, and genocide. It 
was the camp system, after all, where the work of the Nazi anthroposophist 
Hanns Rascher merged with that of his son Sigmund Rascher, the Nazi doctor 
whose ‘experiments’ we will explore below.101
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Border Science, Eugenics, and Human Experiments

In 1938, shortly before the Third Reich’s first attempts to eliminate ‘life 
unworthy of life’, Hitler opined that Nazism was a ‘a cool and highly reasoned 
approach to reality based on the greatest of scientific knowledge and its spir-
itual expression’. ‘The National Socialist Movement is not a cult movement,’ he 
continued. ‘It is a völkisch and political philosophy which grew out of consid-
erations of an exclusively racist nature. This philosophy does not advocate 
mystic cults, but rather aims to cultivate and lead a nation determined by its 
blood.’102 More than anything else, Hitler wanted Germans – and his party 
colleagues – to accept that Nazism was politically applied biology.103

Nevertheless, the Führer’s insistence on Nazism’s abhorrence of mystic 
cults, as with his earlier criticisms of wandering scholars clothed in bearskins, 
betrays an underlying awareness of the supernatural thinking behind Nazi 
racial science. Hitler himself, according to some eyewitnesses, thought about 
race in terms well removed from mainstream biology. According to Rauschning, 
Hitler believed the world ‘was in the throes of a vast metamorphosis’. With 
man’s ‘solar period’ coming to its end, Hitler ostensibly added, a ‘new variety of 
man is beginning to separate out’. ‘Just as the Nordic peoples took the sun’s 
passing of the solstices as a figure of the rhythm of life, which proceeds not in 
a straight line of eternal progress but in a spiral . . . [so too] must man now, 
apparently, turn back in order to attain a higher [evolutionary] stage.’104

Rauschning’s impressions of Hitler, embellished as they may be, say much 
about the way contemporaries interpreted National Socialism’s ‘highly reasoned 
approach to reality’. As the Nazi academic Ernst Anrich observed, there were two 
strains at work in the Third Reich, one ‘materialist racist’ and another ‘spiritual-
racialist (völkisch)’ in character.105 While some contemporaries believed these 
two strains were incompatible, for most Nazis they were mutually reinforcing 
elements in their völkisch-organicist conception of race.106 Nazi experiments on 
human beings, though inspired by eugenical thinking popular across Europe, 
were given additional impetus by border scientific theories grounded in völkisch 
esotericism and Indo-Aryan fantasies. In this section we will look at the inter-
play between natural science and border science in Nazi conceptions of eugenics, 
examining the ways in which the two elements interacted, producing a monstrous 
approach to human experimentation that was anything but ‘highly reasoned’.

Nazi Eugenics before 1939

Throughout the interwar period the idea of being able to improve the indi-
vidual and the nation through eugenics existed, in varying degrees, across 
Europe.107 German doctors and biologists were preoccupied by many of the 
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same questions that interested other Western medical professionals. Can one 
transplant skin and organs? What happens to human beings in extreme cold 
and heat? How do we prevent and battle cancer?108 In attempting to understand 
the criminal actions of Nazi doctors we cannot ignore the degree to which 
American scientists at Tuskegee in Alabama or Edgewood in Maryland 
conducted inhumane, even murderous human experiments. Nazi experiments 
and medical practices, however, were not merely an exaggerated version of the 
Western norm.109 Nazi doctors took their monstrous science far beyond the 
experiments that occurred in the United States, Great Britain, and Scandinavia 
due, at least in part, to border scientific ideas and premises.

Before the First World War, as we will recall, anthroposophy and ariosophy 
emphasized different stages of spiritual and biological development, arguing 
that an Ur-Aryan (Atlantean) racial purity might be recovered through proper 
breeding.110 Such ‘non-academic groups’ were clearly ‘outside science’, yet felt 
justified in producing ‘research’ on race – a practice rarely glimpsed in Anglo-
American contexts.111 J. W. Hauer argued, for example, that the ‘laws of heredity 
would be deeper understood in half mystical form than in the primarily [mate-
rialist] theories of the West’. In concert with the ‘cosmic-ethical laws of karma’, 
German racial science emphasized both ‘blood and spirit’.112 Statements such as 
Hauer’s are what caused the German-Jewish biologist Hugo Iltis to dismiss 
Austro-German racial science as a völkisch religion in which the greatest 
emphasis was placed on ‘fantasies of racial faith’.113

At the same time German racial science diverged from mainstream British 
or American biology and anthropology in applying totalizing, organicist, polit-
ical-ideological arguments that increasingly ran counter to a more nuanced 
understanding of genetic markers and the complex interplay between biology 
(nature) and environment (nurture).114 No wonder that Nazi racial theorists 
could justify eliminating Jews who looked ‘German’, but could simultaneously 
work to preserve ‘racially pure’ gypsies or ally with putatively Indo-Aryan 
Indians and Japanese.115 For insofar as ‘German holistic science was nourished 
by an “irrational” German hunger for Wholeness,’ Anne Harrington reminds 
us, it abdicated the ‘right to be called “real” science at all and became merely a 
dangerous reflection of (largely rightist) politics’.116

In contrast to American studies of racial intelligence, German racial 
psychology favoured broader, more holistic characterological analyses, which 
invoked völkisch-esoteric and religious doctrines to justify eugenical interven-
tions.117 As the Nazi-era occultist Walther Kröner put it in his 1939 book, 
Decline of Materialism, ‘the biomagical perspective’ privileges a ‘cultural age 
once again bound together back by soil, blood and community’.118 One could no 
longer rely on ‘empirical and rational recognition of nature,’ he continued, for 
‘the voice of the blood’ needed to combine nature and ‘vitalistic metaphysics’.119
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As with other holist and völkisch-esoteric thinkers, Nazi race theorists did 
not view society as a collection of parts. The Volksgemeinschaft was seen rather 
as a collective racial-organicist entity where the individual was subsumed by 
the whole.120 According to Ernst Lehmann, founder and editor of the official 
journal of Nazi biology teachers, ‘only through a reintegration of man in the 
Wholeness of Nature can our Volk be restored to strength’. That, he argued, ‘is 
the deepest purpose and true essence of National Socialistic thinking’.121

The flipside of this border scientific obsession with wholeness was the 
singling out of the congenitally weak and disabled. Such elements were ‘ballast’ 
and ‘parasites’ within the ‘organismic body of the nation’, people who ‘were to be 
sanitized out of the German social body’ through mass sterilization and eutha-
nasia.122 The goal of ‘National Socialist science’, according to Walter Wüst, was 
to free ‘itself from any foreign racial ballast, which only hinders it from reaching 
its highest goals: the new creation of a Nordic ruling class.’123

In fact, many Nazi leaders and SS scientists dismissed the idea that humans 
evolved from apes as ‘scientifically totally false’ and ‘quite insulting to humans’.124 
They believed rather that Aryans descended from an ancient ruling class of 
God-men who had taken root in Tibet, which added clearly supernatural, faith-
based contours to their racial hygienic project.125 As Wüst wrote in 1943, ‘völkisch 
reality’ was not a product of material science, but ‘climbs out of a unity of space, 
blood and spirit’, representing ‘the precondition of creating a higher humanity’.126 
Himmler and Darré’s approach to racial breeding and eugenics was buttressed 
by a ‘pantheistic religious feeling’ and ‘naturalistic holism’ as well.127

Certainly for Himmler the Nordic race ‘did not evolve, but came directly 
down from heaven to settle on the Atlantic continent’.128 Obsessed with magic 
and horoscopes, Himmler ‘sought the origins of Germanic humanity, in 
rejecting Darwin’s evolutionary theory, by relying on the content of a saga, 
which for [them] naturally was fact, not a fairy tale’.129 In lieu of evolutionary 
biology Himmler propagated the arguments of Wiligut, Frenzolf Schmid, and 
other SS border scientists that the Edda and Halgarita offered a lesson in racial 
hygiene which might return humanity to its Atlantean purity.130 Such Indo-
Aryan epics indicated that only a superior caste or breed should be allowed to 
reproduce.131

Hitler ostensibly articulated similar views to Rauschning. ‘The old type of 
man will have but a stunted existence,’ Hitler is supposed to have said. ‘All crea-
tive energy will be concentrated in the new one. The two types will rapidly 
diverge from one another. One will sink to a sub-human race and the other rise 
far above the man of today. I might call the two varieties the god-man and the 
mass-animal.’ National Socialism is ‘more even than a religion, Hitler concluded, 
‘it is the will to create mankind anew’.132 ‘We certainly can’t breed the superman,’ 
Rauschning recalls saying to Hitler. All a politician might achieve was a form of 
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‘unnatural’ selection: ‘That, after all, was all that we farmers did, I told him. If a 
variety turned up, we kept it alive, deliberately selected it for propagation, and 
so hurried on the natural process. In scientific language, we sought for the 
homozygous plus-variation and cultivated it.’133 However, Hitler, according to 
Rauschning, dismissed his careful response, insisting that ‘the breeder’ could 
‘assist nature’ in more aggressive fashion (how, he did not explain).134

That Himmler, Hitler, and other Nazis had inculcated border scientific 
theories of human evolution and genetics helps explain their willingness to 
suspend disbelief when it came to matters of eugenics.135 Combined with 
vulgar Darwinism (‘politically applied biology’), these border scientific racial 
theories helped produce a radical approach to eugenics and human experi-
mentation. At times, of course, such border scientific reasoning might produce 
seemingly ‘progressive’ results. Based on their understanding of ‘earth goddesses’ 
in Germanic religion and ‘fighting valkyrie’ in Nordic mythology, Himmler, 
Wirth, and other völkisch-esotericists justified relatively (if selectively) liberal 
attitudes toward gender and sexuality.136

And yet this kind of border scientific reasoning, which had little to do with 
either modern science or feminism, could just as easily yield horrific results. 
Himmler theorized, for example, that bogeymen in northern peat bogs were 
‘homosexuals who were put to death for their transgressions against ancient 
German laws’. The Reichsführer cited such theories in justifying grisly castra-
tion experiments against homosexuals and other sexual ‘deviants’.137 The 
dangers of Himmler’s ‘pseudoscientific research becomes evident through the 
principal of Lebensborn’ or ‘fount of life’ breeding programme as well. The idea 
was to endorse as many births by pure racial couples as possible and, failing 
that, the adopting or ‘kidnapping’ of racially recoverable children from other 
countries, including eastern territories. Inspired by racial border science, 
Himmler believed his scientists could ‘extract’ the Jewish and Slavic blood from 
the population and produce ‘racially unobjectionable Germanic people’. The 
one-time chicken farmer instructed his colleagues to base the programme, not 
on modern genetics, but on pagan Germanic laws of marriage and heredity, 
hoping to produce Germans with ‘Greek noses’ and other ‘specific racial char-
acteristics’.138

This border scientific approach to racial hygiene pervaded the Nazi medical 
establishment. Encouraged by Himmler, Hess, and Rosenberg, academic jour-
nals and well-respected universities began to sponsor racial border science 
through independent institutes and research programmes.139 The Third Reich 
also found eager proponents of racial border science, such as the infamous 
Sigmund Rascher, who had been immersed in his father’s anthroposophic 
traditions as a child and young adult. The Strasbourg anatomy professor August 
Hirt was no less immune to border scientific speculations. Hirt collaborated 
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with Günther Franz, one of the central figures in the Witch Division, to deter-
mine the racial origins of victims of witchcraft by examining their skeletal 
remains. Their bizarre conclusion was that Lutherans were ‘Nordic-Germanic’ 
whereas Catholics were ‘Mediterranean-Jewish’.140

Ernst Schäfer’s Hedin Institute for Central Asia became another site of 
racial border science. Schäfer’s right-hand man, Bruno Beger, would cite his 
occult and magical experiences in Tibet in confirming the biological superi-
ority and powers of the Tibetan (Indo-Aryan) race.141 The Asia institute even 
modelled its ‘total research’ in the Caucasus on the ‘holistic’ (border scientific) 
Tibetan model: merging the humanities, social and natural sciences willy-nilly 
in an attempt to prove Nazi racial theories.142 Such ‘racial hygienic principles’, 
derived from border scientific premises, were later applied in the extermina-
tion of Jews and other undesirables.143

When a German scientist refused to accept these fantastical theories, he or 
she was systematically marginalized. Hence the SS wrote an unfavourable 
report on the well-respected biologist and natural philosopher, Eduard May. 
May was hired to work as leader of the entomological division of the Institute 
for Military Scientific Practical Research (Institut für Wehrwissenschaftliche 
Zweckforschung or IWZ) in Dachau. At issue was May’s ‘positivistic’ approach 
to science and rejection of relativism. ‘The observations of May suffer from his 
determination of absolute, transcendent, eternal notion of truth,’ wrote the SS 
peer reviewer, a product of the ‘Jewish’ Vienna School that stubbornly refused 
to endorse scientific conclusions without empirical evidence.144

That SS peer reviewers considered May’s empirical approach problematic 
in making ‘remarks on the race problem’ exemplifies the faith-based, border 
scientific reasoning underlying Nazi eugenics. It also explains why May 
was never asked to take a direct role in human experiments at Dachau or 
Auschwitz (he would be acquitted of war crimes at Nuremberg in 1945).145 May 
was still put to work developing means of exterminating pests in the camps. 
However, the Auschwitz commandant and former member of the Artamanen, 
Rudolf Hoess, preferred that May focus on ‘natural’ as opposed to chemical 
remedies – another outgrowth of the Nazi penchant for esoterically inspired 
alternative medicine.146

If May was marginalized, the SS still found plenty of doctors willing to 
experiment with eugenics while employing less ‘positivistic’ means. These 
included the aforementioned Sigmund Rascher, who was given free reign at 
Dachau.147 They also included Hirt and Beger, who pursued their medical 
experiments in affiliation with the wholly Nazified Reich University of 
Strasbourg.148 This university was headed by Hirt. Its humanities faculty was 
chaired by the SS-mysticist Anrich. And its Psychological Institute was spear-
headed by the parapsychologist Hans Bender, who was conducting his own 
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border scientific experiments on behalf of the Luftwaffe.149 Bender’s institute 
would employ Otto Bickenbach, who was arrested after the war for conducting 
terrible human experiments with phosgene gas at the nearby concentration 
camp, Natzweiler-Struthof.150 Even Bender, though a proponent of occultism, 
recognized the empirical dubiousness of many projects sponsored by the Reich 
University – experiments his institute reluctantly countenanced in order to 
maintain funding and independence. Bender’s border scientific colleagues – 
Bickenbach, Hirt, Rascher, and Beger – had no such qualms.151

Border Science and Human Experiments

Once unleashed in the colonial East, Nazi dreams of empire and ethnic 
cleansing were brought back, in the words of George Steinmetz, into ‘contexts 
in metropolitan life in which the defense mechanisms that normally limit the 
expression of wishful fantasies are attenuated and a dreamlike sense of omnip-
otence is encouraged’.152 Nothing illustrates better the monstrous consequences 
of these wishful fantasies or dreamlike sense of omnipotence than the Third 
Reich’s systematic experimentation on ‘life unworthy of life’.

While Matthias Göring corresponded with Bender regarding relatively 
innocuous studies of soldiers’ psychology, his cousin Hermann Göring was 
becoming increasingly concerned about the Luftwaffe’s ability to defend itself 
against high-altitude bombers. Altitude experiments were already being 
conducted with apes. But in late 1941 Sigmund Rascher suggested the Luftwaffe 
take advantage of the burgeoning supply of human subjects in the concentra-
tion camps to conduct human experiments.153

For some time the SS had sponsored Rascher’s research on administering 
‘plant extracts’ to human cancer patients culled from Dachau. Impressed by 
his proposal for high-altitude experiments, Sievers and Wüst went to work 
securing his release from the Luftwaffe so he could work with the SS full-
time.154 By 1942 Rascher had moved to the Munich Institute for Aviation 
Medicine under Dr Georg August Weltz.155 In order to acquire more test 
subjects, Rascher decided to start labelling healthy inmates as ‘terminal’. Then, 
to further impress Himmler regarding the ‘value’ of these experiments, he 
decided to film them.156

Over the course of two weeks in 1942, Rascher forced nearly two hundred 
Jews, Russians, Poles, and German prisoners to participate, murdering close to 
half of them in the process.157 Undeterred by the grisly results and doubtful 
scientific value of Rascher’s experiments, Himmler approved the construction 
of a pressure chamber to continue his work.158 In fact, Rascher eagerly pursued 
Himmler’s query whether it was possible to kill test subjects and then ‘bring 
these kind of human beings back to life’.159 To be sure, some Luftwaffe officials 
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had reservations. Even Schäfer, who observed Rascher’s experiments in Dachau, 
was struck by their gruesome nature and put off by Himmler’s perverse 
desire to film them. No one felt strongly enough, however, to discontinue the 
experiments.160

In the summer of 1942, inspired by Rascher and Ruff ’s ‘successful’ collabo-
ration, Himmler founded the above-mentioned IWZ.161 With Hitler’s approval, 
the IWZ was set up directly under the umbrella of the Ahnenerbe and funded 
by Oswald Pohl, head of the concentration-camp system.162 The reasons for 
creating an independent ‘military medicinal research’ facility with no direct 
oversight from the armed forces had something to do with the fact that the 
research was on the fringes (‘borders’) of medical science. But a typical SS 
desire for secrecy and control was equally important.163 As Thomas Kühne 
reminds us, the Nazis’ use of secrecy and symbolic language contributed to the 
Third Reich’s ability to break taboos and foster moral transgression on a scale 
that was most likely impossible in a primarily scientific context.164 Whoever 
worked in the concentration camps, including infamous Nazi doctors such as 
Josef Mengele, could already do what they wanted outside the law (so long as it 
was approved by Himmler).165 The IWZ guaranteed Nazi doctors a similar 
degree of independence and authority beyond the camp structure.

Over time the IWZ, like the Ahnenerbe before it, expanded to incorporate 
natural scientific fields and projects beyond ‘practical’ research. Encouraged by 
Sigmund Rascher’s unconventional cancer studies, for example, Himmler 
instructed the IWZ to work on Volksmedizin – holistic and homoeopathic 
methods inspired by anthroposphy and life reform, which pulled in Hirt and 
May as well. A mathematical divison was set up in Sachsenhausen concentra-
tion camp in 1944 and a botany institute was set up in early 1945.166 Indeed, the 
IWZ employed many border scientific personnel already affiliated with the 
Ahnenerbe or Schäfer’s Hedin Institute.167

Despite its obviously border scientific premises, Göring’s Luftwaffe was 
eager to work with the IWZ. In the summer of 1942 the air force participated 
in joint experiments – seemingly inspired by Himmler’s desire to bring the 
dead back to life – on the effects of artificial heat in resuscitating human beings 
who had succumbed to extreme cold. Rascher would drop a live human subject 
in freezing water and then attempt to revive the victim through the application 
of artifical heat, which, he dutifully reported, didn’t work. Undaunted, Himmler 
advised Rascher that he should continue the experiments by applying natural 
‘animal warmth’ instead, since the Reichsführer ‘could imagine that a fisher-
man’s wife simply would have to take her half-frozen husband into bed and 
thereby warm him up. Everyone knew that animal warmth worked differently 
than artificial warmth. Rascher must know that also. Experiments in this direc-
tion must be made without question.’168
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Emboldened by Himmler’s folk wisdom, Rascher tried a number of uncon-
ventional methods to resuscitate the dead and dying. He even ordered female 
prisoners (‘fishermens’ wives’) to help ‘warm’ frozen subjects in natural ‘animal’ 
fashion, creating scenes more reminiscent of a Roman orgy than a scientific 
experiment – scenes that Himmler attended with enthusiasm. Well aware of 
the absurd turn in these experiments, the Luftwaffe did nothing to intervene. In 
the end more than a quarter of the nearly three hundred ‘volunteers’ perished 
in the proceedings.169

Rascher fell out of favour with Himmler in the spring of 1944, when it 
emerged that his wife – with Rascher’s knowledge – was kidnapping children 
off the street and claiming they were her own.170 Still, there were plenty of SS 
border scientists to pick up the slack. Chief among them was August Hirt. In 
July 1942 Hirt got Himmler to set up a division of the Ahnenerbe named ‘Amt 
Hirt’ (or ‘Amt H’) in order to facilitate his grisly experiments.171 In the spring of 
1943, frustrated by the inconclusive test of the effects of mustard gas on 
animals, Hirt obtained Sievers’ approval to begin experimenting with phosgene 
gas on human subjects in cooperation with another Strasbourg professor, the 
aforementioned Otto Bickenbach.172

In 1942 Hirt invited Bruno Beger to Strasbourg as well. Beger’s mission was 
to collect and examine human skulls. As we will recall, Beger began his career 
developing criteria for sterilization, castration, and abortion for the RuSHA.173 
After accompanying Schäfer to Tibet, Beger had risen quickly in the SS ranks, 
impressing Himmler, who invited him to join Schäfer’s Institute. Beger was 
encouraged by Himmler to pursue a PhD under the völkisch-esoteric psycholo-
gist, Ludwig Ferdinand Clauss, whose work on the ‘racial soul’ the Reichsführer 
admired. In 1943 Sievers made the newly minted Dr Beger the SS’s ‘designated 
anthropologist’ and ‘racial expert of the Ahnenerbe’.174

Beger’s macabre fascination with collecting human skeletons became 
apparent during the Tibet expedition, where he gathered skulls in order to 
prove that Germans and Tibetans descended from the same Ur-Aryan super-
race.175 Now, with the Holocaust underway, Beger suggested to Sievers that he 
begin collecting and studying Jewish skulls. Beger admitted that there were still 
‘too few skulls available’ to produce ‘conclusive results’. But the ‘war in the East 
offers us the occasion to rectify this lack [of skulls]. In the Jewish Bolshevik 
commissars, who embody a despicable though characteristic race of subhu-
mans, the possibility of obtaining this scientific documentation in regard to 
skulls is within reach.’176

In carrying out his grotesque research, Beger determined to collaborate 
with his ‘dear comrade’ August Hirt, whose Reich University of Strasbourg was 
already a centre of border scientific research and human experimentation.177 
Indeed, Hirt and Beger wrote up a joint research proposal arguing that ‘the new 
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Strasbourg Reich University would be the most appropriate place for the collec-
tion of and research upon these skulls thus acquired’.178 To obtain his first batch 
of skulls, Beger asked SS special task forces to take measurements of Jewish 
prisoners in the camps and, were they found suitable, to then execute them 
without damaging their bones.179

Shortly after Beger and Hirt began their research on skeletons at Strasbourg, 
Wüst offered them a chance to investigate the origins of lost Jewish tribes in 
Central Asia. Wüst and Himmler apparently wanted to determine whether 
Central Asian Jews were in reality ethnic Slavs or Indo-Aryans who might be 
employed as slave labour. While the more ideologically driven folklorists affili-
ated with the Ahnenerbe argued that they were racial Jews, the local SD chief 
claimed that ‘mountain Jews’ in the Caucasus were merely ‘converts’ who could 
be enlisted for labour. In the Crimea as well there was little consensus. Some 
skilled Jews were deemed suited for labour whereas others were classified as 
‘unconditionally racially Jewish’ and murdered.180

The impetus for this Central Asian Institute-sponsored ‘Caucasus 
commando’ may have had to do with the practical matter of resolving wartime 
labour shortages. Nevertheless, the subsequent attention received by Central 
Asian Jews – and Central Asians in general – recalls the broader supernatural 
premises of Nazi racial science, part of Himmler’s larger goal of making ‘Tibet 
and the entire research [complex] on Asia’ a military priority.181 Certainly the 
equipment Schäfer ordered to accompany Beger’s trip to the Caucusus, 
including dozens of scalpels and ‘skinning machines’, does not accord with the 
stated goal of measuring the ‘skulls of living persons’ and preserving as much 
labour as possible.182 Beger’s insistence on studying the Central Asian Jews 
‘parapsychologically’ (whatever that meant) as well as ‘racial psychologically’ 
attests to the Schäfer-Commando’s border scientific premises.183

By the autumn of 1942, Sievers, Hirt, and Beger had in any case agreed that 
the death camps were a better source than Central Asia for unambiguously 
Jewish skeletons. Since most Jewish skeletons were sent directly to the crema-
toria, Beger got approval from Adolf Eichmann to visit Auschwitz and select 
his own subjects. In June 1943 Beger arrived at the camp and requested 
from Eichmann ‘115 [individuals], including 79 male Jews, 2 Poles, 4 Central 
Asians, and 30 Jewesses’. These individuals were then transferred to 
Natzweiler-Struthof concentration camp, 30 miles from Strasbourg, where the 
SS-Hauptsturmführer Josef Kramer murdered the inmates in a makeshift gas 
chamber employing chemicals prepared by the university’s own president, Hirt. 
Hirt and Beger then received the ‘fresh’ skeletons for further examination.184

Even the seemingly innocuous partnership between anthroposophy, 
Nazism, and natural healing came at a deadly price. In return for their continued 
existence, the SS pressured anthroposophic institutes that practised BDW to 
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participate in a T4 euthanasia programme by which Nazi physicians murdered 
at least 70,000 elderly and disabled Germans deemed ‘life unworthy of life’.185 
The desire to experiment with natural healing methods also led the SS to infect 
concentration-camp inmates with cancer, typhus, and malaria.186 As Michael 
Kater observes, Himmler and other Nazis’ ‘fanaticism for herbal and natural 
healing’ aligned with a general rejection of ‘traditional medicinal research 
methods that were constrained by ethical guidelines’. Only by discarding 
‘outdated’ methods, as defined by mainstream biology or Christian morality, 
could Himmler discover the ‘sorcerer’s stone . . . [lying] outside the borders of 
any medical ethics’.187

Near the end of the war Felix Kersten, Himmler’s masseur, asked his boss 
directly how he could abhor killing and experimentation on animals while 
enlisting human beings in bizarre experiments and slaughtering them in gas 
chambers.188 Himmler replied that Jews and Slavs, unlike animals, were biolog-
ically inferior and physically dangerous, while science would benefit from the 
results of SS research (how research conducted on subhumans would naturally 
translate to Aryans was never explained). Anyone who objected ‘to these human 
experiments’, Himmler added, was a traitor who would prefer to ‘let brave 
German soldiers die’.189

Nazi eugenics and human experiments were not the product of border 
science alone. In the context of total war, shibboleths about the well-being of 
the troops and the importance of Hitler’s will helped Nazi doctors surmount 
ethical barriers.190 Wartime politics and military necessity only go so far, 
however, in explaining the Third Reich’s turn toward monstrous science.191 As 
the German physiologist Viktor von Weizsäcker noted after the war, human 
experiments may have been conducted ‘under the mask of science’. But they 
were in reality ‘nonsensical and harmful’.192 Immersed in border scientific theo-
ries, the Nazis possessed a totalizing vision of racial science and eugenics that 
went far beyond any reasonable application of evolutionary biology or human 
genetics extant in the 1930s and 1940s.193 Their experiments were therefore 
more ‘flexible, brutal, [and] pseudo-scientific’ than their Anglo-American 
equivalents, driven by ‘SS racial ideology’ more than any empirical problem to 
be solved.194

This proclivity for border scientific racial theory and practice, moreover, 
cannot be written off to a few deviants or sociopaths, hand-picked by Himmler. 
Whereas Rascher’s esoteric background was clear, Hirt was a respected 
academic. Nevertheless, both engaged equally in ‘scientifically camouflaged 
murder’.195 Both were motivated by border scientific racial theories and a 
macabre fascination with eliminating ‘life unworthy of life’.196 And these uncon-
ventional attitudes toward life and death extended beyond the laboratory. 
When receiving her good friend Gerda Bormann, Himmler’s mistress Hedwig 
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Potthast showed her a chair made of human pelvic bone and a personal copy of 
Mein Kampf, ostensibly bound in human skin – gifts from the Reichsführer 
himself. There is no evidence that Gerda Bormann felt any discomfort at 
Potthast’s enthusiasm.197

Demonization and Genocide

On 14 January 1942, as Reinhard Heydrich prepared the infamous Wannsee 
Conference convened six days later to plan the Holocaust, the Nazi screen-
writer Hans Fischer-Gerhold sent a manuscript to Rosenberg’s Party Education 
Office a few miles away in Berlin-Charlottenburg. Entitled ‘Superstition in 
Film’, the manuscript described the need to protect the German public from 
manipulation by supernatural elements pervading Weimar horror films. These 
included The Golem (1915), a film about Rabbi Löw of Prague, who drew on 
kabbalistic magic to take revenge on his Gentile enemies. To be sure, the film 
had a positive ending, according to Fischer-Gerhold, because the ‘Golem is 
deprived of its life force (“entseelt”) by a blond, Aryan child’. ‘As always,’ he 
explained, ‘the Jew is conscious of the fact that for him the greatest danger is the 
Germanic, Nordic man.’ He then moved on to the ‘fetishistic’ appearance of the 
undead in other films, Nosferatu (1922) in particular. The ‘vampire of Slavic 
origin,’ Fischer-Gerhold observed, returns from the grave to suck the blood of 
the innocent Aryan. The lesson of both films was clear: only one individual 
could survive, ‘either the [superhuman] German or the [monstrous] Jew’.198

The juxtaposition of the Wannsee Conference and Fischer-Gerhold’s study 
of ‘superstition in film’ may seem incongruous. The Holocaust – or what the 
Third Reich referred to as the ‘Final Solution’ to the ‘Jewish Question’ – was a 
massive, highly technical process of industrial mass murder. Scholars inter-
ested in understanding how, when, and why the ‘Final Solution’ occurred have 
therefore tended to focus, understandably, on political, military, and economic 
circumstances. Many have examined the relationship between anti-Jewish 
policies developed by higher Nazi authorities in Berlin and the way in which 
those policies were interpreted and carried out by SS task forces in the field.199 
Others have emphasized the Darwinistic rationale behind the ‘Final Solution’, 
conceived in a wartime environment of escalating brutality and scarce 
resources.200 Recent research has also linked the Holocaust to European impe-
rialism and ethnic cleansing in Africa, Asia, and the New World, viewing the 
‘Final Solution’ as the extension of a broader colonial project.201

But alongside this emphasis on technical processes, wartime circumstances, 
and colonial legacies is the closely related question of why the Jews needed to 
be eliminated in the first place – a question embedded in Fischer-Gerhold’s 
analysis of German film. The Nazis first needed to imagine a ‘world without 
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Jews’, according to Alon Confino, before they could implement genocide.202 
What was it in the central European imagination that made a world without 
Jews so indispensable?

One theory suggests that Nazi anti-Semitism was a byproduct of racist and 
social Darwinist theories extant across Europe from the late nineteenth 
century.203 From this perspective the Jews were merely the most dangerous 
biological threat to the German body politic. Whereas Slavs and gypsies, the 
mentally disabled and homosexuals, might be gradually sterilized, starved, or 
selectively murdered, the Jews, as a particularly virulent biopolitical threat, had 
to be eliminated wholesale. Insofar as Nazi anti-Semitism was biopolitical in 
origin, the Holocaust becomes the most egregious example of a wide-ranging 
eugenical project endemic to the West.204

Nevertheless, there is also a group of scholars who emphasize the ‘magical 
background of modern anti-Semitism’ – what Saul Friedländer has called 
‘redemptive anti-Semitism’ and Confino refers to as the ‘Christian imaginary 
tradition about the Jews’.205 As Jonathan Steinberg observes, the highly modern, 
technical methods employed in eliminating the Jews should not distract us 
from the ‘power of racial dogmas and the almost mystical crusade’ that under-
girded Nazi anti-Semitism.206 Without the supernatural figuring of the 
monstrous Jew, the highly technical process of genocide could never have been 
applied as widely or vociferously as it was.207

In pursuing this argument, I do not want to discount the important role of 
biopolitical thinking, wartime radicalization, or the invasion of the Soviet 
Union in catalyzing the ‘Final Solution’. Rather, I want to suggest that the 
Holocaust was only possible in its scope and severity because of the elision of 
these biopolitical and circumstantial factors with völkisch-esoteric, fantastical, 
even magical conceptions of Jewish monstrosity.208 Without the decades-long 
process of demonizing the Jews not only in traditionally Christian terms but 
also pagan and occultist ones, the radical conception and solution to the ‘Jewish 
Question’ would most likely not have occurred.209 This conception of the Jews 
as simultaneously a biological threat to the racial body politic and vampiric 
monsters operating outside the bounds of humanity, invited, in turn, all the 
more radical and totalizing solutions to the ‘Jewish Question’ – culminating in 
the Holocaust.210

Jewish ‘Vampirism’ and Demonization, 1919–39

The ghoulish visage, impossibly long, sharp nails, sunken eyes, and serrated 
teeth – Max Schreck’s horrifying portrayal of the vampire Count Orlok is 
forever burned into the twentieth-century imagination.211 Artistically, 
Nosferatu: A Symphony of Terror remains an impressive example of Weimar-era 
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Expressionism. But the film also constituted, for völkisch thinkers, a rumina-
tion on the eastern European Jew: a nearly omnipotent supernatural interloper 
with cartoonish Semitic features, immense wealth, and strange powers of 
psychosexual manipulation.212 Associated with vermin, plague, and death 
invading from the Slavic East, Count Orlok presides over an international 
syndicate of cretinous servants ready to do his bidding.213 His arrival leads to a 
quick-spreading infection of Ario-Christian blood, stolen from women and 
children at night, recalling both the medieval blood libel and modern biolog-
ical idea of disease. This idea of ‘a deformed, toxic, blood-sucking Jew’, embodied 
in central Europe’s ‘folkloric traditions, not to mention the vampire of literature 
and screen’, was a fundamental feature of interwar anti-Semitism.214

It comes as no surprise that such vampiric traits and metaphors were widely 
reproduced in Nazi depictions of Jews. In Mein Kampf, Hitler makes multiple 
references to Jews as ‘vampires’, ‘bloodsuckers’, and ‘spongers’: wherever the Jew 
appears, ‘the host people die out after a short period’.215 He added that the Jew 
‘never cultivates the soil, but regards it only as a property to be exploited’. 
Through the ‘most miserable extortions on the part of his new master, the aver-
sion against him [among the peasants] gradually increases to open hatred. His 
blood-sucking tyranny becomes so great that excesses against him occur.’216 
Here Hitler conjures up the image of angry Aryan townspeople trapping the 
Jewish vampire in his crypt and plunging a stake through his heart.

The metaphor does not end there. After the ‘death of his victim, the vampire 
sooner or later dies too,’ Hitler explained. The Jews would always search for 
new, healthy societies on which they could feed for long periods of time.217 ‘To 
put any one of these [Jewish vampires] out of the way was completely irrele-
vant,’ Hitler added, for the ‘chief result was that a few other bloodsuckers, just as 
big and just as threadbare, came into a job much sooner.’218 Like an undead 
vampire, the Jew needed ‘the smell of decay, the stench of cadavers, weakness, 
lack of resistance, submission of the personal self, illness, degeneracy! And 
wherever it takes root, it continues the process of decomposition!’ Only ‘under 
those conditions,’ Hitler concluded, could a Jew ‘lead its parasitic existence’.219

Dozens of völkisch anti-Semites and early Nazis spoke of the Jews’ parasitic 
exploitation of German society and poisonous corruption of Aryan blood.220 
For the Artamanen, to which Himmler, Darré, and the Auschwitz commandant 
Rudolf Hoess belonged in the 1920s, the vampire merged with the idea of the 
‘Jew as the symbol of the corrupt city’, who destroys ‘the good elements of rural 
life’, an evil parasite who infects ‘good German values’.221 Influenced by esoteri-
cists such as Sebottendorff and Evola, Nazi leaders further argued that 
Communist and Masonic symbols derived from Jewish mysticism and were 
proof of the Jews’ millennia-old plans for world domination.222 The fight taken 
by ‘Jewish Bolshevism’ to the German people, Himmler instructed the SS in 
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1937, was the ‘fight of pestilent bacteria against a healthy body’, but also a cabal 
of Jewish-led Masons who had spearheaded the murder of Aryan men and 
women in the French and Bolshevik Revolutions.223

We have to acknowledge that such bizarre claims were not just metaphor-
ical. ‘Since pure light blood was at a premium,’ Karl Maria Wiligut argued, ‘the 
epoch of ritual murder emerged, by which dark vampiric creatures [the Jews] 
consumed the blood of sacrificed light creatures [the Aryans].’224 Martin and 
Gerda Bormann referred to the Jews as ‘commercially minded parasites’.225 
Rosenberg repeatedly referred to ‘the Jew’ as a ‘bacillus’, a ‘parasite’, and other 
quasi-biological, quasi-vampiric metaphors.226 The notorious anti-Semite 
Julius Streicher spread the idea that Jewish blood, breath, and fluids, like that of 
vampires, were noxious and could infect a female body.227 According to 
Streicher, the Jew was a ‘poisonous mushroom’ (Giftpilz) that needed soil to 
grow, just as vampires carried coffins filled with fetid soil.228 Not to be outdone, 
Rosenberg’s associate Gregor Schwartz-Bostunitsch, combined these tropes in 
a massive tome entitled Jew and Woman: Theory and Practice of Jewish 
Vampirism, Exploitation and Infection of Upright Peoples (1939).229

While the metaphor of the parasitic vampire took pride of place, Jews were 
linked to other supernatural monsters drawn from both Christian and occult 
cosmology.230 Many Nazis resurrected the image of the ‘wandering Jew’, akin to 
the undead vampire, whose ‘gruesomely spectral figure of Ahasuerus’ played on 
the ‘deepest emotions’ of Germans by ‘cheating death for ever’.231 Jews were 
furthermore associated with Cain, the ‘original monster’ and ‘embodiment of 
evil walking the earth, cursed by God and marked as such for all eternity’.232

No wonder that Hitler portrayed the Jews as children of the Devil and made 
extensive use of symbolism from the Book of Revelation.233 The Führer argued 
that to forestall the ‘Jewish apocalypse was our duty, our God-given mission – 
yes, it is the substance of Divine Creation altogether’.234 He ostensibly told 
Dietrich Eckart that the Jew’s very ‘nature’ compelled him toward the goal of 
‘world annihilation, even though he dimly realizes that he must therefore 
destroy himself ’. To ‘annihilate us with all his might, but at the same time to 
suspect that this must lead irrevocably to his own destruction. Therein lies, if 
you will, the tragedy of Lucifer.’235 Hitler indicated that the Jews had murdered 
75,000 Persians and ‘hundreds of thousands of non-Jews of noblest blood in 
Babylon, Kyrene, and Egypt’ – suggesting, as researchers in the Witch Division 
did, that the best defence was a good offence: murdering the Jews first.236

Similar to other völkisch thinkers, Hitler believed that ‘the Jew’ lacked ‘ inner 
spiritual experience’, which is why the Jews killed off the original tribes of 
Palestine who had produced the Aryan Jesus. Christianity, according to Hitler, 
had been appropriated by Jews to destroy the ‘cult of light’ promoted by pre-
Christian peoples (the same light/dark metaphor invoked by Wiligut above).237 
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Through Saint Paul, the Jews had perverted the teaching of Christ, which was 
originally, according to Hitler, ‘a local movement of Aryan opposition to Jewry’. 
Once corrupted by Paul, Christianity became ‘a supra-temporal religion, which 
postulates the equality of all men amongst themselves’ and ‘caused the death of 
the Roman Empire’.238

Hitler was not alone in citing biblical evidence of the Jews’ malevolent plans, 
abetted by Christian institutions and cosmology. According to Himmler, ‘the 
Jew-Pope’ of today advanced Jewish interests through control of culture and 
the media, ensuring that ‘their Old Testament spirit rotted everything’.239 To 
justify his conspiracy theories Himmler cited the biblical accounts of Jewish 
participation in nefarious plots against righteous men, the genocidal implica-
tions of the Purim feast day, the temptations of biblical Jewish women, and the 
role of Jews in virtually every war throughout history.240 Rosenberg and 
Schwartz-Bostunitsch referred to Jews as ‘desert Demons’, intent on commit-
ting ritual murder, creating a ‘Moloch Cult’ and ‘burning Children’.241 Schwartz-
Bostunitsch further reminded his readers how Jacob slaughtered an entire 
village of Aryans who refused to abide by Jewish sexual law.242

All these bizarre theories recall the connection in the Nazi supernatural 
imaginary between the Jews and the Catholic Church’s campaign to wipe out 
German pagan religion and culture.243 The SD’s researchers at the Witch Division 
in Amt VII of the SS, who worked closely with border scientists at the Reich 
University of Strasbourg, played an important role in developing this narra-
tive.244 Having begun with a study on Church persecution of witches, the SD 
researchers expanded their purview ‘under [Franz] Six to focus first on the 
thematic complex of Freemasonry . . . [and later] due to Günther Franz’s coordi-
nation, on Jewry, to which all other themes were subordinate’.245 Franz and Six 
produced a report confirming Jewish racial difference based on skeletal analysis, 
according to Beger, and blamed the Jews point-blank for the Catholic Church’s 
extermination of German women as witches.246 Franz also turned the attention 
of Amt VII to researching ‘historical attempts’ at ‘solving the Jewish Question’ in 
other times and countries.247 That Six was simultaneously working with the 
fascist mystic Evola on an ‘anti-Freemason book’ and propagating Indo-Aryan 
theories of Asian racial superiority indicates the entirely border scientific nature 
of Amt VII’s ‘research’ on the ‘Jewish Question’.248 In representing the witch craze 
as an attempt by the Jews to destroy the German race – a kind of negative 
eugenics – Franz and Six nonetheless helped set the stage for the ‘Final Solution’.249

The Nazi astrologer, Alexander Centgraf, picked up on this theme, accusing 
the Jews of ‘demonic sexuality’ aimed at annihilating the Aryan race. Citing 
Jewish sexual theorists such as Freud, Otto Weininger, and Magnus Hirschfeld, 
Centgraf argued that Jews had intentionally corrupted German women in 
order to undermine their social and biological role in securing German racial 
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domination (much as the Jewish-dominated Catholic Church had murdered 
them outright five hundred years earlier).250 The Jews’ sexual corruption of 
German women and endorsement of homosexuality, Centgraf argued, was the 
‘byproduct of an Asiatic mind or a son of the desert, raised by the demons of 
the Gehenna’. The ‘ideas of the Jew spring’ from Dante’s ‘innermost hell’, 
Centgraf continued. ‘The poison of his demonic ejaculations of ideas [dämo-
nischen Gedankenejakulationen] has paved the way for the spiritual disintegra-
tion of the Western peoples,’ he affirmed. ‘Bolshevism may justly call him its 
apostle and harbinger.’251

Here the crypto-Christian, völkisch-esoteric, and biopolitical images of the 
Jew merged in the Nazi supernatural imaginary. Together these elements 
reflected, according to Anne Harrington, an ‘explicit tendency to superimpose 
the terms of the holistic struggle against mechanism onto the idea of a racial 
struggle between Germans and Jews’. This border scientific conceit was ‘subse-
quently adopted by Rosenberg and Hitler himself ’.252 According to Rauschning, 
the Führer believed that the ‘Jew is the anti-man, the creature of another god . . . 
[He] must have come from another root of the human race . . . [as] widely sepa-
rated as man and beast.’ The Jew was ‘a creature outside nature and alien to 
nature’.253 In this border scientific cosmology the Third Reich was merely 
continuing a millennia-old battle between the Aryan ‘light races’ and ‘lower 
racial forms’, especially the Jews, who were defined by ‘the loss of inner light 
and fine material’.254 The Jews became, quite simply, the ‘evil enemy of all light 
. . . all mankind’.255

Michael Burleigh observed that the power ‘ascribed to the Jews in this 
pseudo-cosmology differentiated anti-Semitism from other forms of racism’, 
insofar as ‘eugenic “burdens” and gypsy “nuisances” were not existentially 
menacing in the same comprehensive way’.256 Decades’ old laws against itin-
erant gypsies – even Heydrich’s decree against ‘gypsy fortune-telling’ – never 
caused a sea change in policy toward the Roma or Sinti as a race.257 Nor were 
the majority of gypsies murdered in the death camps.258 To the contrary, 
inspired by Robert Ritter, the Nazi doctor in charge of gypsy policy in the Reich 
Institute for Criminal Biology, Himmler ordered Arthur Nebe and the Kripo to 
‘establish a closer and very positive contact with the gypsies . . . [in order] to 
study the gypsy language and, beyond that, learn about gypsy customs’.259 The 
reason was that Himmler, Ritter, and other Nazis ‘believed the pseudoscientific 
tale of the Aryan origin of the gypsies and therefore wanted those considered 
“racially pure” preserved as a potentially valuable addition to the stock of Aryan 
blood’.260 The Nazis simply did not see the gypsies as ‘the kind of supernatural 
threat that the Jews allegedly posed’.261

The Third Reich played similarly fast and loose with racial theory when it 
came to other ‘oriental’ peoples. According to some Nazi border scientists, as we 
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have seen, the Mongols were an Aryan-infused ‘leader race’ led by the ‘light-
skinned’ Ghengis Khan with his ‘green or gray-blue eyes and reddish-brown 
hair’.262 Tibetans too were deemed far superior to Jews, despite their ‘oriental’ 
background.263 None of these assertions regarding gypsies, Asians, or Jews were 
based on empirical study of genetic or anthropological evidence by the scien-
tific standards of the interwar period. They were founded upon ‘wild and 
hallucinatory accounts of the nature of Jews, their virtually limitless power, 
and their responsibility for nearly every harm that has befallen the world’, theo-
ries ‘so divorced from reality that anyone reading it would be hard pressed to 
conclude that it was anything but the product . . . [of] an insane asylum’.264 The 
Jews were a priori the epitome of evil based not on the science of eugenics or 
sociobiology – however flawed those disciplines were – but on a combination 
of ‘religious anti-Semitism and Nordic myth’.265

The Nazis were immersed in a shared supernatural imaginary in which 
certain ‘cosmological and ontological beliefs’ about the Jews were virtually 
universal, a belief ‘in the supernatural, that all foreigners are not human, that an 
individual’s race determines his moral and intellectual qualities’, and ‘that Jews 
are evil’.266 This mélange of folklore, mythology, and racial hygiene idealized the 
‘violent application of a prophylactic principle’ within the ‘German racial body’. 
In the crucible of war this border scientific, ‘prophylactic principle’ gave way to 
the Holocaust.267

From Demonization to Extermination, 1939–45

In the summer of 1943 the Regional Education Office of the NSDAP published 
a pamphlet with the evocative title ‘The Jewish Vampire Brings Chaos to the 
World’ (‘Der jüdische Vampyr chaotisiert die Welt’). Part of a propaganda series 
on ‘The Jew as World Parasite’ sponsored by the Amt Rosenberg, the pamphlet 
argued that the Second World War was defined by an existential, millennia-old 
conflict between Aryans and Jews. The Jews were once again trying to destroy 
‘Germanically defined Europe . . . [the] last decisive bastion in their quest for 
world domination’. The only way to avoid defeat, the pamphlet continued, was 
to recognize ‘the parasitic nature of Jewry’ as the main enemy. The stakes of the 
war were clear: ‘a world infected by Jewry or a world free of Jewry’.268

Indicating the important relationship between anti-Semitic imagination 
and extermination, the author acknowledged that every civilization has a 
mythology that creates its power. ‘Such a monstrous power reveals not only a 
pure creative dreamscape,’ the author continued, but also ‘the destructive Jewish 
dream of world domination. He has propagated political and economic black 
magic for three millennia . . . If anywhere the power of the Nordic spiritual 
wings begin to become lame, so is the heavy essence of Ahasuerus [here again 
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conflating the Jewish vampire with the wandering Jew] sucking on the weak-
ening muscles . . . Wherever a wound is ripped open on the body of a nation, 
the Jewish demon always feeds in the sick place . . . [like a] powerful parasite 
from dreams.’269

Based on a quintessentially Nazi combination of supernatural reasoning 
and biopolitical window-dressing, the author insisted that Jews acted as they 
did because they ‘have no organic form of soul and therefore no racial form’. 
Race researchers had proved this point, the Nazi propagandist insisted, based 
on ‘rigorous scientific proof ’. The biological laws of ‘Jewish parasites’ indicated 
that ‘diverse forms of Jewry could only exist . . . [through] parasitic feeding on 
the Nordic race’.270 From the ‘demon [Jew] springs the undaunted predator 
gnawing on all expressions of the Nordic soul’.271 The ‘evil demon of the Jews’ 
ensured that nothing productive could take shape. Jews were ‘spongers’ 
(Schmarotzen), not in a metaphorical sense but in terms of the ‘laws of life 
(biology)’. Just as ‘parasitical apparitions’ bored ‘ever deeper’ into their plant or 
animal victim, ‘sucking out the last elements of life, so is it precisely the same 
when the Jew forces himself into society through open wounds, feeding on its 
racial and creative powers – until its disintegration’.272 Having taken over the 
Soviet Union through Bolshevism, the Jews now threatened to bring the same 
infernal disease to Germany.273 Only the Third Reich could ‘provide an ‘armoury 
in the bitterly hard struggle against the chaos-causing spirit of the Jewish 
vampire’.274

‘The Jewish Vampire Brings Chaos to the World’ employed all the anti-
Semitic tropes circulating through the Nazi supernatural imaginary – the Jew 
as demon, vampire, parasite, apparition, Bolshevik, and secret occult wire-
puller, sucking the life force out of Nordic-Aryan-Germanic civilization.275 
This was not mere propaganda. Nazi leaders genuinely viewed the Jews as 
omnipotent, supernatural monsters responsible for the devastation of the 
Second World War (and every other crime throughout history).276 It was 
‘incredible that a handful of Jews should be able to turn the whole globe topsy-
turvy!’ Gerda Bormann wrote in private correspondence with her husband 
Martin. ‘Because – as Goebbels says – we aren’t fighting the three Great Powers, 
but a single power that is behind them, something that is much worse, and this 
is the reason why I can’t at present imagine how we shall get peace ever, even if 
we win the war.’277

The Third Reich’s brain trust truly believed these supernatural tropes. Such 
supernatural reasoning took on an increasingly violent and totalizing character 
in the summer and autumn of 1941, at the moment the decision for extermi-
nating all European Jewry was made, in conjunction with the existential battle 
against Judeo-Bolshevism in the East.278 In December 1941, shortly after 
approving Heydrich’s initial plan for the ‘Final Solution’, Hitler remarked: ‘Now, 
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he who destroys life is himself risking death. That’s the secret of what is 
happening to the Jews. This destructive role of the Jew has in a way providen-
tial explanation.’ Nature, as Hitler had argued in Mein Kampf fifteen years 
earlier, ‘wanted the Jew to be the ferment that causes peoples to decay, thus 
providing these peoples with an opportunity for a healthy reaction’. ‘In the long 
run,’ he concluded, ‘nature eliminates the noxious elements.’279 Here, plainly 
articulated, was the flipside of Hitler’s border scientific glorification of Ario-
Germanic racial purity: the ‘demonizing and extermination of Jewishness’.280

In February 1942, Hitler employed another quasi-biological, quasi-
supernatural metaphor to explain Jewish extermination: ‘The discovery of the 
Jewish virus is one of the greatest revolutions that have taken place in the world. 
The battle in which we are engaged today is the same sort of battle waged, 
during the last century, by Pasteur and Koch. How many diseases have their 
origin in the Jewish virus!’281 Auschwitz, in this sense, was the border scientific 
byproduct of the Nazis’ faith-based vision of racial purification and Aryan 
utopia.282 ‘Hitler seems to have envisaged something akin to a nuclear winter in 
the event that “the Jew” triumphed,’ Michael Burleigh reasons. The Jew's crown 
would represent ‘the funeral wreath of humanity’, the Führer warned, dooming 
the human race to near extinction, as it had done thousands of years before. ‘To 
forestall this dread outcome,’ Hitler believed, ‘only some massive act of puri-
fying violence seemed commensurate’.283

How and to what extent would this act of purifying violence be carried out? 
Although the Jews were included in broader eugenical conversations, they were 
not initially subject to mass sterilization or euthanasia after September 1939. 
Nor were the Jews targeted, qua Jews, in the first wave of Hitler’s Commissar 
Orders, which instructed the SS and Wehrmacht to eliminate Bolshevik parti-
sans and party officials with extreme prejudice. The decision to include ‘Jews in 
party and state employment’ among the victims occurred relatively late in the 
process, ten days after the invasion of the Soviet Union on 22 June 1941.284 
Once the floodgates to murder had been opened, however, the decision to 
exterminate all European Jews, regardless of circumstance, appeared almost 
inexorable, drawing on an imaginary conception of the Jews as vampiric, near 
omnipotent monsters whose sole purpose was to destroy Aryan civilization.

This totalizing vision of Jewish monstrosity drew on Christianity and a 
vulgar form of Darwinism, to be sure, but also on folklore studies, occultism, 
and border science.285 As Michael Kater reminds us, the SS Einsatzgruppen 
relied on the ‘most German of all sagas: the Song of the Nibelungen’ in justi-
fying their inhuman actions against the Russian Jews.286 And while German 
folklorists were not ‘directly guilty of exterminating Jewish life,’ writes Christoph 
Daxelmuller, the ‘almost unbelievable pleasure taken by German-language 
Volkskunde in grotesquely caricaturing Jews as child and ritual murderers, 
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stinking subhumans, and sexual psychopaths’ played an important role in justi-
fying murder on the Eastern Front.287

So did the efforts of Himmler’s SS Witch Division. Working with border 
scientific researchers at Strasbourg, Franz Six, and Rudolf Levin helped develop 
the ideological foundations for the ‘Final Solution’.288 Behind the ‘martyred and 
torn-apart bodies of our mothers and girls burned to ashes in the witch trials,’ 
Himmler averred, we can only suspect that ‘our eternal enemy, the Jew, has 
played his bloody hand under some mantle or through one of his organiza-
tions’.289

Drawing on this ‘evidence’ of Jewish wire-pullers behind the Church’s exter-
mination of ‘witches’ (German women), Six and others argued that Nazi 
authorities did not have to rely on concrete evidence of criminal intent to 
justify the elimination of the Reich’s racial enemies.290 Just as the Inquisition 
believed that ‘witches must be exterminated in order to destroy the devil and 
interrupt the absurd genetics by which witches could only bear witch daugh-
ters’, so the Third Reich believed that the ‘Nordic master race’ might achieve 
world domination only by ‘exterminating’ the Jewish ‘enemy race’ that infected 
the healthy population with ‘racial tuberculosis’.291

Hence Nazi justifications for the ‘Final Solution’ were based on fantastical 
conceptions of the Jews out of all relation to historical, biological, or anthropo-
logical reality.292 There is no better proof of the scientific absurdity of Nazi 
racial thinking than the Third Reich’s efforts to cultivate a closer diplomatic 
and military relationship with East Asian, Indian, and Middle Eastern (‘Semitic’) 
peoples at the precise moment that they were expending enormous resources, 
completely unnecessarily, to murder every possible Jew in Europe.293 To resolve 
this blatant contradiction, Nazi race theorists merely engaged in what Raymond 
Williams called ‘the labour of selective tradition’. They argued, without any 
evidence, that Arabs, Persians, and northern Indians were part of a common 
Indo-Aryan master race, whereas the Jews – who most biologists understood as 
a mix of Semitic and European peoples – were deemed to be completely alien.294

Although tens of thousands of ‘mixed race’ Roma and Sinti perished at 
Auschwitz, we must recall that Himmler, with Hitler’s approval, ordered that 
‘pure’ gypsies be allowed to survive. In the Nazis’ border scientific cosmology, 
after all, the gypsies were the likely descendants of the original Aryans from 
northwest India.295 ‘Aryan’ gypsies even received favourable treatment at 
Auschwitz – from Rudolf Hoess no less, a former Artamanen – and were 
considered for an ‘Indian legion’ of Aryan soldiers.296 And yet every European 
Jew, regardless of ethnic background, was to be tracked down and murdered.

To be sure, as noted earlier, many eugenicists in Britain and the United States 
defined Jews and other peoples as racially other, often in arbitrary ways. Some 
Anglo-American scientists promoted reprehensible policies of sterilization 
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and segregation as well. But the premise of the Nazi ‘Final Solution’ went far 
beyond the ‘science’ of eugenics, defining the Jews simultaneously as vampiric 
monsters and a pervasive biological disease outside the bounds of humanity. 
‘Vagueness about the desired dystopia, where the farmer prised the clods apart, 
the soldier stood sentinel, and mothers produced healthy “Aryan” babies 
seriatim,’ writes Michael Burleigh, ‘contrasted with the “thick description” 
lavished on the Jews, whose eradication was integral to Hitler’s reading of the 
cycle from perdition to redemption.’ The ‘power ascribed to the Jews in this 
pseudo-cosmology differentiated anti-Semitism from other forms of “racism” ’.297 
The ‘Final Solution’ may have been facilitated by a broader European biopo-
litical and colonial project gone awry. It may have been catalyzed by total war 
against Judeo-Bolshevism on the Eastern Front. But regardless of the multiple 
factors that made the Holocaust possible, Jewish ‘persecution and extermina-
tion’, in the words of Alon Confino, was always ‘built on fantasy’.298

***

In A World Without Jews, Confino emphasizes the ‘patterns of meaning and 
purpose in a world of fantasies’ about Jews that peopled the Nazi imagina-
tion.299 This alternatively biopolitical and mythical figuring of one’s friends and 
enemies – whether Aryan or Jew – was emblematic of the broader interplay 
between science and the supernatural in the Third Reich.300 Not all Nazi science 
was pseudo- or border scientific, of course. Nevertheless, it is clear that frequent 
recourse to supernatural thinking made possible the wholly monstrous, unsci-
entific approach that undergirded Nazi policies of racial resettlement, eugenics, 
and genocide.301

‘German holistic science,’ Anne Harrington suggests, ‘worked as a multilevel 
discourse in part because its scientists found ways to craft their most certain 
truths out of words and images rich with cultural resonances.’302 In other words, 
the Nazi invocation of the racial other – be they Jews, Slavs, or gypsies – was 
culturally contingent and highly malleable, part of a dream world in which 
‘illusory abstraction was made real through massive violence’. Once ‘divorced 
from any restraining moral or spiritual frame of reference’, such border scien-
tific insights into race and space had lethal results.303

Before the war, Hitler, Himmler, and other Nazi ideologues had relatively 
few opportunities to realize their racial and eugenical fantasies. But what 
remained only a pipedream before September 1939 became a reality during the 
ensuing conflict.304 Certainly the Nazi resettlement project was based on 
broader European colonial premises and practical military-economic necessi-
ties. The ideology that guided these policies, however, was fuelled by super-
natural conceptions of race and space.305
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Similarly, not all aspects of Nazi eugenics were motivated by border science. 
Even the Ahnenerbe produced some potentially valuable research.306 It is, 
moreover, extremely difficult to differentiate consistently between border 
science or so-called ‘pseudoscience, which supported the extermination poli-
cies of National Socialism’, and ostensibly ‘uncorrupted, innocent racial 
biology’.307 

Although biopolitical, even eugenical thinking was popular across Europe, 
however, Nazi attempts to sterilize and murder millions went beyond any 
prevailing understanding of eugenics in natural scientific circles within the 
United States, Britain, or Sweden.308 Were the ‘Jewish Question’ truly scientific 
in nature, it would have been both highly impractical and improbable for the 
Nazis to seek an alliance with Arab (Semitic) peoples, much less South or East 
Asians, while expending so many resources attempting to murder every Jew in 
Europe.

The Holocaust was part of a longer-term pattern of European colonial 
violence against the racial other, exacerbated by total war, economic scarcity, 
and virulent anti-Bolshevism. The Third Reich’s specifically genocidal plans 
toward the Jews were nonetheless more radical than those of other European 
colonizers toward the ethnic other, because the Nazis drew on and distorted 
not merely Darwin, Rudyard Kipling, or the Bible, but a supernatural imagi-
nary they shared with Lanz von Liebenfels and Theodor Fritsch.309 If the 
process of genocide was conducted in a highly technocratic fashion, its founda-
tions lay in a conception of the Jews as supernatural monsters.310 Only by asso-
ciating Jews with vampiric, parasitic, almost superhuman opponents locked 
in a centuries-old conspiracy to destroy the Aryan race could the Nazis lay 
the conceptual groundwork for murdering so many innocent civilians in so 
monstrous a fashion.311



‘You know that I think in real terms and that I would not like us to fall into 
the psychosis that ascribes too much meaning to the new [miracle] weapons. 
I am also not of the opinion that they should now play such a prominent 
role in the propaganda.’

Albert Speer (August 1944)1

‘Bring me Germans; I want to drink blood, Swabian blood! I’ve killed 170 
already and I still want more blood.’

German refugee, Elisabeth Kowitzki, reporting an attack she witnessed 
by a ‘blood-drinking’ Slavic partisan (spring 1945)2

‘If we are destined, like the old Nibelungs, to descend into King Attila’s hall, 
then we’ll go proudly and with our heads held high.’

Martin Bormann (April 1945)3

Richard Wagner, Hitler’s favourite composer, called the final opera of his Ring 
cycle Götterdämmerung (‘Twilight of the Gods’).4 Emblematic of the folklore 
revival that Wagner helped inspire, the title derived from the Old Norse 
‘Ragnarok’, connoting the ‘fate of the Gods’, culminating in a final, cataclysmic 
battle with their enemies. Drawn from the thirteenth-century poetry and prose 
Edda, Ragnarok foretold a series of attacks by the Giants from Jotunheim, 
the Fire Demons of Muspellheim, and the Midgard Serpent. In this terrible 
melee Odin, Thor, Baldur and other gods are killed, the earth and sky are 
destroyed, and the sun turns black. Nevertheless, as foretold by prophecy, two 
of Thor’s sons survive, Baldur returns from Hel, and the earth and humanity 
are reborn.5

9

NAZI TWILIGHT
Miracle Weapons, Supernatural Partisans, and the Collapse of the Third Reich

263
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Götterdämmerung is different in many respects from the Edda’s Ragnarok, 
since Wagner’s tetralogy was based primarily on the medieval Nibelungenlied, 
with the dwarves (Nibelungen) Hagen and Alberich standing in for the Edda’s 
Giants and Fire Demons. But both accounts culminate in a final battle against 
implacable supernatural enemies. And both end the same way: with the Nordic 
gods and heroes consumed by fire in a message of redemption.6 This idea of 
existential conflagration, a series of battles that would strain Germany to its 
core, producing either final victory (Endsieg) or total defeat, became especially 
prominent during the last years of the Second World War.7

Twilight imagery reinforced a wartime renaissance in supernatural thinking, 
an ‘unshakeable faith in the power of miraculous discoveries in the context of 
war’.8 Such miraculous thinking extended to armaments, producing a desperate 
search for hyper-destructive, increasingly fantastical miracle weapons.9 
Twilight-inspired thinking was equally apparent in Operation Werewolf, a 
Special Forces unit designed to carry out vicious guerrilla attacks on Allied 
occupiers and collaborators.10 At the same time, and even more remarkably, 
ethnic Germans fleeing the Russians accused Slavic partisans of vampirism.11

During the final months of the war, when defeat appeared inevitable, many 
Nazis and millions of ordinary Germans wanted to believe that death was not 
permanent, that fantasy was reality, that a ‘magical priest’ might rescue them 
from annihilation.12 In this way the regime’s fanciful invocation of miracle 
weapons, of partisan werewolves and vampires, of ritual self-immolation, func-
tioned as a form of therapy for Germans suffering through material and 
psychological distress.13 If twilight imagery helped Germans reconcile them-
selves to everyday violence, criminality, and loss, however, it also augured the 
disintegration of the Third Reich and Germany’s post-war rebirth.14

Miracle Weapons and Border Science in the Pursuit of Final Victory

In September 1945, Hitler’s Armaments Minister Albert Speer assembled a 
selection of documents recording the history of ‘miracle weapons’ in the Third 
Reich. He began by excerpting a speech given by the Hitler Youth leader Baldur 
von Schirach on 6 October 1943, ‘We have a collective secret of which the 
whole German people are already aware.’ ‘Details are certainly not known,’ 
Schirach admitted. And it was ‘too early to speak with certainty about the debut 
of these new weapons’. But sooner or later, the miracle weapons would arrive.15 
Speer believed that such faith-based assertions needed to be curtailed and 
spent the next eighteen months ratcheting down expectations regarding the 
potential of miracle weapons – but to no avail.16

Certainly all industrial states, especially fascist states, dreamt of new mili-
tary technologies in the interwar period and over the course of the Second 
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World War. Nazi Germany, however, offered an ideal environment for pursuing 
so-called miracle weapons to the exclusion of more mainstream armaments 
production.17 For the Third Reich combined a fetishization of new technolo-
gies with widespread border scientific reasoning – what George Mosse calls 
‘magic realism’ and Alexander Geppert and Till Kössler call ‘miraculous 
thinking’.18 Such thinking, they argue, is intrinsic to understanding the Nazi 
pursuit of ‘miracle weapons’ at the end of the war.19

An obsession with new, destructive miracle technologies was a fundamental 
component of Nazi ideology and practice during the last phase of the war. It 
was a direct outgrowth of interwar, science fiction fantasies about developing 
weapons that might transcend Germany’s strategic disadvantages in terms of 
geography, resources, or manpower.20 A belief that final victory might be 
achieved through miracle technologies was moreover a logical corollary to 
many Nazis’ fascination with ancient, possibly extraterrestrial superhumans, 
who possessed the ability to produce sophisticated weapons, exercise mind 
control, or wield lightning.

This first section looks at Nazi efforts to develop miracle weapons and 
border scientific technologies in the last years of the war. In proceeding, I do 
not want to suggest that all armaments efforts were defined by border scientific 
thinking. Nor do I dismiss the Third Reich’s impressive wartime advances in 
military technology, from jet engines to guided missiles.

Instead, following Speer’s admonitions above, I wish to emphasize the 
degree to which Germany’s extraordinary military-industrial complex was 
repeatedly challenged, even undermined, materially and strategically by a Nazi 
belief in border scientific ideas and technologies. In their faith-based convic-
tion that miraculous new (or lost ancient) technologies would somehow 
emerge from the ether to rescue Germany from Götterdämmerung, the Nazis’ 
search for miracle weapons was only partially the result of wartime necessity, 
perched instead at the nexus of science and the supernatural that defined so 
much thinking in the Third Reich.21

Nuclear and Rocket Technology

Until Speer took charge of weapons production in February 1942, Hitler had 
no coherent armaments policy. He changed priorities rapidly based on a combi-
nation of shifting realities on the ground and his own arbitrary preferences for 
offensive over defensive weapons.22 One area where Speer, Hitler, and many 
other leaders agreed was the German need for superior quality weapons – since 
the Allies, at least from 1942 on, would always win the munitions battle in 
terms of sheer quantity.23 The decision to favour quality over quantity is part of 
what led to Speer’s emphasis on efficiency and organization as well as Hitler 
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and Himmler’s interest in miracle technologies. Nevertheless, the headlong 
investment in miracle weapons derived from a Nazi fascination with border 
scientific thinking as well.

Abetting this border scientific trend was the SS. As the military situation 
deteriorated, the SS insinuated itself directly into armaments production. 
Himmler’s interest in military technology, epitomized by the IWZ, brought 
dozens of concentration camps, hundreds of SS scientists, and thousands of 
slave labourers into the equation.24 Himmler agreed with Hitler that the 
emphasis on ‘qualitative superiority’ meant focusing on single weapons. Also 
like Hitler, Himmler was a dilettante who eschewed highly complex projects in 
favour of ideas that were easily accessible or personally familiar. For this reason 
he paid little attention to nuclear technology, preferring to invest, like his 
Führer, in fighter production, rockets, and other weapons reminiscent of early 
twentieth-century science fiction (and less dependent on the revolutionary 
‘Jewish science’ of atomic physics).25

Before we turn to Hitler and Himmler’s extraordinary preoccupation with 
rocket technology, we should spend a moment on the Third Reich’s nuclear 
research programme. The conventional wisdom holds that when the war ended 
the Third Reich was still years away from developing the technology for an 
atomic bomb.26 Still, some circumstantial evidence suggests that small groups 
of scientists conducted research into weaponizing uranium at Auschwitz, 
Prague, and Nuremberg.27

Additional evidence, also fragmentary, indicates that the Germans may 
have been further along in enriching uranium than previously thought. Some 
reports indicate that a few scientists were working to develop a uranium-based 
‘dirty-bomb’, possibly conducting tests in late 1944 and early 1945 in Ohrdruf, 
Thuringia, or the island of Rügen.28 Recent excavations under the Mauthausen-
Gusen labour camp, initially built for aircraft construction, indicate a high level 
of radioactivity, adding fuel to rumours of a secret atomic weapons laboratory 
sponsored by Himmler.29

Calling into question these reports – and Hitler and Himmler’s seriousness 
about nuclear weapons – is a better-documented 1942 presentation on 
uranium–235 organized by the Reich Research Council and led by Werner 
Heisenberg. Apparently, Himmler missed the meeting because his secretary 
didn’t consider it a priority. Hitler showed a similar disinterest.30 The destruc-
tion of the Norwegian hard-water facility in February 1943 and sinking of the 
heavy-water transport ship Hydro a year later reinforced Hitler and Himmler’s 
desire to focus on the rocket programme and other experimental aircraft.31

It is possible that nuclear technology was discussed in respect to other kinds 
of weapons. On 10 October 1942 the German Army High Command apparently 
commissioned an investigation into the possibility of atomic disintegration, 
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chain reactions, and anti-gravity machines: ‘flying saucers’.32 Ostensibly devel-
oped by rocket experts, including Walter Dornberger and Rudolf Schriever, 
these flying saucers may have possessed powers of electrical and electromag-
netic disruption (a goal of so-called death rays pursued by the SS, as we shall see 
below).33 Ensuing test projects, named Kugelblitz and Feuerball, are potentially 
responsible for the so-called ‘Foo Fighters’, whose appearance in 1943 was 
reported by the Allied air forces. Witnesses reported small round flying objects 
that flew into the paths of Allied bombers to create confusion and cause elec-
trical failures.34 The archival documents do reflect an overwhelming German 
preoccupation with disrupting enemy bombing sorties, including all kinds of 
experiments, from the practical to the outrageous, aimed at stopping them.35

In the meantime, German rocket research was both extremely advanced 
and rife with border scientific speculation. Before 1933, German rocket enthu-
siasts, including Willy Ley, Johannes Winkler, and Max Valier, had started the 
Society for Spaceship Travel (Verein für Raumschiffahrt) – a Society, it should 
be noted, that included novelists and dramatists like Thomas Mann and George 
Bernard Shaw and science-fiction writers such as H. G. Wells. Wernher von 
Braun, who would become Germany’s most influential rocket scientist, joined 
the Society in 1930.36

More remarkable are the views of von Braun’s mentor, the early pioneer of 
the German rocket programme, Hermann Oberth. Like the head of the interwar 
Artamanen movement, the esoterically inclined Oberth was born in, of all 
places, Transylvania. Affiliated closely with Rudolf Hess, Oberth was fascinated 
by parapsychology and ‘Thulean occultism’. In a series of post-war articles and 
interviews Oberth likewise insisted on the existence of UFOs and alien tech-
nologies that the United States had supposedly appropriated but refused to 
share with the public.37

In 1932 the German Army began supporting rocket research, employing 
Oberth, von Braun, Dornberger, and others. By the mid-1930s the Wehrmacht 
had settled on Peenemünde, an island in the Baltic, as the main development 
site. Over the next few years, led by Dornberger and von Braun, the German 
rocket industry achieved great success, improving upon techniques introduced 
by the American Robbert Goddard. By the summer of 1942 the army researchers 
had developed the A5 ‘Retaliation’ rocket (Vergeltungswaffe or V–1) and plans 
for the first ballistic missile, the A4 (V–2).38

With the deteroriation of the military situation, the SS began to play an 
increasing role in aviation research. The SS first insinuated itself into aircraft 
production. Then, beginning in the summer of 1943, this expanded to rockets 
and other ‘secret weapons’. Von Braun, who by this time had an SS rank, none-
theless continued to work for the army and air force. With the 20 July 1944 
assassination attempt on Hitler, however, which he blamed on disgruntled 
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army officers, Himmler was given control over the rocket programme. This 
marginalized the role of experts like von Braun in favour of ideologues such as 
the SS-Obergruppenführer Dr Hans Kammler.39

Kammler was a General Lieutenant in the Waffen-SS and Luftwaffe engi-
neer. Prior to taking over the SS weapons programme, his claim to fame had 
been expanding the size and efficiency of Auschwitz’s cremation facilities 
under the SS Concentration Camp Chief (and BDW advocate) Oswald Pohl.40 
Through his work at Auschwitz, Kammler gained a reputation for ruthless effi-
ciency and creative thinking, soon being assigned to direct the Ahnenerbe’s 
‘special projects unit’ (see below). By the summer of 1944 Kammler, assisted by 
Himmler’s aggressive sponsorship and Hitler’s distrust of traditional military 
elites, officially replaced the rocket scientist Dornberger as head of the 
programme. The former architect of Auschwitz then enlisted thousands of 
concentration-camp prisoners, with Speer’s approval, in order to build under-
ground research facilities near the Harz mountains in Thuringia.41

In March 1945, Kammler was promoted to General Plenipotentiary for Jet 
Aircraft, becoming independent even of Speer.42 In April 1945, 450 key scien-
tists joined Kammler, including Dornberger and von Braun, whose efforts were 
now supplemented by thousands of slave labourers.43

Having commandeered the rocket programme from Dornberger and other 
professional rocket scientists, Kammler produced little of value in terms of 
miracle technologies. Still, he and his colleagues were responsible for hundreds 
of executions and thousands more deaths due to their abuse of concentration-
camp labour and border scientific experiments.44

While Kammler and the SS promised increasingly exaggerated results, 
Speer became all the more cautious.45 In early August 1944, as the long awaited 
V–2 rocket awaited its initial sortie, he warned that ‘we cannot depend on the 
effect of these new weapons as a completely certain matter’.46 Four weeks later 
he admonished Goebbels to ratchet down the Propaganda Ministry’s campaign 
on behalf of the V–1 and especially the new V–2, which was unrealistic and 
gave false hope to the German people.47

There were important developments, Speer acknowledged, but ‘it is neces-
sary in this circle to make clear that these new weapons cannot promise a 
universal panacea’. ‘Revenge weapons [V–1] . . . [might] present [the enemy] 
with some discernible surprise,’ he observed. And yet ‘those new weapons, 
which we really need [such as the V–2] . . . will not yet have a decisive impact 
for a few months’.48 Goebbels shouldn’t promise ‘miraculous results’ from the 
V–2, Speer argued, because one cannot ‘expect in the next months a new 
weapon that will have a decisive impact on the outcome of the war’.49

The problem was the regime’s consistently false expectations regarding 
military technologies out of all proportion with reality. ‘What surprised us in 
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particular in regard to the V–1 is its psychological effect [on the British],’ Speer 
explained, which was not exceedingly severe. As for the psychological effect of 
the V–2, he continued, that too ‘is something we cannot say . . . I can only say 
that . . . our new weapon . . . will require considerable time before it has any 
effect.’50 Speer’s admonitions were borne out by reports from the British and 
Americans, received a few weeks later, observing that the ‘military value of the 
V–2’ – and the likelihood of the V–3 ever reaching New York – were so ‘negli-
gible’ that they must have been meant by the Germans as a mere ‘diversionary’ 
tactic.51

With the exception of Speer, however, nearly every leading Nazi seemingly 
believed that miracle weapons could turn the tide of war. On 15 September 
1944, shortly after the V–2 was deployed, Speer therefore warned a group of 
political and military leaders, including Bormann, Himmler, and the generals 
Sepp Dietrich, Heinz Guderian, Gerd von Rundstedt, and Wilhelm Keitel:

The faith in the soon-to-come deployment of new militarily decisive 
weapons is spread generally across the troops. They expect this deployment 
in the next few days. This opinion is also shared seriously among high-
ranking officers. It is questionable whether it is the right thing to do, in such 
a difficult moment, to create disappointment that cannot but have an unfa-
vourable effect on our military morale by encouraging hopes that cannot be 
fulfilled in so short a time. [Insofar] as the population waits daily . . . for the 
miracle of new weapons and doubt is thereby fostered as to whether we 
recognize that it is already ‘a few minutes before midnight’ and continuing 
to withhold these new, ‘stockpiled’ weapons can no longer be explained, it 
raises the question as to whether this propaganda makes sense.52

In November 1944, Speer again wrote to Goebbels, this time privately, urging 
him to discontinue the practice of propagating exaggerated reports of positive 
military developments, which gave people ‘hopes that could not be fulfilled in 
the foreseeable future’.53 Goebbels nonetheless doubled down on his faith-
based propaganda.54

In December, Speer followed up with a detailed briefing to a group of mili-
tary and political experts: ‘You have got today a small insight into the various 
new developments which have been completed recently. You have certainly 
seen that we do not have and never will have a miracle weapon!’ From a ‘tech-
nical perspective it has always been clear, for anyone who wants to know it, that 
miracles [Wunder] in the technical sphere, as expected by lay people, are simply 
not possible’. For this reason, Speer reiterated, it made no sense to continue 
talking about miracle weapons, whether privately or publicly. What German 
leaders (and implicitly Hitler) should be doing instead, he suggested, was to 
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repeat the words that ‘Churchill once said after Dunkirk, when he promised the 
people “blood, sweat and tears” ’.55

Speer, the Nazi official with the greatest knowledge of the Third Reich’s 
technical capabilities, could not have been clearer or more consistent in his 
sobering assessment. And yet he was repeatedly frustrated by Nazi Party 
leaders’ fantastical obsessions with obtaining and deploying miracle weapons 
that had little or no basis in military reality.56 Goebbels not only ignored 
Speer’s admonitions, but ‘intentionally spread false rumors to divert attention 
from the increasingly doom-laden course of the war’, including sending ‘type-
written prophecies, anonymously, through the mail suggesting that victory was 
imminent’.57

The cumulative effect of these false rumours is best represented by a conver-
sation that Speer had with the Gauleiter of Lower Franconia, Otto Hellmuth, at 
the end of March 1945. Even as Allied tanks pressed their way into Würzburg, 
with the war nearly over, Hellmuth declared: ‘It would all be nonsensical, if 
there wasn’t a chance to change the situation at the last minute. Comrade Speer, 
when will the new weapon that we’re all waiting for be deployed?’ Speer 
responded, as he had for the previous eighteen months: ‘they [the miracle 
weapons] are not coming, since the propaganda has not been correct; they have 
never been produced.’58

Despite Speer’s repeated protestations, the ‘highest party circles’ insisted on 
believing ‘in the air magic being put together by “Uncle Heinrich” ’.59 Even 
Bormann, normally sceptical of Himmler’s pet projects, wrote to his wife Gerda 
in April 1945 that Kammler’s long-promised secret weapons might come to 
fruition in time to salvage victory from the jaws of defeat.60 Ironically, Kammler 
may have been the only Nazi leader, besides Speer, to acknowledge the truth. 
On 17 April 1945, one day after refusing a requisition by Himmler, Kammler 
mysteriously disappeared – and with him the last hopes that the Third Reich 
might be saved by a miracle.61

Death Rays and Anti-Gravity

Frustrated by Speer’s resistance to dilettantish ‘experiments’ in military tech-
nology, Himmler instructed Kammler to set up his own ‘secret projects office’ 
within the context of the Ahnenerbe.62 In March 1942, Himmler had already 
instructed the Director of the Skoda Works in the Reich Protectorate of 
Bohemia and Moravia, William Voss, to evaluate and duplicate captured Allied 
weapons. Since the Ahnenerbe’s ‘special projects office’ was also charged with 
developing ‘second generation’ weapons, Kammler set up shop at the Skoda 
Works. There, Kammler directed projects on advanced weapons systems 
including, according to some accounts, anti-gravity devices, guided weapons, 
and anti-aircraft lasers (‘death rays’).63
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As Kammler’s projects ramped up during the final two years of the war, 
Himmler pursued his own border scientific agenda. Years earlier, the Luftwaffe 
officer Schröder-Stranz had attempted, without success, to get the Luftwaffe to 
sponsor his ‘ray device’ (Strahlengeräte) that might putatively shoot rival planes 
out of the sky. But Schröder-Stranz found an eager audience in the Ahnenerbe, 
as Himmler turned ‘once again to a charlatan’ in order to pursue his border 
scientific fantasies.64

Unfortunately, Speer had managed to convince Hitler in May 1944 not to 
invest money in new weapons projects. Thus Himmler and Schröder-Stranz 
argued that the ray device ‘apparatus’ was not a weapon. It was a device that 
could produce healthy ‘rays’ that had practical health purposes as well as ‘death 
rays’ that might be employed in combat. When the device inevitably proved 
ineffective as a weapon, Schröder-Stranz suggested it could be adapted for use 
as a ‘detection device’ (Mutungsgerät) to find oil reserves, something that 
excited Himmler due to the Reich’s critical lack of natural resources.65

The timing of Schröder-Stranz’s transfer from the Luftwaffe to the SS was 
perfect. Oswald Pohl, director of the SS concentration-camp system, economic 
specialist, and border science enthusiast, was convinced he could locate oil 
within the borders of the German Reich. Hence Pohl, despite the skepticism of 
professional radiologists, afforded Schröder-Stranz space at Dachau – along-
side BDW researchers – to prepare a team of ‘technicians’ who might work on 
adapting his ‘ray device’. Only seven months later, in February 1945, did 
Himmler finally pull the plug on this explicitly occult-based search for fossil 
fuels – not because of its border scientific premises but because the catastrophic 
situation at the front made further experiments impractical.66

While Schröder-Stranz worked on adapting his ray device for use in the 
search for oil, Himmler enlisted border scientists in a last-ditch effort to locate 
gold reserves. Himmler focused the project on the Rhine and Inn rivers, where 
Hitler, most likely inspired by Wagner’s Rheingold and the local lore of his 
youth in Braunau-am-Inn, insisted there were considerable untapped resources. 
For his part, Himmler recommended the Isar in his own home town of 
Munich.67 Since mainstream geologists tended to disagree with Hitler and 
Himmler’s assumptions – finding no substantive evidence of gold in either 
river valley – Himmler enlisted the help of the SS border scientist Karl Wienert, 
a veteran of the Tibet expedition. Undaunted by the scientific literature, 
Himmler encouraged Wienert to focus his efforts on the areas around his home 
town and Hitler’s, citing circumstantial evidence of ‘panning for gold in the 
Rhine and Isar’ from the eighteenth century.68

Of course, Wienert’s efforts proved unsuccessful, which is why in the spring 
of 1944 Himmler decided to bring in another famous border scientist, the 
dowser Josef Wimmer. Wimmer had built his reputation by dowsing for the 
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Bavarian government in the 1930s. During the war Himmler charged Wimmer 
with various esoteric tasks, such as using his divining rod to look for bombs in 
the synagogues of Krakow. He also enlisted Wimmer to train teams of ‘water 
seekers’ in the homoeopathic (BDW) gardens at Dachau (by this time a veri-
table mecca of border scientific activity).69 So impressed were Himmler and 
Wüst by Wimmer’s work there that he was appointed head of the Ahnenerbe’s 
Division for Applied Geology and afforded a level of independence previously 
granted only to the esoteric Welteislehre-infused SS Meteorological Institute 
under Scultetus.70

In the summer of 1942, Hitler himself designated Wimmer as special Reich 
geologist for his brilliance in teaching divining techniques to others.71 Six 
months later, Himmler decided that every Waffen-SS geological troop unit 
needed at least one diviner; one Waffen-SS division in Belgrade had three. In 
August 1943, again seemingly inspired by the mythical ‘Rhine gold’, Himmler 
instructed Wimmer’s dowsing teams to look for ‘fabulous treasure’ in the 
Hohenhöwen mountains near the Rhine in southern Germany. When Wimmer 
and his dowsers found no treasure, Himmler decided to team up Wimmer with 
Wienert, hoping that the two border scientists might achieve together what 
they could not alone. When that dream proved ephemeral, Himmler turned 
their attention from the Rhinegold to lodestone deposits.72

Alongside the desperate search for natural resources, Himmler continued 
to pursue border scientific weapons inspired by Germanic mythology. In 
October 1944, for example, the firm Elemag-Hildesheim proposed a weapon, 
loosely inspired by some of Tesla’s experiments, that would use the insulating 
material in the atmosphere as a means to weaponize electricity.73 Himmler’s 
enthusiasm for this proposal was not based, however, on any familiarity with 
Tesla’s experiments. It was grounded in his long-held occult-inspired belief that 
there were untapped electromagnetic forces in the universe, akin to Thor’s 
hammer, which might be harnessed with appropriate technologies. These 
‘paranormal powers and extraordinary weapons’, Himmler believed, ‘didn’t 
have to do with natural thunder and lightning’. They ‘pertained to an earlier, 
highly developed tool of our ancestors that was obviously only in the posses-
sion of a few, namely the “Asen”, who were gods and were privy to an unheard-
of knowledge of electricity’.74 Although he had relegated the more promising 
pursuit of atomic power to second-rate status, Himmler instructed the Reich 
Research Council to review Elemag’s proposal, leading to the disappointing 
conclusion that the weapon was impossible to achieve with current technology 
(or without the Thunder God’s ability to tap into the cosmic forces of the 
universe).75

Efforts to weaponize mystical electromagnetic and bioelectrical energies 
were reinforced by a more general belief in Welteislehre and radiesthesia, which 
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posited the existence of untapped geological and physical forces hidden just 
below the Earth, in space, or in blocks of ice. Inspired by this esoteric belief in 
high-energy fields and ley lines, the Third Reich set up ‘transmitters’ at ancient 
mystical sites such as the Brocken and Feldberg. Some Nazi scientists appar-
ently believed they could issue electrical impulses and possibly Very Low 
Frequency (VLF) soundwaves, which could interfere with human brain func-
tion. Wimmer’s divining experiments and Schröder-Stranz’s ‘ray machine’ 
might have inspired these attempts at harnessing bioeletrical energy for use in 
psychic warfare.76

Meanwhile, Kammler was busy sponsoring large-scale efforts to weaponize 
border scientific energies. The most legendary of these efforts is the ‘anti-
gravity’ device known as ‘the bell’ (Die Glocke). One of many secret weapons 
experiments supposedly carried out in the East, ‘the bell’ was first reported by 
the Polish journalist Igor Witkowski, based on classified information ostensibly 
culled by Polish intelligence before the execution of the SS officer, Jakob 
Sporrenberg.77 According to Sporrenberg, through Witkowski, a number of 
German scientists and test subjects died in late 1944 and early 1945 working on 
some kind of nuclear-powered, anti-gravitational device or ‘bell’ (‘flying 
saucer’) in Lower Silesia, at a facility known as ‘The Giant’ near the Wenceslaus 
mine at the Czech border.78

Sporrenberg claimed the bell was a device about twelve to fifteen feet high 
with two counter-rotating cylinders filled with a liquid, code-named Xerum 
525. The fluid was obviously dangerous, looking similar to mercury and kept in 
lead containers. Other rare light metals such as thorium and beryllium peroxide 
were used in the experiments, according to one witness, in order to spur anti-
gravity propulsion within the bell. Sporrenberg suggested the device used 
‘vortex compression’ and ‘magnetic field separation’, techniques associated with 
anti-gravity pioneers such as Viktor Schauberger. Other details reported by 
crypto-historians, including the use of concave mirrors in order to ‘see the past’, 
are impossible to verify.79

What can be verified is that the Nazis, including Hitler, were interested in 
anti-gravity and ‘free energy’ devices, including the work of the enigmatic 
Schauberger. When the Nazis took power, Schauberger was best known in 
central Europe as an esoterically inclined biophysicist who studied the natural 
action of water, forests, and the earth, arguing that they contained powerful 
untapped energies. Like his Austrian contemporary Hanns Hörbiger, 
Schauberger’s syncretic, border scientific approach, which included an interest 
in biodynamic agriculture and radiesthesia, was deeply attractive to many 
Nazis.80

In July 1934 the Nazi industrialist and head of the Third Reich’s Economic 
Chamber (Reichswirtschaftskammer), Albert Pietzsch, organized a meeting 
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between Hitler and Schauberger to discuss practical economic and military 
applications of Schauberger’s border scientific ideas.81 Reports on the meeting, 
which are available in the German federal archives, vary. Sceptical of 
Schauberger’s reputation for self-promotion, Hitler requested a copy of the 
minutes and an assurance that the meeting would not be used ‘as an advertise-
ment for his ideas and activities’.82 After the meeting Hitler and his head of the 
Reich Chancellery, Hans Lammers, expressed frustration at Schauberger’s 
haughty attitude and coyness about sharing any technical specifics on puri-
fying water, free energy, or other ‘secret innovations’ – which the biophysicist 
had promised to do prior to the meeting. Nor was Hitler satisfied with 
Schauberger’s explanation of his relationship with Mussolini, with whom 
Schauberger had also been in contact.83

Suspecting that he had alienated the Führer, Schauberger followed up with 
a letter to Hitler (and another to Himmler), giving some specifics and now 
indicating his desire, as an Austro-German, to offer his secrets exclusively to 
the Third Reich (as opposed to playing Hitler and Mussolini off against each 
other).84 By this point, however, Lammers was convinced that Schauberger was 
a fraud, who had had every opportunity to explain his inventions and failed. 
Schauberger reinforced the conventional wisdom, Lammers opined, that ‘auto-
didacts’ rarely contribute ‘groundbreaking inventions’ (ironic given the regime’s 
official sponsorship of Hitler, Hörbiger, and other ‘self-trained’ border scien-
tists).85 Most revealing in Lammers’ report was his concern that Hitler, despite 
the awkward meeting and dubious nature of Schauberger’s work, would none-
theless be swindled, much as the Austrian Emperor Franz Josef had been duped 
by alchemists promising to turn lead into gold.86

Lammers was not wrong. Only a year after meeting Hitler, the esoterically 
inclined Julius Streicher organized a meeting between Schauberger and some 
managers at Siemens. The company hired Schauberger on Streicher’s recom-
mendation, but let him go in 1937 when his research and development efforts 
proved pointless.87 Undaunted by these failures, Hitler permitted the arma-
ments manufacturer Heinkel, in the context of the Four Year Plan, to enlist 
Schauberger to work on a ‘Repulsator’ (‘repulsine’) engine that could harness 
‘free energy’ and possibly produce ‘levitational flight’. In 1940, Rudolf Schriever, 
working for Heinkel, began applying Schauberger’s unconventional ideas to a 
new kind of ‘flying saucer’ or ‘flying top’.88

In May 1941, with Germany’s invasion of the Soviet Union just one month 
away, Schauberger was pressured to assist the armed forces in secret experi-
ments to harness invisible energies and anti-gravity devices. Against his will, 
the SS brought Schauberger to Mauthausen concentration camp, where he was 
ordered to handpick a group of engineers from among the prisoners.89 With his 
new ‘team’, Schauberger developed multiple projects, nearly identical to those 
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that brought him to Hitler’s attention seven years earlier. These included a 
water purifier, a high-voltage generator to biosynthesize hydrogen fuel made 
from water, ‘atom-smashing’ devices, and most famously his rumoured flying 
saucer or ‘Repulsine’.90

The Repulsine had a dual purpose, both as an energy generator and a power 
plant for an aerospace vehicle of saucer-like appearance. Based on second-
hand accounts, the craft had ‘a diameter of 1.5 meters, weighed 135 kilograms 
and was started by a small electric motor with takeoff energy supplied by the 
so-called trout turbine’. When it was tested in the spring of 1945, a scientist who 
worked with Schauberger reported that ‘the flying saucer rose unexpectedly to 
the ceiling’, trailing ‘a blue-green and then a silver-colored glow’.91 A few days 
after these tests, according to some accounts, a group of Americans arrived and 
took Schauberger into protective custody, seizing all his research materials 
under the classified rubric of ‘atomic energy research’.92

The details of Schauberger’s wartime work remain murky. Nevertheless, the 
combination of authentic primary documents and eyewitness accounts appear 
to confirm that Schauberger’s experiments, which culminated in the Repulsine, 
brought together nearly all the border scientific ideas and miracle technologies 
discussed above: harnessing invisible earth rays and death rays; weaponizing 
electromagnetic forces and bioeletrical impulses; developing atomic energy; 
and producing new rocket technologies. These experiments seem to have led 
– admittedly against Schauberger’s will – to the deaths of hundreds of concen-
tration-camp inmates, scientists, and test subjects through dangerous work 
conditions, radiation poisoning, or outright murder by the SS.93 There is, more-
over, no evidence that Schauberger’s experiments, involving hundreds of scien-
tists and thousands of Reichsmarks, resulted in a single operational weapon or 
aircraft. Nor have the many reports of American exploitation of the border 
scientific research undertaken by Schauberger, Kammler, and other Nazi scien-
tists, obtained via Operation Paperclip, been verified.94

With the notable exception of Speer’s well-meaning attempts to focus the 
regime on practical applications of military technology, mainstream science 
faced a standoff with border science for the duration of the war.95 Hitler and 
Himmler’s interventions in the war economy were often ‘simply nonsensical’, 
whether concerning Wienert and Wimmer’s dowsing experiments, 
Schauberger’s ‘free energy’ devices, or Schröder-Stranz’s death rays.96 Even 
during the most desperate moments of the war, Nazi science was as preoccu-
pied with faith-based fantasies of ‘absolute conceptual boundlessness’ as it was 
with practical military technologies. Himmler and others might have accepted 
natural science ‘when it came to making mineral water’, Michael Kater observes. 
When it came to larger, more important projects, however, such as ‘ “miracle 
weapons”, free reign was given to [their] own speculations or intellectually 
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dubious dreams and thereby ran into methodological labyrinths’.97 One can 
only speculate as to how much more effective German armaments production 
might have been without this Nazi proclivity for miraculous thinking.

Nazi Werewolves and Partisan Vampires

Just a couple of years after the Second World War, the historian Robert Eisler 
gave a lecture entitled ‘Man into Wolf: An Anthropological Interpretation of 
Sadism, Masochism, and Lycanthropy’, to the Royal Society of Medicine in 
London. A belief in lycanthropy, Eisler began, was prevalent across ancient and 
medieval Germany. Many Germans believed that a magical change from man 
into wolf could be brought about ‘by donning a wolf ’s pelt just as the ‘Isawiyya 
and the Bacchic maenads wrap themselves in animals’ skins by taking to the 
woods’.98

This belief in lycanthropy, Eisler argued, had been resuscitated in Nazi 
Germany. He noted that the Third Reich employed the ‘uncanny word’ were-
wolf to designate the secret terrorist and para-military ‘Organisation Werewolf ’. 
The term was employed again in ‘Himmler’s rabid speech on the new 
Volkssturm [people’s militia] of 1945’, whom the Reichsführer encouraged to 
‘harass “like were-wolves” the allied lines of communication in occupied 
Germany’.99 Hitler himself hoped that wartime necessity might eradicate ‘thou-
sands of years of human domestication’. Nothing could be more thrilling, the 
Führer suggested, than ‘to see once more in the eyes of a pitiless youth the 
gleam of pride and independence of the beast of prey’, who, organized in ‘wolf 
packs’, might hunt down and murder Germany’s enemies in the dead of night.100

Eisler’s lecture, delivered only two years after Germany’s surrender, hit upon 
a salient aspect of supernatural thinking in the Third Reich: the remarkable 
persistence of werewolves and vampires in the wartime imagination. For just as 
the Nazis modelled their guerrilla attacks on werewolves, ethnic Germans 
fleeing the Soviets accused Slavic partisans of vampiric tendencies, as noted 
earlier. These strange accounts, collected by the SS folklorist Alfred Karasek, 
confirm the contemporary impression of a wartime resurgence in occultism 
and popular superstition across the population.101 Ethnic Germans’ conviction 
that their enemies transformed into vampires, like the hopes Nazi leaders 
pinned to werewolves, are emblematic of the final phase of the war.

Long before 1945 the Nazis, along with many Germans, had imbibed folk 
tales as a central feature of popular consciousness, linked not to formal reli-
gious faith (Glaube) but popular superstition (Aberglaube).102 It might seem 
implausible that ordinary Germans, much less Nazi leaders, put any authentic 
stake in these traditions. And yet ‘folklore and oral tales’, in the words of 
Monica Black, ‘need not have an internal logic’ to make sense to the people who 
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reproduced them.103 The widespread preoccupations with Nazi werewolves 
and Slavic vampires provide rather an important window into the ‘psychology 
of violence and its legacies in the wake of war’, essential to our larger argument 
about ‘taking fantasy and the monstrous seriously’ in coming to terms with the 
Third Reich.104

Nazi Werewolves

The Nazi idea of organizing German soldiers and partisans in bands of were-
wolves did not emerge for the first time in the winter of 1944. Hitler, whose 
first name derives from ‘father wolf ’, enthusiastically appropriated the (were)
wolf metaphor throughout his life.105 He compared himself to a wolf on more 
than one occasion, claiming that ‘I don’t need to be afraid of wolves, I myself 
am the wolf.’106 Hitler also employed the (were)wolf metaphor in praising the 
Hitler Youth as well as his Stormtroopers, who ‘flung themselves upon the 
enemy in packs of eight and ten’, like ‘wolves’.107 Hitler referred to his head-
quarters in the Ukraine between 1942 and 1943 as his ‘Werewolf ’ compound 
and christened his better-known headquarters near Rastenburg in East Prussia 
the ‘Wolf ’s Lair’ (Wolfschanze).108 Eisler even speculates that Hitler ‘suffered 
from a cyclothymic manic-depressive psychosis’, which explained his ‘lycan-
thropic’ transformation into an ‘accursed state of a blood-stained predatory 
werewolf or lion-man’.109

There were precursors to the Werewolf Organization outside the ambit of 
Hitler’s own supernatural imaginary.110 The Ahnenerbe chief Walther Wüst 
noted that the ‘incarnation of the Werewolf runs through Aryan and German 
fairy tales and naming conventions’, as one of the Ur-Germanic characteristics 
of the German racial spirit.111 The archetype of the Ur-Germanic partisan 
could be found in tales of werewolves, who like wild hunters, protected 
Germans against their enemies.112 There was no connection between the 
‘werewolf and slavic vampire’, according to the Nazi folklorist Mackensen. 
While vampires were evil, werewolves belonged to that rare group of heroes 
who could change into animals, such as the hero Sigmund.113 The belief that 
human beings could turn into wolves at will and do so for noble reasons was 
common in German-speaking lands.114 Werewolves only ate animals and could 
never ‘serve the devil’, Mackensen added. As the ‘dogs of God’, they were forces 
for good, a counterweight to the devil in defending the people against evil and 
protecting their soul.115

Another example of the Nazi fascination with werewolves is a dissertation 
written by one of Alfred Rosenberg’s subordinates, ‘The Essence and History of 
the Werewolf ’.116 The Catholic Church may have associated werewolves with 
witchcraft and Satanism, the author observed, but lycanthropy had a very 
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different connotation in the ‘old North’.117 In order to defend their kith and kin, 
Odin’s soldiers turned into wild dogs or wolves with the strength of bears 
(‘berserkers’) and nigh invulnerability.118 German werewolves – in contrast to 
Slavic vampires – were viewed as positive figures in German literature, the 
author concluded.119 Many Germans (and Nazis) likewise recalled the Free 
Corps units raised by General Lützow against Napoleon in 1813. Lützow’s ‘wild 
hunters’ were named after the ghostly revenants who emerged at night to 
avenge themselves on Germany’s enemies, often accompanied by Wotan and 
his wolves. Both the SS ‘Death’s Head’ and the insignia of the Weimar-era 
Werewolves bore similarities to these ‘wild hunters’.120

Equally important in popularizing the link between werewolves and 
partisan resistance in the Third Reich was Hermann Löns’ aforementioned 
novel, Wehrwolf (1910). Harassed and terrorized by roving soldiers, who 
murder his family, Löns’s protagonist Harm Wulf organizes a band of 
‘Wehrwolf ’ partisans in the surrounding forests and successfully repels the 
invaders.121 The Weimar-era Werewolf (Wehrwolf) paramilitary organization, 
to which many Nazis belonged, was inspired by Löns’s book.122 So were the 
Nazis, who announced with considerable excitement in 1934 that ‘The grave 
of the poet [Löns] had been found’ in France and that the regime would 
make every effort to bring his remains back to Germany.123 So effective was the 
Third Reich’s promotion of Löns’s work that a new edition sold a half million 
copies.124

Given these many cultural antecedents, it is hardly surprising that the were-
wolf would emerge with renewed vigour during the Second World War. In 1941 
the German intelligence service (Abwehr) created a special forces group, code-
named ‘Wehrwolf ’, for training spies to operate behind enemy lines.125 In 1943, 
Himmler and Globocnik christened their racial resettlement project in the 
Ukraine, ‘Werewolf ’.126 We’ll also recall Hitler’s invocation of the werewolf in 
naming his wartime headquarters. By the time they initiated Operation 
Werewolf in late 1944, Hitler, Himmler, and Goebbels were clearly drawing on 
a wide range of native paramilitary and supernatural traditions.127

In choosing their name for the operation, however, there was a small though 
important difference in nomenclature that distinguished the Nazi Werewolf 
from its paramilitary predecessors. Löns’s Wehrwolf and the interwar ‘Wehrwolf ’ 
movement both employed the term ‘Wehr’, a play on the German word 
for ‘defence’, in their title. Hitler and Himmler nevertheless chose the more 
overtly supernatural derivation of the word, Werwolf – as they had previously 
in naming their respective headquarters and Ukrainian resettlement opera-
tions. In making this subtle break with paramilitary tradition, Peter Longerich 
observes, there can be no doubt that Hitler and Himmler wanted to invoke 
‘the creature of folklore, a human being who under cover of night transforms 
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into an animal’.128 Himmler in particular envisioned a ‘program for these 
werewolves out of Germanic mythology and vulgar occultism’, encouraging the 
use of a black armband with skull and crossbones and silver SS insignia drawn 
from Lützow’s ‘wild hunters’.129

For Hitler, Himmler, and Goebbels, Operation Werewolf was much more 
than a last-ditch military operation. It constituted a core element in their 
Wagnerian vision of total victory or apocalypse.130 The timing of Operation 
Werewolf was linked, after all, to the impending Allied invasion of the Reich 
proper and the rise of local militia movements in the East, where Communist 
partisans carried out increasingly effective guerrilla warfare, assassinations, 
and sabotage against German occupiers.131 Himmler believed his Werewolves 
would somehow rescue the Reich from the jaws of defeat while providing the 
basis for armed peasant ‘outposts’ in the tradition of the Artamanen.132 He 
alluded to this supernaturally inspired vision of political, military, and racial 
rebirth in an October 1944 radio broadcast: ‘even in the territory [the Allies] 
believe they have conquered,’ he announced, the Germans will ‘constantly 
spring to life again, and, like werewolves, death-defying volunteers will damage 
and destroy the enemy from the rear’.133

Goebbels too embraced the Werewolf as a central feature in his end of times 
propaganda. The Propaganda Minister even created his own ‘Radio Werewolf ’ 
station. Many Werewolf broadcasts began with the sound of a wolf howling 
and a song, sung by a woman named Lily, which included the lyrics, ‘I am so 
savage. I am filled with rage . . . Lily the werewolf is my name. I bite, I eat, I am 
not tame . . . My werewolf teeth bite the enemy/And then he’s done and then 
he’s gone/Hoo, hoo hoo.’134 ‘The members of the Werewolf organization use any 
means good enough to harm the enemy,’ declared another Radio Werewolf 
broadcast. ‘Woe to the enemies of the country, but thrice woe to the traitors of 
our won people who put themselves at their disposal!’135

The burden of these (unrealistic) expectations fell on two widely renowned 
SS officers, Hans-Adolf Prützmann and Otto Skorzeny, which indicates the 
importance that Hitler and Himmler placed on Operation Werewolf. From 
June to October 1941, Prützmann was the Higher SS and Police Leader (Höhere 
SS- und Polizeiführer or HSSPF) for Russia-North, playing a decisive role in 
initiating the Holocaust in Latvia. By 1944 he was HSSPF for Russia-South and 
SS Director for Special Intelligence, leading combat forces against the 
Russians.136 Stationed in the Ukraine, Prützmann had studied Soviet partisan 
tactics up close, which he both admired and feared.137 Like the Soviet partisans, 
according to Prützmann, Werewolf trainees were to be recruited for their ideo-
logical fanaticism and battle-hardened brutality. Due to the unavailability of 
seasoned fighters, however, many Werewolf recruits were culled from the Hitler 
Youth instead.138
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The Werewolf trained in secret locations in Berlin and the Rhineland under 
the purview of Skorzeny, a famed Special Forces leader, best known for his 
efforts leading Operation Oak to rescue Mussolini. The guerrilla training was 
similar to that of Special Forces in Allied countries, including techniques for 
survival in harsh conditions, sabotage, hand-to-hand combat, and assassina-
tion.139 There is also some evidence that Himmler and Prützmann welcomed 
women into the Werewolves, due to the fact that the Soviets used them, that 
manpower was short, and that they fit the Wagnerian trope of fighting Valkyrie 
within the Nazi supernatural imaginary.140

The Werewolves carried out bold acts of terrorism, blowing up captured 
planes, planting bombs, and setting military installations on fire.141 Werewolves 
were also given orders to assassinate collaborators, shoot retreating Wehrmacht 
troops, and murder hostile Poles and Russians. Hence Werewolf groups were 
more dangerous – and caused greater anxiety – among local German ‘collabo-
rators’ and Slavs than among Allied forces.142

The Werewolves were also better organized and more widely feared by local 
populations in eastern Germany, where it was easier to recruit refugees fleeing 
the Russians.143 Radio Werewolf, according to Skorzeny, was also more active 
and effective in the eastern zones, reflecting both the greater urgency of 
partisan warfare and the resonance of the werewolf concept in the East.144 For 
similar reasons the Werewolves were popular among the ethnic German popu-
lations in the Sudetenland, Silesia, and South Tyrol, where they could portray 
themselves more legitimately as a German ‘self-defence’ force against Slavic 
interlopers.145

Certainly some French and British soldiers were killed by Werewolves in 
southwestern and northern Germany respectively.146 The Americans were still 
fighting Werewolves in the Austrian Tyrol until late May 1945, two weeks after 
Germany’s surrender.147 But even in regions where their political and military 
influence was negligible, the mere idea of the Werewolf, combined with 
Himmler and Goebbels’ propaganda efforts, encouraged Nazi diehards and 
scared German collaborators. The Werewolves left portentous messages on 
houses and public buildings, writing on the graves of fallen comrades: ‘We shall 
avenge you. The wolves are awaiting their chance to spring.’148 There were also 
reports of female Werewolves in Leipzig that would ‘pour scalding water from 
the windows on troops passing below them’.149 Even when the Werewolves were 
not responsible for a particular death, Prützmann or Goebbels often claimed 
responsibility in order to create anxiety among the local populations.150

Goebbels’ Radio Werewolf was especially effective in creating a myth of 
thousands of vicious partisans, a number out of all proportion with reality, 
marshalling their strength across Germany.151 These rumors, fuelled by native 
Germans, generated consternation among Allied invaders, who feared 
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widespread guerrilla actions, coordinated from a rumoured ‘National redoubt’ 
or ‘Alpine fortress’ in the mountains of southern Germany.152 Although no 
Alpine redoubt materialized, General Eisenhower was concerned enough 
about the Munich-based Werewolf resistance to order the detention and 
internment of thousands of potential partisans as well as reprisals against guer-
rillas. The Soviets were even more ruthless and indiscriminate.153

Ultimately, the Werewolves were an omnipresent and widely feared guer-
rilla movement, which had a significant psychological impact on both anxious 
Germans and Nazi fanatics roving the countryside in the final months of the 
war.154 To be sure, the Werewolves never enjoyed the full support of the German 
population. Nor did they have a significant political or military impact. They 
did capture the popular imagination, however, constituting the epitome of 
what the Third Reich hoped to create through its last-gasp exploitation of the 
supernatural imaginary: ruthless Nazi Werewolves as the heroic German coun-
terpoise to Slavic-Communist monsters flooding in from the East.155

Partisan Vampires

Whereas the werewolf was the ‘good’ monster in Ur-Germanic folklore, the 
vampire was the evil ‘other’.156 We have seen how the Slavic and Jewish vampire, 
as blood-sucking colonizer and progenitor of racial miscegenation, functioned 
as a prop in justifying Nazi anti-Semitism and genocide.157 In the final months 
of the war this image of the Slav as vampiric interloper resurfaced in accounts 
collected by the infamous SS folklorist, Alfred Karasek.158

Karasek assembled reports of Slavic blood-drinkers from Banat Germans 
(also called ‘Danube Swabians’). The Danube Swabians were a small group 
among the millions of ethnic Germans flooding west in a wave of forced 
emigration known as the Vertriebung. Still, unlike many ethnic Germans evac-
uated during the last months of the war, thousands of Banat Germans 
remained stranded in the east for a longer period of time, exposed to ethno-
political violence and retribution.159 Their position was all the more precar-
ious due to Soviet fears of Nazi ‘Werewolves’, whose attacks were especially 
vicious on the frontiers of the Reich.160

According to Germans fleeing the Banat, the Tito Partisans – anti-German 
insurgents led by the Yugoslavian Communist leader Josip Tito – had become 
vampires.161 Thousands of eyewitnesses confirmed these observations, 
reporting on an ‘epilepsy-like attack, in which the body of the victim, possessed 
like a demon, was thrown violently to the ground’. Then ‘animalistic noises 
came forth, foam spurted from the mouth and nose, until the body was worked 
into a fury’. The vampiric partisans ‘tortured their victims before murdering 
them in the most fantastical fashion, in which they cut off their ears or nose, 
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poked out their eyes, ripped off their faces’. Other partisans stood by watching, 
expressing ‘with bloodshot eyes, in predatory fashion’, their ‘desire to drink 
“fascist” blood’.162 Partisans also felt compelled to shout obscenities and 
disturbing details about the violent acts they committed or were about to 
commit. In a frenzied state, one woman claimed ‘to have killed 70 Swabians’, 
which she began to ‘describe in the most horrific detail’.163

Even when the partisans were unarmed, another witness reported, ethnic 
Germans were defenceless because Slavs overcome by the ‘partisan sickness’ 
developed ‘unnatural physical powers and exterminated everything around 
them . . . In a demonic state they called and screamed [for] Swabian blood and 
carried out murder and threats of terror.’ Sometimes they would ‘stop quietly 
for short moments and with an empty and soulless look’ mutter the words, ‘Oh, 
how sweet is this Swabian blood’. Once sated, the partisans would sink into 
exhaustion and gradually regain their senses, which is why it was called ‘partisan 
sickness’.164

Indicating the racialized character of these attacks, German witnesses 
claimed the ‘transformation’ was triggered by chance encounters with 
Germans.165 One partisan officer had an attack while eating in an ethnic 
German restaurant.166 Another Serbian civilian transformed suddenly after 
discovering a passerby was German.167 Many witnesses also relate the conta-
gious nature of the partisan sickness, if only among Serbians. According to 
Bertha Sohl, who witnessed three separate attacks, the sickness could ‘easily 
befall many and spread in contagious fashion’.168 Many witnesses confirmed 
that only the Slavs turned into monsters, whereas ‘German soldiers, who were 
also in the woods and in the thick of the fighting, have never caught the disease 
and no German prisoner of war or captive Swabian has had it.’169

These reports were not confined to the Banat. Stefan Apazeller, who fled the 
Banat in 1944, reported on rumours of Slavic blood-drinkers among the Serbs, 
Croats, and even ethnic Germans in other parts of Yugoslavia.170 In fact, many 
Serbian civilians appeared equally wary of the partisans – occasionally corrob-
orating the Germans’ stories – which suggests the attacks were quite real, even 
if their supernatural causes were not.171

Fantastical accounts of Communist atrocities emerged from Poland, 
Ukraine, and the Baltic as well. But the theme of vampirism and blood-drinking 
was peculiar to the Balkans.172 Part of this might be related to regional 
mythology, as Serbia was the centre of modern vampire legends.173 Certainly, 
Catholic Swabians were more prone to viewing the drinking of blood in the 
sacrificial sense of (dark) communion than German Protestants.174 At the same 
time, however, we must recall the extent to which a völkisch preoccupation with 
the biomystical power of the blood and the Slavic-Jewish vampire was preva-
lent across interwar Germany.175 Hence the equation of partisan warfare – or 
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warfare more generally – with Jewish/Slavic vampires (or Nazi ‘Werewolves’) 
should not be surprising.

Moreover, much like the Jewish vampires in the Nazi supernatural imagi-
nary, Slavic partisans did not have to rise from the grave to spread vampirism. 
Slavic blood-drinkers were, like Jews, both biological enemies infected by (and 
capable of spreading) disease and vampiric monsters, cursed with the ‘mark 
of Cain’.176 Also similar to Nazi images of Jewish vampires, Banat Germans 
perceived Slavic partisans in biomystical fashion. Partisans desired only 
Swabian (svabi) blood (krev), because that is how they might consume or 
destroy ethnic German purity and power.177

Interestingly, reports suggest that the Slavic partisans often emerged from 
the forests, which tended to bring on a particularly wild and monstrous form 
of ‘partisan sickness’.178 The ethnic German Philipp Ungar observed the relapse 
of a ‘wild devil’ who had lived in the woods during the ‘time of struggle’ and 
repeatedly captured and shot German prisoners. The Serb would experience 
‘attacks’ every now and then during which he gained superhuman strength, 
fantasized about ‘Swabian blood’, and babbled uncontrollably about the atroci-
ties he committed in the forest.179 Three partisans experienced an attack when 
encountering German civilians while walking through the park, which must 
have triggered memories of being a ‘partisan in the woods’. All three fell to the 
ground, feverishly ‘trying to dig holes with their bare hands and biting into the 
grass with their teeth’.180 The similarities to a wild dog or wolf are unmistakable.

The idea of wild Slavic partisans roaming the forest and transforming into 
blood-drinking animals that sound a lot like werewolves is fascinating. It also 
indicates the importance of distinctive folkloric traditions in defining super-
natural thinking across the Reich. For whereas the werewolf (Werwolf) and 
vampire (vampir) were both ethnically and linguistically distinct in the Nazi 
supernatural imaginary – with the werewolf viewed much more positively – the 
two concepts were closely intertwined in the eastern European imagination. 
The old Slavonic word for vampire (varkolak or vrykolak; Serbian vukodlak) 
could also mean werewolf, after all – and in both cases the creature is evil.181 
Similar to the werewolf myth, many witnesses noted the unhappy nature of the 
partisans’ transformation and the terrible violence and sexual mutilation that 
accompanied their bouts of partisan fever.182

Here the image of ‘wild’, blood-drinking monsters, emerging from the 
forests to carry out partisan warfare against German soldiers and civilians, 
becomes the mirror image of the German Werewolf movement that preceded 
reports of blood-drinking partisans by just a few months. Except that ethnic 
Germans’ positive image of the ‘werewolf ’, in contrast to the hybrid ‘vrykolak’ 
of Slavic folklore, seemingly precluded the Donau Swabians from employing 
the werewolf trope to describe Slavs. No matter what their manifestation or 
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provenance, wild, forest-roaming Slavic partisans were repeatedly associated 
with vampires.

The image of the blood-drinking Slavic partisan was also gendered. Women, 
according to many witnesses, were particularly susceptible to becoming man-
eating monsters.183 A group of Swabian high-school students described one 
female partisan who ‘walked around the camp completely normally and was 
then stricken, pulled her hair and started to shriek, “I want blood!” . . . During 
the time of struggle, when many partisans were still in the woods, she was one 
of the worst . . . if this partisan captured a German prisoner [she] slaughtered 
her in the worst fashion’.184 Barbara Prumm observed a Serbian woman who, 
after an attack of ‘partisan sickness’ in the middle of Belgrade, began foaming 
at the mouth and shouted ‘Hurray, forwards against the Swabians.’185 Another 
female partisan suffered attacks that ‘always came at night’, resulting in her 
moniker, ‘The Black Nada’ (Der Schwarze Nada).186 The Black Nada had an 
extremely ‘evil’ visage ‘which could terrify anyone’. When a refugee mocked her, 
‘she immediately had an attack’. ‘Foam spurted from her mouth’ and in ‘her 
immense rage and with all her strength’ she attacked the individual who had 
shouted at her.187

This perception of Slavic women being more susceptible to partisan sick-
ness comports with a broader German fear of the Slavic Flintenweib (‘gun-
toting wench’) among the ‘sub-human’ Bolsheviks, who frequently recruited 
women in military roles.188 It is no coincidence that Germans labelled the 
women in the Soviets’ 588th Night Bomber Regiment the ‘Night Witches’, a 
regiment that Germans feared more than any Soviet bombers. Although 
certainly as effective as their male counterparts, there is no evidence that the 
‘Night Witches’ were consistently more accurate in their sorties. Rumours of 
the Night Witches’ ruthlessness were linked primarily to gendered ideas of 
Slavic (Bolshevik) women as particularly monstrous and unnatural.189 Nazi 
Werewolves, in contrast to Slavic blood-drinkers, were almost always male, 
indicating their Ur-Germanic racial power and masculinity.

Chauvinist and racist elements in these accounts are certainly subordinate 
to the very real fear of Serbian partisans qua partisans.190 According to 
Magdalena Jerich, a number of Swabian men, many sick with typhus, were 
isolated in a single house, ostensibly for ‘recovery’. They were then led out one 
night by drunken partisans, forced to undress, and murdered in the most brutal 
fashion – skulls cracked, brains torn out, bodies hung from the ceiling and 
burned. The Danube Swabians from the camp were forced to load the muti-
lated bodies onto a wagon in such a way that dismembered arms and legs 
wouldn’t fall on the ground.191 In July 1946 a local Bosnian political candidate 
is reported to have said: ‘We have exterminated [vernichtet] the trunk and the 
branches, but the roots unfortunately remain; however, we will also ensure that 
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these are no longer a threat.’192 The refugees further claimed that ‘the graves 
they had to leave behind [were] desecrated in their absence . . . the gold being 
extracted from the teeth of their abandoned dead’ – reminiscent of the crimes 
that the Nazis visited upon the Jews.193

Indeed, there is some evidence that the Banat Germans’ expressions of 
terror were ‘spawned both by real violence and by fantasies and anxieties about 
Swabians’ own guilt or crimes or transgressions committed by their group’.194 
Accounts of Slavic vampirism and monstrosity helped to sublimate ethnic 
Germans’ guilt, facilitate their self-fashioning as victims, and even justify in 
turn the actions of German soldiers (or Werewolves) against Slavs.195 They 
represent what John Horne and Alan Kramer call a ‘legend’ or ‘myth-complex’, 
which feature common elements: an emphasis on women partisans, transgres-
sive violence, bouts of ill conscience, and a desire to drink blood.196

A strong regional history of vampirism and ethnic Germans’ minority 
status in the region may have magnified the supernatural lens through which 
the Donau Swabians viewed their Slavic neighbours.197 Nevertheless, stories 
about blood-drinking partisans cannot be attributed ‘exclusively to an eruption 
of irrationality in a moment of chaos and distress’.198 These reports had a 
history in the German (and Nazi) supernatural imaginary stretching back 
many decades. They spoke to the ‘phantasmagorical elements of a war of 
conquest and extermination’ in central Europe and provided the idiom in 
which many Germans ‘explained violent wartime and post-war encounters to 
themselves and others’.199

The End of the Third Reich

The 20 July 1944 assassination attempt on Hitler represents a watershed 
moment. On the one hand it signalled that ordinary Germans had finally begun 
to break Hitler’s spell. Millions recognized that the Führer and his coterie, 
driven by megalomaniacal fantasies and a belief in their divine mission, were 
leading the Third Reich toward catastrophe. Of course, many continued to 
honour Goebbels’ call for ‘fanatical resistance’, envisioning ‘all manner of apoc-
alyptic scenarios’ if Germany lost the war.200 But as the ‘euphoria of victory 
began to yield to the grim realities of mass, violent death’, images of the Third 
Reich were changing.201

Unable to discard a proclivity for supernatural thinking that helped make 
sense of the Nazi racial and imperial project, ordinary Germans ‘groped in the 
dark for points of comparison, linking what was happening to a natural catas-
trophe or a biblical end times’.202 The supernatural imaginary, replete with 
images of violent floods, earthquakes, and ice ages, helped prepare Germans for 
global conflagration. Just as the moon hitting the earth had destroyed Atlantis 
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10,000 years earlier, so would the Second World War result in a new apoca-
lypse.203 For millions of ordinary Germans, however, whose preoccupations 
had long ago shifted toward mere everyday survival, the mythology of Ragnarok 
likewise held out the promise of rebirth and redemption.

For many Nazis who could not abide the collapse of their thousand-year 
Reich, such images represented a kind of wish fulfilment. Weaned on Nordic 
mythology, Wagner, and the Edda, ariosophy and World Ice Theory, Nazi 
leaders ‘began to imagine a war unlike any ever before witnessed and to chore-
ograph its denouement’. ‘Even if the war was lost, which became increasingly 
likely over time’, the Nazis ‘dreamed that future generations would look 
back and revere Germany for its unending will to fight, its will to death’. The 
Nazis, as suggested above, ‘had always fantasized about a specifically German 
enthusiasm for death; that illusion now became a matter of war policy.’204 For 
ordinary Germans and Nazis alike, these widespread images of annihilation 
and rebirth reflected the everyday devastation that defined the final months 
of the war.

Nazi Twilight

The Third Reich was fascinated by the cult of death, which often merged with 
the cult of the warrior in the Nazi supernatural imaginary. For fascist thinkers 
in the wake of the First World War, ‘the field of wheat suggest[ed] collective 
destiny-death, resurrection, and growing strength . . . a common death in battle, 
whole rows of men mown down together’.205 Völkisch and right-wing thinkers 
subsumed their inchoate feelings of ‘humiliation, anxiety, hatred, and fear . . . 
[into] a mythology of patriotic sacrifice and national resurrection’. Through 
this psychological process, writes Peter Fisher, the ‘intellectually and morally 
crippled products of a disastrous war’ transformed ‘themselves into the 
vanguard of an even more catastrophic future’.206

These feelings, filtered through the supernatural imaginary, resonated 
beyond the völkisch right. A liberal journalist described his ‘disbelief at the 
population’s impressionability and the local government’s inability to quell the 
alarm’ inherent in fantasy literature. This ‘psychosis through a book’ also 
revealed itself in exaggerated public reactions to the noise of a transport car 
or a plane flying overhead, and anxiety that every activity involving public 
construction augured the prelude to another devastating war.207

Nazi folklorists and politicians described similar phenomena.208 ‘The white 
races are in the stage of decline,’ wrote the Nazi fellow traveller Gottfried Benn, 
whether by ‘the moon crashing into Earth or atomic destruction, freezing or 
[incineration]’.209 Hitler’s Wagnerian vision of politics manifested itself from 
the early years of the Third Reich, as he instructed Goebbels to purchase an 
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original draft of the prelude to Wagner’s Meisterwerk – the Götterdämmerung 
Vorspiel.210

This millennial vision of political, military, and racial cataclysm became 
exaggerated during the final years of the Second World War.211 For Nazi true 
believers, the assassination attempt of 20 July 1944 reinforced the conviction 
that the Third Reich was beset by inner enemies who lacked faith in the Führer. 
Only a firm commitment to ‘total war’ could overcome the global conspiracy of 
Jews, Bolsheviks, and Freemasons that had now infiltrated even the upper 
echelons of the Wehrmacht. Either Germany would achieve final victory 
(Endsieg) or total annihilation.212 The entire Reich infrastructure was now 
going to be devoted to waging total war.213

In support of total war, the Nazi propaganda machine embraced the 
mythology of ‘final struggle’ (Endkampf), of Ragnarok, which prophesied ‘the 
doom of the gods . . . The strife of man against man . . . The Great Winter will 
fall, three years long . . . The wolf Skoll will swallow the sun, and Hati will 
devour the moon; their gore will splatter the earth and heavens.’214 In his 1943 
work Indogermanisches Bekenntnis (Indo-Germanic Confessions), Wüst utilized 
the Ragnarok myth, lamenting the historical failure of Indo-Germanic culture 
to achieve final victory against repeated attacks on its racial, spiritual, and 
geographical core. The Second World War represented another such moment 
in which the ‘racially alien’ civilizations carried out an ‘exterminatory attack’ 
against the foundations of ‘Germanic essence’.215 As the Reich crumbled in the 
winter of 1945, the German Indologist, Jakob Wilhelm Hauer, offered a course 
at Tübingen along similar lines, entitled ‘Death and Immortality in Indo-
Germanic Faith and Thought 1944–45’.216

By early 1945 the East Prussian Gauleiter and murderous SS administrator, 
Erich Koch, was speaking in apocalyptic terms about the coming defeat. So too 
was Rudolf Hess, who compared himself to a witch soon to be burnt at the 
stake.217 The correspondence between Martin and Gerda Bormann took on an 
equally apocalyptic tone. Gerda reported that her discussions with the children 
had turned to ‘folk songs, which led us to the Nibelungenlied and hence to the 
struggle between Light and Darkness in fairy tales, myths, history, and daily 
life, and that our stuggle against Bolshevism and the British is no other than the 
fight of Good against Evil . . . That the principle of Light, of the Good, always 
emerges triumphantly after all, and that no sacrifice is too great for the final 
victory of Light.’218 Koch, Hess, and the Bormanns were typical, according to 
Hugh Trevor-Roper, of many Nazis who swallowed wholesale the Nordic meta-
physics of ‘Nazi theology – Charlemagne and the Nibelungs, the virus of 
Christianity and the Wagnerian Twilight’.219

As a young man Himmler too read the Nibelungen stories of Werner Jansen, 
who manipulated the sagas in order to bolster German national feeling.220 
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Decades later, as the Third Reich was collapsing around him, Himmler and his 
SS colleagues pursued their investigations into Nordic and Indo-Aryan 
mythology in maniacal fashion, desperate to locate symbols of Germany’s 
death and resurrection.221 Ernst Schäfer and Bruno Beger ruminated on the 
‘glorious war dance’ of the Tibetans, attracted as both were ‘to the destructive, 
horrible, morbid and macabre side of Tibetan culture’. The Tibetan gods, 
according to Schäfer, hungered for real and imaginary blood, offering ‘blood 
sacrifices’ for ‘the purposes of satisfying the Tantric gods’.222 Ostensibly inspired 
by the ‘Death’s-Head Crown’ of the Demon of Protection, Mahakala, a poem 
appeared in Das Schwarze Korps, with the line: ‘The symbol of the skull, on the 
cap, says to you, how little life means. Reminds you, to be ready, at every hour.’223

Like the Third Reich more generally, Himmler’s Ahnenerbe experienced a 
crisis during the last years of the war, reflecting the endemic contradiction 
between pursuing border scientific fantasies and channelling any last resources 
toward the war effort.224 Himmler squandered time and energy consulting the 
defrocked Karl Maria Wiligut on the appropriate life or death runes with which 
to adorn the proliferating number of SS graves – favouring runes that would 
honour the Norse god of war, Tyr.225 In 1944, Himmler even encouraged 
Wolfgang Krause and his folklore-obsessed colleagues to produce ‘rune fables’ 
in order to improve German morale.226

The Nazis resented the way in which the German cemetery before 1933 had 
become corrupted and desacralized, ‘the playground of foreign races and 
worldviews’. Now, in the wake of mass death, cemeteries and burial rituals 
needed to match Nazi values by invoking Nordic mythology or the Führer (‘on 
my gravestone will be Adolf Hitler, nothing more’).227 At the same time Nazi 
soldiers wore the symbol of the bird of prey, the Totenvögel, becoming a 
‘uniform-wearing version of the ancient beasts of battle’, who ‘foretold the 
carnage of war in medieval sagas’.228 Inspired by this apocalyptic, Wagnerian 
symbolism of death and rebirth, diehard Nazis, like the Werewolves, kept 
fighting long after the war was lost.229

Although most Werewolves would surrender within a couple of years, the 
esoteric death cult around Himmler and the Wewelsburg echoed long after 
1945.230 Rumours persisted that the SS had removed an object from the 
Wewelsburg – possibly what they thought was the Holy Grail – and buried it on 
the Hochfeiler glacier in Zillertal, Austria, waiting for a time when the Third 
Reich might be reborn.231

That so many earlier prophecies had proved false did not stop Nazis from 
doubling down on astrology.232 By the final weeks of the war, the astrologer 
Wilhelm Wulff was virtually unable to leave Himmler’s side. The Reichsführer 
consulted him on virtually every matter, from military strategy and the Jewish 
Question to when and how Hitler would die. It got to the point that Walter 
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Schellenberg was debriefing Wulff just to find out what Himmler – by then the 
second most powerful figure in the Reich – might do next.233 Gerda Bormann 
and other Nazi wives were excited in late 1944 about rumours of a ‘Swedish 
clairvoyant who speaks of a great battle in the West in November, but forecasts 
for us a favourable end of the war in 1946’.234

Even Goebbels appears to have revisited astrology at this time. Alexander 
Centgraf claims to have been called to Berlin in the summer of 1944 to help 
Goebbels produce interpretations of Nostradamus which would reassure 
Germans that the Soviets would not conquer Berlin.235 Centgraf ’s recollections 
are circumstantial. But Goebbels did write in his diary on 25 July 1944 – only 
five days after the attempt on Hitler’s life – that a new Nostradamus brochure 
was being prepared for distribution over England. Five days later Goebbels 
mentioned that Nostradamus might still be useful for domestic propaganda as 
well, since his prophecies ‘could be related to the German present and future in 
very positive fashion’.236 ‘We know that the idea lives on,’ Goebbels announced 
in the final weeks of the war, ‘even if all its bearers have fallen.’237

Alfred Rosenberg, true to form, continued to believe that Germany’s trou-
bles were linked to a global conspiracy of Jews, Masons, and shadowy esoteric 
groups. In the wake of the D-Day landings on 6 June 1944, Rosenberg’s staff in 
France forwarded a detailed report on an obscure occult-Masonic group called 
the ‘Synarchy’.238 According to the report, the Synarchy were a neo-Rosicrucian 
order that presented a threat because they supported the idea of a ‘Monarchy 
without a fatherland’ based on a ‘federative French Empire’.239 Rumours also 
circulated that a German aircraft flew over the runes of Montségur – the Grail 
Mountain – on the 700th anniversary of its fall. Witnesses claimed that 
Rosenberg was on board and that the plane traced ‘a Celtic cross in the sky’.240

In terms of his own ‘fatalism and attraction to a Wagnerian Götterdämmerung’, 
Hitler was very much a product of his times. There was a ‘peculiar, apocalyptic 
dimension’ to his thinking, which he shared with other Nazis, embedded in the 
notion that the ‘life of the nation is lodged in an unalterable cycle of rise and 
fall’.241 Before 1939, Hitler had acted as a prophet whose war aims were ‘moti-
vated in no small measure by apocalyptic visions of purity, by an existential 
battle between good and evil, and by the promise of creating a new and (for the 
chosen few) utopian world’.242 As the war took a bleaker turn, Hitler became 
obsessed by this ‘interplay of destruction and creativity’, articulating a gran-
diose vision of Germany consumed by fire.243

Hitler’s scorched-earth policy during the last months of the war was linked 
to a personal obsession with ‘his own immolation’ and a broader Nazi belief 
that Germans had to die in order for Germany to be reborn.244 His many refer-
ences to the ‘Final Solution’ and decision to destroy Germany’s infrastructure 
are only the most conspicuous examples of Hitler’s attempt to force the end of 
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times.245 In ordering a Götterdämmerung for this world, observes Robert Waite, 
Hitler saw himself as ‘fulfilling ancient myth . . . a darkly brooding Teutonic 
God enthroned in Valhalla, the shadowed Hall of the Dead’.246 No surprise that 
Albert Speer, in planning Hitler’s final birthday concert, ‘ordered Brünnhilde’s 
last aria and the finale of Götterdämmerung – a rather bathetic and also melan-
choly gesture pointing to the end of the Reich’.247 For even Hitler’s suicide on 30 
April 1945 was a ‘grand magical’ act consistent with the myth of Ragnarok, 
when the world would be destroyed by ‘fire followed by the renewal of life’.248

Rebirth

The reality that Germans confronted at the end of the war was so ‘fantastic and 
gruesome’, observed Konrad Heiden, that it surpassed in ‘dreadfulness anything 
the most vivid imagination can evoke’.249 Facing unprecedented mass death and 
catastrophic defeat, Germans were forced ‘to wrestle with their losses in an 
atmosphere of acute existential crisis’.250 And yet many did so in ways that 
hardly represent a break from Nazi supernatural thinking. The Nazi runologist 
Bernhard Kummer invoked the Edda to capture his feelings in the wake of 
defeat, observing that ‘the concussive Ragnarök poem could have a new and 
direct meaning for the understanding of our own days’, helping the Germans 
negotiate their psychological distress.251 Hauer reflected similarly on the 
‘meaning of Ragnarök’, which, after so much destruction, helped one come to 
terms with the ‘Germanic-German view’ of divinity in Old Norse and Hindu 
tradition.252

In his last will and testament, Robert Ley made an explicit attempt to rescue 
the ‘positive side’ of Nazism, the biomystical synthesis of race and spirit that 
‘was one of the greatest things people ever thought’.253 Walther Darré extolled 
the ‘positive’ virtues of völkisch-organicist thinking as well, which, he claimed, 
had nothing to do with Hitler’s nihilistic attitude toward Jews. Instead of 
distancing himself from blood-and-soil fantasies, Darré burnished his völkisch-
esoteric mysticism. The positive attempt to build an organic racial community 
(Volksgemeinschaft), Darré argued, had always been distinct from the brutal 
race war spearheaded by Hitler and Himmler.254

The SS Dean of the University of Strasbourg, Ernst Anrich, declaimed proudly 
after 1945 that he ‘be recognized as a National Socialist’ in contrast to the ‘traitors 
to National Socialism’ such as Hitler.255 ‘That the party, that Hitler had led the 
people and army falsely’ was undeniable, Anrich conceded. This did not mean 
that all true National Socialists were ‘thereby complicit’, however, or that ‘the 
ideas, which one actually believed they were serving,’ were false.256 Here Anrich 
tried to defend a ‘pure’ form of National Socialism whose racialism was more 
spiritual and mystical than biopolitical, and might therefore be rehabilitated.257 
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True National Socialism could not flourish under Western occupation, Anrich 
argued, because the materialist Allies undermined the ‘spiritual-intellectual 
weight of the people’ (seelisch-geistigen Gewicht eines Volkes). The Allies needed 
to understand that a ‘pure faith in the idea of national Socialism, of ethnicity and 
the duty-bound power of the whole’, was worth rehabilitating.258

Some Nazi thinkers claimed to reject the Third Reich outright. The 
defrocked Hermann Wirth, once Himmler’s right-hand man, now argued that 
his departure from the Ahnenerbe had to do with profound ‘ideological’ differ-
ences with the regime. But the December 1938 letter to Himmler that Wirth 
cited to indicate his differences with the regime was, according to most experts, 
a forgery – like the Ura Linda chronicle on which he based his Nordic fantasies. 
Wirth remained in fact a devoted proponent of Nordic race and culture, 
founding a völkisch-esoteric prehistorical museum and delivering papers to 
major academic conferences with picturesque titles such as ‘The Formation of 
Military Leaders’ Religions during the Indo-European Migration and the End 
of Cult Matriarchy’.259

Though obviously disingenuous, the claims of Wirth and other border 
scientists that they opposed the regime apparently worked.260 How else to 
explain the fact that Hermann Wirth and Franz Altheim were invited to the 
eighth annual International Congress for the History of Religions in Rome in 
1955? Or that the SS esotericists Julius Evola and Hermann Grabert became 
leading figures of the post-war far right?261

Carl Jung agreed that impressions of German contrition masked, in some 
cases, ‘the most pronounced Nazi psychology . . . still alive with all its violence 
and savagery’.262 When questioned why Germans had got themselves into this 
‘psychic mess’, Jung explained that they had projected their ‘demons’ – their 
insecurities and resentments – onto others, be they the Jews or the Allies, and 
‘steadily loaded [their] unconscious with them’.263 For Germans living in the 
Third Reich, all these conspiratorial fantasies, insecurities, and resentments, 
the ‘pressure of the demons’ in Jung’s words, became ‘so great that they got 
human beings into their power’, first Hitler, who ‘then infected the rest’. ‘All the 
Nazi leaders were possessed in the truest sense of the word.’264

And yet, many Germans, Jung admitted, were ready to exorcise Hitler and 
his demons. As the SD dutifully reported in early 1945, most Germans had 
begun questioning the regime’s apocalyptic propaganda. Others remarked that 
the Allied troops – at least in the West – hardly fit the monstrous depictions 
spread by official propaganda. If any individuals were monsters, some Germans 
reasoned, they were members of the SS who had committed atrocities in the 
East.265

The ideological investment of Germans in the supernatural imaginary did 
not immediately disappear in the last months of the war. Nor can we ignore the 
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role of the Allied denazification process in uprooting the Third Reich’s commit-
ments to ‘the glories of war and sacrificial battlefield death’.266 Still, the search for 
völkisch-spiritual wholeness could be channelled into less racist, less imperialist, 
more productive avenues. ‘Anyone who falls so low has depth,’ Jung suggested, 
making it likely that ‘positive forces will emerge from the catastrophe’.267

On the one hand Germans sought comfort in their churches and alternative 
forms of Christianity.268 The Catholic stigmatist, Therèse Neumann von 
Konnersreuth, for example, reemerged in 1945 to take advantage of a ‘new wave 
of miracles, both religious and otherwise, that expressed the anxiety of a war-
torn population’. Her annual visitors ranged into the tens of thousands, 
including hundreds of American soldiers, who helped make Neumann ‘an ideal 
symbol to overcome tensions in the German-American relationship’.269

Not all such prophecies occurred within a Christian idiom. In the chaos and 
confusion of defeat there proliferated numerous ‘prophecies and folk legends’ 
percolating through the German supernatural imaginary.270 Some promised 
more apocalyptic wars. Others helped reassure Germans that their suffering 
was not in vain, that they might return to their villages and live in harmony 
with other nationalities.271

Many Germans began to envision the Nazis themselves as ‘beasts, devils, 
[and] fiends . . . utterly depraved, only masquerading as human’ and prone to 
‘corpse desecration’.272 As the famous line from the Book of Revelation circu-
lated amongst the ruins (‘let anyone with understanding calculate the number 
of the beast’), some Germans portrayed their former messiah Hitler, whose 
name ostensibly spelled 666, as the Beast.273

Yet the process of ‘denazifying consciousness’ was complex. Germans ‘clung 
to certain beliefs rooted in the recent past concerning death even as they 
distanced themselves from Nazism’. They viewed the Allies’ putative mishan-
dling of the German dead as ‘a signal theme in postwar discourses of German 
victimization’ and ‘compared it with the mishandling of the bodies of the Nazis’ 
victims in the concentration camps’.274

With millions missing, many Germans also turned to ‘supernatural explana-
tions’ reminiscent of Nazi-era thinking in order to ‘illuminate the otherwise 
unfathomable deaths of loved ones’.275 An emphasis on fate drawn from 
Germanic religious tradition served after 1945 ‘to link the horrors of National 
Socialism and World War II to a transcendental concept . . . into an integral 
metaphor for coping, repression, and justification’.276 The immensely popular 
faith healer Bruno Groening emerged, like Neumann, in the late 1940s, attracting 
millions of Germans, Catholic and Protestant alike. Some viewed him as a post-
Hitlerian messiah, helping to exorcise Nazi demons. Others worried that 
Groening, a former Nazi Party member with no real ties to Christian tradition 
(he was compared to an ‘Indian yogi’), represented ‘another Hitler’.277
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Bourgeois Germans less prone to the Volksreligion of Groening had recourse 
to the border scientific mysticism of Ernst Kallmeyer and Willy Hellpach. 
Kallmeyer’s book Do our Dead Live? A World View as Answer (1946) reflects 
the persistence of ‘this worldly’ religiosity propagated by the Nazis before 
1945.278 Employing esoteric metaphors redolent of Bormann or Himmler, 
Kallmeyer compared the human soul to atoms that could not be extinguished 
through physical death. There was scientific evidence, he claimed, that the dead 
still live in the everyday ‘supernatural’ (übersinnliche) realm that stands oppo-
site the ‘empirical’ (sinnliche) world, a ‘beyond’ (Jenseits) that lives alongside the 
‘here and now [Diesseits] . . . Already for these reasons we may be certain that 
our dead live!’279 Humanity only had meaning ‘from the standpoint of the 
teaching of reincarnation, otherwise it would be nonsensical and not worth 
living.’280

We find the same völkisch-esoteric mélange of science and religion in the 
post-war scholarship of Willy Hellpach.281 Before 1945, the erstwhile Rector of 
the University of Heidelberg had contributed to the field of Völkerpsychologie 
that helped justify Nazi Volksgemeinschaft and empire.282 With the collapse of 
the Third Reich, Hellpach turned to a less völkisch form of parapsychology.283 
In the spring of 1946 he completed Magethos: An Investigation into Magical 
Thinking and Magical Service in Connection to the Powers of the Beyond with 
this-worldly Duties for the Creation and Securing of Values and Principles, 
Custom and Law, Conscience and Practices, Morals and Religions.284 Magethos 
was hardly a dispassionate scientific analysis. ‘Perhaps seldom has the funda-
mental problem of otherwordly powers and this-worldly duties been so 
burning,’ Hellpach explained in his preface, ‘as in the terrible experience of 
recent years.’285

One of Goebbels and Himmler’s favourite occult collaborators, H. H. 
Kritzinger, found a receptive audience after 1945. In a 1951 book, On the 
Philosophy of the Supernatural World, Kritzinger reiterated his belief in the 
need to recognize the mystical antimonies in the world. Except the Nazi border 
scientist was careful, this time around, not to dismiss the ‘Jewish science’ 
of relativity which, in its alternative view of the space-time continuum, 
helped confirm esotericist insights from the Near East.286 In this respect 
Kritzinger attempted to reinscribe a universalism into his occult thinking that 
had gradually been lost in Germany – at least in regard to Jews – after the First 
World War.

Many other Nazi astrologers landed on their feet. The long-time Goebbels 
collaborator Alexander Centgraf resuscitated his career as a Nostradamus 
scholar, asserting that he opposed Nazism and that nearly all his wartime 
predictions had come true.287 With his tell-all account of astrology in the Third 
Reich, Zodiac and Swastika, Wilhelm Wulff became a minor celebrity.288 Other 
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pro-Nazi occultists, including many anthroposophists, distanced themselves 
from Nazism, joining the German Green Party or (re)directing their efforts 
into Waldorf schools and progressive, New Age pursuits.289

The erstwhile SS folklorist Alfred Karasek managed to transition seamlessly 
from folklore-fuelled imperialism to respected academic. Karasek’s repeated 
declarations in support of European reconciliation helped to mask his 
continued belief in German ethno-linguistic purity and his subtle academic 
contributions to the revanchist field of ‘expellee folklore’ 
(Vertriebenenvolkskunde).290 Typical of this revisionist history, Karasek’s 
analysis of Folk Tales of the Carpathian Germans recounted the terrible events 
that had befallen expellees since 1944.291 Karasek continued to insist on his 
ability to glean German ethnic feeling through folklore – especially in the case 
of ethnic Germans who had lost their Heimat.292 These thinly veiled 
revanchiste sentiments, grounded in a quasi-mystical emphasis on the ethno-
national purity of German folklore, would persist in Karasek’s work until his 
death in 1970.293

Sitting in an American internment camp, Hans Bender dealt with the hard 
reality of loss, defeat, and complicity by abandoning any remaining semblance 
of critical distance to border science. In notes collected by American interroga-
tors, Bender criticized the materialist West’s tendency toward too much 
‘thinking’. ‘Thinking is an indication of the decay of the brain. Every serious 
thought is a tombstone of a brain cell. Every time a person thinks it is a sign 
that a brain cell has died and deteriorated (decomposed) and the result is a 
decomposition of thought.’ While humans ‘poison’ themselves with thoughts 
and therefore lose sight of nature, a ‘panther is too clever to think’. Like a 
panther, ‘whose blood stream . . . [isn’t] poisoned by those gaseous products of 
the degeneration of the brain which we call thoughts . . . [we must] destroy 
thinking, killing it in its very beginning so thoroughly that it destroys the 
multiplication of micro-organisms as in an infected wound; the sun makes our 
brain asceptic and free of thoughts.’294

Unsurprisingly, given its SS funding and Nazi provenance, Bender’s 
‘Paracelsus’ Institute was immediately closed by the French government. Only 
in 1954, when German law changed to allow the reappointment of former Nazi 
officials, was Bender reinstated as ‘associate professor for frontier areas of 
psychology at the University of Freiburg’.295 Within a decade the ‘spook professor’ 
resumed his place as Germany’s leading (para)psychologist, founding his own 
institute for esoteric research. He became a nationally recognized media figure, 
attracting a new generation of those seeking alternative answers to questions 
that neither mainstream science nor traditional religion could resolve.

With his ‘experiments’ now broadcast on television game shows and popular 
radio programmes, Bender’s research shifted from receiving official government 
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sponsorship in the Third Reich to becoming harmless TV entertainment in the 
Federal Republic. Emblematic of the depoliticized (deracialized) nature of 
occultism in the Federal Republic is the fact that one of Bender’s chief onscreen 
collaborators was the Israeli-Jewish magician, Uri Geller.296

***

For most Nazis and millions of Germans during the first half of the twentieth 
century, the line between natural and supernatural, empirical and border 
science, was always porous. Once the Third Reich entered a period of total war 
after the battle of Stalingrad, these elements within the Nazi supernatural 
imaginary found all the more fantastical and violent expression.297 ‘We can 
hardly expect the cultural history of violence in the wake of a war of such 
fantastic, apocalyptic and pathological dimensions, a war that unleashed so 
many wild demons,’ observes Monica Black, ‘to come down to us in the 
unadorned language of the crop report or the bank statement.’298

It is unlikely Germany could have won the war even had the Nazi leadership 
shed their supernatural thinking and committed to more rational, pragmatic 
decision-making processes. But the material, human, and psychological invest-
ment in miracle weapons and border scientific technologies certainly did not 
help the war effort. Rather, such projects attest to the impact of the supernat-
ural imaginary even in areas where twentieth-century historians have become 
most accustomed to the ‘unadorned language of the crop report or the bank 
statement’.299

As the Endkampf took on especially violent, monstrous, apocalyptic dimen-
sions, the Nazis revived the idea of a final battle, a twilight of the gods, in which 
every German must take part.300 A widely shared supernatural imaginary 
operated before the outbreak of the war to marginalize Slavic and Jewish 
enemies of the Reich. The exterminatory zeal toward the monstrous other that 
we find after 1939 was exacerbated, however, by ‘the cataclysm of ethnic war 
and defeat’, which unleashed ‘phantasms, wild rumors and uncanny stories’ that 
verified ‘events that seem to lie outside our reality’.301 The final stage of the 
Second World War, epitomized by the battle between German Werewolves and 
Slavic vampires, highlights both the remarkable resonance and inherent 
dangers of the supernatural imaginary.

If most of the German population did not follow the Werewolves and rise 
up, as Hitler, Goebbels, and Himmler intended, they certainly conceived of the 
final years of the war, like the Nazis themselves, in supernatural terms.302 But 
the myriad stories, prophecies, and conspiracy theories shared by ordinary 
Germans were less likely to excoriate Jews or Masons than peddle visions of 
retribution and redemption that helped Germans work through the outcome 
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of the war.303 Their final recourse to the supernatural imaginary was no longer 
about political domination, ethnic cleansing, or empire. It was much more the 
expression of ‘bodily insecurity’ and ‘fears of annihilation’, of ‘repressed guilt’ 
and the dissolution of their ‘community and its place in the world’ – namely the 
dissolution of the Third Reich.304



Supernatural thinking is but one element in understanding Nazism. To explain 
the rise, popularity, and character of the Third Reich, we must take into account 
a range of factors. These include the devastating outcome of the First World 
War, popular resentment toward the Versailles Treaty, and the challenging 
dynamics (and breakdown) of global capitalism in the wake of hyperinflation 
and the Great Depression. In terms of domestic policy after 1933, we need to 
pay particular attention to Hitler’s distinctive ruling style, his desire for popular 
assent, and the complex dynamics between party, state, labour, industry, and 
the churches. The Nazis’ manipulation of mass culture and the media is signif-
icant, as is the integrative role of ‘racial community’ (Volksgemeinschaft) in 
policy and propaganda. In foreign policy and military decision-making, any 
analysis must begin with the Nazi obsessions over obtaining ‘living space’ and 
eliminating ‘Judeo-Bolshevism’ in eastern Europe, even as we acknowledge the 
important roles played by domestic political and economic pressures and 
wartime circumstances.1

In coming to terms with the arguments in this book, we also need to recog-
nize that supernatural alternatives to traditional religion and mainstream 
science emerged elsewhere in Europe and the United States. Rarely did such 
ideas and practices contribute to the rise of fascist movements or racist impe-
rialism as they did in Nazi Germany.

The particular interplay of supernatural thinking and sociopolitical reality, 
however, was hardly identical in content and character across interwar Europe. 
In comparison to Germany, British and French occultism and border science 
didn’t contain the same level and mix of biomystical racism, Indo-Aryan 
paganism, or anti-Semitism. Nor did a supernatural way of thinking find 
analogous political and ideological – much less sociocultural, religious, and 
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scientific – expression in the mass parties that dominated interwar politics in 
France, Great Britain, or the United States.2 The same holds, to a lesser extent, 
for fascist Italy and Falangist Spain.3

Even in a specifically Austro-German context, the Nazi movement had 
closer ties to occult, border scientific, and pagan-mythological ideas and 
doctrines than any mass political party. There is simply no equivalent 
relationship between popular occultism, paganism, or border science, on 
the one hand, and German liberalism, Socialism, Communism, political 
Catholicism or mainstream conservatism on the other. To be sure, Hitler and 
the Nazi Party may have broken with the Thule Society that helped inspire 
National Socialism. Yet the Society’s völkisch-esoteric ideas and border scien-
tific doctrines persisted within the Nazi (and broader German) supernatural 
imaginary long after individuals such as Sebottendorff and Karl Harrer lost 
their influence.

Not all Germans who shared elements of this supernatural imaginary were 
fascists, racist imperialists, or anti-Semites. But that is precisely why the Nazis’ 
exploitation of the supernatural imaginary was so effective in attracting and 
maintaining support from a broad cross section of the German population. 
The NSDAP’s appeal to such ideas helped the party transcend the thorny social 
and political reality of Depression-era Germany. It allowed a party with no 
clear political or economic programme to supersede the materialist, class-
based rhetoric of the left, the pragmatic, incremental republicanism of the 
liberal centre, and the more traditional, nationalist conservatism of the Catholic 
and Protestant centre right.4

***

Although the Nazi supernatural imaginary did not disappear overnight, its 
more overtly racist and imperialist elements receded in the final months of the 
war.5 Forced to confront the destructive reality of Hitler’s foreign and domestic 
policy, Germans became wary of relying on occult, mythological, pagan reli-
gious, and border scientific reasoning in addressing social or political prob-
lems. For these reasons the Germans would likely ‘recover’, Carl Jung observed, 
and shed their historical ‘demons’.6

But other nations, Jung continued, ‘will become victims of possession if, in 
their horror at the German guilt, they forget [that] they can just as suddenly 
become a victim of the demonic powers’. ‘Every man who loses his shadow, 
every nation that falls into self-righteousness, is their prey. We love the criminal 
and take a burning interest in him because the devil makes us forget the 
beam in our own eye.’7 Indeed, ‘The power of the demons is immense, and 
the most modern media of mass suggestion – press, radio, film, etc. – are at 
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their service,’ Jung concluded. This ‘general suggestibility plays a tremendous 
role in America today’.8

Jung wrote these words more than seventy years ago. Whether we look at 
Europe or the United States, however, Germany is no longer the country in 
which supernatural thinking, in the service of right-wing politics, appears the 
most dangerous to democracy.9 With the end of the Cold War we have seen a 
‘paranormal turn’ in the ‘Anglo-American cultural sphere’, according to Annette 
Hill, ‘a response to anxiety and uncertainty, allowing for a possibility to play 
with ideas of mortality, death, and afterlife, or to deal with both individual and 
national trauma’.10 Widespread rumours of UFOs and reports of alien abduc-
tion are merely contemporary responses to the ‘artificial barrier between the 
spirit and material worlds in the West’.11

This return of the repressed in terms of supernatural thinking has been 
aided by the internet, argues the historian Sabine Doering-Manteuffel, which 
has created an ‘occult structure’ and discursive space where various conspiracy 
theories, apocalyptic claims, and border scientific arguments can challenge 
empirical reality.12 Much like supernatural thinking in interwar Germany a 
century ago, millions of Europeans and Americans are convinced that their 
‘spiritual science’ is true and that ‘their vision of another reality [is] securely 
anchored in the higher worlds, far removed from the demeaning world below’.13

None of this would be particularly remarkable were the proclivity for super-
natural thinking confined to matters of religion and the private sphere, as it 
appears to have been during much of the Cold War era. But those who engage 
in supernatural thinking today, by applying it to the political and social sphere, 
are potentially just as susceptible as interwar Germans to ‘the distorting and 
harmful effects of viewing political events through an occult prism’.14

As in Germany a century ago, a renaissance in supernatural reasoning, 
shadowy conspiracy theories, extraterrestrial powers, and the omnipresence of 
a hostile ethno-religious other has begun to correlate with illiberal political and 
ideological convictions, influencing national elections, domestic social policies, 
and matters of war and peace.15 This phenomenon is evident globally, whether 
in the emergence of nativist and neo-fascist (‘alt-right’) groups across Europe 
and the United States or in the exponential spread and politicization of funda-
mentalist Islam.16 The history of the Third Reich, both real and imagined, has 
helped to inspire these neo-folk and neo-fascist movements, which have resus-
citated in turn fantasies of a racially pure, immigrant (Islam)-free Europe.17

Still, the greatest danger is not that Americans and Europeans will become 
preoccupied by the same border scientific ideas and doctrines, the mytholog-
ical utopias and racial fantasies, so eagerly consumed by Germans in the 
interwar period and exploited by the Third Reich between 1919 and 1945. The 
reality is that every culture has its own supernatural imaginary which can, in 
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times of crisis, begin to displace more empirically grounded, nuanced argu-
ments about the challenges that define our sociopolitical and geopolitical 
reality. That the supernatural imaginary is always more malleable, accessible, 
and open to border scientific reasoning than both traditional religion and 
modern science makes it all the more dangerous and easier to exploit.

We must remember that the links between Nazism and the supernatural 
were ‘neither concealed nor surprising’. They can be explained, in the words of 
Peter Staudenmaier, ‘not through the apparent deviance and strangeness of 
esotericism, but through its commonness and popularity, through its participa-
tion in and influence by central cultural currents of the era’.18 For people 
immersed in a supernatural way of thinking, Adorno reminds us, facts ‘which 
differ from what is the case only by not being facts are trumped up as a fourth 
dimension’. ‘With their blunt, drastic answers to every question, the astrologists 
and spiritualists’ – and here Adorno meant the Nazis as well – ‘do not so much 
solve problems as remove them by crude premises from all possibility of solu-
tion.’19 It is only by acknowledging the persistence and potential dangers of this 
kind of supernatural thinking that we might comprehend ‘its development in 
the Nazi era and its implications for today’.20
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